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Preface

This volume is a tribute to our friend and colleague Philip Shaw, Professor
of English linguistics at the Department of English, Stockholm University,
on the occasion of his 65th birthday.
Philip was born in England’s West Country and educated at the universities of Oxford, Reading (where he received his MA), and Newcastle upon
Tyne, where he received his PhD in 1983 after defending his dissertation on
The major derivatives from place-names in English and German. He joined
our department as a Senior Lecturer in the year 2000 after holding academic
positions in a number of countries (Thailand, Germany, England and Denmark) and was promoted to Professor in 2005. For two years (2006–2008) he
also worked part-time as a guest professor at the Unit for Language and
Communication at KTH, the Royal Institute of Technology.
It soon became apparent that Philip was to be an invaluable asset to the
department in every conceivable way. For one thing, he brought with him a
rich experience from other universities and was already an active member of
several international academic networks. He had carried out research and
published widely in a variety of fields, such as phonetics, word formation,
language for special purposes, second language acquisition, academic writing and World Englishes. Some of these fields were new to the department,
and others were reinforced and stimulated, which has led to fruitful cooperation among colleagues. It was not long before Philip became instrumental in
setting up research projects within the department as well as with other institutions at Stockholm University and elsewhere.
Philip is also a devoted and versatile teacher who has taught and developed a great number of courses at every level of our department, from firstterm language-proficiency classes to graduate seminars and lectures. These
pedagogical skills also make him an excellent PhD supervisor. Being a PhD
student can be very challenging at times; one goes through times of despair
and other difficulties along the way. Philip’s enormous expertise, his generosity with invaluable advice and his time, his humility, his can-do attitude as
well as his great sense of humor certainly make a PhD student’s life considerably easier. In our view, he is a role model for PhD students. He shows the
importance of networking, of social competence and developing good scholarly judgment. And while doing so, he remembers to teach his PhD students
how to become independent researchers. His ways are always polite and
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nuanced. For all these reasons, it is a true privilege to be Philip’s PhD student.
In addition to being an eminent linguist, Philip is—among other things—a
devoted reader of fiction and passionately interested in birds, flowers, and
butterflies. He is a convinced environmentalist and makes a point of always
travelling by train if possible.
The 22 contributions to this volume by friends and colleagues worldwide
bear witness to Philip’s academic versatility as well as his interests beyond
academia. The first paper, ‘Narratives of Nature in English and Swedish:
Butterfly books and the case of Argynnis paphia’, a genre study by Annelie
Ädel and John Swales, is illustrated by Philip devoting himself to one of his
favourite activities. It is followed by four other genre analyses, based on
very different texts: Trine Dahl, ‘Telling it Like it Is or Strategic Writing? A
portrait of the economist writer’, Paul Gillaerts, ‘Move Analysis of Abstracts
from a Diachronic Perspective: A case study’, Maurizio Gotti, ‘Investigating
the Generic Structure of Mediation Processes’, and Nils-Lennart Johannesson, ‘Orrmulum: Genre membership and text organisation’.
The following five papers all relate to Philip’s work in the fields of English as a Second Language (ESL), English as a Lingua Franca (ELF), and
English for Academic Purposes (EAP). The ESL study by Britt Erman and
Margareta Lewis is titled ‘Vocabulary in Advanced L2 English Speech’, and
ELF is represented by Beyza Björkman’s ‘Peer Assessment of Spoken Lingua Franca English in Tertiary Education in Sweden: Criterion-referenced
versus norm-referenced assessment’. The three following papers relate to
Philip’s work on academic writing: Magnus Gustafsson & Hans Malmström,
‘Master Level Writing in Engineering and Productive Vocabulary: What
does measuring academic vocabulary levels tell us?’, Akiko Okamura, ‘Philip Shaw’s Writing Expertise in Academic Discourse’, and Diane Pecorari,
‘Additional Reasons for the Correlation of Voice, Tense and Sentence Function’.
The three papers to follow address issues within the fields of dialectology
and sociolinguistics, representing different speech communities in the English-speaking world: Joan C. Beal, ‘Tourism and the Commodification of
Language’, Peter Sundkvist, ‘“Ridiculously Country”: The representation of
Appalachian English in the Deliverance screenplay’, and Sandra Jansen, ‘“I
don’t sound like a Geordie!”: Phonological and morphosyntactic aspects of
Carlisle English’.
This naturally leads on to studies on World Englishes, represented by papers by Kingsley Bolton, ‘World Englishes, Globalisation, and Language
Worlds’, Gunnel Melchers, ‘The North Wind and the Sun: A classic text as
data for World Englishes’, Christiane Meierkord & Bridget Fonkeu, ‘Of
Birds and the Human Species – Communication in Migration Contexts:
English in the Cameroonian migrant community in the Ruhr area’, and Au-
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gustin Simo Bobda, ‘The Emergence of a Standardizing Cameroon Francophone English Pronunciation in Cameroon’.
The five final papers deal with a variety of linguistic topics all close to
Philip’s heart but not so easily accommodated into the above sections. They
are: Maria Kuteeva, ‘Tolkien and Lewis on Language in their Scholarly
Work’, Karin Aijmer and Anna Elgemark, ‘The Pragmatic Markers Look
and Listen in a Cross-linguistic Perspective’, Magnus Ljung, ‘Goddamn:
From curse to byname’, Christina Alm-Arvius, ‘Opposites Attract’, and Erik
Smitterberg, ‘Non-correlative Commas between Subjects and Verbs in Nineteenth-century Newspaper English’.
It now remains for us to thank the contributors for their work, and—above
all—to express our gratitude to Philip for being such an inspiring and supportive colleague.
Stockholm, May 2013
Nils-Lennart Johannesson

Gunnel Melchers

Beyza Björkman
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Text and Genre Analysis

Narratives of Nature in English and Swedish:
Butterfly books and the case of Argynnis
paphia
ANNELIE ÄDEL & JOHN SWALES

Abstract. In this celebration of Philip Shaw’s 65th year, we present a study of three
types of butterfly books: a monograph with national coverage, a field guide with
national coverage and a field guide with Europe-wide coverage. We sample these in
both English and Swedish. This topic is chosen partly because the honoree is an
enthusiastic butterfly watcher-cum-photographer and partly because natural history
volumes have received very little attention from rhetoricians and discourse analysts.
All six volumes use words and pictures to aid the identification of butterflies, by
teaching observers the field marks that can operate to align tokens with types. However, beyond this, differences emerge by studying the various treatments of a single
sample species—the Silver-washed Fritillary. Only one, the English-language European guide, uses a highly condensed style with many abbreviations and sentence
fragments. The other five employ standard prose. However, the two English-language volumes differ from their Swedish counterparts in one important respect: the
former employ considerably more evaluative and aesthetically-charged language, as
well as a much more concerned voice regarding environmental changes and declines
in butterfly populations. This difference would seem to be relatable to differences in
rhetorical conventions and in the status of butterflies in the British Isles and Sweden.
Keywords: field guides, narratives of nature, discourse analysis, cross-linguistic
comparison

1 Introduction
I should like to enter a plea that men of university standing to
whom God has given leisure and a suitable education and intelligence, should spare an interval from other pursuits, and
without in any way neglecting their other studies, that they
should develop the habit of examining nature, and compile a
comprehensive account of its creatures so that they begin to
gain wisdom by their own experience rather than from somebody else’s brain...
Correspondence of John Ray, 1684

Philip Shaw is principally known to the academic world for his many publications on various aspects of academic discourse. This work has included
academic writing in a second language (Shaw & Liu, 1998), the choice of
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academic language (Petersen & Shaw, 2002), culture-specific rhetorical
patterns (Shaw, 2003; Shaw & Vassileva, 2009; Okamura & Shaw, 2000) as
well as more specific syntactic investigations such as the choice of voice and
tense in reporting verbs (Shaw, 1992). What is less well known is Philip
Shaw’s strong vocational interest in a number of fields including old churches, wildflowers and butterflies. So, in our contribution to this Shavian festschrift, we pick up on Philip’s interest in butterflies and, in an attempt to link
his and our own interests in textual analysis, focus on the written butterfly
discourses (in both English and Swedish) that orchestrate this hobby, with
the field guide as the pivotal genre in the genre-set (Devitt, 1991).
Like the larger, better-known and better-resourced hobby of birdwatching, butterfly-watching has changed considerably in recent years.
Close-focussing binoculars and cameras have largely replaced the net, collecting bottle, and spreading board. Photographs of serried ranks of pinned,
dead specimens have given way to coloured drawings, and photographs of
living insects—indeed amateur photographs and videos of particular butterfly species can now be easily seen on the web. What has not changed so
much in both birding and butterflying is the standard or pocket field guide;
this is especially the case in the butterflying world where, of course, identifying butterflies by sound is not a feasible option, so that the new-fangled
auditory aids for birdwatchers, such as bird-sound ‘apps’ for cell phones,
have no place.
The field guide is thus in many ways the central genre of the amateur butterflyer’s world; it is flanked, on the one side, by larger, and often expensive,
hard-back monographs devoted to a country’s butterflies and, on the other,
by slim, pocketable booklets, pamphlets and site checklists.
The field guide may also be carried into the field, but typically in a bag or
backpack. The field guide, soon battered by use and spattered by rain or
mud, typically becomes annotated by ticks for species seen, accompanied by
dates and locations, or with other observations like “more orange than illustrated”. Figure 1 illustrates the use of a field guide in the field.
We will review two monographs and four field guides (see Table 1).
Among the field guides, we include one pair of national-coverage guides and
one pair of continent-wide guides. Although brevity is a virtue for both
types, the latter favours coverage over detail and tends to have highly compressed entries. The two national-coverage monographs are, for English,
Thomas & Lewington’s The Butterflies of Great Britain and Ireland (revised
edition, 2010) and, for Swedish, Eliasson et al.’s Nationalnyckeln till Sveriges flora och fauna: Fjärilar: Dagfjärilar [The National Key to Sweden’s
flora and fauna: Lepidoptera: Butterflies] (2005). For national guides, we use
Lewington’s Pocket Guide to the Butterflies of Great Britain and Ireland
(2003) and Söderström’s Svenska Fjärilar: En fälthandbok [Swedish butterflies: A field guide] (2006). For continent-wide guides, we have chosen, for
English, Chinery’s Butterflies and Day-flying Moths of Britain and Europe
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Figure 1. Example of field guide use (photo: Gregory Garretson)
(1998) and, for Swedish, Sterry & MacKay’s Fjärilar: Bonniers naturguider
[Butterflies: Bonniers’ nature guides] (2006).1 In this way, we are able to
explore how selected insects are both generalized and extrapolated from
their complex natural environments in field guides in order for them to be
identified by their human observers (such as Philip Shaw). As we shall see,
the species descriptions range from a short staccato paragraph to several
pages of details.

1

This was originally written in English, but has been translated and adapted by Kicki and
Håkan Elmquist.
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1.1 Relevant earlier studies
Field guides represent a distinct genre of popular scientific discourse. It has
been estimated that there are some 3,000 English-language field guides,
covering a variety of organisms and regions (Schmidt 2006: 274). Despite
the popularity and impressive number of field guides, analyses of these texts
from a rhetorical or discoursal perspective are few and, as far as we know,
have been to date restricted to bird-watching guides. There are two overlapping papers by Lynch and Law, who are well-known in the Sociology of
Knowledge and also happen to be keen birders; a 1995 paper by the second
author of this paper (also for a festschrift); and a single and recent monograph by Schaffner (2011) entitled Binocular Vision. Further, there are two
other volumes that pertain, even though they do not deal with the specific
field guide genre: Myers’ influential Writing Biology (1990) and Battalio’s
(1998) historical-rhetorical account of ornithological discourse. One of Myers’ studies concerns the differences between an account of a butterfly-plant
interaction published in Science and a more “popular” version published in
Scientific American—a difference he encapsulates as a “narrative of science”
as opposed to a “narrative of nature”. As he says:
A reader of Gilbert’s article in Scientific American will picture him walking
through the jungle and discovering the struggle between the butterfly and the
passion vine. The reader of Science will see him, if he is imagined at all, in his
greenhouse or his office, manipulating nature and marshalling the textual support of other researchers. (1990: 148)

As might be expected, field guides largely exist in a narrative-of-nature universe of discourse. In a not dissimilar way, Battalio shows how ornithological discourse has, at least until recently, been co-constructed by professional
biologists and serious amateur naturalists. This is also true of the study of
lepidoptera. In terms of butterfly observations, the professionals tend to be
covered by strict rules, such as ‘Pollard Transects’, in which they have to
follow well-defined routes at specific intervals (such as once a week) and
they can only count butterflies within an imaginary moving visual box (say
five metres to the front and one metre to either side of the slowly perambulating observer). Amateur observers, in contrast, are typically free to count
as many butterflies as they can see and identify within their pre-set locations.
As its name implies, the field guide is of course something to be taken into the field, and as a guide, it functions both as an instructor and an authority. It is, as Schaffner in particular points out, not a guide of the field, and
avoids depicting the often degraded environments of today’s open spaces;
butterflies tend to congregate on abandoned industrial waste ground, as do
waders at old-fashioned sewage farms, and gulls and raptors at landfills—but
such unsavoury locations are conspicuously absent from nature guides. From
a more rhetorical perspective, Law & Lynch (1988) argue that field guides
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are designed to overcome what Wittgenstein (1958) called ‘aspect blindness’
so that what was previously thought to be just a white butterfly becomes,
after attention to descriptions and displayed field marks, a Green-veined
White. Of course, we are all susceptible to aspect blindness of one kind or
another; we may not notice the particularities of fenestration in a building,
the fashionable (or unfashionable) nature of somebody’s clothes, or the different species of trees in the streets where we live. In this sense, field guides
are part of a larger scholarly activity wherein texts and illustrations are used
to assist the reader to ‘read’ a mediaeval church in Gotland, an African
mask, an Achulian hand-axe, or a Quattrocento fresco (Swales, 1995). Law
and Lynch conclude their analysis of bird guides on this note:
We have focused on the place of these texts in a particular form of taxonomic
application which we have called a “literary language game”, and we have argued that the texts provide a descriptive organization to the craft of seeing
species in the field. (1988: 297; original emphasis)

‘Seeing’, of course, is often metaphorically extended to mean ‘understanding’, which is also the case in the context of field guides, although here the
‘understanding’ refers to a specific type of cognitive activity, perhaps best
described as ‘classifying’ or ‘identifying’. The purpose is to make accurate
connections between butterfly tokens and butterfly types. This type of seeing
is supported not only by text, but also by illustrations and symbols, such as
arrows used in the Peterson bird guides pointing to uniquely identifying
features in colour drawings of confusable birds.
Finally, before we embark on the textual analysis, it would seem appropriate to make a few general remarks about identifying butterflies because
some aspects of this process may come as something of a surprise to people
who do not notice butterflies except in a casual sort of way—“oh, there’s a
pretty yellow butterfly in the garden”. First, many, perhaps most, butterflies
are more easily identified by their underwings rather than by their upperwings; indeed, some groups of butterflies, such as the tiny hairstreaks, almost never alight with their wings open, so the underwing provides the evidence. (Unless, as in the past, the butterfly is caught, killed and spread.)
Second, while for many species the males and females appear very similar,
others can be ‘sexually dimorphic’. For example, some female blues are
actually brown. Third, some species exhibit quite strong regional variation.
The Small Copper (Lycaena phlaeas) is common throughout Europe, but the
Lapland form is grey rather than brown underneath. Fourth, the butterflies
depicted in books are nearly always pristine fresh specimens; in the field,
however, a butterfly may be faded, ragged, and with part of a wing missing,
and towards the end of its short life. Finally, the butterflies in the fieldguides are necessarily motionless; in the real world, some butterflies may be
separable from look-alikes by their distinctive flight patterns.
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1.2 Target butterfly: Argynnis paphia
For the analysis, we take as our target butterfly Argynnis paphia, known in
English as the Silver-washed Fritillary and in Swedish as Silverstreckad
Pärlemorfjäril. This is a fairly common palearctic butterfly which prefers
wooded habitats. It was first described by Linnaeus in 1758; his entry for
this species is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Copy of entry for Silver-washed Fritillary in Linnaeus’ Systema
Naturae (image captured from http://www.biodiversitylibrary.org)
The Latin description translates literally as follows:
P.N. with the wings toothed, tawny, black-spotted: under with transverse silvery lines.

We now turn to contemporary accounts of Argynnis paphia. We deal with
the English texts first and then with the Swedish ones. In both cases, we
discuss the publications in the following order: (a) national monograph with
national coverage, (b) field guide with continent-wide coverage and (c) field
guide with national coverage. Table 1 gives an overview of the selected
publications, including how compressed and how richly illustrated the entries of Argynnis paphia are.

Table 1. Publications selected for analysis
Type
of
publication
National
monograph
Continentwide field
guide
National
field guide
22

English

Swedish

Thomas & Lewington (2010)
1,750 words; 8 illustrations
Chinery (1998)
127 words; 5 illustrations

Eliasson et al. (2005)
921 words; 5 illustrations
Sterry & MacKay (2006)
159 words; 7 illustrations

Lewington (2003)
177 words; 4 illustrations

Söderström (2006)
209 words; 4 illustrations

2 Textual analysis of the English entries
The entry in the handsome Thomas & Lewington volume consists of three
and a half pages of text, a page of exceptional coloured drawings (by Lewington), plus a map, a bar-chart showing the life cycle months, plus various
sketches and black-and-white drawings. The text has an untitled twoparagraph introduction (in larger type) followed by these sections:
Colour and scent
An aerobatic courtship
Egg-laying
Caterpillar and chrysalis
Valezina females
Changing fortunes

As can be seen, these headings promise full accounting of almost all aspects
of this species; one, moreover, written by a leading authority on European
butterflies and who is, in fact, Professor of Ecology at the University of Oxford. We can gain a good impression of this kind of writing from the opening
paragraph:
Only one of the 50 fritillaries of Europe exceeds this butterfly in size, and
none is more beautiful or more magnificent. It is, by some margin, the largest
British fritillary, with a male wingspan that is nearly 1cm wider than that of
the Dark Green. Fortunately, the Silver-washed Fritillary is less rare than most
of its near relatives, although it too experienced worrying declines during
much of the 20th century. Since then it has regained some—but by no means
all—of its former range, and remains a relatively common inhabitant of most
large woods, and many small ones, in Ireland, lowland Wales and the West
Country. It also flies and breeds along hedged lanes in these regions.

Obviously, this is not some dry account of its history, but one imbued with
aesthetic appreciation and ecological commitment. Hence, we find in the
first sentence “none is more beautiful or more magnificent”; in the third, the
initial “Fortunately” and later the phrase “worrying declines”. Indeed, its
chequered history in the British Isles is taken up in the long, three-paragraph
closing section, as its title Changing fortunes somewhat dramatically indicates.
We can compare this with the complete entry for the Silver-washed Fritillary in Chinery’s (1998) guide to the butterflies of Europe. While this is also
a description of all four stages of this insect, starting with the adult butterfly,
there are many differences. For one thing, the whole entry now takes up
about a fifth of a page, the page also containing entries for three other species, four small maps of Europe, and some coloured drawings at the top. The
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fritillary itself is illustrated (not so well) on the facing page, including drawings of the valezina variant. The text follows.
SILVER-WASHED FRITILLARY Argynnis paphia. Unf ground colour
pale orange throughout; unh largely green with silver stripes and a purplish
border. HAB woodland rides and clearings. ALT sl-1500. FLIGHT 5-8. FP
violets. EGG 6-8: solitary in bark crevices and amongst mosses up to 2m high
on tree trunks. LARVA 8-5: hibernates at egg site as soon as it hatches and is
active only 3-5. PUPA 5-7: suspended in low vegetation and beautifully camouflaged. WINTER 1st-instar larva, occasionally remaining inside egg-shell.
VAR a proportion of ♀ (up to 15% in some areas are f. valezina, with extensive greenish suffusion). A. p. immaculata of Corsica and Sardinia has a golden sheen and much reduced markings on unh. STATUS E; Holland. V; Finland. R; Denmark; LP; W. Germany. SEE ALSO p. […].

As can be seen, this is a highly economical text. One striking feature of the
entry is the heavy use of abbreviations, not all of which will be transparent to
all readers of this volume. In effect, the text is quite technical, with formal
Latin names, some entomological terms such as instar, and the occasional
rather rare word such as suffusion. There are only five finite verbs in the
whole entry (hibernates, hatches, is, are and has), the first three in a single
sentence. In fact, there are no verbs at all (including participles) until the
reader reaches the description of LARVA; all we are given are noun phrases,
sometimes preceded by propositions. The only possibly evaluative element
would be that the pupa is “beautifully camouflaged”. It is also worth pointing out that in this case the identifying features are confined to the underwings (unf and unh). More broadly, this kind of text has strong discoursal
parallels with other technical descriptions and instructions written for those
assumed to be knowledgeable (as in newspaper reports of chess matches or
bridge hands, or sheets showing how to build a model aeroplane, or knit a
jumper).
The Lewington (2003) Pocket Guide to the Butterflies of Great Britain
and Ireland is a 144-page slim paperback, printed on glossy paper. Each
regularly occurring butterfly has a two-page spread with mostly text on the
left-hand page and mostly illustrations on the right-hand page. Here is the
main text for our target species:
Silver-washed Fritillary
Argynnis paphia
This spectacular butterfly is still quite common in most large broadleaved
woodlands in southern England. However, in Wales, Ireland and south-west
England it also occurs along mixed hedgerows and lanes, and on uncultivated
land bordering woods. Throughout the last century its populations have fluctuated, giving an overall decline, particularly from the north and east, but in
recent decades there has been some re-expansion. Much of the general decline
is linked to changes in woodland management, but climate change also affects
populations.
24

A single brood flies from mid-June until early September, with peak numbers at the end of July, when on good sites many adults can be found jostling
to feed on Bramble flowers in sunny glades. Males are the more conspicuous
sex and patrol over large areas, swooping down from the treetops, gliding and
twisting in the sunlight, in pursuit of females whom they court in a spectacular
looping chase. Females can be seen fluttering in shadier parts of the wood,
searching for clumps of violets growing at the base of oak trees.

As can be seen, this text has much closer affinities with the monograph rather than with Chinery’s continental guide. It is written in full sentences, and
without any abbreviations or highly technical terms. In effect, the text aims
at communicating something of the glories of this butterfly, with, for example, its “spectacular looping chase”. It focusses on distribution, flight period
and behaviour, and leaves all the identification issues—and these are not
simple in the Fritillary family—to the illustrations and their associated minitexts. As for the latter, Lewington has this to say about the adult, “The male
has four bold sex brands along the veins of the forewings” (2003: 99). (Interestingly, this key field-mark is not mentioned by Chinery.) Note the highly gender-differentiated description in the second paragraph above, with
males portrayed as highly active agents (patroling, swooping down, gliding,
twisting, pursuing and courting females) and females as considerably less
active (fluttering and searching). The females are introduced in a patient
role, with a generic experiencer out in the field (can be seen). While some
gender differences in behaviour undoubtedly exist, it is worth observing that
to date the vast majority of published butterfly descriptions have been written by men!
The question thus arises as to why the entries in this Pocket Guide are so
expansive and discursive. One part of the answer lies in the “depauperate”
condition of British butterflies, with only 59 resident species and a couple of
regular immigrants. We can contrast this low number with over 225 in
France, over a hundred in Sweden, and around 440 in Europe as a whole.
Understandably then, in order to make even a small book on British butterflies, more expansive treatments will be required! The other part of the answer lies in the threatened status of many British species and hence the stress
of their preservation. In part, this involves appeals for public support via
developing enhanced appreciation of butterflies among the nature-going
British public.

3 Textual analysis of the Swedish entries
The Swedish monograph (Eliasson et al. 2005) is an encyclopedic volume,
whose size (28 cm high) renders it impractical for use in the field. The target
entry consists of two pages of text, with five colour illustrations: a map of
Scandinavia showing the butterfly’s distribution; a drawing of a larva crawl25

ing on a leaf; two context-free drawings of the uppersides of the male’s and
the female’s wings; and a context-free drawing of a male specimen from the
sides, with the undersides of the wings showing. The text has an italicised
three-sentence introduction followed by three sections: Kännetecken [Characteristics]; Levnadssätt [Way of life]; and Utbredning [Distribution]. At the
end of the entry, there are two additional sections in smaller font: Namngivning [Naming] and Key Facts. The latter provides a brief summary in
English for a non-Swedish audience, thus indicating the publisher’s expected
interest from an international audience. The structure is used consistently for
all entries in the description-of-species part of the publication, as corroborated by the page-long reading instructions for this ambitious 407-page volume
covering all 140 species of Nordic butterflies. The monograph is coauthored, but the species descriptions are all written by Eliasson himself.1
The opening paragraph of our target entry on Argynnis paphia reads as follows:2
CHARACTERISTICS Wingspan 53-65 mm. The male’s wings on the upperside are yellowish-red with black spots and four elongated, swollen black
lines on the forewing’s lower edge. They contain the male’s scent scales,
which can be unfolded during the mating ritual. The female has a brownyellowish colour, which is less striking than in the other large species in the
Argynnis family. On rare occasions the form valesina is encountered in southern Sweden, Denmark and southern Finland, with its dark brown colour and
faintly greenish or violet sheen and some greyish-white spots far out on the
forewing’s top edge, occasionally also with lighter spots in the wings’ venation. In Central Europe, this form is often considerably more common than the
lighter form. The underside has discreet and understated markings compared
to other Argynnis species. The hindwing is powdered in yellowish-green with
2-3 prominent silver-white streaks and somewhat darker, faint violet-grey
outer half with diffuse dark spots reflecting the dark spots of the upperside.
The nominate form has, on average, a one centimetre smaller wingspan than
the form which occurs in Denmark and Central Europe.

Eliasson’s prose is considerably less involved and discursive than Lewington’s. For example, there is only one attitude marker (Strangely enough, the
female lays the eggs far away from the host plants) and only one evaluative
adjective (a spectacular courtship-flight). The notable absence of the aesthetic appreciation and ecological commitment of Lewington may be explained by different rhetorical traditions and differences in target audience
(more on this later), but the fact that the population is on the increase in
Sweden should probably not be disregarded. For comparison, let us consider
1

The volume is the first part of an encyclopedia of the entire Swedish flora and fauna (see
http://www.nationalnyckeln.se/english/about.asp), for which the original, grandiose plan was
to cover some 50,000 species in some 100 volumes. As observed by Philip Shaw (p.c.), such a
project could only ever be undertaken in a country with a restricted number of species.
2
The originals of all translations (by AÄ) in this section are found in the Appendix.
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an entry on an endangered species, such as Parnassius mnemosyne (Mnemosynefjäril). Its threatened status is signalled already in the opening sentence: “One of Sweden’s most endangered butterfly species”. In general, the
entry reads in the same detached style as that of our Fritillary, although with
one exception, aptly occurring in the section on its distribution:
In Jämtland the species has been encountered once, in 1935, when it occurred
in great numbers at Raukasjö when a botanist managed to catch it with his hat.
Nobody has since succeeded in finding the species here, but the sensational
discovery of such a northern occurrence led to its discovery the following year
in Norway, Möre-Romsdal.

Here, the text suddenly takes the shape of a narrative, leading to what we
may call ‘leakage’ (cf. Erickson & Schultz 1982) in the mention of the curious incident of the botanist’s hat. The tale is accompanied by an evaluative
adjective, sensational, breathing a little bit of involvement into the text.
Thus, it appears that whether a species is threatened or not can make a difference in the degree of authorial engagement—just as we saw in the case of
the English nation-wide publications—although, in the case of Eliasson, this
difference is not only minor, but also restricted to a single textual site.
The detached style of Eliasson is also characteristic of Söderström’s brief
text (rendered in full below), whose single evaluative comment refers also to
the flight of our Fritillary: an elegant and skillful flyer. It can be noted that
this occurs in the section on behaviour, indicating that some sections are
more amenable to evaluative comments than others (Söderström, p.c.). Sterry & MacKay (2006), by contrast, is more reader-oriented, despite its brevity. Following suit, it evaluatively refers to the impressive flight of our Fritillary (an elegant, gliding flight), but it also takes the perspective of the novice
butterfly-watcher by stating that with some practice, one can fairly easily
[learn to] recognize the silver-washed fritillary and On close inspection of a
sitting specimen one can see that... Here, it is the reader (the novice butterflyer) who is in the field, seemingly not needing the expert naturalist (like
Lewington), but managing independently with the factual guidance of the
field guide.
Sterry & MacKay (2006), covering the butterflies of Europe, is a translation and adaptation from English. It reflects a common trajectory for field
guides, involving a complex publication history, “published in multiple languages by several different publishers in different countries” (Schmidt 2006:
274). The compressed entry is quoted below in its entirety, except for the
captions for the many colour illustrations (two drawings of imagos; one
drawing of a larva; one photo of male adult in context; one photo of an opening in the woods; one map of Europe showing its distribution; one drawing
showing the size of the imago in comparison to the field guide itself).
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Silver-washed fritillary
Argynnis paphia (Nymphalidae)
With some practice, one can fairly easily [learn to] recognize the silverwashed fritillary by its size and special way of flying. It is a relatively large
butterfly with an elegant, gliding flight. On close inspection of a sitting specimen one can see that the forewings are relatively pointy, while the hindwings
are comparatively large and rounded. The upperside is most often intensely
yellowish-brown, while the underside, by contrast, is greenish with silvery,
shiny bands, which has given the butterfly its name.
NOTE
The females vary from almost as light as the male to darker forms. In the form
valesina the wings are darkly greenish and the butterfly has a certain similarity with the Cardinal (p. 84).
WINGSPAN 53-66 mm.
FLIGHT TIME July-August.
HOST PLANT Violets (Viola).
SIMILAR SPECIES Cardinal (p. 84), whose underside has pink forewings
and greenish hindwings.
DISTRIBUTION In Sweden up to Medelpad. Common.

While brief, this entry is not as economical as Chinery. There are hardly any
abbreviations; those which do occur—mm and p. (for page)—are in general
use. Furthermore, there are very few specialist terms, nor is there any ellipsis
(with the exception of the brief table format at the end and the captions,
which are either short noun phrases or zero-subject sentences). This suggests
that Sterry & MacKay (2006) caters to an audience with less expert
knowledge of the subject.
As mentioned above, Sterry & MacKay (2006) is the one text in which an
orientation toward the reader is noticed. The author is also present in that
this brief section contains many hedges (relatively large; rather pointy;
comparatively large and rounded; most often intensively yellow-brown). By
comparison, the more authoritarian, and almost twelve times longer, Eliasson et al. (2005) only includes four hedges (as a rule x2; almost always;
may explain). Söderström (2006), meanwhile, does not offer a single hedge.
Like the Lewington (2003) field guide, Söderström (2006) is a slim paperback (175 pages) printed on glossy paper. In fact, the general layout of
Lewington is also found here, with mostly text on the left-hand page and
mostly illustrations on the right-hand page. Each two-page spread, however,
covers two-three butterflies, rather than a single one. The main text for our
target species reads as follows:
Field characteristics The silver-washed fritillary is our largest fritillary. The
forewing is pointed with inwardly curved outside edge. The upperside is
bright orange with large round, black spots. The male is lighter than the female and has four lines of black scent scales along the veins on the forewing
(image). The hindwing’s underside is characteristic, with silver streaks on a
lime-blossom-green ground. Females of the rare form valezina are darkly
beige-coloured above with an olive-green cast. Behaviour The silver-washed
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fritillary lays eggs under a bark flake predominantly on pines and oaks. The
larva hibernates on the tree trunk and in the spring it crawls down to the
ground where it locates violets to feed upon. The butterfly is an elegant and
skillful flyer, often at a height of a couple of metres above the ground. It feeds
primarily on thistles and teasels. Habitat Woodland glades rich in flowers,
thin deciduous woodland and pastures rich in trees and shrubs. Host plant
Violets. Distribution & Status Relatively common in southern Sweden up to
Dalarna and the County of Västernorrland. The butterfly has spread northward
in recent years.

Like the Lewington (2003) entry, this text is written in full sentences and
does not include technical abbreviations. However, unlike Lewington (2003),
the glories of the Fritillary are not communicated in this text (with the exception of the two evaluative adjectives mentioned above); thus, it follows the
detached pattern of the Eliasson et al. (2005) monograph, much in the same
way as Lewington (2003) follows the involved pattern of the Thomas &
Lewington (2010) monograph.
One of the interesting distinguishing features of Söderström (2006) is the
use of relatively innovative colour terms, such as bright orange, on limeblossom-green ground, darkly beige-coloured, olive-green shade. With the
exception of black, monolexemic colour terms are conspicuously absent. The
concrete descriptors lime blossom (from Tilia cordata) and olive are taken
from a flora with which the reader is presumed to be familiar. The colour
terms reveal one of the few ways in which some of the entries express
vagueness: largely green, purplish (Chinery); brown-yellow-ish (Eliasson et
al.); greenish (Sterry & MacKay). On the one hand, this usage illustrates the
variation in coloration in the field and, on the other, it also reveals gaps in
non-basic colour terms. Paying attention to colour is, of course, a longstanding tradition in the field guide literature; even Linnaeus dedicates much
of his brief entry (Figure 2) to colour specification.
All three Swedish publications include predictable structure and headings
to aid the reader in finding the most essential types of information about the
butterfly in question. Much of the structure of Eliasson et al. (2005) and
Söderström (2006) is shared, but the former has fewer and more superordinate categories (with way of life covering the subsections behaviour, habitat
and host plant of Söderström). It would appear to make sense for a shorter
field guide to have more easy-to-find headings to simplify the process of
scanning for information while in the field. Another way in which differences in target audience are evident is in the selection of content. One aspect
of our Fritillary which is mentioned only in the extensive Eliasson et al.
entry is the rather arcane etymology of its scientific name. The Sterry &
MacKay entry also refers to naming, but to the vernacular rather than the
Latin name. This is done in a pedagogical manner in that they describe the
coloration of the undersides, which “has given the butterfly its name”.
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Given the aim of precise identification of specific species, it is not surprising that field guides tend to mention confusables. However, confusables
of our target butterfly are explicitly mentioned only in the continent-wide
publication (see “Similar species” above). Judging from the map, the similar-looking Cardinal (Argynnis pandora) occurs only in southern parts of
Europe, so the reader is led to believe that there is no imminent danger of
confusing our target butterfly with other species in the Swedish context—
although females of the Silver-washed can be confused, both in Sweden and
the UK, with Dark Green and High Brown Fritillaries. Eliasson et al. (2005)
make a couple of comparisons with “the other large species in the Argynnis
family” on the topic of differences in colour, but it is clear that unique identification in the field is not the top priority for this encyclopedic publication.

4 Discussion
The analysis has shown that the national monograph and the national field
guide were stylistically similar in both languages, even though the two languages displayed opposing patterns. In the English set, there was a considerable degree of authorial involvement in the national publications, while the
continent-wide field guide was characterised by a detached and abbreviated
style. By contrast, the Swedish national publications showed authorial detachment in style, while the continent-wide field guide (originally published
in English) signalled some involvement and a greater orientation to the reader. Considering that the monograph primarily targets an audience of academics and the national field guide an audience of practitioners and hobbyists,
the difference in rhetorical preference does not appear to be due to genre, but
may instead be due to language culture. As Shaw (2003: 344), among others,
has shown, “texts from different countries and languages differ systematically, often in terms of evaluation”. Even so, all remain within the macro-genre
of a “narrative of nature” since none bear much similarity to, for example,
the scientific and highly scholarly genres of the systematic botanists described in Other Floors, Other Voices (Swales, 1998).
Within the general framework of the narrative of nature, it is interesting to
note how our selection of butterfly books display quite varied forms. The
most common pattern appears to be that of Chinery/Eliasson/Söderström, in
which nature is referred to, but in such a technical way as to make it quite
objectified. The Lewington field guide brings us further into the field by
foregrounding the diverse everyday activities of the butterfly, albeit in a
suspiciously gender-biased way. The Lewington monograph, meanwhile,
takes a historical-geographical perspective on the butterfly species, telling
the involved story of its decline. Although the reader may not “feel as
though they are walking beside the naturalist on an adventurous quest for
knowledge” (Lightman 2007: 36), they may still feel as though lectured to
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by an engaging expert. The Sterry & McKay field guide provides a different
message, which is essentially that the guidance of the expert naturalist is not
necessary, as long as the novice butterflyer brings the field guide itself
along. This guide takes a definite step into the field, which is cautiously
explored from the perspective of the butterflyer.
We have not been able to locate any Swedish butterfly field guides resembling the type of authorial involvement of Lewington (a finding corroborated by Söderström, p.c.), since the Swedish scholarly discourse tradition
clearly favours detachment. In fact, Söderström (p.c.) reports that the editorial team working on the national encyclopedia was instructed to exclude any
evaluative expressions. This detached tradition is also very much in line with
editorial guidelines for bird field guides. Nor do any of the Swedish works
follow Chinery in adopting a highly-abbreviated, aphoristic and essentially
nominal style in the manner of Linnaeus himself (see Figure 2). Our analysis
has also shown that sections on distribution and behaviour were more likely
to include evaluative commentary and, further, that the distributional status
of a butterfly appears to lead to differences in author visibility, such that an
entry on a threatened species is more likely to express ecological commitment and concern.
In the introduction, we invoked, via the papers by Lynch and Law, Wittgenstein’s concept of ‘aspect blindness’. It is to be hoped that the reader will
agree that this chapter goes a little way toward removing this blindness when
it comes to the rhetorical and discoursal characteristics of butterfly books
and, by extension, those dealing with other creatures. As for ‘aspect blindness’ with regard to butterflies themselves, this is not of course something
that Philip Shaw suffers from.
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Appendix: Swedish originals
Opening paragraph from Eliasson et al. (2005: 248):
KÄNNETECKEN Vingspann 53-65 mm. Hanens vingar är på översidan
gulröda med svarta fläckar och fyra långsträckta, svarta ansvällningar på
framvingens nedre vingribbor. De innehåller hanens doftfjäll, vilka under
parningsspelet kan fällas ut. Honan har brungulaktig färg, som är mindre
lysande än hos de övriga stora arterna i släktet Argynnis. Sällsynt påträffas i
Sydsverige, Danmark och södra Finland formen valesina som är mörkbrun
med svagt grönaktig eller violett lyster samt med några gråvita fläckar långt ut
på framvingens framkant, ibland även med ljusare fläckar i vingarnas sömfält.
Denna form är i Mellaneuropa ofta betydligt vanligare än den ljusare formen.
Undersidan har diskret och utslätad teckning jämfört med övriga Argynnisarter. Bakvingen är gulgrönt pudrad med 2-3 iögonfallande silvervita tvärband
och något mörkare, blekt violettgrå yttre hälft med diffusa mörkare fläckar
som svarar mot översidans svarta fläckar. Nominatformen har i genomsnitt en
centimeter mindre vingspann än den form som förekommer i Danmark och
Mellaneuropa.

Extract from entry on endangered species (Eliasson et al. 2005: 155):
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I Jämtland har arten påträffats en gång 1935, då den flög rikligt vid Raukasjö
och infångades med hatten av en botaniker. Ingen har senare lyckats återfinna
arten här, men den sensationella upptäckten av en så nordlig förekomst ledde
till att den påföljande år upptäcktes i Norge, Möre-Romsdal.

Entry from Sterry & MacKay (2006: 83):
Silverstreckad pärlemorfjäril
Argynnis paphia (Nymphalidae)
Med lite vana kan man ganska säkert känna igen den silverstreckade
pärlemorfjärilen på dess storlek och speciella flygsätt. Det är en relativt stor
fjäril med en elegant, glidande flykt. Vid en närmare titt på ett sittande
exemplar ser man att framvingarna är ganska spetsiga, medan bakvingarna är
förhållandevis stora och rundade. Ovansidan är oftast intensivt gulbrun,
medan undersidan däremot är grönaktig med silverglänsande band, vilket har
gett fjärilen dess namn.
NOTERA
Honorna varierar från nästan lika ljusa som hanen till mörkare former. Hos
formen valesina är vingarna mörkt grönaktiga och fjärilen har en viss likhet
med kardinalen (s. 84).
VINGSPANN 53-66 mm.
FLYGTID Juli-augusti.
VÄRDVÄXT Violer (Viola).
LIKNANDE ARTER Kardinal (s. 84), vars undersida har rosa framvingar
och grönaktiga bakvingar.
FÖREKOMST I Sverige upp till Medelpad. Allmän.

Main text of entry from Söderström (2006: 108):
Fältkännetecken Den silverstreckade pärlemorfjärilen är vår största
pärlemorfjäril. Framvingen är spetsig med inåtböjd ytterkant. Ovansidan är
bjärt orange med stora runda, svarta fläckar. Hanen är ljusare än honan och
har fyra linjer med svarta doftfjäll utmed vingribborna på framvingen (bild).
Bakvingens undersida är typisk med silverstreck på lindblomsgrön botten.
Honor av den sällsynta formen valezina är mörkt beigefärgade ovan med en
olivgrön anstrykning. Beteende Den silverstreckade pärlemorfjärilen lägger
ägg under en barkflaga på främst tall och ek. Larven övervintrar på stammen
och på våren kravlar den ner till marken där den söker upp violer för att äta
upp sig. Fjärilen är en elegant och skicklig flygare, ofta på ett par meters höjd
ovan marken. Den födosöker främst på tistlar och väddarter. Habitat
Blomrika skogsgläntor, glesa lövskogar samt träd- och buskrika betesmarker.
Värdväxt Violer. Utbredning & Status Tämligen allmän i södra Sverige upp
till Dalarna och Västernorrlands län. Fjärilen har expanderat norrut under
senare år.
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Telling it Like it Is or Strategic Writing?
A portrait of the economist writer
TRINE DAHL

Abstract. Through a synthesis of some of my previous work on economics research
articles in English, in this paper I consider rhetorical and linguistic features which
characterise economics writing. Even if the discipline of economics is often placed
within the positivist tradition of science, economist writers seem to acknowledge the
role of language and argumentation in the knowledge creation process. My studies
provide textual evidence of the fact that economists display clearly strategic behaviour in order to produce persuasive texts, and writers in the discipline have confirmed such behaviour through qualitative feedback obtained by means of email
questionnaires. More specifically, economist writers produce reader-oriented contributions through, inter alia, frequent use of metatext, and they also undertake much
rhetorical work to persuade their audiences of the soundness and importance of their
research.
Keywords: disciplinary writing, research articles, knowledge claims, persuasion,
evaluation, metatext

1 Introduction
Many economists falsely think of themselves as scientists who
just “write up” research. We are not; we are primarily writers.
Economics and finance papers are essays. Most good economists spend at least 50% of the time they put into any project
on writing. For me, it’s more like 80%. (Perry 2008)

The passage above regarding economics writing addresses two different
views on the discipline of economics. Placed within a positivist natural science tradition, research contributions in economics may be seen as results
that speak for themselves and that are just ‘written up’. Another view is
represented in the rhetoric of science tradition, involving self-reflection on
how knowledge comes into being through language and argumentation (e.g.
Nelson, Megill & McCloskey 1987). Based on my own as well as other linguists’ research over the last couple of decades, it seems clear that
knowledge construction in economics involves much rhetorical effort.
Economists make frequent use of linguistic features that are manifestations
of textual interaction with readers (e.g. Fløttum, Dahl & Kinn 2006; Hyland
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2005; Shaw 2003; Shaw & Vassileva 2009). Their writing reflects clearly
strategic behaviour.
This reader orientation may be said to be embodied in the notions of textual clarity and promotion, two notions that in my view characterise economics writing today. In this paper I will focus on these two notions in my attempt to present a portrait of the economist writer through a synthesis of my
own findings in studies of economics research articles (Dahl 2004, 2008,
2009, 2010; Dahl & Fløttum 2011). The articles investigated are all part of
the KIAP corpus, which comprises texts from three disciplines: medicine,
economics and linguistics, in three languages: English, French and Norwegian (see Fløttum et al. 2006 for a comprehensive description of the corpus).
Some of my studies have involved the whole or several parts of the research
article (RA), while in other work I have focused on one specific section, for
instance Dahl (2008), on introductions only. In order to learn more about the
strategic implications of my findings, I have on several occasions contacted
members of the economics discourse community. Email questionnaires sent
to researchers publishing in the journals represented in the corpus yielded
interesting insights into the practices identified in the textual analysis. Feedback from these subject specialist informants will be referred to in the discussion below.
I start by a brief presentation of the discipline of economics (section 2),
before I give an outline in section 3 of the KIAP project—which has provided the organisational framework for my studies—including the KIAP corpus
and the English economics subcorpus in particular. Section 4 represents the
main part of the article and focuses on what is here broadly described as
persuasion (see e.g. Hyland 2009), achieved though the notions of textual
clarity (4.1) and promotion of the research contribution (4.2). In section 5, I
attempt to pull the strands together and present a picture of the economist
writer.

2 The discipline of economics
Economics has been described as the prototypical social science discipline
(Holmes 2001). Economists work with data that are processed in mathematically based models, and thereby the research process takes on features of the
natural sciences. However, the data that serve as input to the models relate to
human behaviour, and the research issues involved do not always represent
discrete and observable entities. It is also widely recognised that economics
attempts to account for extremely complex processes. The discipline’s twofaced nature is evident in the stringent application of procedures following
from the theoretically elegant models and the ensuing argumentation for the
significance of the quantitative results obtained by the model. Hausman
(1992: 121) describes the discipline as an inexact and separate science, stat36

ing that economic theory resembles theories in the hard sciences, except in
predictive success. Worlds are constructed in the models, and predictions are
made according to these worlds; however, what happens in the real world
may be rather different (see also Beinhocker 2006).
There is a long tradition for discussing economics as a field of
knowledge, including considerations of the knowledge construction process.
It is interesting that both language specialists and subject specialists have
taken an interest in the discourse of the discipline. In the former category
there are the studies of, e.g., Bloor & Bloor (1993), Bondi (1999), Henderson & Dudley-Evans (1993), Holmes (2001) and Shaw (2003). A prominent
name in the latter category is McCloskey. Since the 1980s, McCloskey (e.g.
1985) has argued in favour of seeing economics—along with all other disciplines—as rhetorical, implying that persuading one’s audience is achieved
by human arguments rather than just by means of scientific proof. McCloskey’s work represents manifestations of self-reflection on how knowledge
comes into being through the discoursal choices made by the author.

3 The KIAP project
As stated in the introduction, my own studies of economics writing have
been linked to the KIAP project (2001−2006; see Fløttum et al. 2006).
KIAP’s main research question was whether there exists something that may
be called cultural identities in academic discourse, and if so, to what degree
these identities are linked to discipline or to national language. The aim of
the project was to describe the genre of the research article with a point of
departure in linguistic features that may point to similarities and differences
between articles written in different languages and within different disciplines. The project was doubly comparative, in that 450 refereed articles
(totalling some 3 million words) in three different languages (English,
French and Norwegian) from three different disciplines (linguistics, economics and medicine) were studied. The articles were all written by presumed
native speakers (on the basis of at least one author’s last name). The investigation focused on academic voices, asking three specific research questions
linked to person manifestation: 1) How do writers manifest themselves in
their texts? 2) How are the voices of others reflected? and 3) How are the
writers’ attitudes expressed through the presentation of their own research?
The main features we considered were: first person pronouns (I/we), indefinite pronouns (one), metatextual expressions (see section 4.1 for examples), negation (not), adversative/concessive constructions (with connectives
such as but) and bibliographical references. Both quantitative and qualitative
analyses were undertaken in order to get a picture of linguistic practices in
relation to the two variables of discipline and language. The theoretical
framework comprised the rhetoric of science approach, genre theory, enun37

ciative theory and the theory of linguistic polyphony. Our main hypothesis
was that discipline plays a more important role than language with regard to
cultural identities. We found that both discipline and language have an effect
on the frequency of all the six features studied, but for most of them discipline is more important than language (see Table 1). This implies, for example, that there is greater similarity of form between an economics article in
Norwegian and an economics article in English than between an economics
article in Norwegian and a medical article in Norwegian.
Table 1. Effects of the discipline and language factors and their interaction
on variance in the KIAP corpus.
Feature
Metatext
Bibliographical
references
Adversative
conjunctions
Negation
First person subjects
Indefinite pronoun
subjects

Discipline
factor
52 %
44 %

Language
factor
12 %
5%

Factor
interaction
2%
2%

Residual

25 %

9%

1%

65 %

18 %
15 %
9%

18 %
11 %
49 %

0%
1%
3%

64 %
73 %
39 %

34 %
49 %

‘Economics’ is a label that comprises a number of more specialised
knowledge areas, ranging from, for instance, agricultural economics to labour economics. The concept of discipline is thus not a concise and unproblematic unit in corpus-based studies. The KIAP corpus comprises mainly
texts representing what may be termed general economics. In contrast to e.g.
Shaw (2003), focusing on applied economics texts, the KIAP economics
subcorpus comprises texts from both theoretical and applied economics.

4 The concept of persuasion in economics writing
According to Hyland (2009: 13), “[p]ersuasion is essentially a demonstration
of credibility involving control of research methodologies and the ability to
employ community approved argument forms”. Hence, communityapproved discourse conventions are realised in the linguistic choices made
by members when they try to win support and recognition for their claims. In
this section, I consider persuasion in economics writing through the notion
of textual clarity, in this case realised through metatext (4.1), and the notion
of promotion, realised through several linguistic features (4.2). There is no
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hard and fast distinction between the two notions, and in some cases one
linguistic feature reflects both.

4.1 Persuasion through metatext
As indicated in Table 1 above, metatext was the feature which was most
strongly related to disciplinary differences in the KIAP project. Economist
writers turned out to make use of metatextual expressions to a greater extent
than linguists and medical writers (Dahl 2004, 2008). Such expressions may
be seen to serve the function of facilitating the text processing for the reader.
This kind of overt textual interaction between writer and reader is a typical
feature of Anglo communication style (Mauranen 1993). Both metatext referring to the text itself or parts of it, e.g. in this paper, section 3, below, and
metatext drawing attention to posited claims were common in economics.
The latter type is demonstrated in examples (1)−(3).
(1)

(2)

(3)

There are two main empirical results. First, there is evidence of MNE
transfer during the past 20 years. [. . .] Second, regression analysis of
an industry-year panel does not support the hypothesis that MNE
transfer has contributed to US skill upgrading within industries.
The key message is that in a multi-sector framework, in many cases it
is the sector bias of TC, rather than the factor bias or any rate of
change in factor bias, that determines TC’s effect on relative wages.
Our principal finding is that the poverty impact of aid could be roughly doubled if donors made use of recent research findings on the impact of aid in deciding their aid allocation.

Such overt signalling of claims is more frequent in economics than in linguistics, while it is absent in medical RAs. Comments from my economist
informants indicate that they see this feature as an important means to make
their research contribution more immediately visible to journal editors and
referees, as well as to readers in general. It may thus be interpreted as a
means to achieve clarity of style. In fact, one of my informants stated that
such expressions are used “[t]o save readers’ time and to increase clarity”
(emphasis added).
In economics RAs, a so-called roadmap paragraph, as illustrated in example (4), seems to be a genre requirement today, to a greater extent than in
linguistics RAs. Medical RAs never have it, as the ubiquitous IMRAD structure in that discipline makes it completely superfluous.
(4)

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly describes . . . We present our model of information sharing in Section 3,
where we show that . . . Section 4 describes some of the central bank’s
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activities that are . . . Section 5 concludes and suggests avenues for
further investigation.
Whether such roadmaps in fact do offer assistance to the reader has been
questioned by the economists themselves. In a commonly cited document
offering writing tips to PhD students (Cochrane 2005: 2), it is stated that “I
don’t write a ‘roadmap’ paragraph: ‘Section 2 sets out the model, section 3
discusses identification, section 4 gives the main results, section 5 checks for
robustness, section 6 concludes.’ It seems a waste of space; readers will
figure it out when they get there”. As for the informants I asked about the
roadmap paragraph, one stated in his answer that it had become a requirement because it was useful. The others, however, saw it primarily as a genre
convention, and some indicated that the precious space it took could be better employed.

4.2 Persuasion through promotion of new claims
In their book A History of Economic Theory and Method, Ekelund & Hébert
(1997: 2) describe economics as “a vibrant form of intellectual discourse, not
a settled body of principles”. Engaging in this discourse in a meaningful and
effective manner requires skilful handling of rhetorical strategies. The quote
regarding economics writing cited at the beginning of this paper reflects the
time-consuming process of this part of research. In this section I will discuss
three quite different features that may be interpreted as reflections of promotional efforts by the writer, viz. evaluative adjectives signalling originality of
the research (4.2.1), criticism of others’ work (4.2.2), tense use in the sentences presenting the writers’ new claims (4.2.3) and finally through references to future work that may be undertaken on the topic (4.2.4).
4.2.1 Promotion through signalling of originality
Economists sometimes combine overt signalling of the new claim with the
marketing of the originality of the research (Dahl 2008). In such cases the
concepts of clarity and promotion are both involved:
(5)
(6)

Our paper provides the first empirical results on the relative effects of
FPRs on exports, affiliate sales, and licenses.
This paper presents new evidence on information asymmetries in
inter-dealer FX markets.

Through such linguistic features, economist writers clearly signal to their
readers what they contribute to the research field. Tutin (2010) reports the
same trend for economics RAs in French, where evaluative adjectives, especially those denoting novelty and importance, turned out to be far more
common than hypothesised. New knowledge claims in economics often
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represent concrete findings which lend themselves easily to this kind of signalling, in contrast to the outcome of studies in ‘softer’ disciplines like linguistics, where new knowledge is often created by means of position-taking
regarding a phenomenon through textual argumentation.
4.2.2 Promotion through criticism of others’ work
In terms of knowledge building in general, we may say that knowledge fields
advance through the modification of the existing base of accepted research.
Modification takes place through three basic processes. First, new
knowledge units may be added to the knowledge base; second, existing units
may be altered, e.g. by complementing accepted research through studies of
new aspects of a phenomenon; and third, existing ‘facts’ may be replaced
through the rejection of established claims. The three processes represent
different degrees of academic conflict. In the first case (adding new units),
the level of conflict is low; in the second case (complementing by adding
new aspects) this may be either a neutral situation or one involving criticism
stating that previous researchers ought to have addressed this; in the third
case (rejection of previous claims), the conflict level is high, with the criticism representing a face-threatening act (Myers 1989).
In Dahl & Fløttum (2011) we looked at how economists and linguists position their studies in the existing research landscape. In the RA introduction
sections, references to previous related work sometimes involve criticism of
that work. It is, however, as indicated by many scholars, not always easy to
identify and classify evaluative elements in text (see e.g. the contributions in
Hunston & Thompson 1999). There is a continuum from implicit criticism
(Shaw 2004) to easily identifiable critical lexis such as wrong, false and
inappropriate.
One methodological challenge in the identification of evaluative elements
in economics texts was linked to the nature of economics research. As stated
earlier, research in this discipline typically involves the development of a
mathematically based model. Such models have a given number of variables.
However, no model can incorporate an infinite number of variables. In economics RAs, when writers create their own research space (Swales 1990)
they often point out that previous work has not taken a specific aspect into
account. Here is an example of this phenomenon:
(7)

By assuming nominal rigidities, the model builds on Keynesian open
economy models developed during the 1960s and 1970s (for example,
Mundell, 1968; Dornbusch, 1976). However, these models lack the
explicit micro-foundations for the private sector’s consumption, investment, and production decisions that characterize the dynamicoptimizing approach adopted here.
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Whether such statements represent criticism or whether they rather are fairly
neutral statements is not always clear. The next three examples, (8) with a
specific study mentioned, and (9) and (10) as impersonal, seem to indicate
more clearly expressed criticism:
(8)

The tradeoff between central bank conservatism and activism may be
less severe than Rogoff (1985) suggests.
(9) Our results show that a theory based on just one of these sets of interactions – for example, just factor abundance and factor intensity – will
give systematically incorrect predictions about production and trade
flows.
(10) The equity-based approach takes […] On the other hand, the consumption based approach takes […] This distinction suggests an intuitive reason why […] In this paper, I show that this intuition is not true
in general.
More than half of the recorded instances (57%) of criticism identified in the
economics texts were impersonal. However, it is perhaps more interesting to
point out that as many as 43% of the instances did mention specific researchers in the criticism (as Rogoff (1985) in example (8)). Hence, criticism
in economics (and linguistics) seems to be more personal than we might
expect from general notions of politeness and deference in academic communication (Myers 1989).
Shaw, in his article ‘Evaluation and promotion across languages’ (2003),
a study involving economics RA introductions, found that Danish economists were less inclined than Anglo writers to use the gap move, especially
when writing in Danish, but also when they wrote in English. Shaw points
out that the step ‘Indicating the Gap’ is the step “in which evaluation is most
concentrated” (2003: 350). The KIAP economics texts are, as stated in section 3, written by (presumed) Anglo writers, and the findings in Dahl &
Fløttum (2011) confirm that overt evaluation of others’ work is common in
the Anglo discourse community.
The criticism identified in Dahl & Fløttum (2011) also provides evidence
of a knowledge base which to some extent is characterised by divergent
views. References to ambivalence, divided opinions and unresolved issues
are frequent. There is often disagreement on how to account for economic
phenomena, as in the following example:
(11) Many economists studying this wage divergence have concluded that
its primary cause was a within-industry shift in relative labor demand
toward the more-skilled. Despite this consensus, there is still disagreement about what caused the within-industry demand shifts.
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As indicated in section 2, there is also sometimes criticism of the discrepancy between economic theory and real world matters, as in examples (12) and
(13):
(12) In Buchanan’s case, the theoretical answer is simple – tax the polluting activity (e.g. waste emissions), but subsidise output. In the real
world, however, this solution is rarely possible, because […].
(13) However, the Balassa–Samuelson theory appears to be at odds with a
set of key empirical facts.
The main function of the criticism in RA introduction sections does not seem
to be to draw attention to research colleagues’ shortcomings, but rather to
promote the uniqueness and originality of the writer’s own findings. Example (14) may serve as an illustration of such promotion through contrasting
others’ and own work. Through the contrast with the modifier single, multilateral takes on a clearly positive value:
(14) As already mentioned, Falvey (1988) has considered quota reform in
the context of a single small country. Neary (1995) has recently extended Falvey’s results to the case of a large country, while Anderson
and Neary (1992) and Lahiri and Raimondos (1996) have considered
the possibility that […] In contrast to these studies, which deal with a
single country, our model and analyses are focused on quota reform
from a multilateral viewpoint.
4.2.3 Promotion through tense use
Yet another feature that I have looked at in my studies of economics writing
has been tense use in the sentences presenting the new knowledge claims
(Dahl 2009). What I found was that in economics the simple present is becoming the preferred tense in the presentation of claims, not only in the abstract and introduction section, but also in the conclusion section. Example
(15), with two sentences from the same RA, illustrates this phenomenon.
(15) We then suggest that central bank intervention can affect the exchange
rate by facilitating this information sharing. [INTRODUCTION]
[…]
We find that foreign exchange dealers can benefit from some amount
of information sharing, and we argue that this benefit provides one rationale for central bank intervention. [CONCLUSION]
The use of the present tense in the conclusion section (find and argue rather
than found/have found and argued/have argued) goes against traditional
style guide advice, which states that a proposed claim which has not been
sanctioned by the discourse community should be presented in the past tense
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(e.g. Burrough-Boenisch 2003; Day & Gastel 2006). When asked about this
practice, my economist informants indicated that this is an issue which many
of them reflect upon in the writing process, and that practices seem to be
changing. While one said: “Prefer past tense myself, though I do see that the
present tense conveys immediacy”, another categorically stated that “[t]he
use of the present tense IS standard in economics papers”. Others again were
unsure: “Frankly, I am often ambivalent on this. I have found the same tendency toward present tense, and do so myself because that is what I found
(find?)”. Several of the economists mentioned the immediacy aspect as an
explanatory factor. The use of the present tense in the claim sentences may
indicate that the researchers themselves grant their new claims immediate
validity without waiting for the acceptance of the research community members. This is then a rhetorical feature which may be considered to be promotional in nature.
4.2.4 Promotion through pointers to further research
In a cross-disciplinary (economics and linguistics) study focusing on RA
conclusion sections only, and more specifically on the rhetorical step of
recommending further research, my research question was why academic
writers include this step in the last part of their papers (Dahl 2010). Do they
see it as an obligation in order to bring the field forward, and have they discovered new ways to do that through the study they are reporting on? Or is
this step included because it represents a genre requirement which must be
fulfilled in order to get the work approved? Or, does this step in the conclusion section in fact have a different main rhetorical function, namely to promote the work at hand?
The investigation showed that in linguistics, less than half of the texts
studied had a ‘further research’ step, while in economics, about two thirds of
the texts did. Some of these were rather general statements like “more work
needs to be undertaken to …”, while in other cases, more concrete suggestions for taking the present work further were given, as illustrated in the
following example:
(16) We conclude with several recommendations for future research. First,
we recommend research on the cross-time effects of […] Second, we
recommend research on alternative forms of […] Third, we recommend sectoral analysis in areas where there is very little consensus on
[…]
An interesting variation was found in two of the economics texts, as seen in
the last sentence (in italics) in the next two examples:
(17) There are several possible extensions to the current study. First, a
more careful analysis of … may prove to be fruitful. … Another inter44

esting area of research would be to examine how…. Furthermore,
econometric analysis of …would provide stronger evidence on….
Such issues are currently under investigation.
(18) This leaves open the question of…. We are currently exploring this
avenue in ongoing research.
It has been suggested by Lindeberg (2004) that the main purpose of recommendations for further work is not mainly to open up new territory, but rather to strengthen the present one. If this is the case, the function of this rhetorical step is first and foremost promotional, supporting the credibility and
legitimacy of the research (Lindeberg 2004: 159). In my data, some overtly
evaluative comments were sometimes included in the realisation of this step:
(19) This paper pinpoints the reasons for […] Therefore, these results
should be useful for future research on….
(20) In conclusion, the data we have assembled can be used to address
several interesting questions in international economics.
Berkenkotter & Huckin (1995) pointed to a decline in the ‘further research’
step in natural science papers, and suggested that this was due to an increasingly competitive research environment: “the competitiveness of today’s
science and the emphasis on hard data have led to a major reduction in published speculation” (1995: 41). One of my economist informants agreed:
“Nowadays, people don’t give away good ideas in published papers! The
competition is too fierce”. The strategy of showing how the current results
may lead to new lines of research and then claiming the land for oneself, as
illustrated in examples (17) and (18), might be considered as a way to reconcile the dilemma of promoting current research while at the same time warding off competition. When asked about this, a couple of my informants confirmed that the claiming of land was indeed a motivation for such statements.

5 A portrait of the economist writer
At the outset of the KIAP project we envisaged that the three disciplines of
linguistics, economics and medicine would display linguistic behaviour
which could be plotted as being spread out evenly along a continuum. What
we found was slightly different (Fløttum et al. 2006). The general picture
revealed that linguistics and medicine, as expected, in most cases represented the end points of the continuum. Economics, however, could not simply
be described as being equidistant from the other two along the imaginary
line. For some of the features that we studied—notably metatext and first
person subjects—economics turned out to be closer to linguistics than to
medicine. These two features are reflections of academic writers who are
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very much visible in their texts and who openly interact with their readers. In
later work involving the KIAP corpus, I have focused on economics and
linguistics texts or on economics texts alone. Findings from some of these
studies have been presented in this article in order to draw a fuller picture of
the economist writer than what was presented in Fløttum et al. (2006).
What I have found is that in the discipline of economics, knowledge construction as manifested in the texts is marked by not only interactional, but
also clearly promotional features. Comments from the discourse community
indicate that the economists are (at some level) conscious of the rhetorical
aspects of the writing process. On a general level, these studies have demonstrated how economist writers calibrate the presentation of their new research contribution to achieve the optimal balance of readability, scientific
caution and self-promotion. Both the amount of reader assistance in the form
of metatext and the exploitation of various promotional aspects of economics
writing contribute to setting it apart from the writing practices in both medicine and linguistics.
It is difficult to ascertain with any certainty whether the use of such features of writer-reader interaction are reflections of economics being a more
crowded and competitive discourse community (Fredrickson & Swales
1994) than linguistics, the discipline within the KIAP project that it also
shared some linguistic and rhetorical behaviour with. When asked to comment on the use of expressions like the main message is, a linguist informant
(perhaps with a background as journal editor or reviewer?) stated the following: “incidentally, I wish linguists would use such devices a lot more”. What
seems obvious is that economist writers display clearly strategic behaviour
when presenting their research contribution.
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Move Analysis of Abstracts from a Diachronic
Perspective: A case study
PAUL GILLAERTS

Abstract. In this article we will look at a corpus of abstracts of a renowned journal
of applied linguistics. Following Ayers (2008), we wonder whether the rhetorical
structure of abstracts has changed over a period of 30 years. In the research literature
on abstracts (e.g. Lorés 2004), two patterns have been distinguished: the IMRD
structure and the CARS pattern. By viewing our move analysis diachronically, i.e.
by examining developments of the communicative purpose(s) of abstracts, we can
find a rationale for the observed changes in move patterning and for the interaction
between the two reported patterns. Moreover, our diachronic perspective on move
analysis appears to improve our understanding of moves, both conceptually and
operationally.
Keywords: abstract genre, move analysis, diachrony

1 Introduction
Since Swales’ definition of genres as social actions characterized by rhetorical purposes, move analysis has been widely considered as part of genre
analysis. Among the most famous are Swales’s CARS model for introductions of research articles (Swales 1990, revised in Swales 2004) and Bhatia’s
move analysis of sales letters (Bhatia 1998), based upon the AIDA model
advocated by the practitioners in the discourse community of sales communication. Skulstad (1996) and Gillaerts (1996, 2003), among others, have
followed Bhatia in applying move analysis to business genres, like the
chairman’s statement in annual reports, and letters of application. Recently,
De Groot (2008; see also Nickerson & De Groot 2005 for CEOs’ letters) has
incorporated move analysis into a wider genre analysis of annual reports,
more specifically of management statements, corporate profiles and operational reviews.
Most move analyses either limit their analysis to one genre text or cover a
larger, but still limited number of genre texts, using a quantitative approach
and leaving out interpretative considerations that remain hidden behind the
statistics. In both cases, there is a risk that the theoretical status of the move
notion will remain uncertain. The terminological labelling and distinction
between moves, sub-moves, steps, and strategies need further consideration,
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as well as the issue of delineation of moves within a text already mentioned
by Paltridge (1994).
In this paper I wish to discuss the move model and try to refine it in such
a way as to make it possible to study the genre diachronically. Ayers (2008)
who studied abstracts (“the short texts accompanying articles in the journal
Nature”) from a diachronic perspective, has found that only 18% of them
have the basic IMRD structure. Only the results section proved to be obligatory. He noticed an evolution in the abstracts in the direction of ‘eyecatching’ texts, advertising a paper’s contribution, with the methods section completely removed and the results move incorporated in the conclusion as the
only obligatory move. This parallels the general contention that the research
article becomes more news-oriented and increasingly makes use of promotional strategies. To study this evolution, I first have to choose a model that
is capable of signalling a possible evolution from summarizing to selling in
the abstract genre.

2 Towards an integrative move model
Basically, two structures have been distinguished: the so-called IMRD structure (Ventola, Graetz) and the CARS structure (Swales, Lorès). These two
structures have been related to two functions: the informative and the indicative, the former mirroring the structure of the research article (RA), the latter
basically mirroring its introduction. The first structure is more content oriented: the abstract represents the RA, functions as a summary, replacing the
RA. It follows the logic of research: after the introduction (I) in which the
research question is formulated, the methodology (M) is presented, followed
by the results (R) and the discussion (D). The second approach is more reader oriented: the abstract points at the content—much like a table of contents—without revealing what is behind it; it is a kind of index. Pointing at
the gap in the available research—CARS stands for ‘create a research
space’—the abstract puts forward a more promotional newsworthy announcement of the RA.
Following Lorès (2004) and Hyland (2000), I consider the IMRD structure as the most common structure found in abstracts. Hyland has added an
extra move to the IMRD, i.e. Purpose, and quite confusingly alters the name
of two moves: Results becomes Product; Discussion is called Conclusion,
which is not quite the same. According to Hyland, less than 5% of the papers he analysed contained all five moves: 55% had no introduction, 50%
missed a methodology and 78% did not have a conclusion. These findings
led him to the conclusion that apparently “writers obviously chose to represent their work in ways that fail to conform to a universal ‘ideal’ of information structuring. Clearly, then, more than summarising is taking place.”
(Hyland, 2000: 68).
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Nonetheless, I find the IMRD structure best suited for a move analysis.
The problem with Swales’ CARS model, meant for the introduction of RA’s,
is that important structural sections like method and results are relegated to a
sub-status, as becomes clear from the following table. They become optional
steps of Move 3.
Table 1. CARS model (Swales, 1990, 2004)
Move 1: Establishing a territory
- topic generalization of increasing specificity
Move 2: Establishing a niche
- indicating a gap or adding to what is known
Move 3: Occupying the niche / Presenting the present work
- 3.1 announcing present research descriptively and/or purposely
- (3.2 presenting RQ’s or hypotheses, 3.3 definitional clarifications, 3.4
summarizing methods, 3.5 announcing principal outcomes, 3.6 stating the
value of the present research, 3.7 outlining the structure of the RA).
In his revision of the model, Swales has retained move 1 and 2, but reduced
the number of steps and introduced the principle of recycling of moves. The
third move ‘Occupying the niche’ has been rephrased as ‘Presenting the
present work’, the only obligatory step being: announcing present research
descriptively and/or purposely. All the other steps have become optional,
partly depending on the field of research. The consequence is that the moves
from the IMRD structure have been downsized to steps, as shown in Table 2.
Table 2. IMRD vs. CARS
Introduction /Purpose = Move 1, 2 and 3. 1
Methodology = M 3.4
Results = M 3.5
Discussion = M 3.6
This situation, of course, does not seem very satisfying. Therefore, I have
opted for a move model in which IMRD and CARS are combined, but starting from IMRD. Like Santos (1996) and Po (2008) I have opted for a fivemove structure, following a top-down analysis. This implies the use of “an
analytical framework determining the set of possible discourse unit types
based on an a priori determination of the major communicative functions
that discourse units can serve in these texts” (Upton & Cohen, 2009: 588).
This model was then applied to a corpus of abstracts, starting from the following hypothesis: if there was an evolution from informative to indicative/promotional, this should be reflected in changes in the move structure.
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Moves 2 and 4 should be obligatory (there is always a question and an answer); moves 1 and 3, both reader-oriented, and move 5, more content oriented, should be optional, but appear more to the fore.
Like Po (2008), I followed a top-down approach, which is mainly based
on content or function, but I opted for a larger corpus in one field (Applied
Linguistics). Po limited himself to 20 abstracts from Applied Linguistics and
10 abstracts from Educational Technology. However, since it is known from
the literature (Hyland, 2005) that there is variation according to the field of
the RA, I confined myself to one domain. Since many domains have become
highly interdisciplinary, I limited myself to one journal, i.e. Applied Linguistics. The move structure shown in Table 3 was applied.
Table 3. A five-move structure for abstracts (based on Po/Santos)
Move 1. Situating the research
Step 1a. Current knowledge
Step 1b. Specific references
Step 1c. Indicating the gap
Move 2. Presenting the research
Step 2a. Purpose
Step 2b. Research question / hypothesis
Move 3. Describing the methodology
Move 4. Summarizing the findings
Move 5. Discussing the research
Step 5a. Conclusions
Step 5b. Recommendations
Here I use the term ‘step’ to indicate the sublevel. Although the term unfortunately suggests sequence, the alternatives sometimes suggested, like ‘acts’
or ‘strategies’ for example, are not satisfactory either, since they are better
suited for texts as a whole and not segments. I prefer the term ‘step’ because
it is more concrete than ‘move’; it is not a sub-move, suggesting that it is
hierarchically lower than move, but rather a kind of instantiation of the
move, a rhetorical specification. For example, the move ‘Situating the research’ is rather abstract, as it does not yet specify how the research is situated. In the steps this ‘how’ is formulated: by making use of current knowledge (Step 1a), or referring specifically to experts in the field (Step 1b), or
indicating what is still missing in the literature (the Swalesean gap; step 2c).
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3 Corpus and procedure
My corpus consists of 60 abstracts, taken from Applied Linguistics. The
abstracts are randomly chosen: 12 abstracts from 1987, 1992, 1997, 2002
and 2007. It is still a rather small corpus, but large enough for the current
study. The size of the corpus is such that a quantitative approach is possible,
but careful interpretation, typical of a qualitative approach, forms the core of
the analysis. Working with word lists to identify the moves is not considered
to be the right procedure for such an approach. After my analysis of the abstracts, I made use of a peer analysis carried out by last-year students in
applied linguistics, who analysed 15 abstracts. I used their analysis to improve my own analysis, following the framework of Po/Santos.

4 Methodological issues
In this section I will reflect upon a few problems that occurred in the analysis. It is my contention that interpretation problems may be less embarrassing when they are shared with the discourse community of genre experts.
More importantly, they may lead to sharper definitions and a more finetuned terminology of analysis.

4.1 Move repetition, embedding and identification
The first problem to decide upon is the delineation of a move. In the example
given (Example 1), which is a rather prototypical abstract covering all
moves, several moves are repeated. For instance, M1a is repeated, but gaining more specificity without becoming too specific. One might consider both
sentences as forming one move, M1a. I did not, however, because there are
two distinct propositions, which are only implicitly related. When one move
is interrupted by another, the repetition is more evident, as is demonstrated
in M3. In principle, repetitions of moves may give a strong indication of the
weight of a move. The more a move is repeated, the more it directs a typical
functionality of the abstract. In this case the repetitions of M1a, M3 and M4
suggest a rather informative function. Thus, indicating repetitions may be an
excellent indicator of the function of the abstract.
The theoretical distinction between move types and move tokens may refine the analysis. For instance, in the evolution of the abstract genre a certain
move may still be present, but may have less prominence because it is not
repeated or embedded. This is the second issue that merits our attention.
Move embedding (like M3, third mention) suggests less prominence or may
be a variation on the repetition of a certain move. Up until now, we do not
have an analytical tool at our disposition to include the hierarchical position
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of a move. We analyse our texts as if there was no hierarchy in the text structure.
The identification of Move 5a seems quite obvious: the author concludes
(“From this perspective”) on the basis of the aforementioned results. However, the hedge (“may”) in combination with the evaluative “best” hides a
recommendation (M5b). The level of explicitness may be considered decisive here; therefore, I have opted for M5a.
Example 1
Abstract 1997_1a.txt
The validity of instruments appropriate for eliciting L1 (first language) and L2 (second language) speech act data has been widely
debated.
Over the past decade, in investigations devoted to establishing L2
learners’ socio-pragmatic competence and performance, discourse
completion tests (DCTs) have become increasingly common as
elicitation instruments for comparative analyses of native speaker
(NS) and non-native speaker (NNS) socio-pragmatic behaviors.
This paper addresses the issue of what can be learned about L2
speech acts from the data obtained by means of English language
multiple choice (MC) and DCT instruments in two experiments.
When responding to the MC questionnaire, NSs selected substantially fewer options with either direct or hedged advice than the
Chinese subjects did, which is congruent with the body of research on NS and Chinese L1 pragmalinguistic behaviors.
On the other hand, significantly more NSs than Chinese preferred
direct and hedged advice in response to DCTs.
From this perspective, DCTs may not be the best elicitation instrument for L1 and L2 data pertaining to ambiguous and situationally constrained pragmalinguistic acts.

M1a

M1a

M2b
M3
M3
M4

M4
M5a

4.2 Indicative abstracts
As a consequence of our opting for an IMRD model, it is difficult to assign a
segment that outlines the research to a move. In the following example, the
outline, starting from ‘First’, can be seen as a combination of M3 and M4, or
as M2a. The first labelling is rather void, because no real content is given;
the author only indicates the content. But also the second move, in presenting the research, step 2, and giving the purpose, does not really cover the
function of the segment. Undoubtedly, this must be due to the genre set, thus
linking the abstract to the introduction. The difficulty of identification must
follow on from the dependency of the abstract genre to the RA itself. The
absence of real information in an abstract refers the genre to the other genre,
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the RA. One could also say: the abstract acquires introductory status. This
issue makes clear that focussing on one genre is always somewhat misleading in so far as not all aspects of the genre seem to be analysable within the
genre without resorting to accompanying genres.
Example 2
Abstract 2002_1b.txt
The notion of learner-centred instruction in foreign and second
languages grew out of the recognition that language learners are
diverse, in their reasons for learning another language, their approach to learning, and their abilities.
This article is about learner development, a learner-centred innovation in FL/SL instruction that responds to learner diversity by
aiming to improve the language learner’s ability to learn a language.
First, an overview is provided.
Then, the foundational ideas that shaped early practice in learner
development and the changes in the field that resulted as these
ideas were implemented in language programmes in various
world regions are described.
An evaluation of the theory and practice in learner development
from the perspective of selected theories in SLA follows.
The conclusion provides suggestions for future development.

M1a

M2a

M3
M3

M3
M4

4.3 (Mis)leading coherence markers
Interpretation should hence be based upon textual facts. These textualities
very often comprise discourse markers denoting the structure of the text. In
the following example the discourse marker ‘also’ in the last sentence of the
abstract suggests coordination with the former sentence: ‘This paper attempts’, which leads to an interpretation of the last sentence as M2a. Nevertheless, if we look at the content of the last sentence, we may as well classify
it as M4 (Summarizing the findings), although it is phrased in a very modest
way, using hedges such as ‘suggests’ and ‘might’. This kind of remote formulation is typical of many abstracts and results in a certain ambiguity regarding intention: does this involve developing the purpose or is it rather
already pointing to results? The final position, i.e. bridging the abstract and
the RA, seems to change the first interpretation that was evident at sentence
level. Apparently, the move notion itself lacks textual grounds, i.e. it is not
top-down enough.
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Example 3
Abstract 1992_4c.txt
Griffiths and Sheen’s reappraisal (Applied Linguistics, volume
13, number 2) of the SLA research in field independence/dependence (FI/D) touched on some relevant points.
However, it confused fundamental theoretical and research issues.
As a consequence, it concluded only that FI/D could not be relevant to second language learning and that researchers should
practice the principles of good scholarship.
This paper attempts to disembed and evaluate the major points in
Griffiths and Sheen’s paper while providing corrections and additions that may help readers to weigh their arguments.
It also suggests insights that SLA researchers might gain from a
genuine reappraisal of FI/D in SLA research.

M1b

M1c

M2a
M3
M2a

5 Analysis
5.1 Move density
In this section, we wish to report on the number of moves per abstract.
Moves here mean move tokens, i.e. the (re-)occurrence of the moves in question. As is shown in Table 4, the year 1997 stands out as having an average
of 9.2 moves per abstract.
Table 4. Moves per abstract
year

A1

A2

A3

A4

A5

A6

A7

A8

A9

A10

A11

A12

Tot

Av

1987

8

5

4

7

7

6

5

5

4

5

9

5

60

5.7

1992

6

6

8

5

4

6

4

6

4

3

6

3

61

5.0

1997

7

12

8

7

6

13

9

14

10

11

5

9

111

9.2

2002

5

6

8

8

7

7

8

4

8

7

7

8

84

7.0

2007

11

8

3

7

6

4

7

6

6

7

6

8

79

6.5

Of course this density may be due to differences in length. Indeed, 1997
shows an average in length of 18.16 lines per abstract. But if we consider the
average lines/move, we find a higher density of 1.90 for 2002 (vs. 1.97 in
1997), as is shown in table 5.
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Table 5. Length of abstracts and density
Years
1987
1992
1997
2002
2007
total

Average length
Average lines / move
(n=number of lines)
13.83
2.40
14.00
2.80
18.16
1.97
13.75
1.90
16.25
2.50
15.19
2.31

5.2 Move types per year
When we look at the move types per year we discover that the highest move
density has to be ascribed to an increase in M1 and M5.
Table 6. Move types per year
M1a
5
9
10
10
10
44
16.2

M1b
4
2
5
4
2
17
6.2

M1c
1
0
3
3
3
10
3.7

M2a
12
11
9
11
10
53
19.6

M2b
3
4
1
3
3
14
5.1

M3
9
7
10
10
10
46
17

M4
8
6
9
8
10
41
15.1

M5a
1
6
9
7
4
27
10

M5b
6
2
3
1
6
18
6.6

years
1987
1992
1997
2002
2007
T
%

If we compare the tokens with the types, we do find that the supremacy of
M1 is confirmed, but we can also see that M3 and M4 have become considerably more important than M5 (Table 7).
Table 7. Move tokens per year
M1a
7
10
16
10
16
59
14.6

M1b
4
2
8
4
5
23
5.7

M1c
1
0
3
3
3
10
2.4

M2a
19
13
10
17
12
71
17.6

M2b
3
4
1
3
3
14
3.4

M3
14
10
30
17
14
85
21.1

M4
15
10
27
16
15
83
20.6

M5a
1
8
10
12
5
36
8.9

M5b
6
2
6
1
6
21
5.2

years
1987
1992
1997
2002
2007
T
%
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In sum, the shift in move structure in 1997 seems to involve an increase in
four of the five moves, but only for M1 is there a lasting effect or spread
over the years that follow. There is by no means a tendency to delete the
method move.

5.3 Move positions
In principle, the move sequence is rather free. Nevertheless, we can note a
certain logical pattern: M1a and M2a occur in front position, M4 and M5a
(+b) in end position. M3 appears to be the most flexible move and can either
take near-front or near-end position. Apparently, this move has not become
completely fixed yet.
Table 8. The distribution of the move positions over the abstracts
position M1a M1b M1c M2a M2b M3 M4 M5a M5b
1
31
2
1
24
0
1
0
0
1
2
12
9
4
14
5 12
1
0
0
3
4
2
5
0
6
0 14 24
6
3
5
1
1
1
5
1
4 12
20
15
Regarding the function of the abstract, M4 (i.e. Results) never takes front
position. This would be typical of a news-oriented abstract. Hence, the abstract basically remains informative.

6 Conclusions and discussion
The abstract proves to be a rather stable genre; we were not able to see a
clear-cut evolution, and certainly not an evolution from informative to selling. The move density peaks in 1997 and 2002, which only partially coincided with the increased length of the abstracts. From 1997 onwards we can see
more M1 types and tokens, and more M3 and M4 tokens which may sustain
the contention of Gillaerts & Van de Velde (2010) that there is an evolution
towards a mini-article. The stable presence of the methodology move 3 in
particular indicates that there is no evolution in the direction of a general
readership. The IMRD structure remains dominant, although from 1997 the
increase of M1 confirms a tendency towards a more full-fledged mini-article.
A possible explanation for this tendency may be that as a result of the immense flow of and need for information, the abstract has become more important for information retrieval.
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Our analysis also makes clear that indicating a gap is not so prominent,
neither is the research question or hypothesis. The absence of these steps
may help us to differentiate an introduction from an abstract. As far as the
move positions are concerned, the mobility of M3 is remarkable. This mobility may reflect a certain unease regarding the function of abstracts, because
the methodology move seems to be decisive in distinguishing a real specialized research article from more popularized versions (see Ayers 2008).
The finding that the abstract genre reached its prototypical status in 1997,
i.e. being informative rather than promoting and disposed of an elaborated
structure of moves and steps (move density), may depend on the type of
research. Kaplan & Graabe (2000) have noticed a tendency in Applied Linguistics towards more statistics and description around 2000.
Providing an explanation for the findings remains difficult, because the
picture is somewhat ambiguous: if move 1 and 2 seem to have become more
important than the other moves, does this mean that the informative functions are foregrounded (the abstract as a mini-article) or, rather, does their
predominance stress the indicative function, not necessarily in a promotional
sense, but in its relation to the body text of the research article? The question
of the genre set (Samraj, 2005) needs to be further explored.
More research is also needed, not only to test these preliminary conclusions, but also to improve the methodological quality of the research. I limit
myself to one suggestion. We have left out the interaction between the
moves. When looking at the move tokens table we can find the following
pattern: if there is more M1, there is less M2; if there is more M4, there is
less M5. There must be a mechanism that triggers the relations between
these moves. More corpus research of abstracts in other journals and in different fields needs to be carried out: a landscape for which we have to make
a map (cf. Gillaerts & Shaw 2006).
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Investigating the Generic Structure of
Mediation Processes
MAURIZIO GOTTI

Abstract. Drawing on documentary data, the paper analyses both traditional and
computer-mediated processes in order to highlight their main generic structure. The
analysis shows that, although in the online process there is greater variation in the
realization of moves as well as the insertion of a few more steps which derive from
the adoption of the electronic medium, on the whole the generic pattern is common
to both. After identifying the various ‘moves’ that constitute the phases of a typical
mediation process, the paper analyses oral transcripts from procedures taking place
both in a traditional setting and online in order to illustrate the negotiation techniques employed by mediators in the accomplishment of their professional aims.
Keywords: mediation, genre, generic structure, computer-mediated process, negotiation techniques

1 Introduction
The aim of this paper is to use the tools made available by genre analysis
(Swales 1990, 2004; Bhatia 1993, 2004; Berkenkotter & Huckin 1995) in
order to identify the standard procedure adopted in the mediation process
genre, highlighting its main generic moves (Swales 1990). This will be done
through the analysis of the various phases of two mediation procedures taking place entirely online, as well as one procedure taking place in the more
traditional setting where participants are all physically present in the same
place. In particular, the negotiation techniques employed by the mediators in
the various moves will also be investigated as genre analysis does not represent a static description of language use but gives a dynamic explanation of
the way expert users of language manipulate generic conventions to achieve
their specific goals.
The online mediation sessions analysed here took place during a selfrunning simulation of the CAN-WINSM conferencing system and are used
by Resolution Forum Inc. as part of the training materials employed in the
courses required for qualification as an Impartial Third Party in the state of
Texas. As is usually the case with online mediations, the sessions depicted
were carried out in a chat room via instant messaging. The traditional international mediation process, by contrast, took place in Munich, and has been
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reconstructed, recorded, filmed and transcribed for educational purposes.
The video entitled Resolution through Mediation: Solving a Complex International Business Problem was prepared by INTA with the aim of assisting
not only trainers of mediation and negotiation skills, but also disputants (and
their advisors) preparing themselves for an assisted settlement negotiation.
The mediation session shown in the video lasts forty minutes and reviews
how two parties are able to use a mediator to settle their differences.1
The events analysed took place in offices or private rooms, a setting completely different from a courtroom trial. This difference has a significant
semiotic implication: indeed, in a courtroom the physical setting conveys an
idea of hierarchical power. As Maley rightly asserts:
Semiotically, the strongest meanings communicated by the physical setting of
[a courtroom] and behaviour of those in it are those of hierarchical power. The
physical layout of the room expresses, as it is intended to, a ‘symbolic representation of the authority of the court’ (Goodrich 1988: 143). The judge or
magistrate(s) occupies a dominant, focal position, usually (in England or Australia) sitting under an insignia-topped canopy which marks their position as a
representative of sovereign justice. The opposing parties, each represented by
counsel face the judge or magistrate (the ‘bench’), each occupying a delimited
area and space of table. Of the chief participants, only the counsel move freely
in the inner space […] of the court. (Maley 1994: 32)

An office or private room, instead, conveys an atmosphere of minor formality and greater cooperation. This difference is confirmed by the established
convention of standing-up and sitting-down in a courtroom while in an
online mediation session participants remain seated. Another difference is
seen in certain conversational conventions, such as greetings or enquiries
about well-being, which are omitted in court (Jackson 1995: 413), while they
are used in a mediation hearing, though they are kept very brief.
Although the setting and atmosphere of the mediation proceedings are
more friendly than in court, they however remain formal, as the mediator
fears that an informal attitude might reduce the degree of detachment which
is required by the situation and thus hinder his/her willingness to show great
independence and impartiality.

2 Move One: The opening move
The aim of the first move of the mediation process is to introduce the mediator and give a clear presentation of the role that he/she is to perform, highlighting in particular his/her neutrality and his/her task as a settlement facili-

1

A synopsis of the three cases is presented in the Appendix.
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tator, not as a judge/decision-maker. This simple introductory move achieves
a number of goals, because in laying out these points, the mediator:
1.
2.

3.

Starts building a trusting relationship with each of the parties by being
balanced, non-positional, open, honest, competent and positive;
Educates by explaining mediation goals and procedures and prepares
the parties, who may be unfamiliar with the process, for what will occur, in order to avoid surprises;
Demonstrates competence by showing command of the process and
neutrality regarding its outcome; this helps in developing the parties’
trust in the mediator’s abilities.

In the first step (Swales 1990) of the opening move the mediator in the video
begins the process by introducing himself, welcoming the parties, and highlighting key aspects of the mediation process. More specifically, the mediator ensures that everyone at the table is properly introduced and their capacities are known:
(1)

M11: Good morning hum, ladies and gentlemen, I’m happy that you’re
here in Munich, I hope that you had a good trip to Munich. Would
you please introduce yourselves shortly?
[M1 looks towards W and P]
W: I’m Peter Tchaikovsky, President and CEO of Wonderbrandski in
Russia, leading manufacturer and marketer of the alcohol products.
P: hum, I’m Alex Pushkin, I’m Peter’s attorney.
[M1 looks towards A]
A: My name is D.D. Kruze. I’m President of Alcopops Inc. based in
Chicago.
S: I’m here as council for Alcopops. (2:18–2:51)

In Step 2 the mediator specifies his/her neutrality and role as a settlement
facilitator, not as a judge/decision-maker and explains the procedures to be
used.
In the third step of the opening move, the mediator reminds participants
that the process will be confidential as to third parties, and furthermore that
the mediator will not disclose to a party any information that was identified
by another party as confidential.
In the fourth step of the opening move, although participants have previously exchanged working papers and are probably familiar with the mediation process, the mediator makes sure that the parties are aware of the rules
1

M1: traditional mediator / A: D.D. Kruze, President of Alcopops Inc. / P: Alex
Pushkin, Tchaikovsky’s attorney / S: Mush Striver, council for Alcopops / W: Peter
Tchaikovsky, CEO of Wonderbrandski.
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of the procedure, and then asks participants to confirm their willingness to
engage in the mediation process:
(2)

M21: All right, I believe we now have everyone present. Since you are
familiar with our experience and qualifications, I will not go
through those items with you again. Also, Janet and I understand
you are both satisfied that we have no conflicts of interest that
would diminish our neutrality as co-mediators in this matter. Is
that correct?
T: Yes, we accept you as mediators.
R: We have present the President from R and Billy Bob Gibbs an
expert engineer in land slides. We also have R lead counsel and
co-counsel.
M2: We assume from your quick responses that you are both agreeable to our serving as your mediators today. We also assume you
have both read, agreed to, and signed the mediation agreement
and that you have made the commitments of good faith negotiation, confidentiality, and willingness to stay with us that are set
forth in that writing. Is that correct?
T: Yes.
R: Your assumptions are correct. Signed, sealed and delivered.
M2: Thank you. Mediation is a voluntary process through which people can tell their stories and talk about the issues with which they
are concerned. We don’t take sides or make decisions for you.
Our role is to help you tell your story and explore ways to work
out this situation.
(16:39–16:46)

3 Move Two: Presenting the case
In the first step of the second move the mediator asks the parties to briefly
present their positions:
(3)

M1: I would like to ask each party to present their case.
[M1 makes a head and hand gesture towards P, inviting him to speak]
(3:25)

By asking the parties to speak first, the mediator accomplishes several objectives at once:
 the parties feel active in handling their own interests;
1

M2: mediator of Online Mediation 1 / T: Texas Department of Transportation / R:
Roadbuilder.
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 the business leader on each side gets to focus on the other side’s legal
position;
 the legal issues are explained, and put on the table early, rather than
being left unexpressed for possible interference later.
In the next step the mediator invites each side to summarise the position of
the other. This has the effect of simultaneously forcing everyone to focus on
the other side’s case and of reducing the likelihood of misunderstandings as
everyone feels that they have been heard and understood. In doing so also
other objectives are accomplished:
 the parties can reflect on the positions of the other side, thereby also
instinctively evaluating their own positions from another angle;
 by focusing on the other side’s legal position, both parties realize that
there is some credible argument on both sides.
In this way the mediator tries to get the case onto the commercial path and
away from strict legal rights and interpretations of the dispute. To favour this
process of ‘clearing the ground’, the mediator summarises the legal positions
of the parties and asks them to confirm the plain facts as they have been
reported. To stress his/her neutral position, the mediator frequently uses
tentative verbs and hedging expressions when reporting the facts (“we understand that”, “it also appears”, “may depend”, “it seems”). Although
his/her report is totally neutral, it does not avoid mentioning the controversial points still open; the fact that these points are presented in a very objective way, however, represents a useful starting point for the following phase
of the mediation process:
(4)

M2: Summarising your respective views, we understand that T feels
that R’s delay in getting started was the primary cause of the
many problems experienced, and that R attributes the cause to the
design problems and to the different worksite conditions. It also
appears from your position papers that clarification of the facts
may depend upon the testimony of a person who is not currently
available. So, it seems, we have some difference in our recollecttions and some uncertainty about the facts? (17:08)

The third step of this move instead is meant to verify what result the parties
expect from the mediation process. Since parties may be reluctant to disclose
information that weakens their own insistence on positions, the mediator
must often dig for such information and will typically start such inquiry with
open-ended questions. The questions typically used by mediators include:
“What do I need to know to understand this matter?” or “What do you hope
to get out of this course of action?” and “What is your goal in this media65

tion?”. This practice assures the mediator’s firm understanding of the main
expectations of each party and allows for the channels of communication to
be opened by recognising that not all information is confidential.

4 Move Three: Working towards a solution
4.1 Asking for solutions
In the next move the mediator tries to get the parties to come to an agreement by focusing on concrete evidence and preventing any venting up of
emotions. He/She repeatedly and specifically asks for solutions, ideas and
suggestions to force the two parties to work together towards a common
ground. He/she underlines any cooperative behaviour of the parties with
appreciative expressions such as “Good for both of you!”, “Now we are
getting well down the road”:
(5)

M2: R, do you have any specific suggestions about how the people of
Texas could have their new road at no extra cost to the taxpayers?
R: Is T amenable to discussing completion of the contract with R?
T: On behalf of the taxpayers of Texas, we are willing to entertain
any consideration of compromise.
M2: Good for both of you! Now we are getting well down the road,
thanks to your mutual cooperative attitudes. Perhaps we are ready
for some specific ideas to resolve the matter. R, do you have any
ideas to share?
M2: While we await R’s reply, let me ask T if it has any ideas how
this matter might be resolved?
(17:20–17:28)

4.2 Coping with conflicts
When the parties present their cases, they often assert that the other side is at
fault, accusing them of unfair behaviour:
(6)
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A: They are trying to elevate their cheap, bad vodka by trading on
our goodwill and I think that’s bad faith.
W: No, no, no I think they don’t understand the alcohol market and I
think they’re crazy.
P and W: [They speak to each other in Russian, gesticulating]
A: How can you say we don’t understand the alcohol market? Alcopops is one of the largest sellers of alcohol. Much bigger than
Wonderbrandski, I might add.
[Overlapping voices]

A: [repeatedly pointing at W] We are here because your company
deliberately traded on our goodwill and acted in bad faith. If you
ask me, they are nothing less than cheap pirates!
W: Now stop, please stop that, Mr Müller. Stop. I don’t want
[Overlapping voices]
M1: Hum, yes
[Overlapping voices]
W: If she uses this word again, I [pause] I go out of this room. Out of
this mediation [gesticulating].
[Overlapping voices]
A: […] bad faith
M1: Ladies and gentlemen, I
[Overlapping voices]
M1: I very well understand that you are upset.
P: We didn’t want to do it in the first place
[Overlapping voices]
M1: I understand that the feelings are running high, so I, hum, propose
that we, hum, adjourn into a private session […]
(9:07–10:05)
As can be seen in the quotation above, the mediator allows the outburst to
take place. By listening patiently without interrupting, he expressly acknowledges the anger being shown, and then offers a justification that both parties
can accept for this outburst, making it no one’s fault (“I very well understand
that you are upset. I understand that the feelings are running high. So I propose that we adjourn into a private session”). He thus prevents further polarisation that could have disrupted settlement efforts by calmly asserting his
control over the process.

4.3 Interacting in private sessions
When the conflict becomes too bitter, the mediator will decide to divide the
two parties and deal with each of them in private. In private sessions, in
order to favour the outlining of possible solutions, the mediator asks his
questions very openly, framing them in such a way as to require the parties
to explain their point of view, and not just simply say ‘yes’ or ‘no’. For example, the mediator asks questions requiring lengthy explanations such as
the following: “So what do you think about the complaints Alcopops has?”
(11:02) or: “I need to know more. What are your real intentions in Russia?”
(15:16). With this format, the mediator is able to maintain total neutrality on
party positions throughout the mediation process without expressing any
value judgments on the party’s answers or opinions. The form of the question, focusing on a broad topic, also allows the speakers to respond as they
see fit without the mediator narrowing or targeting the question on any particular aspect of the issue.
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Moreover, the mediator takes great pains, through questioning and
through demonstrations of empathy, to ensure that all participants feel that
they have been heard and understood. This technique helps develop the crucial sense of trust that participants must place in the mediator if mediation is
to be successful. The mediator often punctuates his/her remarks with phrases
such as Yes… I understand… I know… I see…:
(7)

P:

Yes, if they introduce it in Russian market, it will be a disaster.
But don’t tell it to anybody, ok?
M1: I understand. (12:32–12:38)

Mediators show great interest in what the parties say. To underline their
active listening they empathetically acknowledge understanding without expressing any evaluation. A nod of the head as a person is speaking or a short
verbal response assures a party that they have been heard. For instance, the
traditional mediator depicted in the video shows that he is an active listener
not only by acknowledging his interlocutor’s utterances (“I understand…”,
“Yes, I see…”) but also by prodding for more information, as when he says
to Alcopops’ counsel: “Yes I clearly understand, you know? But I need to
know more. I mean, what are your real interests in Russia? Why do you now
do the big launch?” (15:18–15:23)
Periodically, the mediator summarizes the parties’ priorities or concerns.
This technique allows him/her to test his/her comprehension and permits the
client to adjust any misunderstandings. It also gives the speaker immediate
assurance of having been heard and understood.

4.4 Dealing with emotional outbursts
Emotional outbursts can occur for a number of reasons. They are commonly
related to the parties’ frustration for not being heard or understood, and their
having a belief that there is not just a legal but a moral basis for their own
convictions. Negotiations are certainly more effective when participants are
able to communicate freely, listening to and understanding concerns, empathising with each other, venting feelings and confronting emotions. These
emotional moments are considered a fundamental aspect of mediation proceedings:
For many participants, mediation is about the ‘venting’ of feelings and emotions that they would be unable to express in a more formal setting such as a
courtroom. The opportunity to tell one’s version of the case directly to the opposing party and to express accompanying emotions can be cathartic for mediation participants. (Eisen 1998: 1323)
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It could be remarked nonetheless that emotions sometimes have a strong
impact on the participants and are difficult to manage. In the following quotation, for example, the discussion becomes very heated, with the two parties
quarrelling bitterly with each other and the arbitrator clearly encountering
great difficulties in calming down the participants:
(8)

M31: Tom, it sounds like you felt that you were clear about what the
apartment had to offer. Can you tell us what your concerns are
now?
B: Well, she’s trying to hold us responsible for other people’s actions. No one’s happy about what happened, but she wants us to
pay for a shrink. That’s ridiculous. Half this neighborhood needs
a shrink. But it’s really not possible to discuss this, she just starts
screaming at me whenever I try.
M3: Tom, can you tell us more about what you mean about Rhonda
holding you responsible for others’ actions?
B: The guy who jumped her in the garage. This is a high crime area,
and those things happen. It’s happened to me.
M3: Tom, sounds like you had been willing to discuss these matters.
Could you talk about what you’d like to communicate about this?
D: First, it is a blatant falsehood that I was NEVER told that there
was security in this building. His exact words to me were: “the
apartment management retains a 24-hour security guard and the
apartments would soon be fitted with deadbolt locks”. And the issue concerning the psychiatrist was something that was on advice
of my private doctor. I don’t need a shrink. I need a little more
security personally since the apartments have failed to provide it
physically.
B: We’re trying to make things safer for all our tenants, but it’s really a money issue. The rents here are pretty low, and it’s not
cheap.
(17:35–17:43)

The parties’ angry feelings often lead them to ignore the rules of regular
turn-taking and to respond immediately, instead of waiting for their turn.
Moreover, their emotional urge makes them forget about the basic convention of mediation, which requires that each speaker should address the mediator and not the other party directly:
(9)

1

B: Every time I try to talk to her about what happened she gets hysterical and tries to blame me for all her problems.
D: About three months now.

M3: mediator of Online Mediation 2 / B: Tom Benson / D: Rhonda McDonald.
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M3: Rhonda, sounds like you are mostly concerned with issues of
safety and how Tom has communicated with you when your concerns have not been addressed. Is this right?
D: What attempts have you made to talk to me? That’s a very sexist
statement to claim that I get “hysterical”!
B: I thought we were supposed to talk to the mediator. (17:20–17:23)
To put an end to this highly aggressive situation, the mediator may use two
different techniques: give one of the parties an ‘assignment’ (to write a possible solution to the dispute); in the meanwhile he/she will negotiate with the
other party. During the private session the mediator can thus continue his/her
negotiating activity, further uncovering the parties’ interests and helping
them determine their real priorities. These inquiries go well beyond legal
positions such as liability, damage and remedies, and extend to personal or
emotional interests, such as face saving:
(10) M3: Rhonda, you clearly want more compensation for your experiences which he contributed to and you want more understanding
from him. We are happy to talk with him about these things and
see what is possible. While we speak with him, can you think a
little bit about what your choices are IF he doesn’t end up agreeing to more.
(18:36)
As can be seen in this quotation, when one of the participants brings forward
her demands in an angry and emotional way, the mediator decides to report
the request focusing on matters instead of emotions. In this way, he is able to
reframe disputant face-threats by restating disputant criticisms of another
into the expression of a possible solution. As has been shown, this technique
of restating and summarising what a disputant advocates is an important
strategy used by mediators, which turns out to be not at all neutral as in this
way “they can manipulate the substantive character of a discussion and push
disputants toward settlements they might not ordinarily accept” (Jacobs
2002: 1414).

4.5 Facilitating consensus
In this step, mediators convey proposals, usually party-generated, in the form
of hypothetical suggestions phrased in a tentative way:
(11) M2: T, would you consider splitting the cost of the consultant if you
were able to otherwise resolve this without litigation and possible
insolvency? (17:50)
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Also the various proposals formulated in private sessions are here reported to
the other party to see if they meet with his/her approval:
(12) M3: Tom, thanks for waiting. We asked you a while ago about how
you would like to be approached in the future by Rhonda. A second question for you then is given both of your concerns about
how the safety issue is resolved, what is your response to the following suggestion from Rhonda. She offers to put in her own security system in lieu of paying two months’ rent.
B: A little while ago she said that she wants a $9.95 lock from
Walmart, so two months seems too much. We’ll agree to one
month’s rent plus $20. And if she wants to use it for a lock, that’s
fine. She can consider the month’s rent as us saying we’re sorry
about what happened to you, even though it wasn’t our fault.
M3: Tom, sounds like we are getting close to building an agreement
and have some offers on the table to work with. Why don’t we
bring you both together. (18:39–18:45)
When the mediator believes that a party’s proposal would be totally unacceptable to the other party and could not form the basis for an agreement, he
reframes the proposal into acceptable terms that could become part of a settlement. In the video, the mediator hears Wonderbrandski’s threat: “If they
still launch KYK HIGH OCTANE in Russia we will keep and fight for this
PICO BELLO OCTAVE to the end!” (22:40–22:48) and reframes it a few
minutes later more usefully as: “Ah, OK, so you would be happy with HIGH
OCTANE as long as you are doing the distribution?” (26:04–26:08).

5 Move Four: The ending move
When common consent has been reached, the mediator ensures that the parties are well aware of the agreement terms before the participants are asked
to sign the final form. Rather than listing all commitments by one party and
then those of the other, the mediator prefers to phrase the components of the
agreement in a balanced fashion with one concession offset by the other
side’s concession. This balancing helps underscore the mutual advantages in
the agreement and allows mutual face saving by showing concessions on
both sides:
(13) M2: Good. Thanks, once again, for your cooperative attitudes in this
matter. It appears to me that you should be able to get this resolved this evening. As I understand your respective wishes, you
would like the consultant to make an inspection of the jobsite and
give you his estimates regarding R’s additional costs for complet71

ing the work within the time specifications of T, and once that
cost has been determined, R will receive periodic payments during the work, which will prevent its pending bankruptcy. This
way, Texas gets its highway at less cost than it would take for a
new contractor to come in and complete the work. Is this about
what you have so far agreed? (18:06)
In the last move the mediator also ensures that parties will sign a memorandum of agreement before leaving the session:
(14) M1: Ok, so maybe I’ll shortly repeat the major hum points we have
[parties nod]. So you will drop the stripes of the bottle [looking at
W] and get rid of the two-tone […]
[…]
M1: Ok, perfect. So I wrote this down and I then would like you two
to sign the agreement and everything else is taken to the lawyers.
So, thank you very much. I’m very happy, I guess we have a good
solution and well, I hope you will have some progress in the future, maybe together, and hum, hopefully very successful.
(36:26–37:09)

6 Conclusion
The analysis carried in out in this paper has shown that the mediation processes taken into consideration here follow a common procedure, which can
be summed up in the following sequence of moves and steps:
1. The opening move
1.1. Introducing participants
1.2. Specifying mediator’s role
1.3. Assuring confidentiality
1.4. Seeking confirmation of the mediation process
2. Presenting the case
2.1. Asking the parties to present their positions
2.2. Asking each party to summarise the other party’s positions
2.3. Ascertaining the parties’ main goals
3. Working towards a solution
3.1. Asking for solutions
3.2. Coping with conflicts
3.3. Interacting in private sessions
3.4. Dealing with emotional outbursts
3.5. Facilitating consensus
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4. The ending move
4.1. Ensuring that the parties are well aware of the agreement terms
4.2. Asking the parties to sign the final form
However, in the online process there is greater variation in the realization of
these moves as well as the insertion of a few more steps which derive from
the adoption of the electronic medium. Indeed, in online mediation there is
great concern about technical aspects, which is shown by the mediator’s
assuring that all the participants are logged on and ready to start, and his/her
checking the identity of the participants with a series of questions-answers.
Although security codes are given and access is controlled, this identity
check represents a crucial issue of online mediation. Also recurrent are exchanges connected with sudden loss of communication or difficulties in
establishing contact. Moreover, the use of technology favours greater economy of language due to the fact that in cyberspace everything needs to move
at a higher speed. This also influences the duration of mediation processes as
questions and answers are shorter and participants get to the point in a more
direct way.
The analysis has also enabled us to highlight the main negotiation strategies commonly adopted by mediators to help parties to listen and understand
concerns, empathise with each other, vent feelings and confront emotions.
Moreover, in order to overcome the mistrust and the disagreements of the
parties, the mediator often adopts various psychological techniques that
allow him/her to interpret the participants’ nonverbal language as well as
their attitudes, their emotions and their immediate reactions. By alternating
between analysing issues in private sessions and discussing them in the ‘conference room’, the mediator is able to maintain confidentiality in the procedure and guarantee privacy in the negotiation process. As has been shown, in
order to be successful in his/her function, the mediator will need not only
high competence in the use of these negotiation strategies, but also full mastery of the discursive skills required and of the generic forms typical of this
procedure.
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Appendix
Wonderbrandski A/O vs. Alcopops Inc (Traditional Mediation)
A dispute has arisen between two of the largest alcoholic beverage companies in the
world. Wonderbrandski A/O is a Russian vodka producer. One of its brands is PICO
BELLO, a potato-based vodka. For the past seven years, Wonderbrandski has owned
in Russia, but never used, the registered trademark OCTAVE. About a third of its
shares are owned by a Russian Government agency. Wonderbrandski’s President is
the entrepreneur Peter Tchaikovsky.
Alcopops Inc is a Chicago-based beverage alcohol marketing company. It sells
KYK, a triple-charcoal-distilled rye vodka, internationally (though not on the domestic Russian market) as three main variants – HIGH OCTANE (42 proof), OCTANE (40 proof) and CLASSIC (38 proof). Until recently, Alcopops had no presence in Russia except in Moscow Airport Duty Free, where small quantities of KYK
CLASSIC had been available for several years. Alcopops’ President is D.D. Kruze,
a well-known business leader.
Alcopops’ KYK vodka has always been marketed in an 8-sided bottle. In 1992,
by a brief exchange of letters, Alcopops granted Wonderbrandski a non-exclusive,
royalty-free license to use its 8-sided bottle design in Russia on any of Wonderbrandski’s alcoholic beverages. Wonderbrandski never made use of the license
because 8-sided bottles were costly; nevertheless, the licence was never terminated.
Alcopops recently met with Vladivod, a leading former State-run distillery based in
the Russian Far East, with a view to appointing Vladivod as Russian distributor of
all three variants of KYK vodka. A deal was agreed verbally but not yet signed.
Wonderbrandski then precipitously re-launched its PICO BELLO OCTAVE vodka
in an 8-sided bottle and in trade dress that Alcopops considers makes it look like
KYK OCTANE. Alcopops filed a complaint with the Russian Anti-Monopoly
Committee claiming unfair competition by Wonderbrandski. Wonderbrandski, in
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response, argues that (a) they own the trademark OCTAVE in Russia and consider
Alcopops’ use of OCTANE a violation of Wonderbrandski’s Russian trademark,
and (b) Wonderbrandski has a license from Alcopops itself to use an 8-sided bottle.
D.D. Kruze of Alcopops called Peter Tchaikovsky of Wonderbrandski directly.
She noted that legal action between the two companies could last for years, and she
suggested that together they consider an alternative approach. She explained that
Alcopops was a member of both INTA and CPR, and as such had publicly pledged
to consider non-binding and confidential negotiations, using a neutral mediator,
prior to actively litigating any dispute. She therefore proposed that this escalating
conflict be referred to a mediator from the INTA – Panel of Neutrals. Peter Tchaikovsky agreed. Because the mediation was non-binding and confidential, he felt he
had nothing to lose and could walk away at any time. The parties selected Peter
Müller from the INTA – Panel of Neutrals as their Mediator. They also signed an
agreement to share the costs and maintain confidence. They also agreed that the
discussions would not be referred to by either of them in subsequent legal proceedings. The mediation takes place in a Munich hotel. Peter Tchaikovsky and D.D.
Kruze are present in person, accompanied by their respective outside lawyers, Alex
Pushkin for Wonderbrandski and Mush Striver for Alcopops.
Roadbuilder vs. Transportation Department (Online Mediation 1)
The Texas Department of Transportation decided to construct a new road over a
rough, mountainous area in West Texas. The work was to cover two separate
stretches of roadway, the North Slope and the South Slope, located some 150 miles
apart, and was to be performed under two separate $25 million fixed-price contracts.
A number of highway construction firms participated in the bidding process, among
them Roadbuilder, Inc. of Newark, New Jersey, which was awarded both contracts
because of its lowest combined bid.
Under each of the two contracts, Roadbuilder was required to perform all excavation and grading work, which included retaining structures and reinforced concrete
walls to stabilize the ground above and below the roadway. Roadbuilder also was
required to install the necessary pipes and drainways to assure adequate rainfall
drainage.
Roadbuilder was delayed in commencing the work, and ran into delays and additional expenses due to encountering unexpected rock outcrops and inclement weather. In February, Roadbuilder notified the Department of its additional expenses
incurred in the work and refused to proceed further until these expenses were reimbursed. In early March, the State notified Roadbuilder that it was terminating the
contract because of Roadbuilder’s failure to perform.
Rhonda McDonald vs. Easy Living Apartments (Online Mediation 2)
Rhonda McDonald is a third year law student. She works all day and takes night
classes. She was looking for a place to live and looked at Easy Living Apartments as
a possible solution. She spoke with Mr. Benson, the unit manager, because safety
was her main concern since this building is located in a high-crime and high-risk
area. She was assured that the building had 24-hour security guards and deadbolt
locks on all the doors and only after that assurance did she move in. She had made
repeated attempts to follow up on the locks and security guards but at all times her
inquiries were dismissed.
A few weeks ago, on the way from her car to the apartment, she was grabbed by
a man and threatened to keep quiet. She was barely able to escape and make it into
her apartment and the neighbours called the police. Easy Living Apartments refuse
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to be held responsible for what happened and believe nothing was said concerning
security when Rhonda McDonald first visited the building.
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Orrmulum: Genre membership and text
organisation
NILS-LENNART JOHANNESSON

Abstract. This paper discusses the genre membership of the twelfth-century Middle
English exegetical work named by its author Orrmulum. The work is usually
described as a homily collection, but a closer analysis shows that it combines
properties of two contemporary text genres. On the one hand it exhibits some typical
features of a homiliary (homily collection), such as a verse-by-verse exegesis of
gospel texts (while lacking others, such as following the arrangement of the gospel
texts (lections) in the Missal, as these are presented chronologically for each Mass
throughout the liturgical year). On the other hand the work exhibits some properties
of a gospel harmony, a kind of text whose aim is to combine the narratives of the
four gospels into one coherent story (while it lacks other properties, such as
independence of the Missal).
The Preface of Orrmulum can similarly be shown to be of mixed genre membership. On the one hand it has all the properties of a Ciceronian praefatio, in that it
comments on the relationship between the author and various other people, such as
his patron, his readers, his copyist, and his detractors. On the other hand it shows the
typical features of the prologue of a twelfth-century exegetical work (a “type C
prologue”, Minnis 1985): it presents the name of the author and of the work, it states
the usefulness of the work, etc.
This paper also outlines the textual organisation of Orrmulum, since the marking
of these matters in the author’s holograph manuscript is only poorly represented in
the standard edition (Holt 1878), and therefore unknown to any reader of the text
who does not go back to the manuscript.
Keywords: Orrmulum, homiliary, gospel harmony, textual organisation, Ciceronian
praefatio, “type C prologue”, holograph

1 Introduction
The twelfth-century Middle English exegetical work named by its author
Orrmulum (“forrþi þatt orrm itt wrohhte”, ‘because Orrm composed it’,
P158 [P2]) is presumably known to most modern readers through its
standard edition, Holt 1878 (a marginally updated version of its predecessor,
White 1852).1 This paper will focus on aspects of Orrmulum that were

1

Passages from Orrmulum will be quoted from my own edition (in progress). The line numbers coincide in most cases with those in Holt 1878; if there is a discrepancy, Holt numbers
will be added in square brackets. The letters preceding the line numbers refer to the text
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poorly dealt with in the two nineteenth-century editions and which have
turned out to be highly relevant in connection with my current project on the
Latin sources of Orrmulum.1 It seems appropriate in a tribute to Philip Shaw
to focus on questions of genre membership and textual organisation, topics
which he himself has handled eminently with respect to various types of
modern English text.

2 Text genre
The text of Orrmulum, produced (presumably) in the third quarter of the
twelfth century,2 is described by its author, the Austin canon Orrm, in the
following fashion:
(1)

8 Icc hafe sammnedd o þiss boc.
Þa goddspelless neh alle;
Þatt sinndenn o þe messeboc.
Inn all þe 3er att messe.
ˆ & a33 affterr þe goddspell stannt.
Þatt tatt te goddspell meneþþ.
Þatt mann birrþ spellenn to þe follc.
Off þe33re sawle nede.
& 3ët tær tekenn mare inoh.
Þu shallt tær onne findenn.
Off þatt tatt cristess hall6e þed;
Birrþ trowwenn wel. & foll6enn.

‘I have gathered in this book
nearly all the gospels
that are in the Missal
throughout the year for Mass.
And always after the gospel stands
what the gospel means,
what you should preach to the people
for the good of their souls.
And in addition to that much more
you will find in it
of that which Christ’s holy people
should believe well and follow.’

(P29–40 [D29–40])

Although essentially correct in the sense that Orrm provides explications of
gospel lections (“goddspelless”) as defined and demarcated by his Missal,
this description is nevertheless misleading in the sense that it gives the
impression that the gospel texts (‘nearly all the gospels that are in the Missal
throughout the year’ P31–32 [D31–32]) are presented in the order they are
sections: P=Preface and H=Homilies. A few excerpts are taken from the passage labelled
Dedication in Holt’s edition, hence D.
1
Swedish Research Council Project number 2010-2094, “For the good of their souls: A study
of the Latin sources and how they were modified in the composition of the twelfth-century
Middle English homily collection Orrmulum.”
2
The modern consensus view of the date of Orrmulum is based on Malcolm Parkes’ (1983)
analysis of the characteristics of the writing of the so-called Scribe C, responsible for inserting
the Latin incipits of the gospel texts. According to Parkes, these incipits are not likely to have
been written later than 1180, and since they were added after Orrm had finished writing and
revising the English text of his homilies, it seems reasonable to assume that this work must
have kept him occupied between ca. 1160 and 1180.
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used as lections during the liturgical year, as in any ordinary homiliary. This
is not the case: Orrm presents the gospel lections in a sequence which shows
no regard for the liturgical year, but rather presents a chronological account
of events before, during and after the lives of John the Baptist and Christ.
From this point of view, the work has much in common with a gospel
harmony. Yet even in this respect Orrmulum does not quite live up to the
genre expectations: a gospel harmony should be based on the text of the four
gospels, from which the harmoniser selects and combines passages as he
sees fit with no regard for the way the gospels had been cut up into lections
in the Missal. Orrm, by contrast, adheres faithfully to the division of the
gospels into lections. This becomes particularly striking when he has to
combine two lections to create one continuous narrative, as in the case of
Luke 2:1–21, which is divided into two lections, for the first and second
mass on Christmas day, respectively. Since the first lection ends with the
angel announcing the birth of Christ to the shepherds (and the heavenly host
making a brief appearance with its song), and the second one deals with
what the shepherds did after the angels left them, Orrm, not unreasonably,
wishes to tell the story of the shepherds from beginning to end. His fidelity
to the lection format is so great, however, that he can only do that by
presenting the two goddspelless consecutively but separately, as numbers vii
and viii.
In terms of its genre characteristics, Orrmulum is thus best described as a
hybrid between a homiliary and a gospel harmony, sharing the lection-based
explications of gospel texts with a typical homiliary, and sharing the attempt
at a chronological presentation of gospel events with a typical gospel
harmony.
For the homiliary aspects of the work, there would have been no lack of
model texts: the homilies by Bede, Rabanus Maurus, and Haymo Halberstatensis were clearly known to Orrm, in all likelihood also the Homiliarius
compiled by Paulus Diaconus. It also seems likely that he was familiar with
homilies by Gregorius I, Remigius Antissiodorensis, Godefridus Admontensis, and Radulfus Ardens. In addition, there were numerous works in
other genres—commentaria, expositiones, sermones, enarrationes—many of
which were no doubt available to Orrm, which also provided the same kind
of interpretation of scripture as the great homily collections.
Orrm may even have been familiar with English homiletic material, in
particular the homilies by Aelfric and Wulfstan; cf. the discussion in
Morrison 1983, 1984, 1995. Yet it is clearly the Latin homiletic tradition that
provides Orrm with as good as all his exegetical input as well as his genre
conventions; cf. also Orrm’s frequent references to Latin boc, ‘a Latin book’,
and þatt Latin boc, ‘the Latin book’.1
latin boc: P169 [P13], H1130, H6644, H8047, H10165, H10698, H16826, H18086; þatt
latin boc: H1182, H4452, H16296.
1
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As regards the gospel harmony side of Orrmulum, there were fewer
models available, but the genre certainly did exist. An important work in this
connection is Augustine’s De Consensu Evangelistarum, in which Augustine
discusses ways of explaining differences between the gospels in their
presentation of events, and also presents his own attempt at a unified
narrative text (covering the period before the ministry of John the Baptist
and Jesus) interspersed within the argumentative text. In the early parts
(before the ministry of John and Jesus), the order of events as presented in
Orrmulum agrees quite well with that in De Consensu; the discrepancies can
be explained as Orrm’s modifications of the model provided by Augustine.
From the calling of the first disciples onwards, however, Orrm would not
have received much support from Augustine. Several of Orrm’s homilies are
based on gospel texts which are not even discussed in De Consensu (gospel
texts xix, xxi, xxii, xxiv–xxx1).
In the 1140’s Zacharias Chrysopolitanus provided Victor of Capua’s
sixth-century Latinisation of Tatian’s gospel harmony with commentaries,
primarily compilations from the church fathers, under the title In Unum Ex
Quatuor, sive de Concordia Evangelistarum Libri Quatuor (for a discussion
of In Unum, see Harris 1924a). As far as the chronology is concerned, it is
not impossible that In Unum was known to Orrm, and that the existence of
this gospel harmony with exegetical comments (if not in homily form) may
have suggested to Orrm the possibility of writing the kind of work he did.
The sequential presentation of narrative elements in the gospels in In Unum
agrees very well with Orrmulum (with some minor discrepancies, but the fit
is somewhat better than for De Consensu) as far as the calling of the first
disciples (Homily xxii). From there on, however, the presentation differs
considerably from the order of presentation of events in the Orrmulum, and
we must conclude that, with the possible exception of chapters II–XVII, In
Unum cannot have served as Orrm’s model.
For lack of evidence to the contrary, the conclusion must be that Orrm
worked out his own gospel harmony,2 with little or no support from De
Consensu or In Unum.

1

Gospel text xxix, In principio erat verbum, is treated by Augustine (Caput IV), but does not
occur at the same position in the sequence as in Orrmulum.
2
Unless, that is, Clement of Llanthony’s twelfth-century gospel harmony Concordia Quatuor
Evangelistarum provided a model for the sequential order of Orrm’s goddspelless. It was
much copied in the late Middle Ages, and even translated into Middle English in the fourteenth century, but no modern edition seems to be available, so that avenue has to be left
unexplored for the time being. For a discussion of Clement’s gospel harmony, see Harris
1924b.
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3 Textual organisation
3.1 Form
The running text of Orrmulum, whether prefatory matter or homilies, is very
clearly structured. Some of the marking of this structure was suppressed in
Holt 1878, which is still the standard edition of the text. For the benefit of
readers familiar with the text of Orrmulum only through Holt’s edition a
brief outline of the text structuring devices will be given here.
The smallest unit of text is the verse: a long verse of fifteen syllables is
made up of an on-verse of eight syllables and an off-verse of seven
syllables. In the manuscript the text runs on like prose, but the beginning of
each verse is marked by an initial capital letter, bold in the case of on-verses
and non-bold1 in the case of off-verses. The end of each verse is marked by a
punctuation mark, normally a punctus (.) or a punctus elevatus (;), as shown
in the examples quoted in this paper. Holt prints the verse-initial capitals, but
he suppresses the distinction bold/non-bold, and he introduces capitalisation
in places where Orrm does not use it. The punctuation system is modernised
in the 1878 edition.
The next larger unit of text is the paragraph, which is made up of one or
more long verses and is marked by an initial paragraphus: ˆ in its basic
form, with 8†~‡ as more complex variants. Paragraphs are left completely
unmarked in Holt’s edition, which makes the text of Orrmulum appear as
more poorly organised in the edition than it was in Orrm’s holograph manuscript.
For the largest text unit, made up of one or more paragraphs, I use the
term fit. It is marked by Orrm by means of an initial littera notabilior, a
capital letter extending over two or more lines of writing. At the end of the
fit Orrm often uses a punctus versus (Ÿ) or a positura (!) instead of a punctus
or punctus elevatus. In Holt’s edition the littera notabilior is printed as no
different from any other capital letter; instead, some new fits are marked by
two blank lines inserted before the beginning of the fit. Hall (1920) is the
editor who has come closest to doing justice to Orrm’s marking of fits.
Nevertheless, the extract of Orrmulum that Hall prints (part of the exegesis
of Homily vii/viii, H3662–4009) contains eighteen fits, but Hall marks only
two of those with a littera notabilior, and two more with a preceding blank
line.
For the purpose of identifying the source material that Orrm used when he
composed the exegetical parts of his homilies, the fit is an extremely
1

I use the terms bold and non-bold to refer to a contrast realised in the manuscript not only by
the weight of the pen-strokes used, but in the case of several characters also by the shape of
the letter, e.g. bold A versus non-bold A. In the printed text of Orrmulum I use bold and
regular fonts to represent this contrast.
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important unit and an essential level to work at, since Orrm tends to stay
with one major source text throughout the fit. For a more detailed account of
the role of the fit in the search for source texts for Orrmulum, see
Johannesson 2007a.

3.2 Content: prefatory matter
As printed in Holt 1878, the prefatory matter of Orrmulum is made up of
four parts: Dedication, Preface, Texts and Introduction. It is clear that such a
division is based on a misunderstanding of the presentation of the text in
Orrm’s holograph manuscript. As was first pointed out by Matthes (1933:
35–37), and again by Burchfield (1956: 72, fn. 1), the text which occupies
folio 9 recto and the first 25 lines of folio 9 verso (Holt’s Preface) is marked
by Orrm to be inserted after verse 156 of what Holt calls the Dedication, in
line 39 on folio 3 verso, immediately before Orrm’s explanation of what
“goddspell” means.1
Once Holt’s Preface is inserted in its proper place (where it fits seamlessly) and his Introduction is allocated to Homily i/ii (for the Introduction to
a homily, see section 3.3 below), the prefatory matter of Orrmulum is
reduced to one running text (Holt’s Dedication + Preface) and one numbered
list of Latin incipits of the gospel lections (Holt’s Texts). The running text
will here simply be referred to as the Preface of Orrmulum. Part of the Preface is a reworking of Latin exegetical material. At the exegetical centre of
the preface, the gospels are likened to a four-wheeled quadriga, with the four
gospel texts making up the four wheels. This somewhat bizarre metaphor is
taken over wholesale2 from the Prologus to Honorius Augustodunensis’
Expositio in Cantica Canticorum from the 1140’s. The gospels are further
said to express seven sacraments, or “godnessess” (P286 [D180]), which
Christ has conferred/will confer on mankind: (1) the Incarnation, (2) the
Baptism, (3) the Passion, (4) the Harrowing of Hell, (5) the Resurrection, (6)
the Ascension and the Sending of the Holy Ghost, (7) the giving of the
heavenly bliss to the deserving souls on Judgement Day. This description of
the gospels is lifted more or less unchanged (apart from translation and versification) from the Prologus to Paschasius Radbertus’ Expositio in Evangelium Matthaei from the ninth century. For a detailed analysis of these parts
of the Preface, see Johannesson 2007b.

1

The signes de renvois on folio 9 verso, marking the text to be inserted, and on folio 3 verso,
marking the point of insertion, can both be seen as representing a basic T-shape, yet they are
vastly different: where the former is tall and narrow, the latter is low and broad. Still it is clear
that they actually mark text insertion.
2
It seems safe to assume that Orrm knew nothing about a genuine Roman quadriga, which
had two wheels but was drawn by four horses, but just accepted the description provided by
his source text.
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More interesting, however, are those parts of the Preface to Orrmulum
which are not reworkings of concrete textual sources, but rather constitute
Orrm’s original writing within the framework of traditions current in the
twelfth century. The Preface turns out to combine features of two contemporary text genres. On the one hand it has all the typical features of a Ciceronian praefatio, detailing the author’s relationships to various other persons: to his patron, to the corrector of the text, to his copyist(s), to future
readers/detractors, and, finally, to God. Orrm first addresses his patron and
threefold brother (in the flesh, in the faith, and in the order) Walter and
declares (with conventional expressions of modesty) that he has completed
the task Walter set him: he has, with the little wit the Lord has given him,
translated the gospel’s holy doctrine into English, because Walter thought it
would be beneficial to the souls of Englishmen to have access to the gospels
in their own language. He then goes on to outline the structure of his work
and his translation principles; he exhorts Walter to check the work for
unorthodox doctrine and warns against detractors who will scorn their work;
he commands future copyists to copy his text faithfully, down to the details
of his spelling system with doubled consonants marking a preceding short
vowel in the the same syllable; he explains again why he has carried out the
work, namely in order that the souls of English people may be saved; as a
reward from God for his labour he expects his own salvation.
On the other hand, Orrm’s presentation of various features of his text
(such as the title of the work, the name of the author, author’s intention,
material used, method and order of presentation, and the utility of the work)
makes his Preface conform to the conventions of the standard form of introduction to works of scriptural exegesis in the twelfth century (a “type C
prologue”, in the terminology of Minnis 1984). Orrm’s application of these
conventions offer unexpected insights into his self-image. When Honorius
Augustodunensis wrote his Prologus to his commentary on the Song of
Solomon in 1136, the Work is stated, conventionally, to be Cantica
canticorum (‘the Song of Solomon’), not Honorius’ commentary, and the
name of the author is, equally conventionally, “Spiritus Sanctus, loquens per
vas sapientiae Salomonem” (‘the Holy Spirit speaking through that vessel of
wisdom, Solomon’; PL vol. 172, col. 0348C–D), not Honorius. Orrm, by
contrast, explicitly sets himself up as author (he both ‘wrote and composed’,
“wrät. & wrohhte”, the text), and Orrmulum as the Work in his petition for
the readers’ prayers, as shown in (2). In other words, Orrm turns out to be
considerably less modest than his choice of phrases in other parts of the
Preface may suggest. For a detailed analysis of these aspects of Orrm’s
Preface, see Johannesson 2007c.
(2) Icc. þatt tiss ennglissh hafe sett.
Ennglisshe menn to lare;
Icc wass þær þær i crisstnedd wass.

‘I who have written this English
for the education of Englishmen,
I was, where I was baptised,
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Orrmin bi name nemmnedd.
& icc orrmin full innwarrdli3.
Wiþþ muþ. & ec wiþþ herrte.
Her bidde þa crisstene menn.
Þatt herenn oþerr rédenn.
Þiss boc; hemm bidde icc her þatt te33.
Forr me þiss bede biddenn.
ˆ Þatt broþerr þatt tiss ennglissh writt.
Allræresst wrät. & wrohhte;
Þatt broþerr forr hiss swinnc to læn;
Soþ blisse móte findenn.
Amæn.

called Orrmin by name.
And I Orrmin very sincerely,
with mouth and also with heart,
here pray those Christian men
that hear or read
this book; them I pray here that they
say this prayer for me:
The brother who this English text
first wrote and composed;
may that brother, as a reward for his toil,
attain true bliss.
Amen.’

(P427–440 [D321–334])

The list of Latin incipits of the gospel texts is preceded by a short text in
English (P441–448 [D335–342]) in which Orrm seems to pose as editor
rather than author, in that he seems to be saying that he will set out a list of
all the gospels that he ‘can find’ in this book (rather than all the gospels he
included). The passage only makes sense if we interpret the verb findenn
here as ‘to provide’, ‘to supply’; the same sense can also be found elsewhere
in Orrmulum (“To findenn all þatt æfre iss ned; /Abutenn godess allterr.”,
‘To supply all that ever is needed /At God’s altar’, H6136–7).
(3)

8 Þa goddspelless alle þatt icc.
Her o þiss boc ma33 findenn;
Hemm alle wile icc nemmnenn her.
Bi þe33re firrste wordess.
& tàle wile icc settenn to.
To don 3uw tunnderrstanndenn.
Hu fele sinndenn o þiss boc.
Goddspelless unnderr alle.

‘All the gospels that I
here in this book am able to supply,
all of them will I mention here
by their first few words.
And a number I will add
to make you understand
how many there are in this book
gospels altogether.’

(P441–448 [D335–342])

3.3 Content: homilies
At the level of the individual homily, Orrmulum is a highly structured
composition. With respect to content, a homily will here be described as
made up of two or more sections. Table 1 below illustrates the overall
organisation of a homily in terms of sections; the two obligatory sections in a
homily are marked by asterisks.
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Table 1. The structure of Orrm’s homilies
SECTIONS
Homily:

Introduction
(Text heading)
*Text A
(Text heading)
Text B
Transition
*Exposition A
Exposition B
Coda
Prayer

An introduction occurs at the beginning of Homilies i/ii, vii/viii, xvi/xvii,
xxvii/xxviii, and xxx/xxxi.1 Each introduction contains a specification of
what Orrm is going to narrate in the current homily; some of them also contain additional information serving to link the current gospel narrative to
earlier ones or to provide a summary of events described in previous homilies. Some homilies which lack an introduction may nevertheless have the
gospel text open with a passage which serves as a narrative transition. In the
current analysis, such a transitional passage does not count as an introduction, since it lacks the authorial intrusion of the introduction.
The next item in a homily, the text heading, is not, strictly speaking, a
section, but the number of the gospel lection followed by a reference to the
relevant evangelist (e.g. Secundum Lucam) and the Latin incipit of the lection. Orrm left space for these items, typically at the beginning of his rendering of the gospel text.2 Occasionally Orrm forgot to provide the space, occasionally he filled it with his textual changes or corrections. When the time
came for scribe C to add the text heading, he consequently omitted or misplaced the heading, since it was not clear to him where it was to be placed.
The next section is the gospel text, made up of a lection from the Missal.
In a standard homily there is just one gospel text, and the number of the
homily is identical with the number of the gospel lection. In a two-text homily, the sequence Text heading + Gospel text is repeated, and the number of
the homily is made up the numbers of the two gospel texts separated by a
slash, e.g. homily i/ii.
1

The beginnings (or the whole) of Homilies iii/iv, v, vi, ix, x, xiii, xxix, and xxxii have been
lost, so it is not possible to tell whether these had introductions. Homilies xi/xii, xiv, xv, xviii,
xix, xx, xxi, xxii, xxiii, xxiv, xxv/xxvi definitely have no introduction.
2
In the case of gospel text xvi the text heading is actually placed before the introduction to
the gospel text.
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After the end of the gospel text(s) follows a transition, which states explicitly that the gospel ends there and that the exposition will follow; a typical example is shown in (4). Some transitions originally did not start with
Her endeþþ, but were later revised to achieve greater uniformity of expression (5). Likewise, transitions which did not originally acknowledge the
presence of two gospel texts in the homily were later modified to take this
fact into account (6).
(4)

ˆ Her endeþþ nu þiss goddspell þuss. ‘Here now this gospel ends thus,
& uss birrþ itt þurrhsekenn.
and we ought to seek it through,
To lokenn whatt itt læreþþ uss;
to see what it teaches us
Off ure sawle nede.
for the good of our souls.’
(Transition of Homily xix, H10684–87)

(5)

«‡ Nu wile icc shæwenn 3uw summ del; ‘ˆ Her endeþþ nu þiss goddspell þuss.
Whatt tiss goddspell 3uw læreþþ.»
& icc 3uw wile shæwenn.’
Hu mikell god itt læreþþ 3uw;
Hu mikell god itt læreþþ 3uw;
Off 3ure sawless nede.
Off 3ure sawless nede.
‘Now I will show you to some extent
what this gospel teaches you,
how much good it teaches you
for the good of your souls.’

‘Here ends now this gospel thus
and I will show you
how much good it teaches you
for the good of your souls.’

(Transition of Homily x, original (left) and revised (right), H6514–17)1

(6)
«ˆ & her icc wile shæwenn 3uw;
Whatt tiss goddspell 3uw læreþþ.
O whillke wise itt wisseþþ 3uw;
To berr6enn 3ure sawless. »

‘ˆ Her endenn twa goddspelless þuss.
& uss birrþ hemm þurrhsekenn.
To lokenn whatt te33 lærenn uss.
Off ure sawle nede.’

‘And here I will show you
what this gospel teaches you,
in what way it instructs you
how to save your souls.’

‘Here end two gospels thus
and I will show you
to see what they teach us
for the good of our souls.’

(Transition of Homily vii/viii, original (left) and revised (right), H3490–93)

Depending on the number of gospel texts in the homily, the transition is
followed by one or two exposition(s), where Orrm provides the exegesis of
the relevant gospel text(s).
A few homilies end with a coda, which takes the reader back from the
level of scriptural exegesis to the level of gospel narrative, typically summarising the events narrated in the gospel text(s) of the current homily, as in the
coda of Homily xvi/xvii:

1

The following symbols are used in examples (5)–(6): « » enclose deleted characters (cancelled with a pen stroke), and ‘ ’ enclose marginal additions.
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(7)

ˆ Þuss fundenn alle att sannt iohan;
God lare off þe33re nede.
& tatt nass wunnderr þwerrt üt nan.
Þatt he wass wis o lare.
Forr he wass full off hali3 gast;
Ær þann he borenn wære.
Swa summ þe goddspellwrihhte se33þ;
Þatt þwerrt üt nohht ne le6eþþ!

‘Thus all found from St John
good teaching for their need.
And it was certainly no wonder
that he was wise in teaching,
for he was full of the Holy Ghost
even before he was born,
as the evangelist says
who certainly tells no lie.’

(H10243–50)

Each homily concludes with a brief prayer1 (typically four, occasionally six,
verses), which contains some reference to the major topic of the homily.
Thus the prayer at the end of Homily xvi/xvii, which deals with the preaching of John the Baptist, runs as follows:
(8)

ˆ & godd allmahhti3 lefe uss swa.
To fillenn. & to foll6enn.
Þe lare off sannt iohaness spell.
& all hiss hall6e bisne;
Swa þatt we motenn borr6enn ben.
Att ure lifess ende. AMÆN!

‘May God Almighty permit us thus
to fulfil and to follow
the doctrine of St John’s preaching
and all his holy example,
so that we may be saved
at our life’s end. Amen.’

(H10251–56)

4 Conclusion
Orrmulum repays close study. The text has been available in printed form
since 1852, and its status as a cross between a homiliary and a gospel harmony (section 2 above) must have been obvious to any reader familiar with
genres of Christian writing in the twelfth century. By contrast, the status of
Orrm’s Preface as a cross between a Ciceronian praefatio and a “type C
prologue” (section 3.2 above) went unnoticed until the pilot studies for my
current source text project failed to find sources for most of the Preface and
it became necessary to look for a different type of framework, such as genres
of contemporary Latin exegetical writing, to find an explanation of the properties of Orrm’s Preface.
The textual organisation, by contrast, has been largely hidden from readers of the standard editions (White 1852, superseded by Holt 1878). As it
turns out, the formal markings of structural units in the manuscript are essen1

Occasional prayers (later deleted) may also conclude major parts of an exposition, as in
Homily i/ii and Homily ix, or separate Exposition A from Exposition B, as in Homily
xxv/xxvi.
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tial for an appreciation of the internal organisation of the text, and hence for
an appreciation of how the author carried out his intentions when composing
his text.
In addition, the recognition of the hierarchy of textual units (verse, paragraph, fit) is an essential first step towards a meaningful analysis of the author’s use of source texts.
The moral of all this is clearly addressed at text editors: whatever structural marking there is in a manuscript should not be suppressed but clearly
presented one way or another in the printed edition.
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Vocabulary in Advanced L2 English Speech
BRITT ERMAN & MARGARETA LEWIS

Abstract. While there are a number of studies of productive vocabulary knowledge
focussing on writing, there are considerably fewer on speech. This study seeks to
remedy this imbalance by analyzing the vocabulary in spoken production, examining
two groups of advanced Swedish speakers of L2 English—one studying English at a
Swedish university and the other resident in London—and one group of English
native speakers. The three groups performed two tasks, a role play and a simultaneous retelling of the first 14½ minutes of the film Modern Times. To obtain lexical
frequency profiles for these groups, Cobb’s software program LexTutor was used.
The program distributed the lexical items in the transcriptions of the speech of the
three groups over the first thousand (K1) and second thousand (K2) frequency
bands, the Academic Wordlist (AWL) and an ‘Off-list’ containing items outside of
these three lists. The results showed that in the Role play the lexical profile of the
London Swedes was closer to the native speakers compared to the university students. In the Retelling task the two Swedish groups performed similarly, differing
significantly from the native group. An additional analysis of the length of repeated
words and sequences showed that the London Swedes were closer to the native
speakers in both tasks, suggesting a higher degree of automaticity in this group.
Keywords: productive vocabulary, spoken production, advanced L2 English, lexical
profile

1 Introduction
It is generally recognized that knowing a language involves not only a good
knowledge of the language’s grammar but also of its vocabulary. One of the
main distinctions made in research on vocabulary knowledge is that between
receptive and productive vocabulary knowledge. Studies of receptive vocabulary knowledge far outnumber those of productive vocabulary knowledge.
Furthermore, research on receptive vocabulary knowledge is biased towards
non-native speakers. In fact, according to Nation “there is a lack of wellconducted research” on native speakers’ vocabulary knowledge (Nation
2006: 60). Partly as a result of this, studies of the receptive vocabulary
knowledge of native speakers of English are mixed, ranging from 12,700
word families for university students (Beglar 2010) to 20,000 word families
for well-educated native speakers (Goulden, Nation & Read 1990,
Zechmeister, Chronis, Cull, D’Anna & Healy 1995 in Nation 2006). A word
family is the base form of a word including its inflected and derived forms
(Hirsh & Nation 1992: 692).
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There are thus several studies of non-native L2 English speakers’ receptive vocabulary knowledge (Laufer & Nation 1995, Staehr Jensen 2005,
Gyllstad 2007, Albrechtsen et al. 2008, Gould 2009, Lemmouh 2010). Swedish university students have been shown to have among the largest receptive vocabularies of L2 English in the world ranging from 8,500 to 10,000
word families (Gyllstad 2007, Lemmouh 2010). The large receptive vocabulary of Swedish L2 English speakers can be explained not only by close
typological affinities between English and Swedish, but also by the fact that
Swedes are exposed to English from early childhood, through TV programs,
music, and computer games.

2 Background and aim
While there are a number of studies of receptive vocabulary knowledge
based on vocabulary tests and reading comprehension tests, studies of productive vocabulary knowledge are scarce and typically based on written
production (e.g. Albrechtsen et al. 2008, Lemmouh 2010). There are few
studies on vocabulary in spoken production for native and non-native speakers alike (but see Ovtcharov, Cobb & Halter 2006 for L2 French, and Lindqvist et al. (2011) and Bardel et al. (2012) both for L2 French and L2 Italian). This can be explained by speech data being hard and time-consuming to
collect and transcribe (McCarthy & Carter 1997). This paper seeks to fill this
gap by analyzing the vocabulary in the spoken production of two groups of
Swedish speakers of L2 English, and a group of English native speakers for
control. The three groups performed the same two tasks, one role play and
one narrative on-line retelling task.
There are suggestions in the literature that receptive vocabulary
knowledge gives indications of productive vocabulary knowledge (Webb
2008), with the latter usually lagging behind. On the basis of the attested
large receptive vocabulary of Swedish speakers of L2 English, accounted for
above, we expect both Swedish groups to compare well with the native English group. However, in view of the different conditions for using the target
language the two Swedish groups will also display differences. The aim is to
compare the results for the three groups in view of their different acquisitional settings, i.e. two Swedish groups, one resident in the L2 country (the
UK), the other studying English at a Swedish university, and one native
English group. It seems reasonable to assume that the group resident in the
target language community will generally be closer to the native speakers,
while the university students will display a somewhat different profile. Although both Swedish groups would be considered very advanced L2 English
speakers, they are expected to be further away from the native group in the
production of low-frequency words. In contrast, they are expected to be
similar to the native group in the production of high-frequency words (i.e. in
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the K1 and K2 frequency bands), since these bands are well represented in
all genres of English. The native speakers are expected to display a richer
and more precise vocabulary than both non-native groups in this material
(Ovtcharov, Cobb & Halter 2006, Lindqvist 2011). Words from the K1 and
K2 lists are thus expected to be used by NSs and NNSs alike, whereas a high
language proficiency is presumably shown in a large quantity of words outside of these lists. In the present study a lexical frequency profile of the transcribed texts is achieved by using the software tool LexTutor, launched by
Tom Cobb and available via the Internet. This program takes transcribed
texts and distributes the lexical items across frequency bands.

3 Method
3.1 Pruning the texts
The first step of the present study involved establishing the total number of
words. It may seem straightforward to count the number of words of the
transcribed texts by using an automatic tool such as Word Count in Microsoft Office Word. However, a transcribed text normally contains a number of ‘non-words’ such as uh/m (frequently marking hesitation), disrupted
words, and meta-comments by the transcriber (e.g. LAUGHS, UNCLEAR,
SNEEZE). In order to establish the total number of words the texts have to be
pruned. In the present study this involved two main steps; contracted words
(shouldn’t, he’s, could’ve, etc.) were separated, and all ‘non-words’ were
removed. In addition, space on either side of punctuation marks was removed, because all items surrounded by spaces are counted as words. The
total number of words across the tasks and groups after pruning is shown in
Table 3 (section 4).

3.2 LexTutor – a vocabulary tool
LexTutor provides two different lexical frequency profiles. The first one
(“The EDIT-TO-PROFILE SPACE”) determines which words in the text
belong to the following categories: K1 and K2 (the two thousand most frequent words based on the General Service List, West 1953), Academic Word
List (AWL, based on Coxhead 2000), and ‘Off-list words’, a list comprising
words outside of these lists. The second lexical profile is based on the BNC,
i.e. mainly written material, and distributes the vocabulary over the first
thousand to the 20th thousand words. The present study is based on the first
lexical profile since the K1 and K2 lists cover the most frequent words in the
language and are represented in all types of texts. The Off-list captures not
only low-frequent words but also ‘non-words’ (see Table 1) not captured in
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the K1 or K2 lists. The AWL is a well-known list, with a moderate coverage
in texts.
Whenever Off-list ‘items’ are referred to in the present study they include
both words and non-words. In all other cases in this study the latter two
have been separated and are called ‘Off-list words’ and ‘Off-list non-words’,
respectively (Table 1).
Table 1. Examples of Off-list items in LexTutor; words and non-words
Words
doable
bonkers
contraption

Non-words
Names
Elizabeth
Sheffield
Chaplin

Vocalizations
hmm
uh
ehm

Disruptions
im
Thur
ish

Responses
ok
yeah
right

The Off-list items in this list are of different types, including both formal and
informal, and frequent and infrequent words, e.g. venue, balletic, tweak, bolt,
cigarette, kids, gonna. The Off-list also includes ‘non-words’, such as
names, vocalizations, and disrupted words. Non-words, which were removed
when counting the total number of words produced, can however be quite
informative. In fact, when using a software tool like LexTutor, it is sometimes appropriate to feed in unpruned texts for reasons that will become
apparent.
Repetitions of words were identified and counted manually from the transcriptions and involved between 1 to 6 words. The results of the analysis of
repetitions are presented in section 5.2.

4 Material
The data consist of recordings of 10 Swedes having lived and worked in
London for about 7 years (LS), 10 Swedish university students of English
(US), and 10 native speakers of English (NS). The groups are matched for
educational background and age, although the Swedish university students
are somewhat younger (see Table 2). Both L2 groups would be considered
very advanced users of a second language by all standards.
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Table 2. Participants
Informants
10 Native speakers
10 London Swedes

10 University students

Time with English
Life
9 years at school and an average of 7 years’ residency in
London
9 years at school and two semesters at an English department in Sweden

Average age
32
32

26

In order to ascertain that the group of university students had a similar experience of L2 English, they were selected from the same educational level, all
having completed two semesters at an English Department in Sweden. The
following criteria had to be met: age between 20 and 35; L1 Swedish; L2
English learnt in the Swedish school system (at least 9 years of instruction,
besides the daily input through different media using English); a maximum
stay of three months in an English-speaking country; no English-speaking
parent or partner.
All the informants did an on-line retelling of the first 14½ minutes from
Charlie Chaplin’s film Modern Times, and a role play involving a legal expert phoning the manager to ask for two days’ leave to attend a close relative’s wedding at a time which is counter to the company’s interests. These
two activities were recorded and subsequently transcribed.
Table 3. Pruned texts; total number of words over two tasks and native
speakers (NS), London Swedes (LS), and university students (US)
Tasks
Role play
Retelling task

NS
3761
17693

LS
3354
16236

US
4295
16512

There are noticeably more words in the Role play for the US group (Table
3). The reason for this is that one of our two native participants acting as
‘manager’ tended to have longer conversations with the ‘employees’, as is
apparent in the lengths of the sound files. This person carried out all the
conversations with the US group, but only some of the conversations with
the other two groups.

5 Results
The presentation of results of the present study starts with the figures extracted automatically from LexTutor, viz., figures for K1, K2 and AWL
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(section 5.1.1), and the results for Off-list items (5.1.2), which are subsequently divided into separate subsections of Off-list words and Off-list nonwords. This is followed by an account of lexical density (5.1.3), and finally
results from the manual analysis involving repetitions (5.2).

5.1 LexTutor
5.1.1 K1, K2, AWL and Off-list items
As mentioned, we expected both L2 groups to come close to the native
group in the K1 and K2 bands, since they are bound to encounter frequent
words most often, and in a variety of contexts (Crossley et al. 2009). This
expectation is borne out in the Role play (Table 4a).
Table 4a. K1, K2, AWL and Off-list items in the Role play; cum. = cumulated
Role play
NS

LS

US

type
% tokens
% cum.
type
% tokens
% cum.
type
% tokens
% cum.

K1
words
341
85.21
85.21
296
83.71
83.71
357
84.12
82.15

K2
words
50
3.02
88.23
46
3.64
87.34
49
3.53
85.68

AWL
31
1.54
89.77
26
1.70
89.05
28
0.98
86.66

Off-list
items
61
10.23
100
63
10.95
100
60
13.35
100

Total
483

431

494

Table 4b. K1, K2, AWL and Off-list items in the Retelling task

NS

LS

US
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Retelling
task
type
% tokens
% cum.
type
% tokens
% cum.
type
% tokens
% cum.

K1
words
763
81.66
81.66
750
84.65
84.65
665
84.81
84.81

K2
words
317
7.11
88.77
280
6.42
91.07
271
7.01
91.82

AWL
97
1.37
90.14
69
1.14
92.21
77
1.01
92.83

Off-list
items
392
9.85
100
255
7.79
100
255
7.17
100

Total
1569

1354

1268

Despite using a lower number of K1 types in the Retelling task (Table 4b)
both the NNS groups (the LSs and USs) use a higher proportion of tokens of
this category than the NS group. K1 words constitute the main part of all text
types (Nation 2001), which explains why K1 words had a coverage of between 81 and 85 percent in both tasks across all three groups. While in the
Retelling task the NS group has the lowest percentage in the K1 list this is
compensated for by a higher percentage of Off-list items, i.e. words and nonwords outside of the first two thousand frequency bands and the AWL. The
NNS groups displayed the opposite pattern with higher percentages of K1
words, and lower percentages of Off-list items. AWL words show low figures across all groups and tasks.
One should be cautious about drawing far-reaching conclusions about
percentages that differ between groups because it is a relative measure showing the proportion of tokens over the total number of words. An example of
this is to be found in the Retelling task where the proportion of K2 tokens
(the most frequent words between 1001 and 2000) in the three groups are as
follows: NS 7.11%, LS 6.42% and US 7.01%. In proportion of tokens the
US and NS groups are thus similar. If we instead consider types of K2 words
we get a different picture, NS 317, LS 280 and US 271, that is the LS and
US groups have comparable repertoires of types and differ from the NS
group. Furthermore, all three groups use a higher proportion of K2 tokens in
the Retelling task compared to the Role play, which indicates a different text
type.
Our results concur with the results of Nation’s study of the Wellington
Spoken Corpus, in which the first two thousand words (K1: 81–85% and K2:
5–6%) were found to cover around 90% of all the words in the material (Nation 2006: 79).
5.1.2 Off-list items
This section will first present the results for all Off-list items, including nonwords. This is followed by separate accounts of the results for Off-list words
and Off-list non-words.
5.1.2.1 Results for Off-list items
We will now take a closer look at the Off-list items. All the items in the Offlist (i.e. items outside of the first two thousand frequency bands and the
AWL) are listed alphabetically in LexTutor, which facilitates the separation
of words and non-words. In the Off-list there is also information about the
number of tokens for each type. On the basis of this we have calculated
Type/token ratios, and number of Tokens per 100 words (Tables 5a and 5b).
All the results except those in Tables 6a and 6b (which are results exclusively pertaining to words) are based on unpruned texts (section 2.1).
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Table 5a. LexTutor’s Off-list items (incl. non-words) in the Role play
Role play
NS
LS
US

Type/Token
61/366
63/310
60/613

T/T ratio
0.16
0.20
0.10

Token/100
10.23
10.95
13.35

Table 5b. LexTutor’s Off-list items (incl. non-words) in the Retelling task
Retelling task
NS
LS
US

Type/Token
392/1742
255/1274
255/1205

T/T ratio
0.23
0.20
0.21

Token/100
9.85
7.79
7.17

The tables show that the Type/Token ratios, with non-words included, give
very low figures in both tasks because many of the non-words, such as vocalizations (e.g. uh/m, eh) and names are frequently repeated. These T/T
ratios are therefore not informative if we wish to find out the participants’
vocabulary. Despite this somewhat misleading information regarding vocabulary there are nevertheless some significant results worth commenting on.
In the Role play (Table 5a) the USs use about the same number of types
from the Off-list as the other two groups, but twice the number of tokens,
resulting in a T/T ratio for the US group which differs significantly from the
NS and LS ratios (p < .01, and p < .001, respectively). The USs’ higher
number of tokens per 100 words differs significantly from the LSs and NSs
(p < .001, and p < .005, respectively).
The T/T ratios in the Retelling task are remarkably similar in all three
groups and do not reveal any significant differences (Table 5b). In contrast
to the Role play, both Swedish groups use nearly identical numbers of types
and tokens in this task, whereas the native speakers use considerably more
types as well as tokens. There are interesting differences in Off-list tokens
per 100 words; the NSs use significantly more than both NNS groups (LSs
vs. NSs p < .05; USs vs. NSs p < .001).
5.1.2.2 Results for Off-list words
With a view to examining the participants’ vocabulary in the Off-lists, i.e.
words outside of the first two thousand frequency bands and the AWL, we
separated the words and the non-words. Tables 6a and 6b show the results
for T/T ratios and Tokens per 100 words in the Off-list, with non-words
excluded. The most frequent types reflect the essence of the respective tasks,
so that in the Role play bye and wedding are the most frequent for all three
groups. In the Retelling task bolts, conveyor, and boss rank the highest in all
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three groups. The results for Off-list words in the Role play are shown in
Table 6a.
Table 6a. LexTutor’s Off-list words (excl. non-words) in the Role play
Role play
NS
LS
US

Type/Token
30/81
30/72
20/67

T/T ratio
0.37
0.42
0.30

Token/100
2.15
2.15
1.56

In the Role play there are no significant differences in T/T ratios between
any of the groups. The only significant difference is to be found in Tokens
per 100 words, the USs having significantly fewer tokens than the NSs (p <
.05). The results for the Retelling task are shown in Table 6b.
Table 6b. LexTutor’s Off-list words (excl. non-words) in the Retelling task
Retelling task
NS
LS
US

Type/Token
356/1058
221/631
187/473

T/T ratio
0.34
0.35
0.40

Token/100
6.00
3.89
2.86

In the Retelling task the only significant difference in T/T ratios is between
the USs and the NSs, the USs having the higher ratio (p < .05). It is worth
noting that the USs have considerably lower numbers for both types and
tokens (the latter reflecting the low figure for Tokens/100 words). So their
higher ratio should be seen in that light, and does not mean that they have a
larger vocabulary. Concerning tokens per 100 words in the Retelling task the
results in the table show that the Swedish groups have significantly lower
numbers compared to the NS group (both p < .001). In fact, the NSs have
about twice the number of Tokens/100 words compared to the Swedish
groups. The difference in numbers between the LSs and USs is nonsignificant. When calculating the number of Off-list types over the total
number of words produced (NSs 2.00, LSs 1.36, USs 1.13; not shown in the
table) it was found that the native group also had significantly more types
compared to the Swedish groups (p < .001) in this task. There were no significant differences between the NNS groups.
If we compare the results for Off-list items (Tables 5a and 5b) with Offlist words (Tables 6a and 6b) it is obvious that the T/T ratios for Off-list
items are lower than for Off-list words across the groups and tasks. This is
explained by the fact that the numbers in Tables 5a and 5b are based on
words and non-words, whereas the numbers in Tables 6a and 6b are exclusively concerned with words, i.e. vocabulary.
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5.1.2.3 Results for Off-list non-words
If we assume that access to words is harder for the NNS groups, identifying
and quantifying non-words, such as vocalizations, responses and disruptions,
can be quite informative. In Tables 7a and 7b we see the number of tokens of
non-words per 100 words over the three groups in the two tasks. It should be
pointed out that all four categories of non-words (vocalizations, names, responses and disruptions) fulfill different functions in the two tasks.
Table 7a. LexTutor’s Off-list non-words in the Role play; total numbers and
numbers/100 words over NS, LS and US
Role play
NS
/100
LS
/100
US
/100

Vocalization
163
4.5
105
3.7
295
6.4

Names
37
1.0
41
1.4
29
0.6

Response
70
1.9
78
2.8
206
4.4

Disruptions

Total
270

4
224
2
530
13

In the Role play the USs use significantly more vocalizations per 100 words
compared to the LS and NS groups (p < .001). However, compared to the NS
group the LSs use significantly fewer vocalizations (p < .05).
As regards the use of names in the Role play there is no significant difference between the LSs and NSs. However, the USs use significantly fewer
names than both the NS and LS groups (p < .05 and p < .001, respectively).
As in the case of vocalizations the US group uses significantly more responses compared to the LS and NS groups (both p < .001) in this task. The
LSs also use significantly more responses than the NSs (p < .05). All instances of responses had fairly equal ratios of yeah and ok, for the NS and
LS, the ratio for NS 40:29, for LS 45:32, whereas the ratio for the US group
was 156:49. It is also worth noting that the total number of non-words for the
US group is twice the size of the NSs and LSs. Table 7b (next page) shows
the results for non-words in the Retelling task.
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Table 7b. LexTutor’s Off-list non-words in the Retelling task; total numbers
and numbers/100 words over NS, LS and US
Retelling task
NS
/100
LS
/100
US
/100

Vocalization
250
1.4
295
1.8
347
2.1

Names
319
1.8
276
1.7
188
1.1

Response
78
1.9
25
0.2
35
0.2

Disruptions

Total
647

9
596
6
570
29

In the Retelling task the numbers for vocalizations (uh/m) go in the expected
direction showing an ascending scale from the NS group over the LS group
to the US group (the NSs 250, the LSs 295, and the USs 347). Interestingly,
the numbers per 100 words for vocalizations in all three groups in this task
are generally much lower compared to the Role play. This indicates that
uh/m may fulfill different functions in the two tasks, apart from, naturally,
fulfilling different functions also within each task. In addition, the differences between the groups are smaller than in the Role play. In the Retelling
task both NNS groups differ significantly from the NS group in number of
vocalizations per 100 words (p < .001 for the NSs vs. USs, and p < .005 for
the NSs vs. LSs), while there are no significant differences between the two
NNS groups.
As regards names in the Retelling task, Charlie and/or Chaplin, the number for the USs is significantly lower compared to the LSs and NSs (USs
188, LSs 276, NSs 319; p < .001), but the latter two do not display any significant differences. We recall that the USs used significantly fewer names
than the LSs also in the Role play. There are no significant differences in the
use of pronouns referring to Charlie Chaplin between the three groups (US:
1078, LS: 925, NS: 1136).
The most frequent item in the response category across the groups in the
Retelling task is ok, followed by yeah as apparent in the following ratios: NS
69:6, LS 14:11, and 24:9 for the US group, thus showing the reverse pattern
compared to the Role play where yeah was the more frequent of the two
across the groups. Response items obviously fulfill different functions in the
two tasks. In the Role play, which is a dialogue, ok frequently functions as a
feedback signal, whereas in the Retelling task, which is a monologue, ok
often has a text organizing function. The NSs use responses (predominantly
ok with a text-organizing function) more than twice as frequently as the NNS
groups in this task (p < .001). This result does not agree with the results in
Denke’s study where the frequencies for ok used as a text-organizer (‘text
monitor’ in Denke) were the same for the NS and NNS groups (Denke 2009:
104). This may be explained by the nature of the primary material of Den-
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ke’s study, which consisted of oral reports presented at a selection of science
departments in England and Sweden.
The tendency for the number of disrupted words such as machi, tech, supervi is that the USs produce more of these in both tasks, but the numbers
are low overall (between 6 and 29 instances).
Summing up, if we compare the results for Off-list words and non-words
in the two tasks it becomes clear that non-words constitute the majority of
the Off-list items across the groups in the Role play. The USs have the highest proportion of non-words (89%), followed by the NSs and LSs, who are
quite close to one another (77.8% and 76.8%, respectively). In the Retelling
task we see the same trend, the USs having the highest proportion of nonwords (60.7%), this time followed on a descending scale by the LS group
(50.5%) and the NSs (39.3%). In other words, the proportion of Off-list
words is higher for the NS group in this task, followed by the LSs and finally
the USs, i.e. in the expected direction.
5.1.3 Lexical density
The lexical density, defined in LexTutor as content words/total number of
words (incl. non-words), shown in percentage of content words below, is
surprisingly similar for the three groups and the two tasks:
Table 8. Lexical density; percentage of content words

NS
LS
US

Role play
42%
44%
46%

Retelling task
49%
45%
46%

However, the results indicate that the NS group proportionally has more
content words in the Retelling task compared to the results for the Role play
(i.e. 49% vs. 42%, respectively), presumably reflecting the two text types
involved. This distinction is not to be found in either of the two NNS groups,
who use about the same proportions in the two tasks (44–46%). It is worth
noting that the above figures are largely based on the results for the K1 and
K2 lists, since the numbers for the other lists are relatively low. The
overrepresentation of function words in the K1 lists is balanced by a majority of content words in the other lists.
In brief, the NSs seem to have a built-in norm for lexical density related
to text type, which is absent in the NNS groups.
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5.2 Repetition
Repetitions were identified manually and involved between 1 and 6 words.
Like uh/m, repetitions could be a marker of difficulty in accessing the appropriate wording. The most frequent repetitions involve single function words,
such as a, the, to, and, I, he. Tables 9a and 9b show the results of type/token
and tokens per 100 words for repetitions in the two tasks. Results for repetitions are also based on unpruned texts.
Table 9a. Repetitions of words and sequences in the Role play
Role play
NS
LS
US

Type/Token
68/132
51/92
41/112

T/T ratio
0.52
0.57
0.37

Token/100
3.69
3.25
2.44

Av. length
1.87
1.41
1.15

As regards T/T ratios for repetitions in the Role play, there are no significant
differences. However, the US group uses significantly fewer Tokens per 100
words than both the NS and LS groups (p < .005 and p < .05, respectively).
This result was somewhat counter to expectation, but, presumably, the higher number of vocalizations for the US group (Table 7a) compensates for the
lower number of Tokens per 100 words. This in turn would suggest that the
US group stalls in anticipation of the precise word.
The NSs’ repetitions are longer on average, followed on a descending
scale by the LSs and the USs. This could be illustrated by one of the most
frequent items, viz. I, which, in the Role play, reveals the following ratios
between single I vs. I followed by more items (I have to see, I’ll have to, I
think) in the three groups: the NSs 9:19, the LSs 6:15 and the USs 13:5. In
other words, the NS and LS ratios are very similar, whereas the US group
shows the opposite pattern. Despite a cline in average length of the repetitions from the NSs to the USs the only significant difference is between the
NSs and the USs (p < .05), which could point to the NSs planning larger
chunks, which in turn can be said to reflect the proposal by Ellis that
“[n]odes which are simultaneously or contiguously attended in WM [Working Memory] tend to become associated in the long term” (cf. ‘Law of Contiguity’ in Ellis 2001).
Table 9b. Repetitions of words and sequences in the Retelling task
Retelling
task
NS
LS
US

Type/Token
98/199
98/242
42/115

T/T ratio
0.49
0.40
0.37

Token/100
1.12
1.48
0.68

Av. length
1.51
1.38
1.23
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The T/T ratios for repetitions in the Retelling task, as in the Role play, show
no significant differences. The only significant difference in this task is the
number of Tokens per 100 words. The LSs have a significantly higher number of Tokens per 100 words compared to the other groups (the LSs vs. the
NSs, p < .005, and the LSs vs. the USs, p < .001). Furthermore, the NSs have
significantly more tokens per 100 words compared to the USs (p < .001). As
in the Role play there is a cline in average length of the repetitions pointing
in the expected direction, but in the Retelling task there are no significant
differences between any of the groups.

6 Discussion of results
In this paper the main focus has been on comparing the vocabulary of three
groups in different acquisitional settings, two Swedish groups, one resident
in London, the other studying English at a Swedish university, and one native English group. A high L2 proficiency was expected to be indicated by a
large quantity of words outside of the first two thousand frequency bands
and the AWL, i.e. words in the Off-list.
Assumptions that the London group would perform in a similar way to
the native speakers were fulfilled only in one task, i.e. the Role play (involving a request for leave of absence), and notably in number of words as well
as non-words per 100 words. This could be explained by the London Swedes
living and working in the L2 country and thus being familiar with this type
of interaction both concerning words and non-words (e.g. vocalizations).
The university students showed a different profile by using significantly
fewer Off-list words, and considerably more Off-list non-words, e.g. vocalizations such as uh/m, compared to both other groups. These results suggest
that the US group has a smaller low-frequency vocabulary.
Another measure in which the London Swedes were similar to the NS
group in the Role play was in terms of repetitions of words and sequences,
both concerning number of repetitions and average length per token. The
USs differed from the other two groups in both respects by having significantly fewer repetitions than the NS and LS groups. This is presumably partly compensated for by a significantly higher rate of vocalizations (e.g. uh/m)
compared to the other groups. The US group also had significantly shorter
repeated sequences than the NS group in the Role play, which may be an
indication that the NSs plan larger chunks. It is worth noting that the NSs
repeated longer sequences also in the Retelling task, but there were no significant differences between any of the groups in this task.
With regard to Off-list items in the Retelling task the London Swedes,
counter to expectations, did not perform like the native speakers despite
living and working in the L2 community. In fact, both NNS groups performed in a similar way on all results in this task. They used significantly
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fewer Off-list words compared to the NS group. Moreover, the NNS groups
used significantly more vocalizations (uh/m) and fewer response items than
the NS group in this task. An item in the latter category is ok, which fulfills
different functions depending on the type of task. In the Role play ok functions as a feedback signal, whereas in the Retelling task it often has a textorganizing function. While the function of ok as feedback in the Role play
appears to have been acquired by both NNS groups, ok functioning as a textorganizer is significantly underrepresented in the NNS groups.
Despite the fact that the two NNS groups performed similarly in the Retelling task, differing from the NS group, it is worth noting that regarding
average length of repetitions of sequences the LS group produced longer
stretches, thus behaving like the NS group in this task. This result is particularly interesting as it suggests that the LSs like the NSs plan larger chunks,
thus exhibiting a higher degree of automaticity compared to the US group.
With regard to lexical density the NNS groups use approximately the
same percentage of content words in the two tasks, whereas the NSs have a
lower percentage in the Role play, and a higher percentage in the Retelling
task. The NSs thus seem to have a built-in norm for lexical density related to
text type, which turned out to be absent in the NNS groups. An additional
reason may be that the NSs have easier access to words appropriate in the
context especially under time pressure.
The study has shown that it is not words from the K1, K2 lists and AWL,
which occur in all texts, but a large quantity of Off-list words (rather than
Off-list non-words) that indicates a high level of proficiency. Living and
working in the target country was beneficial for the acquisition of vocabulary appropriate for the Role play by the London Swedes. This effect was
absent in the Retelling task where both the NNS groups, despite being advanced L2 English speakers, produced significantly fewer Off-list words,
which are more infrequent than words in the other three lists.
Finally, since vocabulary is of paramount importance for the knowledge
of language, more attention should be paid to the development of vocabulary
even at very advanced levels.
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Peer Assessment of Spoken Lingua Franca
English in Tertiary Education in Sweden:
Criterion-referenced versus norm-referenced
assessment
BEYZA BJÖRKMAN

Abstract. This paper reports on student attitudes in peer assessment on spoken
lingua franca English (ELF) at a technical university in Sweden. Staff and student
exchanges are constantly adding to the linguistic diversity in this setting, where there
is a growing spectrum of first languages. The present paper investigates student
attitudes in peer-assessment on ‘accentedness’ in oral presentations by a brief questionnaire to determine whether students engage in norm- or criterion-referenced
assessment. Results of the brief questionnaire indicate that students in this setting
apply a strict native speaker norm, and thereby engage in norm-referenced assessment instead of criterion-referenced assessment, regardless of their spoken abilities.
The paper makes practical suggestions for language (EAP/ESP) teachers who operate in similar settings. It suggests that awareness-raising of the nature of lingua
franca communication would be useful in accommodating speakers in such diverse
settings and in encouraging students and teachers to engage in criterion-referenced
assessment, prioritizing comprehension and communicative effectiveness over
norm-based assessment, in this case, assessment based on native-speaker norms.
Keywords: English as a lingua franca, criterion-based assessment, norm-referenced
assessment, attitudes, communicative effectiveness

1 Introduction
A lingua franca, according to Merriam-Webster’s dictionary, refers to “a
common language consisting of Italian mixed with French, Spanish, Greek,
and Arabic that was formerly spoken in Mediterranean ports”. This meaning,
however, is not fully applicable to the sense of the term today. Today the
term refers to any language serving as a common or commercial tongue
among peoples of diverse speech.
The purpose of the original lingua franca was the same as today’s lingua
franca English: it was used by speakers from different first language backgrounds as a vehicular language when selling and buying goods. However,
there are more differences than similarities: Today the term does not refer to
a hybrid language with limited vocabulary or syntax. The original lingua
franca was mostly spoken; when it was written, it was generally in early
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opera libretti and ballads, and this was done to include exotic elements in
these works (Corré 2005). Otherwise, the original lingua franca was merely a
practical language which never achieved the status of a literary medium.
This differs greatly from today’s lingua franca English, which is used in
several domains, both in spoken and written form. Most importantly, the
original lingua franca was not expanded or nativized anywhere (Parkvall
2005) unlike English, which is the native language of a number of countries
(see Björkman 2013 for a more detailed description of the differences between the two lingua francas).
English as lingua franca (ELF) has been a topical issue and has received
growing attention since the late 90s, being the topic of what is now a vibrant
research field (e.g. Jenkins 2007, Mauranen 2012, Seidlhofer 2011). The
growth of English as a global lingua franca was described as “one of the
most remarkable linguistic developments of the twentieth century” more
than a decade ago (Hoffman 2000: 1), and since then the growth has continued. Even those who are concerned about one language achieving such a
strong position have stated that English is the only language that has
achieved a ‘true global lingua franca status’ and no other language is likely
to compete with it (Van Parijs 2011: 11). There are of course other lingua
francas in other parts of the world, such as Russian and Spanish; however,
their use has been limited to certain geographical regions and domains. English on the other hand is used throughout the globe as the lingua franca in a
large number of domains.
English has been the language of science since the beginning of the twentieth century with the rise of the USA as a super power (Shaw 2008). Graddol lists the twelve major international domains of English today in The
Future of English, where tertiary education is in the seventh place (Graddol
1997: 8). Graddol, when he discussed the issue more than a decade and a
half ago, expected the higher education sector to become “increasingly complex” and referred to credit transfer, accreditation and hybrid courses such as
‘engineering through English’, which would result in new practices between
institutions in the world (Graddol 1997: 45). This is precisely what has happened. Such practices, developments and cooperation between institutions
have enabled a greater number of students to study in other countries, most
of them using English as lingua franca. Student exchange programs within
the EU have resulted in changes especially at the master’s level: An increasing number of programs are being offered in English to allow students to
receive education in countries other than that of their origin. Technical universities and institutes have been paying special attention to offering education in English. Development of additional programs in English is reported
to be under way, allowing students from all over the world to participate.
Sweden was one of the few countries that did not require tuition fees from
incoming students until a few years ago. This changed, when the Swedish
government passed a law in 2010 introducing tuition and application fees for
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students outside EU/EEA countries. This change took effect in the
2011/2012 academic year, causing a substantial decrease in the number of
incoming students. This development, needless to say, has caused serious
concerns. Some universities, especially those where foreign students had
constituted the majority, feared they would lose the majority of their foreign
students. Although there were serious drops in student numbers at some
universities, the incoming student numbers in Sweden are still high at the
time of writing. And among the European countries that offer the highest
number of English-medium programs, Sweden is the only country that has
engineering and technology as the most represented subject areas (BrennWhite & van Rest 2012), unlike the other countries that have business and
economics as the most represented areas, e.g. France. Despite the tuition fees
and the possible decrease in the number of foreign students, studying in
English is still seen as a natural step by the majority of students and scholars
in Sweden to plan and prepare for an international career.
This paper will discuss a pedagogical issue in assessment concerning the
ELF situation in Sweden, namely students’ assessment of each other’s spoken production in oral presentations in a lingua franca environment. The aim
will be to determine student attitudes to each other’s accentedness in peer
assessment in an ELF environment. Early attitude studies have focused heavily on native speakers’ attitudes to non-native speakers’ speech. In addition,
most of them were carried out in the late seventies and early eighties (e.g.
Albrechtsen et al. 1980; Burt 1975; Johansson 1975; Ludwig 1982). The
present paper aims to shed some light on attitudes within a non-native
speaker group and investigate non-native speakers’ attitudes to other nonnative speakers’ speech in a lingua franca setting.

2 The present investigation and the central notions
In this section, we will visit some notions central to the present investigation
and give information on the setting as appropriate in relation to these notions.

2.1 Extrinsic diversity and accentedness
The present investigation was carried out at a large technical university in
Sweden. Students at this university are offered a wide range of subjects and
fields to choose from, ranging from natural sciences to architecture, industrial planning, work science and environmental technology. The university has
been an active participant of leading international student exchange programs, and continues to be active in student and staff exchanges even after
the tuition fees were introduced. This makes the setting a very diverse environment, both culturally and linguistically.
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Along with such linguistic diversity come a set of pedagogical issues.
There is surely intrinsic diversity in this context with students from different
cultures, religions etc. However, the type of diversity this paper will deal
with is extrinsic diversity. The present paper investigates peer-assessment
in spoken lingua franca English, specifically student oral presentations, in
which one’s accent cannot be concealed. This is an example of extrinsic
diversity. A speaker’s Russian accent will reveal his/her L1, for example.
Accentedness plays a significant role in the comprehensibility of one’s
speech. It has been stated that “…the most salient speaker factor in standard
NS-NNS comprehensibility has been phonology and primarily the effects of
accentedness” (Pickering 2006: 222).
As mentioned above, there are students from many different first language (L1) backgrounds in this lingua franca environment, and there are as
many accents as there are L1s. Ideally, one’s ‘accentedness’ should not play
a big role as long as comprehension takes place and communicative effectiveness is achieved. Although this is a relatively new view and is not yet
widely accepted, many scholars have pointed out the importance of tolerance
to lingua franca accents. In other words, provided that one’s accent is intelligible1, the audience should be tolerant and prioritize comprehension instead
of requiring the speaker to fit into a strict native speaker model.
In international use of English, for example in international university settings, the native speaker is a “rare sight” (Pickering 2006: 219). Many
speakers do not even get the opportunity to meet a native speaker in international interactions (Nelson 1995: 276). Walker suggests that we rethink strict
native speaker models and move towards intelligible pronunciation (Walker
2001, 2010). He does not suggest a move from the native speaker model but
emphasizes the importance of comprehensibility rather than strictly adhering
to a British or American variety of English. Jenkins states the need to promote a lingua franca core in pronunciation to ensure mutual intelligibility
across varieties in English as an International Language (EIL) (Jenkins 2002,
2007). This core primarily includes segmental features as well as tonic
placement and sentence stress, which will help the speaker to achieve maximum intelligibility in ELF interaction (Jenkins 2002, 2007).

2.2 Peer-assessment
This study investigates student peer assessment of each other’s oral presentations. In the course that is studied, students give an individual oral presentation as one of the three course requirements. This oral presentation is worth
two credits of the total 9. The summative assessment is naturally done by the
teacher; in other words, the teacher gives the grade to the student in accord1

Being intelligible: Being understood by an interlocutor at a given time in a given situation
(Nelson 1982: 59).
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ance with the criteria for the task. However, students also give each other
feedback on their oral presentations. This is formative feedback; the student
feedback is not taken into account when the grade is awarded by the teacher.
“Peer assessment provides a useful mechanism to develop many positive
qualities in students studying in higher education” (Langan et al. 2005: 21).
As Magin and Helmore state, the support to include peer assessment in higher education is growing (Magin & Helmore 2001). Many scholars have written about ways to ensure success after adopting peer assessment in education
(Falchikov 1988; Race 1999; Falchikov & Goldfinch 2000). Stefani shows
how this type of assessment gives students more power by including them in
assessment instead of leaving them with no power with traditional assessment methods (Stefani 1994). She mentions the benefits of involving students in peer assessment: when they make constructive judgments about
each other, they develop positive skills. Empowering students in this way
has another advantage: it provides them with a more accurate image of work
life they will be engaged in after their studies (Earl 1986).
Undoubtedly there are also much-discussed issues concerning peer assessment e.g. validity and reliability (Swanson et al. 1991), biased peer assessment, over-marking friends, dominant students and the high marks they
get (Brown & Knight 1994). The present paper, however, will not focus on
such issues since peer assessment1 in this context is used for formative assessment only and not in summative assessment. The focus will be on student feedback in oral presentations. The main pedagogical issue here will be
what kind of norms students apply to each other and how this affects the
feedback (peer assessment) they give to each other on their presentations. Do
they engage in norm- or criterion-referenced assessment?
In both formative and summative assessment, one needs to think about
whether the assessment is norm- or criterion-referenced. Knight, in his report
on key concepts, refers to norm-referenced assessment as the type in which
students are compared to each other. “Norm-referencing is comparative,
telling us this student is better than another… ” (Knight 2001: 17). In this
setting, norm-referenced assessment would be asking or expecting the students to have native-speaker-like accents. The speaker whose accent is in
agreement with a native-speaker variety would be the one receiving positive
feedback from his/her peers whereas another student who has an intelligible
accent that does not correspond to a native speaker variety would receive
feedback on improving his/her accent. As Knight states, “norm-referenced
assessment only works under certain conditions” (Knight 2001: 18).
Criterion-referenced assessment, on the other hand, is fundamentally opposed to norm-referencing. Knight says the “theory is simple. Identify what
1

The term ‘assessment’ is used in the formative sense in the present paper. Although the
students in this study do not award grades to each other, they engage in formative assessment
and give each other feedback.
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counts as successful performance or good attainment, specify it precisely and
judge evidence or achievement accordingly.” (Knight 2001: 18). He lists the
advantages to criterion-referenced assessment as follows:
1. Assessment criteria clearly identify what is valued in a curriculum.
2. In criterion-referenced curricula teachers know exactly what they
should teach.
3. Level descriptors make it clear to learners what they have to show in
order to get a particular mark.
4. Level descriptors make it possible to give learners feedback which
identifies what they need to do in order to get better marks.
5. Level descriptors can be used to make assessment feedout informative, identifying exactly what learners have achieved.
6. Criteria and descriptors make it possible to give feedback on complex work with some reliability. They provide agreed standards expressed in a shared language that together serve as points of reference for markers to use when trying to put marks to students’ work.
Although there is a (misguided) view that good criteria carefully
used by well-trained assessors will eliminate reliability problems,
there is no doubt that they reduce the degree of unreliability in assessments of complex achievements.
7. It is possible to make judgments about the quality and quantity of
learning. (Knight 2001: 19).
The main concerns, which are the points of investigation of this study, are
whether speakers in this lingua franca environment apply strict native speaker norms to each other and engage in norm-referenced assessment when
evaluating each other’s spoken performance or not. In other words, do lingua
franca speakers of English assess each other by strict native speaker norms
or do they prioritize comprehension and intelligibility? Speakers of lingua
franca English do not need to conform and try to fit into a prescriptivist,
strict native speaker norm in such an international environment (Jenkins
2000, 2007). A growing number of scholars are realizing the need to adapt
their criteria to accommodate international users of the English language.
However, are the students aware of the changes taking place in the English
language? Do they expect native-like performance from their peers? Do they
feel they are deficient speakers of English if they do not fit into such strict
descriptions? Most of the exchange students in this setting come from countries where language instruction is still predominantly prescriptivist; therefore, it is likely that they have such expectations.
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3 Methods
The present paper is a pilot study and aims to investigate peer-assessment of
student oral presentations, all given as a course requirement for an English
for Specific Purposes (ESP) course, an elective course in this setting. The
course attracts a large number of students every year, most of whom are
exchange or international master’s students. Other than the oral presentation,
there are two more course requirements. Students are expected to produce a
longer technical report, aiming to get them to practice writing on a technical
subject by following the conventions of academic writing. The other course
requirement is taking a final exam that tests students on academic vocabulary, grammar and technical writing. These three course requirements have
equal weight in the final summative assessment; however, considerable attention is paid to oral presentations specifically, as they are seen as critical in
the students’ departments. Being able to report a technical subject to a linguistically diverse audience effectively requires giving such presentations
through a lingua franca, and being able to do so is seen as an important skill
for a practicing engineer in the industry.
The procedure in this ESP course with regard to oral presentations is as follows: after each student’s 10-minute oral presentation on a technical topic,
feedback is given by his/her peers by filling in a feedback sheet along with
detailed feedback the speaker receives from the teacher. The student feedback
sheet focuses on ‘Content and Structure’, ‘Delivery’ and ‘Language’, and also
‘Particularly good points’ and ‘Points to improve’ (see Appendix 2). The present study focused only on peer assessment; teacher’s assessment is not within
the scope of this paper and has been excluded here. The paper aims to investigate attitudes in peer assessment and focuses on the following research question: Do students in this lingua franca context engage in norm-referenced or
criterion-referenced assessment in peer assessment of each other’s oral presentations? The hypothesis is that they engage in norm-referenced assessment and
apply a strict native speaker norm when giving feedback to their peers.
In order to investigate trends in peer assessment, students were given a
short questionnaire. The questions focused on ‘accentedness’, where students expressed their attitudes towards lingua franca accents at the end of the
course. A total of four classes, seventy-five students, answered the questions
(see Appendix 1). The students who took part in this investigation were all
undergraduates and are from eleven different L1 backgrounds1. There were
no native speakers in the student groups included in the study.

1

Arabic, Bengali, Catalan, Chinese, Finnish, French, German, Greek, Icelandic, Italian and
Persian.
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4 Results: Student responses to the questionnaire
Table 1 below includes the answers provided by the students in this investigation to the four questions that were raised.
Table 1. Answers to the first four questions in the questionnaire
Questions
1. Have you given feedback to your peer on his/her
oral presentation, expecting him/her to sound like a
native speaker of English?

Yes
56 (75 %)

No
19 (25 %)

2. Have you received feedback on your oral presentation from your peers on your pronunciation?

59 (79 %)

16 (21 %)

3. Do you pay attention yourself to sounding like a
native speaker? Why? Why not?

68 (91 %)

7 (9 %)

62 (83 %)

15 (17 %)

4. Do you think one should sound like a native
speaker when English is used in such international
contexts? Why? Why not?

The additional answers to questions 3 and 4 are given in tables 2 and 3 below.1
Table 2. Additional answers generated by question 3, grouped according to themes:
Do you pay attention yourself to sounding like a native speaker? Why? Why not?
Yes, I do, because:
Ideology
It is important to speak good English.
That’s what they told me at school
(to sound like a native speaker).
Communicativeness
I want to be an effective speaker. / I
want to speak properly.
Impression
I don’t want to sound worse than the
other students. Some are really good.

1

No, I don’t, because:
Ability
I can’t (sound like a native speaker).
I don’t have time to focus on English
from other studies.
Communicativeness
I don’t care.
Why would I? I am going to be an
engineer (not an English teacher).

These are not necessarily the exact words on the questionnaires. For practical reasons, the
author has collated all the answers and grouped them.
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Table 3. Additional answers generated by question 4, grouped according to themes:
Do you think one should sound like a native speaker when English is used in such
international contexts? Why? Why not?
Yes, I do, because:

No, I don’t, because:

Unspecified
What else can we do?
Communicativeness
If we all speak with a strange pronunciation, there would be chaos.

Unspecified
Never thought about this. / No views.
Communicativeness
I don’t care.
I am going to be an engineer (not an
English teacher).

The significance of the above questionnaire responses will be discussed in
the next section.

5 Discussion
It should be noted that the answers to the questions above might not suffice
as formal results and can only provide the reader with general trends in this
lingua franca context with a limited sample. As is the case with almost all
interview or questionnaire-based research, the researcher can only get as
much information as the respondent wants to reveal. The study is intended to
be a pilot study as preparation to an investigation with more respondents to
shed some light on student attitudes on usage of English as a lingua franca.
These limitations should be borne in mind when interpreting the student
responses.
The question raised in this pilot investigation was whether the students in
this lingua franca context engaged in norm-referenced or criterionreferenced assessment in peer assessment of each other’s oral presentations.
The results appear to indicate that they accept the native speaker model as
the norm and expect this from their peers and themselves as speakers.
75 per cent of the students expected to hear native speaker-like accents
and gave feedback accordingly to their peers. 79 per cent of them received
feedback from their peers on their ‘accentedness’. So what they expected
from the speaker in a lingua franca environment seems to be in compliance
with the feedback they received as speakers, accent being the focus. 91 per
cent of them think they should strive to sound like native speakers, and 83
per cent think that this should be the practice of every lingua franca speaker
of English in such international settings.
As the responses suggest, when these students are engaged in peer assessment and gave each other formative feedback, they apply a strict native
speaker norm to each other, which has been mentioned in some studies. The
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main themes identified in the responses were communicativeness, ideology
and ability (along with unspecified/mixed responses). Lindemann has stated
that listeners may “reach negatively to certain accents (and thus claim to find
them unintelligible) even when we would expect that the features of those
accents themselves do not directly impede intelligibility.” (Lindemann 2002:
226) In this study, although students understood each other, they still reacted
to each other’s foreign accents, which appears to indicate that they engaged
in norm-referenced assessment. Their expectations of native speaker-like
accents and attitudes towards foreign lingua franca accents suggest that they
prioritize norms rather than intelligibility and comprehensibility in general.
Most feel that native-speaker-like performance is important for ideological
reasons and for communicative effectiveness as well as for the lack of another model other than the native speaker model (see also Carroll 2004 on
attitude versus comprehensibility).
Such prescriptivist attitudes may create unrealistic expectations, create
unattainable goals and in turn be discouraging for ELF speakers. It is vital
that speakers in ELF contexts are informed clearly of what is essential for
communication to take place with maximum comprehensibility in speech.
Adhering to strict native speaker norms, e.g. RP or GA, is not necessarily the
answer in ELF situations. First of all, although it seems to be the listener
expectation in this context, many speakers find this too distant a possibility
and hard to achieve. Moreover, many native speakers of English are not RP
or GA speakers. There are many native speaker English teachers who do not
speak a prestige variety and therefore do not feel “properly equipped to teach
pronunciation” (Keys & Walker 2001: 299). Jenkins’s work on lingua franca
core is very likely to be helpful to speakers in LF contexts. She outlines the
essential (core) and non-essential (non-core) features of English phonology,
offering targets for speakers of English as an international language. Training in the core features is necessary, leaving out a number of NS features
(Jenkins 2002: 98–99).
It is not only non-native speakers who would need this type of training.
Both native and non-native in similar ELF settings need to be familiarized
with the spoken genres one is exposed to on a daily basis in international
university settings and the diversity of language use in these genres. “Native
and nonnative speakers alike need to learn what to expect in listening to new
genres like lectures” (Shaw 1992: 19)
“Does a ‘strong’ accent give a bad impression?”. Keys and Walker ask
this question in “The phonology of English as an international language”.
They continue as follows:
It is true that accent, whatever it might be, reveals information about ourselves, and it is tempting to liken a strong accent to turning up to a meeting in
shabby clothes—it gives entirely the wrong impression. However, caution
needs to be exercised as to exactly what constitutes such an accent, starting
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with our determining who is defining ‘strong’, and to what end. Precisely because of the shift in the role of English in the world, the L1-user of English
can no longer be considered the sole or superior reference. If ‘strong’ means
essentially unintelligible, regardless of the listener’s background, then we
have a problem…Unfortunately, the term ‘strong’ is all too often used by L1speakers to justify attitudes and behaviors that are not remotely linguistic.
(Keys & Walker 2001: 299)

Keys and Walker draw the reader’s attention to prescriptivists who engage in
norm-referenced assessment. If the speech is comprehensible, there is no
reason to penalize the speaker. In international contexts, English does not
belong only to its native speakers. It is vital that students engage in criteriareferenced assessment, providing their peers with constructive feedback.
They need to be made aware of what is needed for communicative effectiveness in spoken ELF communication, and they need to be introduced to realistic models to follow when it comes to ELF settings. In the next section, we
will turn to some practical advice for EAP/ESP teachers to create such
awareness among their students as well as advice on creating such awareness
among content and EAP/ESP teachers.
As Knight says, norm-referenced assessment works only in some situations (Knight 2001). This paper states that this lingua franca environment is
not a setting in which norm-referenced assessment would work. Sadler discusses criteria-based assessment in higher education, mentioning how higher
education institutions “have become increasingly committed to making assessment…more effective in promoting student learning” (Sadler 2005:
193). Knight mentions several interpretations of criteria-based assessment
and draws attention to the importance of “conceptualising standards” (Sadler
2005: 193). So what can be done in similar ELF settings to encourage those
involved to engage in criteria-referenced assessment instead? Below are
some practical ideas and suggestions.
It is critical that students, those who speak English as a lingua franca in
international settings, are familiarized with the core and non-core features of
English phonology (Jenkins 2002). Considerable awareness-raising needs to
take place. It is suggested here that the teachers integrate this into the course
and write it clearly in the syllabus. Naturally, this should also be specified in
the expected learning outcomes of the course. Class time should be spent on
familiarizing students with core features of ELF. They should know from the
very beginning what kind of learning outcomes are expected from them as
ELF speakers, which in turn is very likely to provide them with the accommodation skills needed in ELF spoken communication and encourage them
as ELF speakers.
Keys and Walker maintain that “Nobody is born with an EIL (English as
an International Language) accent—but this does not impede its use in teaching” (Keys & Walker 2001: 300). A helpful in-class exercise to raise awareness would be to:
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i)

play students recordings of oral presentations where a variety of intelligible and unintelligible LF accents can be heard;
ii) apply the criteria to each recording;
iii) go through student responses as a class;
iv) hold a discussion on what is the learning outcome for an ELF speaker.
Such exercises would enable students to practice to become more standardized assessors and would allow them to understand the teacher’s criteria. The
teachers should make sure that the listening exercises integrated into the
course include a variety of ELF/EIL accents (Walker 2010).
It is also suggested here that teachers giving this course hold scheduled
meetings to make sure they are standardized in their expectations of their students’ speech. It is essential that they are up-to-date when it comes to research
in ELF since they are teachers in ELF situations, where there is a large number
of nationalities with different L1 backgrounds. As mentioned by Seidlhofer,
there is now a significant gap between the teaching of English and the true
nature of international English: “The daily practices of most of the millions of
teachers of English worldwide seem untouched by this development…This
state of affairs has resulted in a conceptual gap in the discourse of English
Language Teaching” (Seidlhofer 2001: 133–134). Although Seidlhofer pointed to the need for realistic criteria for international usage of English more than
a decade ago, the situation is still the same. It is critical for all teachers in ELF
teaching situations to apply fair criteria to all spoken activities.
Furthermore, content teachers at the same university should be informed
about recent developments in the use of the English language. Most of these
teachers are non-native speakers and are operating in an ELF environment.
Their students very often give individual and group oral presentations, partake in seminars, defend theses and attend conferences. If language skills are
addressed in the criteria for such components of their course work, it is likely that they are assessed by norm-referenced assessment. Seminars and
workshops that are open to all scholars can be arranged, for instance by the
pedagogical centers of that particular university setting, contributing to
awareness-raising of the use of English in international university settings.

6 Concluding remarks
This investigatory study will hopefully spark further awareness and interest
in the topic. The direction ELF research is moving toward must be taken into
consideration in teaching/learning situations. Pronunciation teaching needs
to be in agreement with the changing sociolinguistic environment (Jenkins
2002: 101). This is the condition required for speakers to be assessed by
clear criteria instead of strict norms.
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Master Level Writing in Engineering and
Productive Vocabulary: What does measuring
academic vocabulary levels tell us?
MAGNUS GUSTAFSSON & HANS MALMSTRÖM

Abstract. This study investigates the development of productive knowledge of
English academic vocabulary in the writing of MSc students from different engineering discipline areas at a technical university in Sweden. The purpose is to establish (i) the extent to which Swedish and international Master of Science (MSc) students employ English academic words (from the Academic Word List [AWL],
Coxhead 2000) in their writing during the first and second year of a two-year MSc
program, (ii) if there is any development in the frequency of English academic
words from one year to the next, and (iii) whether or not AWL frequency is a useful
indicator of progression. Results suggest that students come to the MSc level with
relatively advanced productive knowledge of AWL-vocabulary and that there are
small differences between discipline areas and groups of authors. The proportion of
AWL-vocabulary found in the students’ writing at the end of the second year is only
marginally higher or even lower than that found in the first year writing, suggesting
that vocabulary development during the two years is oriented at the discipline specific vocabulary rather than general academic vocabulary.
Keywords: Vocabulary, AWL, English for academic and specific purposes, writing
in the disciplines, faculty training

1 Introduction
Much research suggests that mastery of English academic vocabulary is a
must for students who wish to be socialized into the academic discourse
community and succeed in their academic endeavors (see e.g. Corson 1997;
Coxhead 2000; for a critical voice see e.g. Ward 1999). It is natural, then,
that students in tertiary education contexts in countries where English is not
the native language are often expected, and expect themselves, to develop
disciplinary/technical as well as academic vocabulary knowledge in both the
native language and in English. Such expectations are partly enhanced by an
increasingly globalized industry calling for ‘fluency in English’ when recruiting new staff.
Consequently, learning environments need to cater for students’ need to
develop this academic vocabulary, and it is a widely held belief by students
and faculty (see Pecorari et al. 2011) in these non-native English environ123

ments that development of disciplinary and academic English vocabulary is
an effortless automatic process incidental to the simultaneous learning of
(subject) course content (Huckin & Coady 1999). It is hoped that students
are then able to make the transformation from receptive to productive
knowledge of disciplinary and academic English vocabulary and apply it in
writing within their discipline, writing which must necessarily include both
disciplinary and academic English vocabulary.
The purpose of this investigation, therefore, is to study the extent to
which students in Master of Science (MSc) programs from different discipline areas at a Swedish technical university employ English academic
words (from the ‘Academic Word List’, AWL, Coxhead 2000, 2011) in their
writing in the first and second year of a two-year MSc program. We are
interested in seeing whether there is any development (incidental or otherwise) in students’ productive English academic vocabulary repertoire over
time. In an often cited study, Laufer researched possible “changes in the
productive lexicon of advanced second language learners’ writing over a
period of one academic year” (1994: 21) and found that at the end of the
academic year students had productive knowledge of more English vocabulary from the University Word List (Xue Guoyi & Nation 1984; the UWL
predates the AWL but targets the same ‘kind’ of academic vocabulary), than
at the beginning of the year. The subjects of Laufer’s (1994) study, however,
were undergraduate students at an English department, and we believe it is
very likely that students in a ‘language environment’ are more susceptible to
picking up new vocabulary (they even receive vocabulary training) than
students studying content courses which have nothing to do with language.
Although our main concern in this study is English academic vocabulary
and we do not investigate disciplinary vocabulary directly, we are aware that
disciplinary vocabulary forms an integral part of our discussion since academic vocabulary can hardly be researched without reference to discipline
specific vocabulary (Hyland & Tse 2007). In fact, an underlying reason to
study the AWL levels of MSc students in engineering is that it also allows us
to begin to assess to what extent the AWL can really be used as a gauge of
student socialization into the respective engineering disciplines. For instance, if we can establish to what extent an AWL-score for an MSc thesis
reflects potential reader access and interpretation problems, then we might
be able to offer supervisors a screening tool to help them assess the extent to
which their students would benefit from additional writing- or languageoriented supervision.
This study shows to what extent the environment provided by some masters’ programs of technology delivered in English in Sweden is conducive to
developing English academic vocabulary and it also indicates whether or not
AWL development is a useful marker for disciplinary development. Before
presenting the data and the procedure of the study, we provide a brief background to the item of analysis, academic vocabulary, as well as the instru124

ment used to tap knowledge of academic vocabulary, the Academic Word
List (AWL). Once the data collection and analysis is accounted for, we present our results and offer a selection of points for discussion and our concluding remarks.

2 Academic vocabulary and the AWL
Research as well as practice within the areas of English for Specific Purposes and English for Academic Purposes indicate that the kind of English vocabulary students need when pursuing an academic degree at master level
comprises (i) general frequently occurring vocabulary (‘General Service
List-words’, West 1953; Gilner 2011), (ii) general (non-discipline specific)
academic vocabulary (AWL-words, Coxhead 2000), and (iii) discipline- or
subject-specific academic vocabulary (technical vocabulary, see e.g. Chung
& Nation 2003, 2004; Chen & Ge 2007). As general academic vocabulary is
primary in this study, we limit our background review to this type of academic vocabulary (henceforth referred to without the prefix ‘general’).
According to Hyland & Tse the term “academic vocabulary” is commonly
“used to refer to items which are reasonably frequent in a wide range of
academic genres but are relatively uncommon in other kinds of texts” (2007:
235). Several attempts have been made to identify which words should count
as academic words (for a brief review of early attempts, see Coxhead 2000:
214). Lists of potential academic words nearly always use the ‘word family’
as the target for inclusion in the list, that is, the conception of a word as involving one or several member forms of a ‘family’ constituting inflected or
derived forms of a word, the reason being that if somebody knows the meaning of any member of the word family, then they are likely to know also all
of the other members (Coxhead 2000, Hyland & Tse 2007).
In the compilation of the most widely cited list of academic words, the
Academic Word List, Coxhead (1998, 2000, 2011) identified 570 academic
word families which were taken to be general enough to apply to any academic discipline. Coxhead’s criteria for inclusion dictated that none of the
words must be ‘general’ in the sense that they appear as one of the 2000
most frequent words in the General Service List (West 1953). Any word
included also had to occur at least 100 times in Coxhead’s (3.5 million word)
corpus of academic texts with texts from a number of different genres (such
as journal articles and text books) from four main academic areas (faculties):
arts, commerce, law, and science; each word also had to occur at least ten
times or more in each of the four academic areas. When Coxhead (2000)
searched for the academic words in her corpus of academic texts she found
that they accounted for roughly 10% of the words in the texts. To guarantee
that she had not compiled yet another General Service List of words,
Coxhead then searched a similar sized corpus of fictional texts for the aca125

demic word families in her proposed list; the result was encouraging since
the academic words accounted for only 1.4% of the words in the fictional
corpus. Coxhead (2000: 226) takes this discrepancy as a guarantee that the
words included in her proposed list are indeed academic words; further support is added by the fact that 94% of the words appeared in more than 70%
of the academic texts in her corpus.
AWL, then, can be used as a gauge of students’ productive performance
in terms of academic vocabulary. Coxhead’s ‘target’ of 10% has been widely
acknowledged as a rough estimate of the proportion of words in a (native
speaker) academic text which should come from the AWL (the remaining
90% of the words in an academic text has been suggested to be distributed as
follows: 70% from the first thousand most frequent words in English; 10%
from the second thousand most frequent words in English; the last 10% is
taken to consist of less frequent words (Cobb 2012)). If students “underperform” in relation to the 10% target, in other words if a student’s writing
contains much less than 10% vocabulary from the AWL, then this is an indication that the writing is perhaps not quite up to the standard required by the
academic discourse community.

3 Data and procedure
The data for this study is made up of 80 English texts (totaling just over
750,000 words) written by Swedish and international MSc students from
four different discipline areas. The four discipline areas from which we collected the texts are applied physics, chemical engineering, chemistry, and
mechanical engineering. At least three factors affected our selection. First of
all we wanted to study material from MSc programs where our division does
not deliver any English medium interventions. Naturally, we were unable to
control for that parameter of previous exposure to English instruction for the
international students in the study. Our selection of discipline areas was also
partly made on practical grounds (assumed accessibility to texts). A final
factor that affected the choice of disciplines was our desire to also investigate if undergraduate education exposure to English through reading in any
way affected the students’ initial AWL repertoire and their proneness to
development. We know, for example, that the vast majority of assigned readings for undergraduate students within mechanical engineering is in Swedish, whereas the opposite is true for both applied physics and chemistry –
students in these latter discipline areas get a lot of exposure to English during their undergraduate training. However, it should be remembered that we
only know this about assigned readings for our home students; international
students may or may not get much exposure to English during their undergraduate training. We nevertheless made an unsuccessful attempt to get
equally sized data samples of Swedish-authored and internationally authored
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texts. Some texts were co-authored. In all cases where a text was coauthored we checked that both authors were either Swedish or international,
and all texts with an ethnically mixed authorship were excluded from the
collection. A major drawback of the present study is the fact that we were
unable to obtain first year and second year texts from the same author(s);
therefore, when we talk of “development of an AWL-repertoire over time”
this should be interpreted as a general tendency for students studying at MSc
level within a particular discipline area rather than in relation to individual
students (but see Malmström & Gustafsson (in preparation) for a longitudinal study with the same students).
We collected two types of text, first year texts and second year texts. The
first year texts (30 texts in total, ca. 135,000 words), referred to below as
“pre-thesis” texts, were produced in connection with written assignments at
some point during the students’ first year of study, and included several
different academic genres, most of which, however, could be described as
technical or mini-project reports. The second year texts (50 texts in total, ca.
615,000 words), referred to below as ‘thesis-texts’, were theses submitted in
partial fulfillment of the degree of Master of Science and Engineering at the
end of the second year of the master’s program. The pre-thesis texts were
collected by contacting teachers whom we had worked with at some stage or
knew through our dealings with the study programs at the undergraduate
level. We requested that the teachers provided us with ‘report-like’ texts
used for any kind of written assessment during the first year of the MSc
program. The thesis texts were downloaded from the university’s publication
database. None of the texts that we collected, whether first-year or secondyear texts, had been subject to any systematic or formalized language instruction or language feedback. The text collections are presented in Tables
1 and 2 (next page).
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Table 1. Pre-thesis texts in our text collection by discipline area and author
origin
Discipline areas

Swedish
thored
Applied Physics
7
Chemical engi- 6
neering
Chemistry
6
Mechanical engi- 3
neering
Total
22

au- Internationally
authored
1
4

Total
8
10

2
1

8
4

8

30

Table 2. Thesis texts in our text collection by discipline area and author
origin
Discipline areas

Swedish
thored
Applied Physics
5
Chemical engi- 5
neering
Chemistry
10
Mechanical engi- 5
neering
Total
25

au- Internationally
authored
5
5

Total
10
10

10
5

20
10

25

50

In the next step all the collected texts were converted to .txt-format to facilitate processing. During the conversion process all the texts were ‘cleaned’ in
the sense that we removed all text which included little or no running text,
e.g. the front/cover page, all references sections, and all visual information in
the form of tables and figures. Equations or equivalent matter of more than
one page interrupting the running text was removed; shorter insertions were
left in the text.
In order to investigate AWL development in relation to discipline area
and author origin, the texts were first divided into 16 different subcollections, as indicated in Table 3 (next page).
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Table 3. Division of pre-thesis texts and thesis texts into 16 sub-collections
by discipline area and author origin (“SW” = Swedish; “INT” = International)

Applied
physics

Chemical
engineering

Chemistry

Mechanical engineering

Swedish
authored
pre-thesis
texts

Internationally authored
pre-thesis
texts

Swedish
authored
thesis texts

Internationally authored
thesis texts

1. Applied
Physics
pre-thesis
(SW)
5. Chemical engineering
pre-thesis
(SW)
9. Chemistry prethesis
(SW)
13. Mechanical
engineering prethesis
(SW)

2. Applied
Physics prethesis (INT)

3. Applied
Physics
thesis
(SW)
7. Chemical engineering
thesis
(SW)
11. Chemistry thesis
(SW)

4. Applied
Physics thesis
(INT)

15. Mechanical
engineering thesis
(SW)

16. Mechanical
engineering
thesis (INT)

6. Chemical
engineering
pre-thesis
(INT)
10. Chemistry
pre-thesis
(INT)
14. Mechanical
engineering
pre-thesis
(INT)

8. Chemical
engineering
thesis (INT)

12. Chemistry
thesis (INT)

All texts in any one sub-collection of text were then saved as one .txt-file.
Such a .txt-file (e.g. “Applied Physics pre-thesis (SW)”), containing all the
Swedish-authored pre-thesis texts from applied physics, was then uploaded
in Vocab Profiler (Cobb 2012), an online tool which allows uploading of a
text and produces a ‘profile’ of the text, e.g. specifying what proportion of
the words in the text comes from the one or two thousand most frequent
words in English, or what proportion of the text is made up of academic
words from the AWL. In this way, an AWL-profile could be produced for all
the 16 sub-collections of text.
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4 Results
In order to see whether there is any general development in students’ productive English AWL-repertoire over time we compared the AWL-profiles
of Swedish and international students’ writing from the first year of the master’s program with that of the second year, and we do this in four different
discipline areas. The AWL-profiles, in the form of percentages of AWLvocabulary by text type, author origin, and discipline area, can be seen in
Table 4.
Table 4. Percentage of AWL-vocabulary by text type, author origin, and
discipline area
Applied
physics

Prethesis
INT
Prethesis
SW
Thesis
INT
Thesis
SW

Chemistry Chemical
Mechanical
engineering engineering

All discipline
areas
combined
9.0%
(ME excluded)
8.7%

7.9%

8.8%

10.2%

14.1%

8.6%

8.7%

8.4%

8.8%

9.7%

8.4%

9.2%

12.0%

9.8%

10.6%

7.1%

9.7%

10.3%

9.5%

A few comments can be made on the basis of the data presented in Table 4.
First, it is noticeable that the proportion of AWL-vocabulary used in the prethesis texts is rather high; the percentages range from 7.9% (internationally
authored applied physics texts) to 10.2% (internationally authored chemical
engineering texts).1 When all pre-thesis texts are considered in combination,
the investigation shows that roughly 9% of the words used by first-year master’s students are made up of AWL-words. Since the ‘target’ for academic
writing in English is 10%, it seems fair to conclude that Swedish as well as
international students have already developed a fairly advanced level of
academic vocabulary usage when they produce their first-year texts.

1

The disproportionally high number for internationally authored mechanical engineering prethesis texts (14.1%) should probably not be considered; it is based on a single text and may be
representative of that student’s individual profile rather than of internationally authored prethesis texts in general within that discipline area.
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Second, in order to tap development of AWL-vocabulary use (or lack of
such development) we need to look for differences in the AWL-profile of
first year texts and second year texts. In most cases the difference in the
AWL-profile is quite small, and sometimes the difference is even negative,
i.e. with a lower percentage of AWL-vocabulary in the thesis texts as compared to the pre-thesis texts. An overview by discipline area shows the following: (i) there is roughly a 2% positive development in applied physics
from the first year to the second year, applicable to international as well as to
Swedish students; (ii) for chemistry the development is negative: international students use 0.4% fewer AWL-words in the thesis texts than in the
pre-thesis texts and the negative trend is even more pronounced with the
Swedish students (-1.6%); (iii) the percentage difference in texts from international students of chemical engineering is also negative with a -1.0%
difference between pre-thesis texts and thesis texts; however, for Swedish
students the development is positive (+1.3%); (iv) finally, for mechanical
engineering we only consider the Swedish authored texts (see footnote 1)
and here the development is positive with a 1.5% increase from the first year
texts to the second year texts. When all discipline areas are considered in
combination, a small positive development (0.8%) is discernable.
There may be several reasons for these development patterns. The most
obvious explanation is that the initial level of AWL-vocabulary is so high
that a major increase in AWL-usage cannot be expected, in other words, the
pre-thesis texts are ‘academic enough’. It may also be the case that the students use academic vocabulary which is not included in the 570 AWL word
families, or, and this is very likely, that they use technical or discipline specific vocabulary which in a way ‘compensates’ for an AWL-usage which, at
least in some cases, is slightly below the expected 10% mark.
Support for this latter conclusion is found in the fact that the use of socalled ‘off-list vocabulary’, that is, non-frequent words (which are not in the
AWL or among the first or second thousand most frequent words) such as
‘elastomer’ (an elastic polymer), is very pronounced in all the texts from all
the discipline areas. Table 5 presents the percentages of off-list words in the
texts analyzed. Needless to say, the off-list category of words is an inexact
measure of disciplinary vocabulary as the category contains anything from
acronyms to incorrect words. Yet, the relatively high levels of off-list words
(recall the prototypical proportion of 10% off-list vocabulary, Cobb 2012)
might suggest that these authors have established a disciplinary vocabulary
profile already in their first year and, in combination with their use of AWL,
that their use of the 2,000 most common words is reduced.
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Table 5. Proportion of “off-list” vocabulary in the text collections
Discipline
areas

Applied
physics

Chemistry

Pre-thesis
INT
Pre-thesis
SWE
Thesis INT
Thesis
SWE
All texts

17.23

26.70

Chemical
engineering
16.32

Mechanical engineering
7.89

All discipline areas
combined
17.03

18.77

18.61

15.10

9.48

15.49

20.48
12.02

22.09
20.32

16.88
15.09

10.03
11.15

13.62
14.64

17.12

21.93

15.84

9.63

15.19

Table 5 also has some potentially surprising data and perhaps the chemistry
related column is the most interesting since these writers on average use
20% of off-list words. Even if that percentage is likely to include a high
proportion of acronyms and mistakes it still appears to be a high level of offlist word usage. The high percentage of off-list words for the chemists is also
interesting from the point of view that in the case of Swedish authored chemistry thesis texts, the percentage of AWL-vocabulary is the lowest (7.1%) of
all the 16 text collections whereas the proportion of off-list vocabulary in
this particular sub-collection of texts is 20.3%. The Swedish applied physics
writers move from a similarly high level of off-list words (18.8%) to a more
normal level (12%) in their theses. This 6% reduction has no obvious explanation in this pilot study and requires further study as well as additional
tools. A final observation in Table 5 is that writers in mechanical engineering seem to be using far fewer off-list words and in fact come closer to the
10% one might expect despite all the noise in the off-list category.
A final comment can be made concerning overall differences regarding
AWL usage between Swedish and internationally authored texts within and
across discipline areas. The results do not indicate that there are any major
differences in terms of AWL-vocabulary use between the two groups of
authors. The differences that we do find do not seem to form a coherent
pattern so that we could say, for example, that international students’ writing
in general always has a higher proportion of AWL-vocabulary in it, or, for
example, that the increase in AWL-vocabulary use is always higher in Swedish students’ writing. This is an interesting finding in itself and raises the
question whether ethnic origin/linguistic background is less of a determining
factor for successful development of a productive academic vocabulary than
is affiliation with a particular discipline area. This and other questions are
addressed in the discussion that follows.
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5 Discussion
The results of the study indicate that the proportion of AWL-vocabulary is
fairly high already in the pre-thesis texts in all the discipline areas. As far as
the Swedish authored texts in the corpus are concerned there is some support
in the literature for AWL productive knowledge after four years at university
level. Gyllstad (2007) and Lemmouh (2010) studied receptive and productive vocabulary acquisition of first year students of English at two different
Swedish universities; both found that students master the AWL well already
after one year. In view of the fact that these two studies focused on students
of English rather than students of engineering, we assumed that the vocabulary development for engineering students would not be as effective in terms
of AWL levels. However, we misjudged the vocabulary acquisition that
takes place by varying degrees of immersion over four years of engineering
studies; our results suggest that the engineering students reach a 9% mark for
AWL in their texts during the fourth year of studies.
Seeing that the engineering programs we have included in our study do
not include English-medium instruction during the first three years, we conjecture that the degree to which students are exposed to English during their
undergraduate training (for example in reading materials and written assignments) could have an impact on the initial AWL-vocabulary levels. This
conjecture also fed into the design of the study to the extent that we chose to
include pre-thesis texts both from discipline areas where we know students
are exposed to a great deal of English by virtue of their reading a lot of
course materials in English (applied physics, chemistry, and chemical engineering) and texts from a discipline area where there is less such exposure
(mechanical engineering) (see Table 6 (next page) for an overview of language (Swedish or English) of the course reading materials).
Despite the limited and superficial data, Table 6 shows that the chemistry
students have the highest exposure to English reading materials in the first
three years. With regard to the AWL-levels in the pre-thesis writing for
Swedish authors, this might mean that such exposure to English reading
material is potentially beneficial since it may explain the relatively high
levels of AWL-vocabulary and off-list vocabulary knowledge. However, one
thing speaks against such a low-resolution conclusion; the fact that the level
of initial AWL-vocabulary knowledge was the highest in the mechanical
engineering pre-thesis texts.
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Table 6. Overview of course reading materials in syllabi for compulsory
courses during the three undergraduate years
Reading material*

Number of listed titles
in Swedish
Number of listed titles
in English
Proportion of listed
titles in English

Applied
physics
24

Chemistry and
Chemical engineering
15

Mechanical
engineering
45

23

29

13

48.9 %

65.9 %

22.4 %

* We have surveyed the published syllabi for the compulsory courses in four of the
main BSc programs that have master programs in the disciplines we have studied.
The survey is incomplete as some reading lists are published on inaccessible sites
only.

On the other hand, reading material would be discipline-specific, and we see
from Table 5 that the Swedish authored mechanical engineering texts contain the lowest proportion of off-list words while the chemists have by far
the highest proportion of off-list words. It seems likely that content teachers
naturally focus on and draw students’ attention to discipline-specific terms
as part of the content lecture and students’ exposure to these terms is therefore ‘better’, whereas drawing students’ attention to academic vocabulary of
a general nature is a more difficult task for a content teacher, if it happens at
all (Malmström et al., under review). This leads us to speculate that while
the reading material promotes AWL, it might have a greater impact on offlist vocabulary acquisition; indeed, recent research within the English Vocabulary Acquisition-project (EVA 2011) suggests that reading in English is
the best activity for the learning of English terms a student can engage in.
A second issue that needs addressing given our results is the issue of
AWL and its applicability in very discipline-specific environments. It should
be remembered, after all, that Coxhead’s AWL is supposed to represent
generic academic vocabulary found in any academic discipline. Naturally,
minor representative discrepancies between disciplines are unavoidable,
which is also acknowledged by Coxhead herself. For example, when she
tested the AWL against her science sub-corpus, the proportion of AWL did
not quite reach the 10% target (the coverage was 9.1%). What is more, when
she tested the AWL against another corpus of academic texts (compiled
according to the same principles as the Academic Corpus) for validation
purposes, she attributes the slightly-lower-than-expected AWL-coverage of
that corpus (8.5%) to “the large proportion of science text it contains” (2000:
224). In other words, it seems that the AWL-vocabulary target might have to
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be set slightly lower than 10% for science texts as opposed to general academic texts.
If a target lower than 10% is used for the investigation of the MSc students’ pre-thesis and thesis writing in this study, three things can be concluded. First, that the conclusion reached above, that students from the four
discipline areas already seem to have good productive AWL-vocabulary
knowledge at the pre-thesis writing stage, is confirmed even more strongly.
Second, if students already have ‘good enough’ productive knowledge of
AWL-vocabulary, we need perhaps be less concerned by the modest improvements students seem to make from the pre-thesis writing stage to the
thesis writing stage. The third consequence we see from this data and a lower target than 10% for AWL is that it becomes increasingly important to
unpack the off-list category in order to understand in greater detail the characteristics of discipline specific vocabulary.
Further support for the need to understand discipline-specific vocabulary
is found in Hyland & Tse (2007). When they ran the AWL and the General
Service List (West 1953) against their own Biology sub-corpus of science
texts, 22% of the words in the text were left unaccounted for and only 6.2%
AWL-vocabulary was accounted for. It would seem then, that certain discipline areas would be particularly ill advised to use the AWL as a gauge for
academic literacy. In fact, Hyland & Tse (2007) question the usefulness of
having the AWL as a target, primarily because they feel that advice concerning AWL-vocabulary is badly aligned with conceptions of disciplinary literacy. They recommend (2007: 235) that instead of using the AWL as a measure for academic literacy, EAP and ESP practitioners and researchers should
aim at developing “specialized discourse competencies” and disciplinary
literacy in their students:
A growing body of research suggests that the discourses of the academy do
not form an undifferentiated, unitary mass, as might be inferred from such
general lists as the AWL, but constitute a variety of subject specific literacies.
(Hyland & Tse 2007: 247)

Granted that we have only looked at texts at the level of vocabulary profiles
with a corpus tool and do not really know anything about the rhetorical efficiency of the texts in the database, our data still seems to support Hyland &
Tse’s view. The AWL-levels in our database, while comparatively high, do
not seem to offer much distinction between the types of text or the disciplines; nor do they seem conclusive regarding progression in terms of an
academic vocabulary repertoire.
The third issue that begs elaboration in our data is that of students’ linguistic backgrounds and their progression in terms of productive vocabulary.
Based on supervisor comments and our own experience in various writing
interventions, as well as on the not uncommon assumption that ESL-writers
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require specific scaffolding (see Zawacki & Cox 2011 for a combined Writing Across the Curriculum (WAC) and ESL dimension of such assumptions), we did hypothesize seeing a difference at vocabulary acquisition levels between Swedish and international groups of authors and that such differentiated vocabulary acquisition could be used as a screening device to
guide supervision. However, as indicated above (Tables 4 and 5), there are
no clear trends to suggest a conclusive difference between these two groups.
Hence, there is little we can say about the extent to which linguistic background is reflected in productive vocabulary acquisition in this corpus.
In our view, given that we have but a pilot study and only quantitative data, our findings first of all require further study and additional, more finetuned, tools. Yet, since we do not observe a difference in vocabulary levels,
we venture the suggestion that AWL vocabulary is not the primary trait responsible for supervisors’ and co-authors’ reported difficulties with ESL/
ELF authored texts. At the level of productive vocabulary, these findings
might even offer further support for a move towards the discipline-specific.
In other words, as far as vocabulary goes, the discipline appears more important than linguistic background.

6 Concluding remarks
Our results and discussion suggest, on the one hand, that since the AWL
vocabulary token level appears sufficient in the corpus across all texts, AWL
might not be the most important component for language or writing interventions in engineering education. The comparatively high off-list word levels,
on the other hand, suggest that vocabulary-oriented work in interventions
may have to focus on the discipline-specific and our increased understanding
of the respective vocabularies the students need. In other words, this pilot
study on AWL acquisition at graduate level in engineering education appears
to promote a discipline-specific approach for students and faculty alike.
While vocabulary and corpus research might not have a large literature on
the pedagogical implications of the move towards the discipline-specific,
there is considerable support for such a move in the educational development
literature. In fact, although there has been a tradition of regarding language
and communication as generic attributes or skills, there is now increasing
work suggesting that the notion of the ‘generic’ is highly problematic. There
is, for instance, the idea of academic disciplines as tribes (Becher & Trowler
2001) and Trowler’s subsequent work with the specific teaching and learning regimes of these tribes (Trowler & Cooper 2002). In the narrower field
of transferable or generic skills, the focus on academic literacy (e.g. Lea &
Street 2004) now begins to give way to what Jones has aptly called ‘redisciplining’ generic skills (Jones 2009). In terms of language and communi-
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cation interventions, it seems reasonable that such re-disciplining focuses
vocabulary attention on off-list vocabulary.
Even in the ESL context, the focus on the specific is making headway as
the European move towards Content and Language Integrated Learning
(CLIL) (European Commission) is growing and has made its way into higher
education as Integrating Content and Language (ICL) (Wilkinson 2004;
Wilkinson & Zegers 2008; Gustafsson 2011). The US WAC movement has
similarly seen arguments for the discipline-specific once it included the naturalistic studies of interventions. Russell (2001), for instance, reviewed naturalistic studies of WAC and found repeated support for the move towards the
discipline across four recurring aspects: motivating factors; identity factors;
the choice of tools (genres); and the emphasis on their being multiple and
discipline-specific writing processes. Ten years later, in a recent Across the
Disciplines issue, Zawacki and Cox (2011), together with their contributing
authors, re-articulate such concerns and add the additional concern with
second language English writers, not primarily as a writing center or ESLprogram concern but as a shared concern involving discipline faculty as
well.
Given that there are multiple indications questioning an uncritical focus
on AWL work in favor of promoting the discipline-specific, we face the
challenge of taking on the disciplines. Writing in the disciplines and their
respective cultures and vocabulary practices demand a more multi-facetted
approach to writing and vocabulary than generic work can accommodate.
We need to adjust and re-sequence our learning outcomes to the disciplinary
settings we enter, and we need to align the facilitation of communication
learning outcomes to the specific learning situations. This is basic constructive alignment (Biggs & Tang 2007), and as such it is unproblematic, but it
probably requires an ability among (language) lecturers to analyze the contexts for courses and interventions in order to suggest designs for specific
learning sequences given the contexts and learning outcomes.
However, while we do see overlapping interests with the findings from
various other research traditions, it is unwise to make far-reaching claims
with this pilot study. It is a limitation to have but a small corpus. It is a limitation to have only a snapshot of text production rather than a longitudinal
study of vocabulary development. Finally, it is a limiting factor to be bound
to quantitative analysis only, as the characteristics of texts and any potential
problems in them are likely to be structural and rhetorical rather than primarily vocabulary oriented.
Our follow-up study (Malmström & Gustafsson, in preparation), therefore, will have to involve a methodologically robust longitudinal component
as we re-visit the pre-thesis authors’ writing at the level of their theses; it
may have to include a refined quantitative analysis for types rather than
tokens; it ought to include a qualitative component of analyzing the structural and rhetorical efficiency in relation to vocabulary levels; and it would
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need to include a component of cross-referencing results with assessment of
writing. Ideally one would also want a validation study in another parallel
language environment to study the effects of such environments.
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Philip Shaw’s Writing Expertise in Academic
Discourse
AKIKO OKAMURA

Abstract. This study shows how Philip Shaw employs his writing expertise in two
ways: on the one hand through an account of his editing skills in spicing up a less
experienced writer’s draft, on the other hand through an analysis of the development
of his old school academic writing style over the years in his academic journal abstracts. Based on this analysis, the paper also suggests a possible approach to the
creation of engaging and persuasive academic texts for the coming generation of
writers.
Keywords: academic writing, journal abstracts

1 Introduction
Researchers have investigated how the writers of academic texts persuade
readers with various resources such as the use of evaluative language (Hunston & Thompson 2003; Hyland 2005) and of citation (Harwood 2009; Hyland 1999). These studies have demonstrated a variety of linguistic forms to
be employed to draw attention and to stake a claim in academic discourse
such as personal pronouns (Harwood 2005) and reporting verbs (Shaw 1992;
Thompson & Ye 1991). Use of evaluative language has also been examined
in a limited showcase of research findings, academic journal abstracts (Gillaerts & Van de Velde 2010; Hyland 2000; Hyland & Tse 2005; Pho 2008;
Stotesbury 2003). From the diachronic perspective, it was found that although
the use of evaluative language has not increased over the years (Gillaerts &
Van de Velde 2010), abstracts have become longer and more well-structured
(Gillaerts & Van de Velde 2010; Hyland 2000). It seems that the expected
style of academic texts has been changing.
However, producing entertaining but yet persuasive academic texts may
well remain an impossible dream, in particular for novice writers. To the
envy of these writers, Philip Shaw seems to be one of the rare species that
can make this come true in his narrative. In fact, relatively few studies have
observed how established academics such as Philip Shaw have changed their
writing style over their academic career and helped to rewrite the texts of
less established ones beyond the level of proof-reading. To provide some
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support for junior researchers, this study analyses the style of Philip Shaw’s
academic writing from such a perspective.

2 Data collection
I have collected two types of data: One is Philip Shaw’s editing of my first
draft for our co-authored paper on abstracts (Okamura & Shaw 2012). The
purpose of studying this set of data is to demonstrate how he transformed a
less experienced writer’s text by focusing on changes that I have noticed by
comparing the original draft and his edition. These were not grammatical
changes, but were characterized by a focus on seeking agreement from the
reader by emphasizing shared knowledge and enticing the reader to find out
the results and highlight them. The second set of data comprises his 18 published academic journal abstracts in prestigious journals in the field of applied linguistics, some of which came from collaboration with other writers.
However, as his name was on the abstract, I included them as part of his
output. They were published between 1991 and 2011. The analysis was conducted in order to find out what he has changed and what he has retained as
characteristic of his writing over the past twenty years in the structure and
linguistic forms in abstracts.

3 Findings relating to the first set of data
In order to identify Philip Shaw’s expertise in academic writing I compared
my first draft and his editing of my writing. I have noticed four features that
he changed and added to my writing. They are 1) a combination of hedging
and solidarity, 2) the citation of authorities, 3) the creation of rhythm in a
text, and 4) animation of the discourse.
The first two are based on a gap of professional discourse knowledge
while the latter two are related to language knowledge, embodying a doublelayered schism between Philip Shaw and me, as was shown previously
(Okamura & Shaw 2000), and the examples below also illustrate this.

3.1 Combination of hedging and solidarity
To create an argument, we normally anticipate some dissenting voice. Established academics like Philip Shaw seem to be fully aware of how to handle
and overcome these voices by bowing to them, appealing to them, and keeping distance from them without withdrawing the main point.
As shown in (1) below, first he added “we may hope” before “knowledge”. This may show some humility, but combined with the second example, it can also be used to form some solidarity with the reader. In the second
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example, he added “it is a natural assumption”, which appeals to the shared
understanding before presenting the opposing finding. In the third example,
he used “one” instead of “us”. “One” seems to indicate some distance from
the shared assumption before moving the reader in the opposite direction. He
seeks common ground first, but shows some disagreement to the shared
assumption with the use of hedging markers. His strategies are subtle in
gradually persuading the reader to side with his argument.
(1) For many years we have been in a period of rapid increase in the production of academic text and, we may hope, knowledge.
(2) It is a natural assumption that an on-line abstract for a journal article
would be one of the places to display these skills, as it is the showcase
to entice readers to the full paper. However, Dahl (2004) found that her
sample of abstracts was not characterized by promotional…
(3) Much writing on academic discourse would lead one to expect increasingly promotional discourse in recent years.

3.2 Citing authorities
Another strategy for the same purpose is what other professionals also do,
that is to appeal to authorities by citing them. He added “(Fairclough 1993,
Bhatia 1997)” to my draft, which clearly shows a knowledge gap between
him and me.
(4) Furthermore, given that on-line presentation is a relatively new phenomenon, and the idea that academic writing is increasingly promotional has a venerable history (Fairclough 1993, Bhatia 1997) it is
also interesting to observe the historical development of the structure
and language in abstracts.
The third and fourth strategies came from a gap of language knowledge
rather than professional knowledge.

3.3 Creating a rhythm
He added “even before the internet revolution” twice below to emphasize the
fact the increase in promotional language did start before the internet age. I
was able to describe the fact but it was beyond my capability to create a
rhythm by the shared claim of the two cited papers.
(5) Even before the internet revolution Milas-Bracovic and Zajec (1989)
could open an article on abstracts of research articles by invoking …
Again even before the internet revolution it was claimed that
scientific research articles were becoming more promotional to stand
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out in the crowd of academic texts, as this sixteen-year-old quotation
suggests: …

3.4 Animation of the discourse
The fourth strategy is the choice of vocabulary to animate the story. I was
able to choose the words to present the purpose of the study in a language
which I thought academic enough. However, he switched my choice of relatively abstract and possibly bland vocabulary into more vivid expressions
with animating effect such as “revolution” instead of “change” or “this issue” into “this puzzle”. As he previously pointed out (Liu & Shaw 2001), it
is not always how many words L2 writers should know but how well they
should know them that makes a difference.
Then he transforms my non-human abstract language to human interaction by changing “perspectives” to “actors” and “stakeholders” while adding
“at least” to imply more than what we expect. He did not suddenly change
the vocabulary into intellectual jargon but transferred the abstract talk into
human actions such as “actors” instead of “perspective” in the text. What his
language does is not to present the background information as non-human
abstract knowledge, but the dynamic active description of human involvement in knowledge creation. As shown below “authors”, “information scientists” and “publishers” are not abstract notions but agents in one scene in the
play.
(6) In this study we are trying to solve this puzzle by drawing on different
perspectives on the analysis of abstracts. The key point is that abstracts
are a focus of interest for a variety of actors.
Then he sprinkles polarizing language such as “the conflicting demands of
two different camps” instead of my neutral expression of “the expectations
of two different perspectives”. His vocabulary animates the story and creates
a dialogue of protagonists and antagonists on the stage.
(7) The concluding remark of a study on linguistic forms of abstracts by
information scientists shows the conflicting demands of two different
camps, one to improve the clarity of abstracts and the other to highlight
the authors’ contribution.
He might just smile and say, it is just superficial, but it certainly helps to
create a 3D screen play from a still picture. It reminds me of the use of “interaction between the writer and the reader” instead of just saying “reading”.
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4 Findings relating to the second set of data
Having seen how Philip Shaw added elements that enlivened my text and
enhanced its credibility, let’s see next what he has accomplished in texts of
his own. In particular, I will look at how his abstracts are constructed to
stake a claim and promote his research in prestigious academic journals over
the years. The abstracts were from TESOL Quarterly, Applied Linguistics,
ESPJ, JEAP, World Englishes, Pragmatics, Iberica, System. I first downloaded the information for the abstract at these journals’ websites, because in
order to submit academic texts, the writers need to go through the guidelines
to the authors the journal provides. Although the current guidelines do not
show what he followed in the past, they show at least the type of expectations on the writers in journals in applied linguistics. In fact, compared to
other disciplines (see Okamura & Shaw 2012), some of the journals such as
TESOL Quarterly and Applied Linguistics do not seem to concern themselves with the structure and linguistic forms in abstracts at all. These journals simply state the length, leaving the writers to create their own way of
promoting their work (see Appendix).

4.1 Diachronic change of length and structure
In terms of the length of abstracts, all the journals in which he has published
require up to 200 words in 2012 (see Appendix). The most detailed structure
comes from journals published by Elsevier, e.g. Journal of Pragmatics,
ESPJ, JEAP and System, which ask authors to include the purpose, the main
findings, and conclusions.
To compare their length and structure, I have chosen two groups of abstracts, one published in 1991 and 1992 and the other published in 2009 and
2011. Although they were not published in exactly the same journals, due to
the similar expected word limit of word length in 2012 (see Appendix), the
difference may reveal some diachronic change in the length. The length of
the abstracts is shown in Table 1.
The greater length of the three abstracts published in 2009 and later suggests that abstracts have become longer over the years, which is in agreement with the findings of Gillaerts & Van de Velde 2010, based on abstracts
in Journal of Pragmatics.
The abstracts from the two groups seem to differ in terms of the structure
and the use of voice. The earlier abstracts seem to be loosely structured by
having the purpose of the paper in different places such as starting an abstract stating “This paper presents the results of an investigation of the dissertation practices of nonnative student writers using structured interviews”
or putting this purpose in the middle of the abstract after the background
information. On the other hand, the recent abstracts tend to have the purpose
statement at the same place, by placing it after the background information.
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Table 1. Diachronic change in Philip Shaw’s abstracts
Year
1991
1992
1992

Name of the journal
ESPJ
Applied Linguistics
TESOL Quarterly

2009
2011
2011

Pragmatics
Iberica
TESOL Quarterly

Length (words)
65
168
116
257
177
197

When presenting the results, he used passive voice in two abstracts in the
earlier group, while he uses more instances of active voice in the recent abstracts as shown in his abstract examples. In this way, Philip Shaw may have
been acting on his own advice to me, to make the narrative a more active
story.
However, I also found common features among his 18 journal abstracts.
They are: 1) relatively few instances of personal pronouns, 2) a combination
of both present and past tense for presenting findings, 3) less quantitative
information. It is interesting that even among his single authored abstracts,
he never used “I” and in his co-authored abstracts, he used only four instances of “we” as a sentence subject. Instead of using personal pronouns to form
active sentences, he has adopted abstract nouns such as “this study” over the
years. He also used a formal form of “one” such as “But one would expect
different behavior patterns in different cultures.” or “One can ask four questions about genre validity across cultures”. He seems to have maintained his
own stance over the years and has resisted any trendy change in this respect.
In sharp contrast, I found a great number of “I” combined with relatively
informal verbs such as “had”, “got”, “made” in one of his abstracts outside
my data shown below.
(8) To investigate wider development I got first-semester students in the
English Department of Stockholm University to write early and late in
the semester on the same topic. This gave me two samples which
should only have differed due to development in the subjects’ proficiency. To analyse them I made use of the facilities in the concordancing
program Wordsmith Tools (Scott 1998).
When I checked the source of the abstract, it happened to be used in the
conference proceedings in a relatively local context. It seems that it is the
context that influences his use of personal pronouns. Possibly he was taking
off his jacket to put on a jumper with the use of short verbs with “I”.
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Table 2. Combination of present and past tense in Philip Shaw’s abstracts
Year
1991
1992
1998

2000

2001
2002
2003
2004

2004

2007

Sentence for presenting results
Findings are presented on the variety of composing techniques, …
When forms were classified in relation to sentence function some correlation with tense was found.
It shows that the procedure can differentiate the products of developing
writers at two relatively close points in time, and that a more detailed
examination of significant changes can be revealing about patterns of
learning …
The results showed that the non-native professionals by and large perceived the rhetorical demands of the situation similarly to native professionals but were a little less likely to use appropriate language.
The results showed that the Danes were much less tolerant of polite
phrases and promotional language than the Spaniards, …
it shows that a languages-of-communication profile can be drawn for each
department; it develops a notion of two types of publication cycles, …
The results showed consistent differences between varieties.
The result is that most versions are seen by respondents as occurring in
most cultures, that a ‘clear, brief, sincere’ version seems most acceptable
worldwide, that this version is also preferred in the four north-western
European countries, …
The result is that most versions are seen by respondents as occurring in
most cultures, that a ‘clear, brief, sincere’ version seems most acceptable
worldwide, that this version is also preferred in the four north-western
European countries, …
English proficiency improved in most cases, though not all features of
language improved; …

2009

Most aspects of the development are similar across languages …

2010
2010

Seven preliminary categories of intertextual episode were identified …
Textbooks written in English were generally unpopular, and the
perception was widespread that they placed a greater burden on
students.
Results confirmed that a majority regarded English as important during
and/or after university studies and showed that they considered the use
of English language textbooks as providing a useful opportunity for incidental language learning.

2011

Second, although textbooks for academic writing would prefer the use of
past tense for presenting research findings (Swales & Feak 2004, for example), he did not always use the past tense to present his research findings in
his abstracts. Examples of sentences to describe results in his abstracts are
shown in Table 2. One 1992 abstract was not included, as the paper is a theoretical one.
Certainly the past tense is more common, but the present tense is also
used, as shown above. In some papers, he seems to have managed to employ
the present tense to strengthen his claim, as it can generalize the status of a
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claim. How was that possible? One possible reason can be the L1 status of
the writer. The editor may not be particular about the tense when they recognize the nationality of the writer. Alternatively, it is possible that as an L1
writer, Philip Shaw manages the alternation of past and present in some way
that strikes the editor as more natural than that achieved by the typical L2
writer.
The third characteristic is that his abstracts quite often avoid giving detailed information about the data. Table 3 shows the sentences he used to
describe his data without providing exact figures. I include possible questions that may be raised by the readers.
Table 3. Avoiding the exact number in Philip Shaw’s abstracts
Year
1991

1992
2003
2010
2010
2011

Quantitative information
This paper presents the results of an investigation of the dissertation practices of
nonnative student writers using structured
interviews.
The Introduction sections of some Ph.D theses were examined …
This study examines rhetoric, and specifically
evaluation, in three sets of published economics articles: one set in Danish, …
A corpus of lectures in English for mainly L1
English students (from BASE and MICASE)
was examined …
Over 1,000 students at three Swedish universities responded to a questionnaire …
A large-scale survey was carried out and
answers were obtained from over 20% of
teachers at Swedish universities.

Possible questions
How many dissertations
and student writers interviewed?
How many PhD theses?
How many
articles?

economics

How many lectures?
How many students?
How large is it?

I have not had an opportunity to ask Philip Shaw about the reason for this,
but maybe he was trying to show the big picture without giving minute details. Moreover, as an established academic in the field, he may be confident
of a readership without providing details that younger academics might need
to provide in order to establish some credibility.
The fact that he was able to publish without detailed information in the
abstract indicates that the guidelines for academic publication may not be as
strict as we understand. Young academics may not be able to get away with
this lack of specificity, but Philip Shaw’s abstracts suggest that we do not
need to wear a strait-jacket.
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5 Conclusion
I have described how Philip Shaw applied his linguistic skills to spice up
both my academic writing and his own with imagery and drama. The question remains just how these two acts of the analysis might work together to
produce a single play. In his editing of my text, we see Philip Shaw bringing
a nuanced connection to the reader as well as drama and some enhanced
credibility to the text. In his own abstracts, on the other hand, what stands
out is a kind of flexibility in the application of some of the “rules” of academic writing, such as the blending of past and present tense in describing
results and the glossing over of details of the study. Nevertheless, his spare
use of “I” shows some adherence to traditional elements of academic style.
The dash that he added to my own text does not appear to be so salient in his
abstracts. Rather, in these very compact descriptions, the expression of his
experience, expertise and style seem subtler. How much of this would it be
wise for L2 writers of less experience and renown to imitate? The lessons I
gleaned from his editing of my own writing seem rich and valuable and continue to shape my efforts as a writer. The features in his abstracts, however,
seem less easy to imitate or adopt. Moreover, to blindly adopt a shift such as
his toward the use of “one” could easily go awry. It still seems, then, that the
path to becoming an engaging and persuasive writer like Philip Shaw is an
elusive one.
Nevertheless, I hope that my modest attempt to shed some light on his
expertise in engaging readers and highlighting his findings will provide
young researchers an opportunity to reflect on their own writing.
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Appendix
Journal names

Requirements for abstracts

1 Journal of
pragmatics
(Elsevier)

A concise and factual abstract is required
(maximum length 200 words). The abstract
should state briefly the purpose of the research, the principal results, and major
conclusions.
A concise abstract is required (maximum
length 200 words) stating the purpose of the
research, the principal results and major
conclusions.
A concise and factual abstract is required (of
between 100–200 words). The abstract should
state briefly the purpose of the research, the
principal results and major conclusions.

2 Journal of
English for Academic Purposes
(Elsevier)
3 Journal of
English for Specific Purposes
(Elsevier)
4 World
Englishes
(Blackwell)

5 Journal of
Applied Linguistics (Oxford)
6 TESOL Quarterly
7 Iberica
8. System

Other requirements
Highlights are
mandatory.

Highlights are
mandatory,
while graphic
abstracts are
optional.

The abstract (between 150 and 200 words)
should succinctly present the content of the
research paper and be double-spaced on a
separate page. The abstract should not duplicate a paragraph at the beginning of the paper.
Maximum of 200 words
Full-Length Articles
• abstract (200 words)
The article must be preceded by an approx.
200-word summary, headed "Abstract".
Abstract
A concise and factual abstract is required (of
between 150–200 words). The abstract should
state briefly the purpose of the research, the
principal results and major conclusions. An
abstract is often presented separately from the
article, so it must be able to stand alone. For
this reason, references should be avoided, but
if essential, then cite the author(s) and
year(s). Also, non-standard or uncommon
abbreviations should be avoided, but if essential they must be defined at their first mention
in the abstract itself.
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Additional Reasons for the Correlation of
Voice, Tense and Sentence Function
DIANE PECORARI

Abstract. Referring to other scholars’ work is an important component of research
writing, and one which requires careful attention in order to convey the writer’s
stance toward the reported propositions and their relationship to each other and to
the writer’s own work. Second language writers often find it difficult to master the
skill of selecting appropriate forms for reporting verbs, and this is an area in which
English for Academic Purposes (EAP) materials and teachers are called upon to
provide guidance. However, accounts of reporting verb usage have demonstrated
that this is a complex area, and simple prescriptions or proscriptions are not sufficient: appropriate choices are dependent on the relationship between form and function, both locally and globally in the citing text. The present paper extends the existing research literature on reporting verbs by examining some of the factors which
guide the citing writer’s choices. Implications for the EAP classroom are also taken
up.
Keywords: second language writing, English for academic purposes, reporting
verbs, citation

1 Introduction
A sizable body of literature has grown up around reporting verbs, one of the
earliest topics to appear on the English for Academic Purposes (EAP) research agenda (e.g. Oster 1981; Tarone, Dwyer, Gillette & Icke 1981). An
interest in reporting verbs was in many ways a natural outgrowth of Swales’
(1986, 1990) landmark work on introductions, one key function of which is
creating a space for the new work in the existing scholarly landscape. This is
accomplished in part by surveying the current literature to reveal a gap in it.
References to earlier works are therefore not merely mechanical tokens to
demonstrate familiarity with the existing literature or a nod of respect to
colleagues; they are an important means of arguing for the acceptance of the
new work in the disciplinary community.
The importance of citation has prompted numerous descriptive accounts
of the forms and functions of citation. Whether or not to include a reference
is itself a choice, and Tadros (1993) notes that if the writer does not attribute
a proposition to somebody else by means of a reference, it will be assumed
that she is taking responsibility for it (“averring” it, in Tadros’ term) herself.
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Tense and aspect in reporting verbs have been studied, and Malcolm
showed that while the predictable ‘rules’ of general English usage apply to
citation, the fact that a research text “has two literal time locations: the moment of reading and the moment of writing” (1987: 40) allows the writer1 to
choose tense and aspect to cast an earlier author’s work as something belonging to the past or to suggest that it is still valid.
The form in which citations are incorporated has been an object of study.
Swales (1990) distinguished between integral and non-integral citations. In
the former, the cited author is a syntactic constituent of the citing clause, as
in (1) below, in which the cited source is the subject of the reporting verb, or
(2), in which it is the agent. In a non-integral citation such as (3) the author
is not a syntactic element of the reporting clause and indeed may not even be
named explicitly when a system of numbered references is used as in (4), as
is common in the natural sciences.
(1) A study by Stilton (1992) showed that the moon is made primarily of
green cheese.
(2) The moon was reported by Stilton (1992) to be made primarily of green
cheese.
(3) The moon is made primarily of green cheese (Stilton, 1992).
(4) The moon has been shown to be made primarily of green cheese [17].
The rhetorical aspects of citation have also been investigated. Thompson &
Ye’s (1991) elaborate typology of reporting verbs categorises them according to (among other things) the author’s stance toward the reported proposition, and the writer’s stance toward the author’s report. Thus, in (5), emphasises indicates that Stilton, the cited author, represents the proposition as
true, while in (6), the statement that Brie evaluates the proposition does not
reveal whether Brie considers it to be right or wrong. Examples (7) and (8)
similarly confirm and remain neutral toward the accuracy of the proposition,
but from the writer’s perspective; that is, it is the writer in (7) who endorses
the accuracy of the proposition, and neither endorses nor disputes it in (8).
(5) Stilton emphasises the need to identify the remaining constituents of the
moon.
(6) Brie (1993) evaluates the idea that the moon consists principally of
green cheese.
(7) Stilton (1992) points out that the moon consists principally of green
cheese.
(8) Brie (1993) claims that the moon consists principally of green cheese.
1

Thompson & Ye’s (1991) convention of using ‘author’ to indicate the person responsible for
the earlier, cited work, and ‘writer’ to indicate the person responsible for the newer, citing
work is adopted here.
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While citation is a feature of academic writing generally, like most textual
features it is subject to disciplinary variation, and the relationship between
form, rhetorical function and disciplinary values has been a focus of more
recent research. For example, theses in two related areas, agricultural economics and agricultural botany, were found to have a preference for integral
and non-integral citations, respectively, a difference which may be related to
the relative importance of the research finding and the researcher who produced it in those disciplines (Thompson 2000). Charles (2006) showed that
writers in the field of politics were more likely to make a human the subject
of a reporting clause than were writers in materials science, a difference
which may be explained by the value generally believed to be placed on
objectivity in the ‘hard’ disciplines and a greater degree of personalisation in
the ‘soft’ ones.
One early and in some ways prescient contribution to this body of research was Shaw’s (1992) article, ‘Reasons for the correlation of voice, tense
and sentence function in reporting verbs’. In this paper Shaw examined the
introductions of doctoral theses and documented the verbs they used. He
analysed the reporting verbs in terms of their tense, aspect and voice, and
whether the report was integral or non-integral. He found correlations among
these features, including a tendency for integral reports to use an active verb
in the past tense and non-integral citations to be passive and in the present
perfect.
Noting that this correlation among formal features “is not surprising; . . . .
it is the difference between Shakespeare wrote many great plays and Many
great men have visited Stratford ” (1992: 311), he went on to assign the references to six categories according to the rhetorical function they performed:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

reporting a specific fact
reporting a fact in paragraph-initial position
citing multiple authorities for a specific point
identifying the number of studies on a topic
making a topic generalisation in paragraph-initial (i.e., topic sentence) position
6. making other generalisations
Correlations were also found between these functional categories and the
formal features of the reference, and these correlations were explained with
reference to the principles of information structure. As the second and fifth
functions highlight, an important distinction in this typology is the position
of the citing sentence within the paragraph. Paragraph-initial sentences typically establish the topic of the paragraph, and the topic—rather than the
researcher, for example—should be in thematic position, e.g., Bacteria have
been found to. . . rather than It has been found that bacteria. . . . This consid155

eration “suggests that an aim of using NR-passive sentences is to raise the
subject of the reported sentence into thematic position; the choice of sentence-type has to do with word order and cohesion” (1992: 312; the last two
examples are also from Shaw).
In other words, the correlation among formal features is not due to one
feature driving the selection of another, but rather come about as the result of
a cascading chain of choices beginning with function. The conclusion Shaw
draws from these findings by way of classroom implications is one the often
quantitative, fine-grained EAP research conducted today would do well to
keep in mind: that “rules of thumb [about frequency patterns] can be useful,
but what is important is to build sentences which relate to one another and to
the topic and subtopic in hand” (317).
It is worth noting that in combining corpus and discourse approaches in
order to show a close interrelationship between form and function, Shaw
anticipated a much later recognition of the need for such research. As Swales
has recently noted,
Corpus linguists these days can–and do–construct written corpora with considerable facility and then apply to them software tools such as keywords and
n-grams to reveal underlying propensities and regularities. However, a list of
lexical items that occur comparatively frequently or infrequently does not tell
us much, without attention to both their placements and functions. . . . The
other aspect of quantification that I would like to raise at the interface of corpus and discourse can be summed up in one of Einstein’s aphorisms “Sometimes that which counts cannot be counted and that which can be counted does
not count”. (2008: 293)

In providing both a quantitative description of significant patterns in research writing and a discourse-based explanation for them, i.e., both counting features and demonstrating why they count, Shaw’s contribution to the
literature on citation was very much ahead of the curve.
It is possible that the enduring research interest in reporting language is
due not only to its intrinsic importance in academic writing, but also to the
fact that it is in the EAP specialist’s sweet spot. As the examples above
demonstrate, the linguistic choices involved in citation are important both in
shaping the way propositional content is received and in positioning the new
work and earlier ones in relation to each other and to the disciplinary discourse community. The high rhetorical stakes involved in citation can be
seen in the potential for threats to face it entails, so that redressive formulations are often incorporated in references; for instance, criticisms may be
expressed so obliquely that they can be interpreted as such only by correctly
interpreting the flouting of a Gricean maxim (Myers 1989).
Because the lexicogrammatical and rhetorical choices made by the writer
so substantially contribute to the effect created by this high-stakes feature, it
is an area of academic writing in which the interface between expression and
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content is particularly critical. Thus it is also an area in which EAP practitioners can make significant contributions, provided that they are equipped
with descriptive accounts of what constitutes good citation in academic texts.
However, because of the many possible variations in the form of citation
and the complex and nuanced tasks it accomplishes, such descriptions must
be correspondingly rich and contextualised. The present study extends earlier work on reporting verbs and addresses two overarching questions:
1. Do the patterns found in Shaw’s (1992) corpus of theses hold for
published research articles (RAs)?
2. Are such patterns sensitive to the choice of reporting verb?

2 Methods
The findings reported below derive from an analysis of a corpus consisting
of nearly 300 research articles from international peer-refereed journals in
the field of biology, and amounting to just over three quarters of a million
words. The corpus was searched for all inflected forms of two words frequently used as reporting verbs, show and find. The resulting 3,223 keyword-in-context (KWIC) lines were then examined to determine whether the
usage was reporting in each instance. This resulted in sentences such as (9)
and (10) being eliminated and 709 sentences such as (11) and (12) being
retained for further analysis.
(9) Panel A shows the pattern obtained when the C. albicans ERG16 gene
was hybridized to a blot of the gel shown in Fig. 1 A.
(10) The purpose of this study was to find a new pharmaceutical compound
to inhibit the growth of pathogenic microorganisms.
(11) However, Vezeau et al. [28] have shown that steam autoclaved CP-Ti
surfaces showed discoloration indicating possible surface oxide changes
and particulate contamination, resulting in lower fibroblast cell attachment level; the use of ultraviolet sterilization technique may be a better
alternative.
(12) In addition, Moors et al. found 5% human serum to inhibit Candida
growth in RPMI 1640 + P/S [10], consistent with our findings.
These procedures differed in two respects from those adopted by Shaw
(1992), who considered all reporting verbs, while here only reporting ‘find’
and ‘show’ are analysed, and who examined only the introduction section of
theses, while all reporting instances of those verbs are analysed here, regardless of the section of the article in which they appear.
The verb phrases in which find and show were heads were then categorised according to tense, aspect and voice, and the reporting sentence as
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integral or non-integral. Finally, the purpose of the reporting sentence was
categorised according to Shaw’s typology. Because this required verifying
its position in the paragraph and other aspects of the wider context, that part
of the analysis entailed going beyond the KWIC lines to examine the sentence within the PDF of the article. For that reason a random sample of 100
tokens of ‘find’ and ‘show’ was selected for further analysis, using the random number generator at http://www.random.org/integer-sets/.
The resulting figures were cross-tabulated using SPSS. The differences
reported below were found to be significant at or below the p ≤ .05 level by a
Pearson’s chi square test.

3 Results
The procedures detailed above resulted in findings in three areas. Results for
the frequency of the formal features investigated and relationships among
them are presented in section 3.1; the findings of the analysis of rhetorical
function are given in section 3.2; and section 3.3 examines the impact of the
choice of reporting verb on these patterns.

3.1 Frequencies
As Table One indicates, there was a preference for non-integral citations,
with them making up 72% of the references under investigation. Shaw’s
study found the reverse, a somewhat higher frequency of integral citations.
Nearly half of the verbs were in perfective aspect (primarily present perfect, though ten were in the past perfect), with a slightly smaller number
(43.4%) in the simple past, and a very small group making up about 3% of
the total in the simple present. An additional 28 verbs were part of reduced
clauses such as (13).
(13) Such non-specific hydrolysis of phospholipids may damage host cell
membranes, as previously shown for phospholipase B activities (Ibrahim et al. 1995).
These could not be classified for tense and aspect due to the uncertainty
about which auxiliary verb(s) had been ellipted. All 28 could, however, be
unproblematically classed as passive.
While the paucity of present tense verbs matches Shaw’s findings, in his
corpus the simple past was much more frequent (51%) in relation to the
present perfect (32%). Finally, the verbs were approximately equally divided
between the active and the passive, with a slight margin in favour of the
former, as in Shaw’s study.
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Table 1. Verb form frequencies
tokens of find, show
tokens used as reporting verbs
integral
non-integral
present
past
perfect
reduced
active
passive

3206
709
198
511
23
308
350
28
375
334

22.0%
28.0%
72.0%
3.2%
43.4%
49.4%
3.9%
52.9%
47.1%

Table 2. Form of incorporation and verb form. (Percentages are the proportion of verbs in given form within the form of incorporation.)

Active
Passive
Past
Perfective
Present
Reduced

Integral
180 (91.0%)
18 (9.0%)
128 (65.0%)
62 (31.0%)
2 (1.0%)
6 (3.0%)

Non-integral
195 (38.0%)
316 (62.0%)
180 (35.0%)
288 (56.0%)
21
(4.0%)
22
(4.0%)

Shaw (1992) found a strong correlation between verb form and form of incorporation, with non-integral citations most likely to have a passive reporting verb in perfective aspect and integral citations to have an active verb in
the simple past. As Table 2 shows, this pattern also holds true for the present
corpus.

3.2 Rhetorical function
As noted above, Shaw (1992) identified six rhetorical functions which were
found to correlate with verb form, and found that reporting a specific fact
was far and away the most common function. Correlations were also found
among function and verb form. For reporting a particular fact, but not in
paragraph-initial position, the past active was the most common choice,
while the perfect passive is used virtually exclusively for reporting the number of studies that have been performed on a topic.
To test whether these tendencies could be found in the biology RA corpus, a random selection of 100 KWIC lines were sampled and were classified according to these six functions. Given the large number of possible
categories which all the variables to be correlated would produce (eight
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combinations of tense, aspect and voice in the verb phrase x two options for
form of incorporation x six functions), an unfeasibly large number of citations would have to be classified in order to produce robust correlations with
regard to the less populous categories. For that reason, the relatively infrequent present and reduced citations were removed from the sample and replaced with others in the past or present perfect, and form of incorporation
was not taken into account.
This procedure means that these data are not fully comparable with
Shaw’s, particularly with regard to the single function—‘other generalisation’—which was most commonly accomplished with a present-tense verb in
his study. Among the other functions, three were most frequently realised in
this corpus with the same verb form as in the earlier corpus (Figure 1). The
functions ‘particular fact’ and ‘initial fact’ were most often accomplished
with a past-tense, active verb, and ‘several authorities’ with a passive, perfective one. The verb forms used for two functions—‘paragraph generalisation’ and ‘number of studies’—were not those which the earlier data would
predict. One reason for this is almost certainly the fact that in both studies
these are relatively small categories, meaning that the identification of patterns involving them must be regarded as somewhat tentative. Other reasons
are discussed in the final section.

20
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

verb form pa act
verb form pa pass
verb form perf act
verb form perf pass
init fact number other
of stud gen

para
gen

part
fact

function

Figure 1. Rhetorical function and verb form
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several
auth

3.3 Lexical selection
An additional objective of this investigation was to discover whether the
established patterns apply equally to all reporting verbs, or whether patterns
specific to individual verbs also exist. For that reason, two verbs, find and
show, were considered. As Table Three shows, the two verbs have rather
different profiles. The first difference was in frequency, with uses of show
making up 71% of the KWIC lines. The overall trend was for non-integral
citations to be more common. However, for show this tendency was even
more pronounced, while for find it was more balanced.
The overall preference for the perfective aspect similarly applies to show,
which occurs in this form about one and a half times more frequently than it
does in the past, while find appears in the past more than twice as often as it
does in the perfective. Additionally, show is more likely to appear in the
active, and find in the passive (p = .05).
Table 3. Verbs and features of the verb phrase. (Percentages in brackets give
the proportion of a given form within all occurrences of that verb.)

Tokens (reporting
usage)
Integral
Non-integral
Present
Past
Perfect
Reduced
Active
Passive

Show
491

Find
218

102
389
17
173
287
14
272
219

96
122
6
135
63
14
103
115

(21.0%)
(79.0%)
(3.5%)
(35.2%)
(55.5%)
(2.9%)
(55.4%)
(44.6%)

Total
709
(44.0%)
(56.0%)
(2.8%)
(61.9%)
(28.9%)
(6.4%)
(47.2%)
(52.8%)

198
511
23
308
350
28
375
334

(28.0%)
(72.0%)
(3.2%)
(43.4%)
(49.4%)
(3.9%)
(52.9%)
(47.1%)

Finally, a relationship exists between the form of incorporation—that is,
whether a reference is integral or non-integral—and verb form. These three
factors involved (integral versus non-integral citation; verb tense/aspect; and
voice) lead to sixteen possible combinations for each verb. Table 4 shows
the five most common, which account for 83% of all KWIC lines. Once
again, the overall patterns fragment when each verb is considered individually. The most common form in which show appears is perfective, passive and
non-integral, while for find it is the past, active and integral. The least frequent form of these five for find is the perfective active non-integral, while
for show it is past passive non-integral. Two categories, past active nonintegral and perfective active non-integral, which account for fewer than
10% of the occurrences of find, make up over a quarter of those for show.
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Table 4. Patterns of usage for find and show. (Percentages represent proportion of tokens of each verb appearing in the given form and do not add up to
100% for either verb as only the largest categories are presented here.)

past active integral
past active nonintegral
past passive nonintegral
perfective active
non-integral
perfective passive
non-integral

find
show
total
73 (34.0%)
48 (10.0%) 121 (17.0%)
14 (6.0%)
90 (18.0%) 104 (15.0%)
42 (19.0%)

33

(7.0%)

75 (11.0%)

2 (1.0%)

73

(52.0%)

75 (11.0%)

46 (21.0%)

165

(34.0%)

211 (30.0%)

4 Discussion
The present study has provided further evidence that patterns or correlations
exist among the linguistic features which characterise reporting language. It
has also found evidence for many of the specific relationships identified in
Shaw (1992), while some were seen to differ.
The relationships found in the earlier study were explained in terms of
rhetorical purpose and information structure. The need to conform to the
expected theme-rheme structure sets up a series of further constraints:
Rhetorical function and/or cohesion determines theme-rheme structure, which
determines word order. Word-order determines what shall be the subject and
hence determines voice, because of the semantics of the reporting verbs, and
tense, because this is related to the definiteness and other characteristics of the
subject. Tense and voice are therefore not chosen to indicate function, but in
most cases follow naturally from higher-level decisions. (Shaw 1992: 312)

The evidence presented above suggests that this explanation can be amplified with respect to two additional factors, which also contribute to explaining some of the differences in the findings of the present and the earlier
study: the specific semantics of the reporting verbs selected, and the relationship between local rhetorical purposes and the writer’s broader objectives (which are naturally inextricably linked to authorial identity).
Different formal patterns were found for the two verbs investigated. On
first consideration this may not be surprising given that the long list of verbs
which can be used for reporting purposes have been shown to have quite
different semantics (Thompson & Ye 1991) and patterns of usage (Charles
2006). It is worth noting, though, that find and show share many characteristics. In Thompson & Ye’s typology, they are both ‘research’ verbs (as op162

posed to those which represent verbal expression, for example, such as state
or describe), and they reveal a positive stance on the part of both the writer
and the author; that is, both Smith finds and Smith shows indicate that Smith
represented the proposition as being true and the writer who cites Smith in
that way agrees. The semantics of the two might therefore be thought to be
too similar to make different patterns of usage likely.
However, it can be argued that a rather nuanced distinction between the
two exists, in that show can be thought to require greater agency, and thus
potentially greater subjectivity, on the part of the subject than find. Things
can be found by accident and indeed are often expected to; after searching
for a lost item we often say “well, it will turn up”. Showing or demonstrating
something only happens with intention and conscious thought.
The most common pattern in which find appeared was the past active in
an integral citation, while show occurred most frequently in non-integral
citations in the perfective passive. Two of those features—voice and form of
incorporation—significantly influence the extent to which the agent is perceived as present. The passive of course notoriously minimises agency. The
effect of an integral citation is, by bringing the source into the grammar of
the reporting sentence, to make that source more prominent.
In the natural sciences, objectivity is highly prized (Becher & Trowler
2001). Findings are intended to be reproducible, and the role of the researcher is to expose demonstrable facts, not to argue for interpretations. In this
light, the use of show with forms which downplay the presence of the researcher who did the showing has the effect of toning down a degree of
agency which might be seen to conflict with the expected objectivity. On the
other hand, revealing that agency may be a safer choice when the more conservative act of finding, identifying something which was already there, is
involved.
In putting forth this interpretation I am not arguing that authors in the natural sciences invest time and energy in weighing up the fine distinctions
between verbs like find and show and then making nuanced choices of verb
form to match their selection. Rather, I am suggesting that such choices may
form part of a writer’s background awareness of conventional usage.
Hoey has demonstrated that the choice of the words to use, the grammatical forms in which to use them, and even the rhetorical structures in which
they reside are all closely interrelated (2005). He argues that our use of patterns is based on a subconscious knowledge of what forms are commonly
used with others, and that various factors, including position in the text (Hoey & O’Donnell 2009) and the selection of a first word ‘prime’ the writer or
speaker and trigger a series of concomitant choices. Such priming may be at
work in shaping the selection of reporting verb and the form in which it
appears, and creating the patterns attested here.
A second factor which can contribute to explaining the patterns is the relationship between the purpose for citations, the writer’s larger objectives for
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the text, and the writer’s role within the discourse community. As noted
above, the writers in Shaw’s study showed a modest preference for integral
citations, while in the present corpus non-integral citations outnumbered the
integral by a ratio of over two to one. This feature has been shown to be
subject to disciplinary variation (Thompson 2000), but that seems an unlikely explanation for such a significant difference, given that both corpora contain texts from the area of biology. A difference that may be more important
in this context is the use of thesis portions in the earlier study versus RAs in
the present one.
The use of integral citation makes the cited author more prominent, and
this may in some circumstances result in the writer appearing to be relinquishing some of her authority to the source author (Groom 2000; Pecorari
2004). In (14), the non-integral citation mitigates some of the force of the
attribution; the writer presents the proposition as a fact which could simply
be averred, drawing on Brie for additional support. In (15), on the other
hand, the writer hands over all responsibility for the proposition to Brie, and
Brie becomes more authoritative by virtue of being the expert whose word
must be taken for the proposition.
This is not to suggest that integral citations inevitably result in a loss of
authority on the part of the writer. The reference in (15) could merely be a
placeholder, preparing the way for a later evaluation of Brie’s work, or integral citations can be combined with strongly evaluative elements in the reporting verb phrase, as in (16), and in both cases the evaluation helps the
writer achieve greater authority by placing her on a par with the published
source.
(14) The moon is made of green cheese (Brie, 2000)
(15) According to Brie (2000), the moon is made of green cheese.
(16) As Brie (2000) correctly notes, the moon is made of green cheese.
However, in the absence of such countering influences, the effect of integral
citations may be to position the writer as less authoritative than the source,
and it is possible that this explains the greater frequency in the studentwritten corpus, compared to that consisting of published work.
It is reasonable to think that this may be the case because the two genres—theses and RAs—have a fundamental difference in one of their objectives. To secure publication the RA must be judged by peer reviewers to
reach what the journal and the disciplinary community more widely perceive
to be the minimum standard of quality. In other words, the author of an RA
wishes to project to the reviewers the impression that she is indeed their
peer.
The situation in a thesis is naturally different. It is written by someone
who is acknowledged not yet to be the full peer of the people who will pass
judgement on the work. For that reason, displaying both familiarity with the
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literature in the field and a degree of due deference to published scholars in
the field are objectives for the thesis writer. Integral citations and other referencing strategies which make the source prominent are therefore an easier
fit with the goals of a thesis than those of an RA. (This also illustrates a respect in which assessment writing both cultivates and demands different
proficiencies than those required of writers established in their professions;
others are described in Shaw & Pecorari 2013.)
The present study has extended Shaw’s (1992) work on the relationship
between form and function in reporting verbs. The correlations found in the
earlier thesis corpus between formal categories were also attested in the
present corpus of research articles in biology. Only partial confirmation of a
correlation between form and function was found, and this may be due to
methodological details and/or to the fact that the role of citation is different
in theses and in published research articles. In addition, differing patterns
were found for the two reporting verbs investigated.
It has been suggested that the phenomenon of lexical priming and the
larger rhetorical purposes of the text can both help explain the patterns found
in the earlier study and in this one. These explanations endorse Shaw’s conclusion that formal choices are driven by higher-order factors related to the
organisation of, and ultimately the objectives of, the text.
This has certain implications for the EAP practitioner, the first of which is
a somewhat disheartening one. The patterns associated with citation have
been shown to be detailed, intricate and specific. Shaw demonstrated that
information structure can provide an explanation for why these choices need
to be made in the way they are; priming provides an explanation for how
writers know which linguistic realisations of their ideas will be received as
conventional and appropriate. The source of priming, according to Hoey
(2005), is extensive exposure to discourse similar to that which the speaker
or writer is producing. In other words, learning to make the complex chain of
decisions from rhetorical objective to lexicogrammatical realisation is a
question of language acquisition, rather than language learning.
To the extent, though, that the large and growing number of scholars who
must write up their research in English as a second language look to EAP for
guidance in the form of instruction and reference materials, it is clear simple
descriptions of patterns will not suffice. Some forms have been shown to be
so rarely occurring that it may be possible to advise writers to be wary of
them. However, simple formulae about which verb forms to use for what
purpose cannot offer sufficient guidance. They may be useful in raising writers’ awareness of features, but cannot be used to tell a writer “this is how
you do it”.
This suggests that the EAP teacher would do well to keep learners’ eyes
focused on the bigger picture. Learners need to understand the role that
citation (in this case) can play in achieving the objectives of the text in the
first instance, and to make finding the linguistic forms to realise those goals
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a second step. It also suggests that teaching approaches which focus less on
dispensing prescriptive ‘rules’ about research writing and more on enabling
lifelong learning are appropriate. An example is Charles’ (2012) work on
training learners in the creation and use of corpora. In other words, rather
than telling learners how to refer to sources, a more effective approach may
be to help them discover for themselves the reasons for the correlation of
voice, tense and sentence function in reporting verbs.
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Dialects
Sociolinguistics

Tourism and the Commodification of
Language
JOAN C. BEAL

Abstract. Heller (2003) discusses the commodification of language and identity in
the ‘new economy’ with reference to call-centre workers in Canada. For post-industrial cities such as ‘Newcastle-Gateshead’ in the UK, Pittsburgh in the USA, and
Lille in France, tourism plays an important part in the ‘new economy’ and the distinctive dialects of these places have been commodified in order to present a sense
of ‘otherness’ which is vital to the tourist offer. The marketing of these cities as
tourist destinations builds on this sense of ‘otherness’, projecting the idea that these
places have distinct culture, heritage and language. The dialects are literally commodified in the form of phrase-books and souvenirs such as mugs and t-shirts with
slogans in dialect. Drawing on the language ideological theories of Agha (2003), and
the application of these ideas to local dialect and identity in Beal (2009) and Johnstone (2009), I discuss the extent to which these commodities both draw on and
perpetuate the indexicality of a small number of linguistic variants. I also consider
whether the ideologies evoked by such commodities are those of the local community or of outsiders, and the extent to which they invoke positive or negative stereotypes.
Keywords: commodification, dialect, identity, indexicality, stereotypes

1 Introduction
The use of metaphors related to commodities and the marketplace to describe linguistic practice is not a new phenomenon. Bourdieu’s notion of
linguistic capital (Bourdieu & Boltanski 1975) has been taken up by linguists
such as Cameron (2000), Eckert (1989, 2000) and Heller (2003) to discuss
ways in which competence in particular language styles has value in social
or economic ‘marketplaces’. What I wish to discuss in this paper is a more
literal commodification of linguistic varieties and variants in the more concrete marketplace of the tourist industry, where items such as t-shirts, mugs
and mouse-mats emblazoned with tokens of regional language or dialect are
on sale. There has been a proliferation of these commodities in the last decade of the twentieth and the early years of the twenty-first centuries. This is
precisely the period in which concerns have been raised both about the loss
of linguistic diversity due to the globalisation of English and the levelling of
dialects, and about the loss of cultural diversity due to ‘McDonaldization’
(Ritzer 1993). After outlining this apparent paradox, I provide accounts of
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the processes of enregisterment (Agha 2003), whereby specific linguistic
features become associated with social values, and of commodification,
which transforms these enregistered tokens of language into goods for sale.
Finally, with reference to case studies from post-industrial cities in the UK,
France and the USA, I demonstrate how the development of urban tourism
has created a market for these goods, which in their turn influence the further
enregisterment of the linguistic tokens illustrated on them.

2 Levelling and diversity
You don’t know what you’ve got ’til it’s gone
Joni Mitchell

The quote above is taken from Joni Mitchell’s Big Yellow Taxi, which laments the loss of the natural environment to urban development, pesticides,
etc. and warns the listeners that they will miss this once it has been destroyed. I cite it here because it neatly sums up the way in which awareness
of the potential loss of diversity, in language as in every other aspect of life,
is accompanied by an enhanced awareness of that diversity: perhaps it would
be more accurate to say that we don’t know what we’ve got until it is almost
gone. In nineteenth-century Britain, laments concerning the imminent demise of regional dialects were commonplace in the prefaces of the many
dialect dictionaries which, in turn, raised awareness of linguistic diversity.
The following extracts, taken from glossaries of the Sussex and South Lancashire dialects respectively, are typical:
The march of education must sooner or later trample down and stamp out anything like distinctive provincial dialect in England; but when this result shall
have been effected, much that is really valuable will be lost to our language,
unless an effort is promptly made to collect and record words which, together
with the ideas which first rendered them necessary, are rapidly falling into
disuse (Parish 1875: i).
There can scarcely be a doubt that the genuine South Lancashire dialect, the
Folk-Speech of our grandfathers and grandmothers, is fast dying out so far as
oral communication is concerned. Railways and compulsory state education
are making havoc of the old words. (Taylor 1901: v)

Parish, Taylor and many other authors, including such notable linguists as
Joseph Wright, compiler of the English Dialect Dictionary (1898–1905) and
W.W. Skeat, Professor of Anglo-Saxon at the University of Cambridge,
were united in their view that universal primary education (introduced in
1870), the expansion of towns and cities, and the enhanced opportunities for
travel afforded by the railway network, would lead to what we would now
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term dialect contact and levelling. Meanwhile, the urban working classes in
towns and cities found ways to celebrate and affirm their linguistic identity
in music-hall songs and recitations (Beal 2000, Hermeston 2011) or in local
publications written in dialect. Richard W Bailey points out that the nineteenth-century saw an upsurge in dialect writing which constituted an unprecedented challenge to the dominance of Standard English in print, and
notes that “dialect writing, even in forms lacking respectability, gives authority to the vernacular” (1996: 271). This combination of heightened concern over the loss of linguistic diversity and the corresponding increase in
expressions of awareness of this diversity that we see in nineteenth-century
Britain has recurred at times of social change throughout the twentieth century. Writing eight years after the end of World War II, Stanley Ellis, one of
the most active fieldworkers and researchers on the Survey of English Dialects, expressed the same sense of urgency as the nineteenth-century dialect
lexicographers cited above:
First of all, the work must be done as speedily as possible. The effect of the
upheaval of two world wars, the broadening of national education and the improvement in transport and various other factors are quickly breaking down
the social and geographical barriers, and in fact with the younger generation,
have already done so. Very often in visiting a village to-day, a fieldworker
will be told that he has arrived just too late, for old so-and-so, who was the
right man to answer questions about old times, has recently died, and there are
no more natives like him left. (1953: 12)

Like his nineteenth-century predecessors, Ellis identified education and enhanced communication opportunities as the prime causes of dialect levelling,
but he also recognised how World War II had disrupted the close social networks of England’s villages. Some of the nicknames for urban dialects of
British English and their speakers have their first citations in the Oxford
English Dictionary from the years during or immediately after the war, as
demonstrated by (1)–(2) below.
(1) 1941 G. Kersh They die with their Boots Clean ii. 65 You’re a Brummy
Boy. I can tell by your accent. (OED online s.v. Brummy)
(2) 1945 Southern Daily Echo 27 Dec. 4/3 He was stopped by his Lordship
and asked to explain the meaning of three words—‘oppo’, ‘Geordie’
and ‘scouse’. His interpretations were: ‘oppo’ slang for opposite number, friend or colleague, ‘Geordie’—a native of Newcastle-upon-Tyne;
‘scouse’—a native of Liverpool where they eat ‘scouse’ (stew). (OED
online s.v. scouse)
The first of these examples is taken from a novel about the experience of
soldiers in World War II and clearly depicts the context in which dialect
contact led to awareness of diversity, whilst the second is a report of court
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proceedings in which the judge, (stereo)typically out of touch with current
slang, needs to have the words ‘Geordie’ and ‘Scouse’ explained to him. As
in the nineteenth century, the same external forces which led to the demise
of ‘traditional’ dialects created a heightened awareness of the urban dialects
which were to replace them.
In more recent times, factors such as new town development (Kerswill &
Williams 2000), commuting, relocation and counter-urbanization (Britain
2009) and the media (Stuart-Smith et al. 2007) have all been widely discussed in popular as well as academic texts as contributing to the levelling of
British accents and dialects. As in earlier times, this anxiety about the imminent demise of dialects is accompanied by a proliferation of expressions of
interest in, and celebration of, local and regional language forms, including
the minority autochthonous languages Cornish, Scottish Gaelic and Welsh,
alongside Scots and dialects of English.
In some cases, the dialects discussed and represented in these media have
only recently become recognised as distinctive. In his study of perceptions of
English dialects reported in Montgomery & Beal 2010, Chris Montgomery
found that Manchester was recognised as a place with a distinctive urban
dialect, whereas an earlier study by Fumio Inoue (1999) had found no
awareness of a ‘Manchester’ dialect. This recognition of a Manchester dialect (with its own nickname Manc), is a result of the rise in cultural salience
of Manchester following the ‘Madchester’ pop music scene of the 1990s and
the subsequent ubiquity of Manchester voices in the media. A BBC Manchester webpage from 2002 bears witness to Mancunians’ perception that
their dialect is distinctive. In response to a request from Collins Dictionary
for up-to-date ‘Manc’ dialect words, BBC Manchester sent out the following
request: “Ever wanted to get a really ‘sound’ Manc word or phrase in the
dictionary? Well, don’t get your ‘trolleys’ in a twist – here’s your chance”.
The words in quotes, sound and trolleys, are words which the author of the
webpage expects the public to recognise as tokens of ‘Manc’ (sound is a
term of approbation; trolleys are trousers or underpants). Members of the
public responded with many suggestions and anecdotes, such as the following:
(3) From Bobz in Salford bang on/bangin – exceedingly good
napper – head (ur doin me napper in – you are annoying/frustrating me)
scrote(s) – undesirable collection of youths, usually with mischief in
mind (in full ‘scrote’ regalia)
lamp/one arra/spark out – to render someone unconscious with one blow
(what a lovely town, most of the phrases are related to violence! lol)
bag of – not very good quality (body waste reference)
leathered/steamin/ratted – inebriated
smashed/’ammered/wrecked – rather high on narcotics (usu. cannabis).
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(4) From Steve W in Boston, USA – formerly Crumpsall
Chip Biff – Chip muffin
(he’s got a) Mard on – (He’s) Sulking
Skriking – Crying / whining
owt or nowt – anything or something, as in, “what are we doing tonight? Owt or nowt?”All belters!
As is often the case with web discussions of this kind, there were disputes
about the authenticity or ‘localness’ of some of the words submitted. ‘Bobby
from Manchester’ wrote: “from the above it seems apparent to me that a
number of these words come from Cockney slang” and there were different
views on the precise recipe for a butty. The discussion is now closed, but
there are 82 contributions archived on the BBC Manchester site.
The postings on the BBC Manchester website, like the overwhelming
public response to the call for local words by the BBC Voices project in
2005 demonstrate the eagerness of the British public to claim and assert
local identity by expressing knowledge of local dialect. These expressions of
identity are often made by ‘expats’ who no longer live in their place of birth:
out of the 82 postings archived on the BBC Manchester site, 15 are from
outside the Manchester area, either from other parts of England, or from as
far afield as Australia, Canada and the USA. Some of these ‘expats’ state
where in the Manchester area they were born, such as “Mark Ashworth in
Atlanta, Ga. USA (formerly of Eccles)” and “Rick in Ireland, formerly
Hyde”. This echoes what Johnstone and Baumgardt found in their study of
an online discussion of Pittsburgh speech. They concluded that “geographic
mobility and attendant nostalgia for place may be sparking enhanced awareness [of local dialect] in the early 2000s” (2004: 137). As in all the other
contexts discussed above, the social forces contributing to dialect contact
and levelling also promote awareness of diversity. In order to explain this
apparent paradox, we need to consider it within the framework of indexicality.

3 Indexicality and enregisterment
Johnstone & Baumgardt (2004) use the term ‘vernacular norming’ to describe the process whereby speakers identify and authenticate linguistic features as belonging to a named variety, even when the features concerned are
not confined to that variety. In a later paper (Johnstone et al. 2006), this
process is discussed with reference to Asif Agha’s (2003) framework of
indexicality and enregisterment. Silverstein (1993) discusses the way that
linguistic features become identified with social factors in terms of orders of
indexicality. At the first order, a correlation between a particular linguistic
form and a social category may be observed by an outsider such as a linguist.
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At the second order, speakers come to rationalise and justify the link between the linguistic form and the social category. At this point their use of
the feature becomes variable according to self-consciousness, identity, style,
etc. At the third order of indexicality, forms which have been linked with a
certain social category become the subject of overt comment.
Such metapragmatic discourse, or, as Johnstone et al. (2006: 84) describe
it, ‘talk about talk’, both reflects and plays a part in the process which Agha
calls ‘enregisterment’, whereby a set of linguistic features is identified as “a
linguistic repertoire differentiable within a language as a socially recognised
register” which has come to index “speaker status linked to a specific
scheme of cultural values” (Agha 2003: 231). The sets of features thus enregistered are represented collectively in the public imagination as stable
varieties and maintained across time and region via practices that reiterate
the value of these accents/dialects and their link to social status. Once a variety is fixed in place and time in this way, people can reflexively respond to it
as a cultural value and the repertoire of enregistered features can be used by
speakers to express and/or perform identity.
If we consider the scenarios discussed in section 2 in the light of this
framework, the apparent paradox outlined there can be resolved. When
speakers of a particular dialect are isolated from contact with speakers of
other varieties, neither the norms of their close social networks nor the
speakers’ identities are challenged. A visiting dialectologist may be aware of
the correlation between features of their speech and their membership of a
community located in a specific place, but (at least until they meet the dialectologist), the speakers themselves are unaware of this. This situation
would be typical of the first order of indexicality. Once these close networks
are disrupted and dialect contact occurs, speakers become aware of the correlation between features of their speech and their place of birth, either because they are commented on by others (as in example (1) above) or because
the speakers notice the different patterns used by their interlocutors. Johnstone et al. (2006) note that the use of the term ‘Pittsburghese’ with reference to what is claimed to be a distinct urban dialect of American English
coincides with the decline of the steel industry and the subsequent migration
of Pittsburghers to other towns and cities, where their dialect would be the
subject of comment. The second and third orders of indexicality and the
process of enregisterment require an awareness of difference that can only be
achieved through dialect contact. Since dialect contact is also a prerequisite
for levelling, it is not surprising that awareness of diversity and anxiety
about the loss of this diversity go hand in hand. Such heightened awareness
of the connection between specific linguistic features and local identities is
also instrumental in creating a market for, and facilitating the production of,
the commodities referred to in section 1. In the next section, I shall outline
the processes involved in commodification and the market for linguisticallybranded goods created by the tourist industry.
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4 Commodification
Norman Fairclough defines commodification as follows:
Commodification is the process whereby social domains and institutions,
whose concern is not producing commodities in the narrower economic sense
of goods for sale, come nevertheless to be organized and conceptualized in
terms of commodity production, distribution, and consumption (Fairclough
1992: 207).

Thus a social domain (e.g. language) that is not normally thought of as being
bought or sold acquires an economic value. It has long been recognised that
proficiency in the use of a particular language or variety of language can
provide cultural capital, and Monica Heller notes with respect to the position
of French in Canada that “commodification […] renders language amenable
to redefinition as a measurable skill” (2003: 474). A similar phenomenon
can be observed in Wales and parts of Scotland, where proficiency in Welsh
or Gaelic respectively can enhance employment prospects in certain occupations, or in the regions of England, where companies place call centres according to the perceived ‘friendliness’ of the local accent (Beal 2008a).
However, as I indicated at the start of this paper, the relationship between
the tokens of language displayed on the items illustrated in figures 1–6 below and the literal market value of the goods concerned is more direct. The tshirts, mugs, etc. have a commercial value in themselves as items that can be
worn or used, but the linguistic tokens displayed on them provide their
unique selling point. Johnstone (2009) notes that the retail price of a plain
white t-shirt at the time of writing was $2.19, but an item of similar quality
with tokens of Pittsburgh dialect printed on it would sell for between $5.00
and $8.00. Thus the tokens of dialect added between $2.81 and $5.81 to the
value of the item. Johnstone refers in this paper to Arjun Appadurai’s definition of the ‘commodity situation’ of any item as “the situation in which its
exchangeability (past, present, or future) for some other thing is its socially
relevant feature” (Appadurai 1986: 13). Johnstone goes on to note that, according to Appadurai,
[i]n order to enter into a commodity situation, a “thing” (in our case, the imagined dialect people call “Pittsburghese”) must, historically, be in a “commodity phase,” it must be a potential “commodity candidate,” and it must be in a
viable “commodity context” (Appadurai1986: 13–15, cited in Johnstone 2009:
161).

In all the contexts to be discussed in the next section, the variety of speech
concerned enters a commodity phase when specific features are at the third
order of indexicality and are enregistered as ‘local’. It becomes a commodity
candidate when these forms are indexically linked with qualities that are
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valued, such as ‘authenticity’, and the commodity context becomes viable
when a market exists for goods branded with linguist tokens of the variety
and the production of such goods is a viable economic proposition.
We have already seen in 3 how, in the late twentieth and early twenty-first
centuries, the change from an industrial to a post-industrial economy in
many towns and cities in Europe and North America has led to mobility and
subsequent dialect contact. This in turn has created the conditions in which
both dialect levelling and the enregisterment of certain stereotypical features
of specific urban dialects have occurred. Geographical mobility has also
created nostalgia for these enregistered features, endowing them with qualities such as ‘authenticity’. The shift from an industrial to a service-based
economy has enhanced the market value of language, as workers engaged in
service encounters are expected to project a friendly image. It has also led to
an increased investment in tourism in places that would formerly not have
been regarded as desirable destinations, such as Newcastle, Pittsburgh and
Lille. In marketing such destinations to potential visitors, tourism professionals are faced with the problem of identifying the unique selling point of
their town or city at a time when anxiety about the loss of cultural distinctiveness is as acute as that concerning loss of dialectal diversity. Christopher
Law points out that “cities will only attract visitors if they can offer something different, special or unique” but that they are ‘becoming more and
more alike, their individuality confined to a few historic buildings’ (2002:
195, 189). In this context, features of language enregistered as “different,
special or unique” can be used to promote tourist destinations. In the next
section, we will look at case studies of the commodification of local dialect
in three post-industrial cities: Newcastle upon Tyne in the UK, Pittsburgh in
the USA and Lille in France.

5 Case studies
5.1 Newcastle
The urban dialect of Newcastle upon Tyne in the north-east of England,
popularly known as Geordie, is one of the best-recognised varieties within
the UK (Montgomery & Beal 2010). The enregisterment of Geordie as a
distinct variety of English with an acknowledged repertoire of stereotypical
features goes back at least to the nineteenth century, when these features
were used to perform local identity in the music halls and mechanics’ institutes which provided entertainment for the urban working class (Beal 2000).
This means that Geordie has been in a commodity phase for some time.
However, it is only relatively recently that the demise of industry and subsequent urban regeneration, along with a strong presence of Tyneside-born
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performers and characters in the media, has provided the commodity candidacy and context for goods such as the mug and t-shirts illustrated in figures
1–4.
The mug in figures 1 and 2 is one that I bought from a tourist information
office in Newcastle at least ten years ago, whilst the illustrations of t-shirts in
figures 3 and 4 have been downloaded from the Dialect t-shirts website.

Figure 1. Geordie Mug (front) (photo: Joan C. Beal)

Figure 2. Geordie Mug (back) (photo: Joan C. Beal)
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Figure 3. Geordie T-shirt 1

Figure 4. Geordie T-shirt 2
The mug in figures 1 and 2, like the Pittsburgh T-shirts described by Johnstone (2009), is a very basic design which would have been acquired cheaply
by the manufacturer. The black and white colour scheme would be recognisable to anybody living in or visiting Newcastle as that of the Newcastle
United football team, a very important symbol of local identity. The text on
the front of the mug combines stereotypical ‘Geordie’ features with a discourse of authenticity: “How can you tell a genuine Geordie? Divvint, he
canna be telt” Here, there is a pun on tell meaning ‘identify’ in the question
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and ‘command’ in the answer: a genuine Geordie cannot be told what to do.
All the ‘Geordie’ features here are morpho-syntactic: the characteristic negative forms of do and can along with the non-standard participle of tell (see
Beal 2008b for further discussion of these features) and the joke would
probably not be understood by outsiders, so this mug was probably marketed
to natives and/or ‘expats’ returning to visit. The reverse side continues with
the discourse of authenticity: “this is a genuine Geordie mug” and introduces
some of the stereotypical features of ‘Geordie’ pronunciation: right is
spelled <reet>, indicating the vowel /iː/ rather than the RP diphthong /aɪ/,
and all is represented as <aal>, indicating /aː/ rather than /ɔː/.
The Geordie mug in figures 1 and 2 represents a fairly early stage in the
commodification of Geordie. This and other items manufactured by the
company Geordie.Inc were sold in tourist information centres and from
booths in the malls of the Metro Centre, the large out-of-town shopping
centre in Gateshead which attracts visitors from a wide area. More recently,
the availability of internet shopping has opened up opportunities for less
locally-based companies to produce higher-quality items for a wider range of
consumers. The t-shirts in figures 3 and 4 can be ordered online from the
‘Dialect t-shirt company’, which invites consumers to submit their own local
dialect slogans and offers t-shirts representing a wide range of dialects and
locations. The slogans here are simpler, restricted to single stereotypical
phrases that are widely recognised as representing their respective dialects.
Indeed, the phrase why aye, man! (roughly meaning ‘yes, of course!’) is so
widely recognised that on the shirt in figure 4 it has been reduced to <Y-I>,
imitating text language, or possibly a car-sticker (like the Pittsburgh t-shirt
displaying <YNZ> discussed in the next section).
The range of available commodities branded as ‘Geordie’ testifies to the
salience of this variety within the UK. Montgomery found that it was one of
the two most recognised varieties in his study (Montgomery & Beal 2010),
the other being Scouse. Newcastle has for some time had a reputation as a
‘party city’ and a popular destination for stag and hen nights, and celebrities
with Geordie accents are ubiquitous in the media. All these factors contribute to creating the commodity candidacy for the marketing of Geordie: language attitude surveys show that this variety is indexically linked with a
range of positive features, both by Geordies themselves, and by visitors from
other parts of Britain (see Beal 2004 for further discussion of this). The
commodity context was created first by the rise of Newcastle and the Metro
Centre as shopping and leisure destinations and, most recently, by the marketing opportunities provided by the internet: the dialect t-shirt company
actually invites customers to provide their own slogans, which it will then
sell to others.
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5.2 Pittsburgh
The commodification of Pittsburghese is much more recent than that of
Geordie. According to Johnstone “Pittsburgh speech entered a commodity
phase” at the point when features of this variety were “no longer linked exclusively with class or correctness but also […] with local identity” (2009:
163). This came about as a result of social and geographical mobility in the
second half of the twentieth century. Johnstone argues that the commodity
candidacy for Pittsburghese is created by the “ideology of ‘folklorism’”,
whereby “cultural authenticity is […] linked to place” (2009: 165). Thus, in
post-industrial Pittsburgh, tokens of stereotypical local dialect sit alongside
displays of artefacts from the steel industry in the historical museum. Like
the Geordie mug discussed in 5.1, the slogans on Pittsburgh t-shirts explicitly reference this discourse of authenticity. Johnstone provides illustrations of
one t-shirt bearing the slogan “100% authentic Pittsburgh” in brown and
gold (the colours of the Pittsburgh Steelers football team) and another representing a car bumper sticker with “YNZ Pittsburgh”. The latter, like the ‘YI’ t-shirt in figure 4 above, requires the consumer to recognise a shortened
form of a stereotypical linguistic feature, in this case the local form of the
second person plural pronoun yins, which is so strongly indexed as ‘Pittsburghese’ that the nickname for Pittsburghers is yinsers. The commodity
context for the production and marketing of these t-shirts is created by the
availability both online and in folk-dictionaries such as McCool (1982) of
lists of ‘Pittsburghese’ words. Indeed, many of the t-shirts display lists of
words and meanings in dictionary format. Digital printing makes it easy and
inexpensive to produce these t-shirts and venues such as ‘the Strip’, a long
street of shops and market stalls, and the sports shops patronised by expats
returning for football, baseball and ice hockey matches, provide outlets.
Thus, all the conditions are met for the commodification of Pittsburghese, a
variety which, according to Johnstone et al. (2006: 95) was first named as
such in 1967. The appearance in the press of comments on this variety reflected the growing awareness of indexical links between speech forms and
place and in turn provided material for publications such as McCool (1982).
Once the social and economic conditions required for commodification were
in place, these publications in turn facilitated the production of artefacts such
as the Pittsburgh t-shirts. Although the recognition of Pittsburghese as a
specific local variety is much more recent than that of Geordie, the social
and economic circumstances leading to commodification are very similar
and took place at roughly the same time—the late twentieth century. In the
final case study, we will look at an even more recent case of commodification: the dialect of northern France.
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5.3 Ch’timi
Ch’timi is the term used to refer to the urban dialect of the Nord-Pas-deCalais region of Northern France, and especially of its regional capital, Lille.
France has tended to have a much more centralised language policy than the
UK or the USA, with regional languages such as Breton and Occitan only
recently gaining support, and awareness of regional dialect differences much
lower than in Anglophone countries. In a study of hexagonal French speakers’ perceptions of regional accents, Zoe Boughton found that her participants showed little recognition of specific urban varieties, but that the most
‘socially marked’ designation was ‘North’ (2006: 301). As with the varieties
discussed in 5.1 and 5.2, recognition of Ch’timi as distinctive, and the names
ch’ti and ch’timi, came about as a result of mobility and dialect contact, in
this case in the trenches of World War I as Tim Pooley explains:
Originally a pejorative nickname given to northern soldiers by their comrades
in the 1914–18 War, based on a combination of two patois words heard in
their conversations, i.e. chti ‘celui’ and mi ‘moi’, Chtimi or its shortened form
Chti has become a designation, which signals pride in the region (1996: 10).

Like Newcastle and Pittsburgh, the towns and cities of northern France were
formerly centres of industry, in this case coal-mining and textiles. Industrial
expansion in the nineteenth century led to in-migration, dialect contact and
replacement of the traditional Picard dialect by the urban vernacular noticed
by the soldiers in World War I. The twentieth century, especially the last
decades of that century, saw rapid decline of these industries and, as in Newcastle and Pittsburgh, relocation of workers to other parts of the country
along with a switch to other occupations within the region. In the case of
Lille, the opening of the Eurostar rail link in the 1990s made the city accessible from the UK and other regions of France, such that it is now a popular
tourist destination. All the conditions are in place for the commodification of
the urban dialect of Nord-Pas-de-Calais: although Ch’timi was recognised as
a distinct regional identity in the early twentieth century, the designation was
at that time pejorative, and the commodity phase for this variety seems to
have begun in the last decades of the century. The catalysts for the commodity candidacy of Ch’timi have been the mobility of the population and,
most recently, the rise of the Lille area as a tourist destination. Tim Pooley
points to the beginnings of commodification when he notes that Ch’timi “has
been used on bumper stickers and a brand of local beer also bears the name”
(Pooley 1996: 10). However, awareness of Ch’timi and the national exposure that created the commodity context was accelerated by the release in
2008 of the comedy film Bienvenue Chez les Ch’tis. This film holds the boxoffice record of 22 million for a French language film in France. It plays
heavily on stereotypes of the Nord-Pas-de-Calais region which are very
similar to the ‘Grim up North’ stereotypes of northern England in the UK:
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Figure 5. Ch’timi t-shirt (Tokyom 2008)
outsiders believe the region to be working-class, cold, miserable and grimy
and the people to be feckless drunks who eat junk food. The film tells the
story of a post-office manager from the south who is redeployed to the north
as a punishment. He arrives expecting the worst, but soon learns that the
northerners, whilst lacking the refinement of Parisians or citizens of the Côte
d’Azur, are warm-hearted, fun loving and loyal. The negative stereotypes of
the north are thus replaced by positive ones. The film’s credits include an
acknowledgement to the Nord-Pas-de-Calais tourist board, and much is
made of the historic architecture and fine (though windswept) beaches of the
region. The film thus plays a very active part in the enregisterment of
Ch’timi, promoting the positive associations of tourist attractions and friendly locals with features of the dialect such as the stereotypical use of /ʃ/ where
standard French has /s/. Since the release of Bienvenue Chez les Ch’tis, websites have sprung up celebrating this regional identity and offering merchandise such as the t-shirt in figure 5 and the brand of sauce in figure 6 (the
consumption of frites is another cultural stereotype of the Ch’tis).
These commodities are not as sophisticated in their use of dialect as those
from Newcastle or Pittsburgh. The only linguistic feature represented is the
use of /ʃ/ represented orthographically as <ch> in the name Ch’timi and, in
figure 6 in <ché> for standard French c’est. It is also intriguing that all the
words on the t-shirt apart from Ch’timi itself are in English: this could indicate that the t-shirt is being marketed to Anglophone tourists, but it could
also be an example of the global commodification of English as a ‘cool’
language.
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Figure 6. La Sauce Ch’timi (Colona 2011)

6 Conclusion
The case studies in section 5 all show a similar pattern of industrial growth
and decline leading to dialect contact, enhanced awareness of local dialect
and, eventually, commodification of the dialect once the features concerned
have been indexed as local and authentic and associated with positive stereotypes of the region and its people. The twenty-first century, with its opportunities for digital printing and online marketing of merchandise, and for the
dissemination of metapragmatic discourse about dialects, has brought the
perfect commodity context in which such items can be bought and sold.
These items are in demand because the widespread perception of globalization and McDonaldization and the challenges to identity brought about by
mobility have caused us to value the local, the particular and, above all, the
‘authentic’. Such commodification sets up a cycle whereby the linguistic
features emblazoned on the merchandise will become further enregistered as
more people become aware of them and, in turn, speakers of other dialects
take their place on the bandwagon. As Johnstone points out: “dialect enregisterment is both a precondition for and an outcome of dialect commodification” (2009: 172).
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‘Ridiculously Country’: The representation of
Appalachian English in the Deliverance
screenplay
PETER SUNDKVIST

Abstract. The Appalachian region of the United States is in many ways challenged.
It has suffered a long-time struggle with poverty and environmental exploitation.
On top of that, the local population is frequently targeted for negative stereotyping.
Examinations into such stereotyping have mostly focussed on visual and verbal
representations of the region and its locals; less attention has been directed to local
speech, Appalachian English. This paper looks at how a local Appalachian identity
is represented through speech in the Deliverance screenplay. The film was directed
by John Boorman (1972), based on the novel by James Dickey (1970), and has
become an icon and a landmark in the negative stereotyping of Appalachians. The
paper provides a qualitative assessment of the non-standard linguistic features present in the script lines by local characters. Overall, it may be seen that most constitute potential variants within Appalachian English, although a certain emphasis on
more generally Southern features is discernible. Finally the paper also considers the
potential significance of negative stereotyping for dialect levelling.
Keywords: Appalachia, Appalachian English, stereotype, Deliverance

1 Introduction
The feature film Deliverance was released in 1972. It was directed by John
Boorman and is based on James Dickey’s novel by the same name, published in 1970. The story centres on the adventures of four Atlanta men, who
decide to make a weekend trip to the Appalachian region of northern Georgia, in order to canoe down the Cahulawassee River, which is soon to be put
under water as a result of a dam construction. The film, which was a great
commercial success, stars Burt Reynolds and Jon Voight. Despite its celebrity cast, however, the film is most (in)famous for its portrayal of the locals of
the Appalachian region.
In fact Deliverance has had a profound impact on popular culture and has
established itself as something of a popular icon. Among Appalachian scholars it has been characterized as “a watershed event in the representation of
Appalachians” (Powell 2006: 1704), and it has been argued that “perhaps no
other movie has been as influential as this one in shaping what people think
they understand about the southern mountains […]” (Williamson 1995: 157).
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The film contains a number of scenes which have become iconic in their
own regard. Among these is the famous banjo duel, featuring a supposedly
inbred albino boy, and the infamous homosexual rape scene, which gave rise
to the phrase “squeal like a pig”. To this day, reference to these scenes may
be found in popular media, comedy etc. A number of similar films followed,
and Deliverance certainly contributed to the establishment of a film genre
sometimes referred to as ‘Hicksploitation’, which may be said to include the
more recent Wrong Turn series (Powell 2006: 1704).
The stereotyping of Appalachia and Appalachians is far from unique to
Deliverance; on the contrary it is astonishingly widespread, commonly encountered in various forms and in a range of different media. This has not
passed unnoticed by people with an interest in the region, and the study of
local stereotyping has in fact developed into something of a subfield within
Appalachian studies and American studies more generally. Scholarly investigations have dealt with a range of matters including the verbal and visual
representation of locals in various media. Much less attention has been devoted to the representation of local speech (O’Cassidy 2005), which is perhaps natural, as the visual imagery is often particularly negative and striking.
This study will examine the representation and potential stereotyping of
Appalachian English in the Deliverance screenplay. However, in order to
understand why the stereotyping of Appalachia has caused such attention
and annoyance, a brief examination of the region and some of the challenges
it faces is necessary.

2 Appalachia
2.1 Geography
While the Appalachian Mountains stretch from northern Alabama to Canada,
definitions of the Appalachian region vary somewhat as it lacks definite
physiographical and topographical boundaries. According to the Appalachian Regional Commission’s definition, it includes all of West Virginia and
parts of New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Maryland, Kentucky, Virginia,
North Carolina, Tennessee, South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, and Mississippi (‘The Appalachian Region’). This area, however, reflects a gradual
expansion of the definition, arguably made for political reasons so as to include further areas deserving of financial support (Williams 2002: 10). The
cultural region commonly referred to as ‘Appalachia’ would probably centre
on the southern and central parts, and a ‘core’ area may be identified as consisting of West Virginia, eastern Kentucky, southwest Virginia, eastern Tennessee, western North Carolina, and northern Georgia (Williams 2002: 13–
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Figure 1. The Appalachian region and the state of Georgia
Eastern US map: white area = the Appalachian region, as designated by the Appalachian Regional Commission; encircled area = South and Central part of ARC’s
region, corresponding to ‘core’ Appalachia.
Georgia map: dark area = Rabun County, filming location of ‘Deliverance’.

14). Under this narrower definition, the population is approximately 23 million.

2.2 Settlers
The first settlers of the Appalachian region were Native American huntergatherers, who arrived more than 12,000 years ago. Early European expeditions include those by De Soto and Juan Pardo in the 16th century, and those
by English explorers in the late 17th century. European migration did not
begin until the 18th century. The first group to arrive was the Ulster Scots;
they make up about 90% of the earliest European settlers. Significant numbers of Scots and English also came from the Anglo-Scottish border region.
Other early settler groups include Germans (particularly in the northern parts
of Appalachia), Welsh and Swiss. European settlers pushed further into the
Appalachian Mountains after the discovery of the Cumberland Gap in 1750
and the ending of the French-Indian war in 1763. This trend continued in the
period of 1790–1840, when further peace agreements were reached with the
Native American tribes of the region.
The boom in the coal and manufacturing industry subsequently drew other groups to the region. Italians and Eastern Europeans arrived in great num191

bers, although most left during the Great Depression (Cantrell 2006a: 268;
2006b: 271). Considerable numbers of African-Americans also settled in the
area; today their descendants are mainly living in urban areas, such as former
mining and manufacturing towns. The Appalachian region is also home to a
relatively small number of Native Americans, as well as the Melungeons, an
ethnic group whose origin has been the topic of considerable investigation.

2.3 Economy
The Appalachian region boasts extensive natural resources, on which much
of its industry and economy rests. The most important one is coal, and today
the mining industry is centred in West Virginia, eastern Kentucky, southwest
Virginia, and western Pennsylvania. However, the current surface-mining
practice of mountaintop removal continues to cause controversy. Timber
also constitutes an important resource. In addition the region has a good
climate for agriculture, although its hilly terrain presents formidable challenges.
The region experienced a boom in the late 19th century, when the demand
for coal soared, as a result of the industrial revolution. As hundreds of thousands of workers entered into the region, numerous mining towns, run by
coal companies, emerged. As a result of the manufacturing boom in the late
19th and early 20th century, ironworks and steel mills appeared, especially
in western Pennsylvania, along with textile mills, particularly in North Carolina. As a further consequence, this period witnessed mass migration within
the region itself, from rural to urban locations.
Transportation has always been a central concern within the region due to
its challenging terrain. A pivotal development was the coming of the railroad, approximately between the 1880s and the early 19th century, which
provided further access to the region’s natural resources. The road system
drastically improved during the first part of the 20th century, which broke
the relative isolation of more remote parts.
Although a brief characterization of Appalachia runs a considerable risk
of simplification and misrepresentation, poverty must nevertheless be recognized as one of the major, longstanding issues for the region. Several contributing factors may be identified. The mechanization of farming led to a
loss of jobs, and poor farming techniques further contributed to the downturn
of agriculture. The downturn of Appalachia’s core industries, coal and manufacturing, also played a key role. As a combined effect, this led to considerable outmigration from the Appalachian region, to major cities such as
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Detroit, and Chicago.
Efforts were made to diversify the region’s economy and to stem the tide
of outmigration by the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) in the 1930s and
by the Appalachian Regional Commission (ARC), which was founded by
Lyndon B Johnson in 1965. These efforts led to significant improvements
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concerning infrastructure (roads, water), schools and health care. Nonetheless, as of 2012 the ARC identifies 96 counties within Appalachia (using
their rather inclusive definition) as being economically ‘distressed’ (‘ARCDesignated Distressed Counties, Fiscal Year 2012’). Within the core region
of Appalachia, the poorest parts are to be found in eastern Kentucky and
southern West Virginia, home to present and former mining communities.

3 Appalachian English
It is a challenging task to provide a brief, yet accurate definition and characterization of Appalachian English, as it displays more diversity than sometimes acknowledged. Linguistically speaking, Appalachia is not a homogenous area, but in many ways a transition zone; several isoglosses dissect the
region, which thereby displays clear links to both southern and northern
dialects. A significant number of the most characteristic linguistic features
are actually not unique to the Appalachian region but simply more frequent.
What follows is merely a brief outline of major features; more exhaustive
accounts of Appalachian English are available elsewhere (e.g. Wolfram &
Christian 1976; Williams 1992; Berrey 1940; Abramson & Haskell 2006;
and more generally Thomas 2004).
The term ‘Appalachian English’ is applied most commonly to accents and
dialects spoken within the area loosely referred to as ‘core’ Appalachia in
Figure 1. According to one dialect typology, most traditional dialects within
this area would be classified as South Midland, although a few would fall
under North Midland (Wells 1982: 468). While popularly associated with the
south (Hazen et al. 2010), they are distinct from more typical or ‘Deep
South’ dialects, most noticeably by being firmly rhotic. Appalachian English
probably reflects independent developments based on colonial English; there
is less support for two popular accounts, namely that AE constitutes ‘Elizabethan English’ or a direct descendant of the Anglo-Scottish border dialects
spoken by early settlers.
A number of characteristic linguistic features may be identified. Beginning with what may loosely be grouped together as ‘grammatical features’,
AE displays demonstrative them (‘them cars’), demonstrative + here/there
(‘this here car’), and personal pronouns used as reflexives (‘I’m gonna buy
me a car’). There are also a number of salient features pertaining to the verb
phrase, such as was-levelling (‘they was there’), perfective done (‘He done
told me’), a-prefixing (‘I’m a-going’), various strong verbs treated as weak
(‘knowed’), and the use of double auxiliaries (‘might could’). Ain’t (‘isn’t’)
is also used, as is multiple negation (‘I ain’t got no car’).
Turning to pronunciation features, Southern drawl may be found, at least
to some extent and in some parts (Bible [a;]), as well as mergers before /l/
(feel/fill, fail/fell) and /n/ (pin/pen). /r/-insertion occurs, particularly between
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low central or back vowels and a consonant, as in wash (/-ɔrʃ/), and in final
unstressed syllables, as in hollow ([-ə˞, -ər]) (Berrey 1940: 48; Hall 1942:
94–95; Wolfram & Christian 1976: 66). In frequent words, /z/ may develop
into a /d/ before a nasal (idn’t ‘isn’t’), and final /ə/ may be pronounced as /ɪ/
(‘Loretti Lynn’). The dialects may also display /h/-retention (‘I haint gonna
do it’), velar softening (‘drivin’’), and various reductions. Traditional dialects also have a rich and distinctive vocabulary, which, however, will not be
covered here, owing to space limitations and the fact that few lexical features
appear in the screen play.

4 Stereotyping of Appalachia and its significance for
social progress
The Appalachian region is admittedly challenged in many ways. In addition
to poverty, a long-standing issue concerns environmental exploitation, as
still evident from the current practices of mountaintop removal and induced
hydraulic fracturing—a method used for natural gas extraction which may
lead to water contamination. A general shortage of public resources and
services is also apparent. Alternative explanations have been put forward for
the region’s situation; these often carry radically different implications for
what active measures can and should be taken to improve the situation, and
also what significance negative stereotyping of Appalachia and Appalachians might have for such attempts.
At one end, the explanation centres on an idea of a “culture of poverty”
(Donesky 1999: 287). According to this, the situation is caused, at least in
part, by a culture of passivity on part of the locals. In the most extreme cases, and perhaps especially at earlier times (Donesky 1999: 287, 293; Giardina 1999: 170), it may also include the absurd idea that Appalachians suffer
from a poor quality of genetic material, attributable to inbreeding and the
social characteristics of the founder population; one version is popularly
referred to as the ‘scum of London’ theory, stemming from the suggestion
that the region was settled primarily by people from poor parts of Britain and
Ireland (Cunningham 1999: 307). A sharply opposing type of explanation for
the situation in Appalachia may be termed a ‘structural’ account (Donesky
1999: 287). According to this, it is caused by a lack of resources, a lack of
public and other investments, and exploitation of the region’s natural resources, without a proportional reinvestment in either the region or its people.
Such diametrically opposed explanations naturally lead to different conclusions as to what may be done to improve the situation. According to the
‘culture of poverty’ view, the situation is hard to remedy, as it stems from
the locals and their culture; in effect this amounts to a ‘blame the victim’
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account. In contrast, from the ‘structural’ explanation it follows that solutions must involve social reform; increased investment is essential, and local
communities must to a greater extent come to benefit from the region’s rich
natural resources.
Significantly, these accounts also lead to rather different views on what
significance negative stereotyping of the region and its people may have for
the further development of the region. From the ‘culture of poverty’ view,
stereotyping is not seen as a major factor in this regard; in fact it is sometimes suggested or at least implied to be somewhat deserved. This may be
supported by claims that Appalachians are more violent than others, more
often are racist or hold negative views of minorities and women, and that
incest is practiced more commonly in the region than elsewhere (Donesky
1999: 287; Obermiller 1999: 259–260). Needless to say, few such suggestions have stood up to scrutiny.
From the perspective of a ‘structural’ explanation, on the other hand, the
issue of negative stereotyping achieves considerable significance. According
to this view, it contributes to a dehumanizing of Appalachians and as a result
weakens the defence against exploitation and looting of the region by outsiders (Billings 1999: 10; Doneski 1999: 287; Shelby 1999: 158). While such
exploitation was most obvious in the past—as reflected for instance in the
poor working conditions in the mines and local industries—it continues to
this day; at present it includes not only environmentally destructive practices
such as strip mining and gas ‘fracking’ but also the increasing numbers of
second home buyers in the region. From this perspective, then, the continual
reappearance of negative Appalachian stereotypes provides a continuing
weakening of the area’s defence against exploitation and counteracts attempts at gradually improving the situation. Deliverance may be identified
as a pivotal event in the resurrection of such detrimental stereotypes; according to one scholar the movie constituted an
(…) impious return to hillbilly stereotypes, which had been used by past generations of corporate exploiters to justify land theft and wage slavery. And
certainly it was true that the images from the movie were used that same way
again in the seventies, particularly by self-serving tourists, developers, and
second-home buyers who needed to feel superior to the people whose land
they were buying up and transforming (Williamson 1995: 158–159).

5 Stereotyping of Appalachians in the Deliverance
screenplay
The present study examines the Deliverance screenplay, which is based on
the novel by James Dickey. Several versions of the play are available, and
the one which this paper investigates is titled “Screenplay by James Dickey
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and John Boorman; second draft January 11, 1971”. The dual authorship
seems to have been a source of conflict between Dickey and Boorman
(Bethea 2011), and the latter is not credited in all available versions.
The general tone towards Appalachia and its regional population is immediately apparent in the script: descriptions of places, characters, and even
local speech leave little doubt concerning the negative view to be projected.
At points of extreme, the descriptions are so disparaging that they become
comical—where the joke is not on the Appalachians but the inane views of
the script writers.
A number of milieu descriptions are not only negative but also imply that
they capture something characteristic about the region: “It is a disheartening
place, a typical remote small southern town” (Dickey & Boorman 1971: 12).
Most striking, however, are the descriptions of local characters. Some centre
on mental retardation and its supposed causes. About the banjo boy, famously depicted in the film, we are told:
(1) He is probably a half-wit, likely from a family inbred to the point of imbecility and Albinism. He
smiles sweetly, expectantly through his squint. (Dick-

ey & Boorman 1971: 13)1
(2) Lonnie's scratched child's hands move with beautiful
musical economy. His face has the beatific vision of
the idiot doing what he loves. (16)
(3) … to shake hands with the demented country boy … (16)

Poor dental status is frequently to be projected. For the two rapists, the script
states:
(4) … and his toothlessness should be the most obvious
thing about him. (39)
(5) Bearded man
(revealing awful stumps of teeth, orange and broken)

(39)
and for another man:
(6) The MAN's2 mouth is full of yellow teeth. (73)
Looking at some of the terms and labels used for characters, we find that
hillbilly and redneck are freely used, in collocation with clearly negative
descriptions such as weird looking and degenerate:
1

Since all examples in the paper are from the screenplay (Dickey & Boorman 1971) only
page numbers will be provided henceforth.
2
The use of capitals and underlining within examples reflect the formatting of the screenplay.
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(7) THREE or FOUR WEIRD LOOKING HILLBILLIES have materialized out of the weeds (15)
(8) If there were ever any degenerate red-necks, they are
these two. … (39)
In a number of instances, the term ‘country’ is used in a negative sense and
context. An old man at a gas station is described as:
(9) He is almost ridiculous country, almost like a caricature, with an absurdly cocked straw hat and trembling hands. (12)

while another character is outlined thus:
(10) He is an enormous country brutal-looking man, with no
humor in him. He suggests nothing but brutality and
stupidity. (18)

The stereotyping is not restricted to the local characters themselves but also
concerns local speech, i.e. Appalachian English. In such comments and
notes, we again find the term country used in a somewhat negative way and
with unflattering collocates:
(11) This seems to be what she is saying although in fact
her speech is so country and slurred that the words
are hard to make out. (17)
(12) LITTLE GIRL
(in very nasal, country tones) (102)

Significantly, such negative characterizations of places, people and speech
forms thus constitute the general background against which the representation of local linguistic features must be seen.

6 The representation of Appalachian speech in
Deliverance
6.1 The rationale
What follows is a qualitative examination of the representation of Appalachian English is the screenplay. All non-standard linguistic features in the
lines spoken by local characters were selected, as they potentially carry a
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stereotyping function. This yielded around 140+ occurrences. For pronunciation features, a certain level of interpretation is required, as they are conveyed through non-standard spellings and letter omissions etc. A small number of tokens for which it is difficult to determine exactly what feature is
intended have been left unanalysed.
A quantitative analysis will not be attempted. Instead examples of the various categories of feature will be examined, against the background of available descriptions of Appalachian English or more general Southern rural
white speech forms, such as Thomas (2004), Williams (1992), Wolfram &
Christian (1976), and relevant sections of Wells (1982).

6.2 Pronunciation features
Beginning with phonetic and phonological matters, presently grouped together as ‘pronunciation features’, a number of non-standard vowel features
may be found in the screenplay. As shown in (13) and (14), <hail> and
<stee-ul> are used for hell and still respectively.
(13) What the hail you want to … (19)
(14) A stee-ul? (40)
The script contains a single example of (14) and four examples of (13).
These reflect a number of developments before /l/. According to one set of
terminology (Wells 1982), they represent ‘shading’ and ‘breaking’ (533–
537, 550–551). Shading is a set of developments which affect the vowel
quality of lax vowels depending on the following consonant(s). Breaking is
the development of an off-glide, approximately to [ɪ] or [ə]: for <hail> to [ɪ]
and for <stee-ul> to [ə]. This may also lead to a syllable split, as presumably
intended by the hyphen in <stee-ul>. These developments are often also
treated under the label of a Tense-lax merger. According to Thomas (2004:
316) this affects both FILL-FELL and, somewhat less commonly so, FAILFELL.
(15) Now git on down … (44)
(16) If you git in there and can't git out … (19)
This pronunciation feature represents a lexical-distributional difference from
General American, rather than a merger. It is stereotypically associated with
the South although it is reportedly more widespread than that (Thomas 2004:
306).
A single example concerning a particular development in SQUARE was
found:
(17) … that'll shave ha'r [hair] (42)
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The use of an opener, and possibly backer quality, in SQUARE words is an
attested feature within Appalachian English (Thomas 2004: 313; Williams
1992: 11; Wolfram & Christian 1976: 2; Berrey 1940: 50), and is often reflected in popular spellings such as <bar> and <har> for bear and hair respectively (Wolfram & Christian 1976: 65; Williams 1992: 84). While it
may once have been fairly widespread it is by now both recessive and stigmatized, and appears primarily in caricatures of AE (Thomas 2004: 313;
Wolfram & Christian 1976: 65). Williams (1992: 2) notes: “The average
American accepts without question four pronunciations of ‘bear’ (…). But
when he hears the persistent ‘barr’ of the mountaineer, he laughs.”
Another vowel feature presumably represents the use of a STRUT vowel
in words of the LOT set, or more generally a case of vowel centralization:
(18) Whut do you want? (19)
(19) Drive 'em there for whut? (19)
A similar instance concerns the curse blast your eyes, rendered as:
(20) Blust [blast] your eyes! (17)
Turning now to consonant features, a change of /z/ > /d/ is represented on
one occasion:
(21) If you git in there and can't git out, you're gonna
1
wish it wudn't [wasn’t] . (19)
The representation of wasn’t as <wudn’t> reflects a LOT > STRUT development, as commented on previously, as well as a change from /z/ > /d/.
Through this latter development, which is widely commented on (Thomas
2004: 320; Williams 1992: 4; Wolfram & Christian 1976: 59; Wells 1982:
553), voiced fricatives become voiced stops in pre-/n/ contexts. This applies
most frequently to common words, including wasn’t (Williams 1992: 4).
While it is sometimes treated or remarked upon as being a specifically
Southern feature, it is reportedly more widespread than that (Thomas 2004:
320).
One case of what is sometimes termed ‘intrusive t’ (Thomas 2004: 321;
Wolfram & Christian 1976: 40) is also present in the script:
(22) Now git on down crost [across] it. (44)
This development, through which a /t/ is inserted after a final fricative, is
restricted to a handful of words, including once and cliff (Thomas 2004: 321;
1

It is clear from the context that the intended expression is wasn’t rather than wouldn’t.
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Wolfram & Christian 1976: 39). Until fairly recently at least it was common
in Appalachia and not particularly stigmatized (Wolfram & Christian 1976:
39). Supposedly, however, this feature is not limited to Appalachia or even
the South, but is—or at least was—especially common in older rural Southern white speech (Thomas 2004: 321).
One instance of apparent r-elision is represented:
(23) You'll be the fust [first]. (99)
This, however, is not the same as non-rhoticity. It arose from earlier assimilation and deletion of /r/ before coronal consonants (Thomas 2004: 318), and
is restricted to a few words such as cuss (curse), bust (burst), and hoss
(horse) (Thomas 2004: 318; Williams 1992: 10, 83; Berrey 1940: 47, 50).
One instance of ‘hyperrhoticity’ is also found:
(24) And these fellers [fellows] was the only ones up in
there … (99)
This represents a process through which the commA vowel, both historical
and derived from GOAT, is pronounced as [ə˞, ər] (Thomas 2004: 315; Williams 1992: 2; Wells 1982: 542; Berrey 1940: 48, 49). It is reportedly common in AE.
Finally, a number of reductions and contractions are also represented. According to Wells (1982: 541), one type of contraction associated with the
South involves the loss of an initial consonant, as reflected in (25):
(25) Why'ont [don’t or won’t] you try it? (42)
Other more general instances are also to be found, such as which a you, for
which of you.

6.3 Grammatical features
A number of non-standard grammatical features also appear in the screenplay. Beginning with pronouns, four instances of demonstrative this/that +
here/there occur, with or without a head noun:
(26) This-here river don't go nowhere near Aintry (40)
(27) … 'less you want your guts all over this-here woods.
(41)
(28) That there's our town hall. (92)
(29) All this here'll be under water … (92)
Three instances of demonstrative them (cf. Williams 1992: 4) also occur:
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(30) Now let's you just drop them pants. (43)
(31) Them panties too. (44)
(32) They're gonna move them people … (102)
A few instances of ’em, a reduced form of them, are also encountered:
(33) Drive 'em down there for whut? (19)
(34) And you lost one of 'em right here? (96)
However, this feature also occurs in the lines by the main characters (nonAppalachians), and is of course far from unique to Appalachian English (cf.
Wolfram & Christian 1976: 53–55).
Turning to the verb phrase, several forms of non-standard subject/verb
agreement is found. There are a couple of instances of was levelling—the
use of a plural noun with was:
(35) And these fellers was the only ones up in there … (99)
(36) What you mean is, they was the only city fellows. (99)
Two cases of singular noun + don’t occur ((37)–(38)), as well as one instance of it + weren’t (which is not the subjunctive) (39).
(37) Lonnie don't know anything but banjo picking. (14)
(38) This-here river don't go nowhere near Aintry. (40)
(39) But it weren't here. (96)
Five instances of perfective done were found, including the following:
(40) You done taken a wrong turn somewhere. (40)
(41) You done said something about makin' whiskey. (41)
(42) You done had a chance to talk to 'em. (96)
(43) He's done kilt my brother-in-law. (98)
In (44) the adverbial placement done already sounds somewhat unidiomatic
compared to already done, and appears to be less common than the latter,
which interestingly is also the order used in the novel (Dickey 1970: 257).
(44) I done already asked him. (96)
Three instances of drounded/drownded were found. These reflect the development of an “excrescent d” in the infinitive form of the verb (drown >
drownd) (Berrey 1940: 48), and the formation of the past tense and past
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participle by the addition of -ed (Wolfram & Christian 1976: 81–82; Berrey
1940: 51):
(45) Drounded? (87)
(46) All this here'll be under water, drownded..... (92)
One instance of the -ed suffix pronounced as /t/ (rather than /d/) is also found
(47), a feature similarly reported for AE (Wolfram & Christian 1976: 82, 85;
Berrey 1940: 50):
(47) He's done kilt my brother-in-law. (98)
As to negation, eleven occurrences of ain’t were found, in contexts where
Standard English would display isn’t, aren’t, or hasn’t:
(48) It ain't as bad as I thought. (18)
(49) Ain't that right? (41)
(50) You ain't goin' nowhere. (41)
(51) Benson ain't come home yet. (99)
Multiple negation is also quite frequent:
(52) He ain't never been to school. (14)
(53) You ain't never goin' to get down to Aintry. (39)
(54) You ain't goin' nowhere. (41)
(55) This-here river don't go nowhere near Aintry. (40)
(56) Don't say nothin'. (43)
(57) Ain't no hair in his mouth. (45)
One instance of a-prefixing, a feature which arguably characterizes AE
(Wolfram & Christian 1976: 69), occurs in the script:
(58) … and she was just a-cryin'. (99)
Wolfram and Christian (1976: 40–45) comment on the possibility of copula
and auxiliary verb deletion. This occurs in two instances, both questions:
(59) You from the television? (12)
(60) Where you goin' city boy? (22)
The non-standard feature with the highest number of instances is ‘velar softening’, or the pronunciation of <ing> as /ɪn/:
(61) Where you goin' city boy? (22)
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(62) You ain't never goin' to get down to Aintry. (39)
(63) You done said something about makin' whiskey. (41)
(64) … her husband had been out huntin' … (98)
(65) He's lyin'. He's lyin' thru his teeth. (98)
(66) Y'all getting' an early start? (99)
(67) They're diggin them up. (102)
(68) He's done somethin' up yonder. (98)
(69) Don't say nothin'. (43)
(70) Back up to that saplin'. (42)
Of course this feature is unique to neither Appalachian nor Southern US
dialects but is found in many parts of the English-speaking world. What
apparently sets Appalachian and Southern white accents apart from other
white US accents at least is the higher rate of occurrence (Thomas 2004:
321; Williams 1992: 3; Wolfram & Christian 1976: 61–63; Berrey 1940:
48).
Another feature which is far from unique to AE is gonna (going to); in the
script it is found for both Appalachian characters and others.
(71) … you're gonna wish it wudn't. (19)
(72) You gonna do a little praying. (45)
(73) They're gonna move them people ... (102)
In a few phrases, the Appalachian characters display additional prepositions,
compared to what would be expected in Standard English, as in (74) (on)
and (75) (in):
(74) Just take 'em right on off. (43)
(75) And these fellers was the only ones up in there, when
he was. (99)
On this matter, Williamson comments that “[i]t is with the clustering of
prepositions that mountain folk often amaze outsiders” (1992: 48), and suggests that “[e]xactness and preciseness of detail are often expressed through
the use of prepositions, or adverbs which may at times be used as prepositions” (1992: 49).
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Table 1. Non-standard linguistic features in the lines by Appalachian
characters in the Deliverance screenplay
Pronunciation features
 Pre-/l/ vowel shading, breaking; merger: <hail> hell,
<stee-ul> still
 SQUARE [æ]: <ha’r> hair
 Vowel centralization, contractions, reductions
 Lexical distribution: <git> get
 /z/ > /d/: <wudn’t> wasn’t
 /r/-elision: <fust> first
 Hyperrhoticity: <fellers>
 Intrusive /t/: <crost> across
Grammatical features
 Demonstrative them: them pants
 This/that + here/there: this here river
 Reduced forms: <’em> them
 was levelling: they was
 don’t levelling: he don’t know
 Perfective done: you done said
 Drown > drownd + regularized form of past tense,
past participle: <drounded>
 a-prefixing : <a-cryin’>
 /d/ > /t/: <kilt> killed
 Velar softening: -ing // <gettin’>
 Copula, auxiliary deletion: where you going?
 Gonna (going to)
 Multiple negation: he don’t know nothin’
 Negative present ain’t: he ain’t done it
 Additional prepositions: right on off
Lexical features
 Yonder
 Y(a)’ll
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6.4 Lexical features
The use of non-standard lexical features in the speech of local characters is
extremely limited; the only ones that appear are yonder and y(a)’ll:
(76) Walk over yonder. (44)
(77) He's done somethin' up yonder. (98)
(78) Y'all gettin' an early start? (99)
(79) How come y'all ended up with four life jackets? (100)
(80) I'll just god-damned well guarantee y'll met up with
him somewhere. (98)
Finally, the non-standard features which were found in the lines by local
characters, and which thus are used to represent Appalachian English, are
summarized in Table 1.

7 Summary and conclusion
The foregoing examination revealed that a number of non-standard linguistic
features were utilized in the Deliverance screenplay to project a local identity upon Appalachian characters. As summarized in Table 1, most features
were grammatical or phonological; few lexical ones were found. Most of
these are in fact reported as constituting potential variants within Appalachian English—at least for some Appalachians, and at least at some point in
time—although the considerable, and often overlooked, diversity within
Appalachian English complicates the picture. Several features are more generally Southern. In addition, a number were probably more common at an
earlier point in time. The view that emerges is thereby overall in line with
Hazen et al.’s (2010: 21) remarks, namely that media representations of
Appalachian English tend to focus on the region’s Southern affiliations and
reflect a language situation of the early twentieth century.
The discourse surrounding the stereotyping of Appalachia and Appalachians was reviewed above. On balance, there is reason to suspect that the frequent negative stereotyping of the region and its people may counteract efforts to achieve social reform. The remaining question then is what significance, if any, the stereotyping of Appalachian English may have. The present case study exposed a situation in which a fairly limited set of linguistic
features were embedded within a clearly negative context. Here the context
was provided by means of verbal descriptions; in other media it is often
established through striking visual imagery. To what extent will such negative stereotyping spill over onto the linguistic features? If it does, will this
have any effect upon linguistic behaviour in the region, including language
change or the levelling of regional features? And even if it has an effect, how
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significant will it really be in comparison with the many other, possibly
stronger factors such as the general trend of regional levelling, and stereotyping conducted by other means than the media?
Needless to say, any causal links are difficult to establish; the effect of
media upon behaviour is generally contentious, and its effect upon linguistic
behaviour in particular is notoriously hard to demonstrate. However, the idea
that overt stereotyping of linguistic features may contribute to their decline is
not new: “If very stigmatized forms become stereotyped in this way, it may
only be a matter of time before they disappear altogether” (Chambers &
Trudgill 1980: 88). While clearly not establishing a causal link, recent research in Appalachia seems to suggest that overtly stereotyped forms—
including some of the ones found in the Deliverance script such as waslevelling, demonstrative them, a-prefixing and demonstrative them—are
precisely those that are most obviously in current decline (Hazen et al.
2010).
For a-prefixing Hazen et al. (2010: 17) argue that “people around the
world are exposed to this feature through various forms of media […]” and
that it constitutes “[...] a prominent sociolinguistic stereotype shared
throughout the world”. They furthermore suggest that perfective done is
“generally stigmatized outside of these speech communities, and has become
a sociolinguistic stereotype that is often employed in the use of racist or
otherwise socially demeaning jokes” (Hazen et al. 2010: 16). On demonstrative them, finally, they point out that “this dialect feature has been prominent
in the stereotype of English in Appalachia and is strongly associated with
stigmatized social perceptions” (Hazen et al. 2010: 18). In this case they in
fact go as far as to suggest a causal link:
Most likely because of its negative stereotype, the use of demonstrative them
has decreased dramatically across the generations. As this feature became a
regular part of the stereotype of various vernacular varieties, its usage decreased in West Virginia (Hazen et al. 2010: 18)

While the precise effects of linguistic stereotyping remain to be established,
a not too bold guess would be that they are unlikely to be beneficial, either
with regard to social progress or linguistic diversity.
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“I don’t sound like a Geordie!”: Phonological
and morphosyntactic aspects of Carlisle
English
SANDRA JANSEN

Abstract. The aim of this short article is to provide an overview of phonological and
morphosyntactic aspects of the dialect of Carlisle English, an urban variety of northern English. Carlisle English is relatively unknown in England and when heard it is
often identified as Newcastle English or Scottish English. Its geographical isolation,
the proximity to the Scottish border and its relation to Newcastle in the north east of
the country give this urban area a unique setting which provides insights into the use
and absence of linguistic identity markers.
Keywords: Northern English, Carlisle English, Cumbria, Scottish English, Newcastle English

1 Introduction
In 1999 the journalist Hunter Davies states about his childhood in Carlisle:
“I longed to have a Scottish accent, which both my parents had. We moved
to Carlisle when I was young, so I ended up with a Carlisle accent, which is
nothing really; at least not identifiable” (emphasis mine). This statement
overtly reflects what seems to be a general conception of the accent by both
its speakers and people from outside the area. Carlisle English (henceforth
CE) speakers are almost always identified as Scottish English or Newcastle
English speakers. At the same time, they insist that their dialect is different
from Newcastle English, let alone Scottish English. Yet when asked about
their dialect the majority of CE speakers cannot name any phonological or
morphosyntactic features. The distinguishing features they mention are the
sentence final discourse markers ‘like’ and ‘eh’. This lack of perception of
features could hint at the lack of salience of features for the speakers of CE
but also for speakers from other parts of the country. Not least the role that
Carlisle plays in the north is part of the perception of this dialect for outsiders.
Carlisle only plays a minor part in the north of England, economically as
well as linguistically. Even though the north of England has received a lot of
linguistic attention in the last fifteen years or so, CE has been largely ne209

glected so far. In particular the Tyne and Tees area, Liverpool, and Sheffield
(cf. Beal & Corrigan 2002, Beal, Burbano-Elizondo & Llamas 2012, Watson
2007, Llamas 2007), places that are frequently embedded in larger urban
conurbations, are often subject of linguistic studies. However, little is known
about the Carlisle variety of English in the far north west of England, a city
without an immediate urban neighbourhood. Descriptive works on major
accents and dialects such as Wells (1982: 350f) do not include the city and
only in their latest edition do Hughes, Trudgill & Watt (2012) discuss an
example of Carlisle dialect. The lack of descriptions of this region forces
Beal to omit the far north west in her accounts on northern English (1993,
2008a, 2008b).
Up until recently, Peter Wright’s description of the Carlisle dialect
(Wright 1977) was the only attempt to approach this urban area linguistically.
His short study is not systematic, and it is written in a rather popular style.
He describes the features which were salient to him with a semi-phonetic
spelling which leaves room for interpretation.1 He is right when he claims
that “although Cumbrian towns and villages are singularly lucky in retaining
so well many aspects of their traditional vernacular, Carlisle should never be
forgotten” (Wright 1977: 7). With this statement he illustrates the dilemma of
the Carlisle dialect. Many people have been interested in the rural Cumbrian
dialect(s) because they preserve numerous traditional features (cf. Brilioth
1913, Stursberg 1970, Rydland 1979), but nobody has been interested in CE
so far.
Only lately have linguists started to comment on this desideratum. Beal
(2008b) argues that there are certain areas in the north of England which
have not been covered in sociolinguistic and dialectological terms and Carlisle is one of them. Wales (2008: 172) comes to the same conclusion:
“Manchester, the ‘capital’ of the north in the nineteenth century, Leeds and
Bradford with their significant minority group populations, Lancaster and
Carlisle, […], all await investigation.”2
At last, three major projects have involved Carlisle as an object of research in the last few years. Montgomery (2006) analyses accent attitudes
and perception in various places in the north of England, one of the sites
under study being Carlisle. Llamas et al. (AISEB 2008–2011) are concerned
1

This does not mean that he was not able to capture the dialect in its full extent, but he chooses not to record people and the aim of his dialect descriptions is to reach lay people who are
interested in the local dialect.
2
Since then three projects on the English of Manchester have been launched. Baranowski is
looking at phonological variation and change in Manchester while Drummond (2010) recently
finished a study on language variation and change in the Polish language community in Manchester. Using a third wave approach of variation studies, Schleef is conducting a study on
age and indexicality in Manchester. Watt and Tillotson (2001) deal with GOAT-fronting in
Bradford. Extensive descriptions of the phonological and morphosyntactic systems of this
variety are however lacking.
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with ‘border identities’. In their project, speech in Carlisle and three other
towns are analysed in terms of linguistically converging and diverging trends
between border towns while Jansen (2012a) investigates variation and
change processes in the Carlisle dialect.

2 Historical Carlisle and its position in the Northern
England context
This paper offers a brief description of some aspects of the urban dialect of
Carlisle in Cumbria. In order to become familiar with this dialect, it is necessary to consider the geographical, demographic and historical background of
the city first. The description of the social characteristics of the city is followed by an outline of CE, based on sociolinguistic and oral history interviews. As a last step, the paper investigates reasons why CE speakers are not
identified as coming from Carlisle. In addition to the phonological and morphosyntactic features of CE that are presented here, the realisation of these
features as we find them in Newcastle English is mentioned as well. Since
Watt, Llamas & Johnson (2010) already show that CE diverges from Scottish English in many respects, the relation between CE and Scottish English
is not discussed in much detail.

Figure 1. Geographical setting of Carlisle
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2.1 Geography
Carlisle is known as the ‘Border City’. The name reflects its proximity to the
Scottish border which is only 16 km away. Because of its geographically key
position in Britain, Carlisle has always been important as a military defence
point. Figure 1 (previous page) shows Carlisle’s geographical location in England.
The city’s surrounding area is dominated by agriculture. The closest urban area is Tyneside some 90 km away. To the south of the city, about 50
km from Carlisle, the Lake District with its rugged landscape is located. To
the east the Pennines, which stretch across the country, flatten and make the
north east more accessible. The Borderlands as well as the area west of Carlisle out to the Irish Sea (West Cumbria) are sparsely populated regions. No
other urban area is found in close proximity to the city.

2.2 Demographics
According to the 2001 census, Carlisle had a population of 101,000. In terms
of ethnic groups the vast majority of the population (97.8%) was white British while the largest ethnic minority in 2001 was Chinese. The city is therefore one of the ‘whitest’ places in England. However, since 2001 the city has
seen an influx of people with various other nationalities. Estimations suggest
a population of around 1,600 Polish workers and 500 Portuguese workers
now living in Carlisle (Carlisle City Council Equality Impact Assessment:
6).

2.3 History
The history of the city stretches back to the Roman period. The Romans
arrived and installed a base by building a fort in the Carlisle area around 80
A.D. (Smith 1984: 8). The centuries following the collapse of the Roman
Empire are characterised by raids and instability of the city. Carlisle experienced many sieges and the city was torn between England and Scotland.
Because of its position as a military stronghold, both countries laid claim to
it, with the last siege taking place in 1745.
In 1759 a visitor described Carlisle as “a small deserted dirty city; poorly
built, and poorly inhabited. The Cathedral is miserably ragged and dirty
inside and out” (quoted in Smith 1984: 85). At this time about 2,000 people
lived in the town but as early as 1763 the population had increased to about
4,150. The years up to the turn of the century saw the arrival of people from
Cumberland and Scotland. The number of inhabitants more than doubled
from 33,000 in 1801 to 75,000 in 1901 (www.visionofbritain.co.org).
There was a strong influx of Scottish and Irish immigrants at the beginning of the 19th century even before the potato famine struck Ireland. Their
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living situation was comparable to the one in Sheffield (Beal & Corrigan
2009), with Irish people living in a particular part of the town, separated
from the rest of the community (Armstrong 2003).
Today, with about 34% belonging to the working class (nationally 26%),
Carlisle can claim to be a working class town (Census 2001). At the end of
the 19th century, the major industries found in Carlisle were textiles, the
railways, engineering and metal trades. All these industries were declining
during the 20th century (Towill 1991: 123), and in the latter half of that century many traditional companies such as Carr’s (Carr’s Biscuits) and Metal
Box were taken over by larger, international companies and companies such
as Pirelli and Nestlé settled in Carlisle (Towill 1991: 124). Not many factories are left in Carlisle now and the city is more and more becoming a service town attracting many commuters from surrounding areas. In fact, commuting from south-west Scotland and from other parts of Cumbria to Carlisle for work has long been recorded (Coombs 1995: 47).
In the past Carlisle has not been very well represented in the media, where
Newcastle, with its local dialect Geordie, has been perceived as representing
the entire far north.1 Only recently, in 2005, when Carlisle was struck by
massive floods, did the city get national media coverage. Also, Radio One’s
Big Weekend in May 2011 brought the city to the mind of the younger generation, but in general, Carlisle is not very well-known around the country.
This low level of awareness of Carlisle in the public eye is also reflected in
the linguistic study conducted by Montgomery, who carried out a perceptual
study in Carlisle and several other northern cities. He comments that “this
lack of prominence produced interesting maps, with blank spaces indicating
the perceptual ‘black hole’ in the north west of the country” (Montgomery
2006: 221).

3 Methodology
My description of CE is based on the auditory analysis of two sources: sociolinguistic interviews and oral history recordings. I conducted sociolinguistic interviews in Carlisle from 2007–2010. My informants were born and
bred in Carlisle and had lived in the city for most of their lives. I recorded
over 40 hours of Carlisle speech of 90 speakers. For this study, the speech of
16 people from this source is analysed, which makes up 2/3 of the sample for
this study.

1

Burbano-Elizondo, who conducted a sociolinguistic study in Sunderland in the north east of
England, states that “for outsiders there does not seem to be anything else in the North-East
apart from Newcastle and Geordie” (2006: 114).
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In September 2011 I also digitised sixteen oral history recordings 1 of interviews which were conducted in the early 1980s by the local history curator at the time; eight of these recordings are taken into account for real time
change analysis here. All of these speakers were born and bred in Carlisle
and had worked in one of the local factories, so they can be classified as
working class speakers. Thus, the sample contains a total of 24 speakers who
are categorised into three age groups according to the year of birth: 1887–
1907 (old), 1935–1955 (middle), 1970–1990 (young).
A few comments are necessary about the nature of the data. While the
participants in the sociolinguistics interviews conducted in the 2000s belong
to both the working class and the middle class, the speakers from the oral
history project exclusively belong to the working class. A second point
which should be mentioned is that the different linguistic backgrounds of the
interviewers might have affected the responses of the informants. The two
interviewers who conducted the oral history interviews were a female interviewer with a southern English accent and a male interviewer with a north
east English accent whereas I have a non-native English linguistic background. Yet even though the oral history interviewers were English they
were also non-locals. This fact should abate the differences to some extent
and make the recordings comparable.

4 Some aspects of Carlisle English
It would go beyond the scope of this article to analyse CE in its entirety so I
will make a few general remarks about some features (and changes) in CE
phonology and morphosyntax based on the data provided by the sources
mentioned above. It should be stressed that these remarks are impressionistic
rather than aimed at giving a detailed and comprehensive account of the
phonological and morphosyntactic categories of the variety. It is hoped that
this will allow a preliminary comparison of CE with other varieties found in
the north of England.

4.1 Phonology
CE is a northern English variety, sharing the same phonemic system as other
northern English varieties. However, CE does not share properties with the
phonemic system of Scottish varieties, which might be an assumption due to
the geographical proximity of Carlisle to Scotland.

1

My sincere thanks go to Edwin Rutherford, keeper of human history at Tullie house in
Carlisle.
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4.1.1 Vowels
The vowel data presented here is based on an impressionistic analysis of the
recordings in a general chart of the lexical sets of English as first laid out by
Wells (1982) and found in later works such as Foulkes & Docherty (1999)
and Kortmann & Upton (2008). Table 1 provides an overview of the CE
vowels. Below some of these vowels and some consonants will be discussed
in greater detail.
Table 1 Realisation of lexical sets in CE.
KIT

ɪ~ɪ

GOOSE

uː ~ ʉu ~ ʉ

DRESS

ɪ~e~ɛ

PRICE

əɪ ~ aɪ ~ a

TRAP

a

CHOICE

ɔɪ ~ ɔɪ

LOT

ɒ~ɔ

MOUTH

uː ~ ʊu ~ aʊ

STRUT

ʊ~ə

NEAR

eə ~ ɪə

FOOT

ʊ

SQUARE

ɛː

BATH

a

START

aː

CLOTH

ɒ~ɔ

NORTH

ɔː

NURSE

(ɨ) ~ (ʊ) ~ ɜː ~ ɐː

FORCE

ɔː

FLEECE

iː ~ ɪː ~ ɪi

CURE

jʊə

FACE

eː ~ ɛː ~ eɪ

happY

ɪi ~ ɪ ~ i

PALM

aː

lettER

ə

horsES

ə~ɪ

commA

ə

THOUGHT
GOAT

ː ~ ɔː ~ ɔː
oː ~ ɔː

Front short vowels
For the group of old speakers, DRESS is raised to [ɪ] but young speakers produce [ɛ]. The raised DRESS vowel is salient for young speakers. When I
asked what was typical about the CE dialect, this feature was never mentioned but in online platforms devoted to the Carlisle dialect, forms such as
git turn up which indicates that speakers are aware of this traditional form.
KIT is slightly raised [ɪ . TRAP is a low front vowel [a].
PRICE and MOUTH
PRICE has two main

realisations. The traditional realisation of the PRICE
lexical set has a raised onset [əɪ]. A fully open front realisation [aɪ] is the
more standard variant which is heard more in the young speaker group.
Carlisle’s MOUTH vowel is traditionally realised as a monophthongal /uː/,
a surviving feature from Middle English. Some of the speakers in the oldest
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age cohort do indeed use an almost monophthongal [uː]. Within the old age
cohort of speakers, variation between [uː] and [ʊu] can be heard while between the old and middle aged speakers an abrupt change to [au] is observable with only very few instances of [ʊu] remaining. The young generation
uses [au] exclusively.
TRAP/BATH/START
The lack of the BATH/TRAP

split is generally observable in the north (Beal
2010) and in CE these two lexical sets are realised in a front position as [a].
The START vowel can be described as [aː] and is realised in the very same
area of the vowel space as BATH/TRAP, only that there is a length distinction
between START and BATH/TRAP. Watt & Allen (2003: 269) describe [ɒː] for
the START lexical set in Newcastle English. Hence, in Newcastle English, the
START vowel is realised further back than in CE.
NURSE
The NURSE

vowel has been in constant change during the last century in CE.
Each generation studied here seems to use a variant that is different from the
generation before. In addition, the realisation in CE is very different from the
realisation found in the north east of England. In Newcastle English the merger (or near merger) of NORTH and NURSE has been subject to some discussion; cf. e.g. Watt (1998), Påhlsson (1972: 20) and Wells (1982: 396–397),
who agree that the Northumbrian Burr [ʁ] influenced the preceding vowel in
retracting it. Through the retracting environment the NURSE vowel was realised further back in the vowel space. We can assume that in the area where
the Northumbrian Burr was used, we also find the retraction of the NURSE
vowel.
The Northumbrian Burr is not attested in CE, nor in fact in the rest of
Cumbria. This means that because a retracting environment did not exist in
CE, the NURSE vowel was not retracted in this variety like in the north east.
Nonetheless, three variants are identified for CE, in that instances of [ʊ] and
[ɨ] occur in words such as work and first but only for speakers born at the
beginning of the 20th century. In addition, these speakers produce a fairly
central vowel [ɜː], as do speakers who were born around 1940. This central
pronunciation changes gradually to a more open [ɜː] or even [ɐː] in particular
for young female speakers. This is a diverging trend from Newcastle English
where NURSE is pronounced as the front vowel [øː] by young females (Watt
1998).
FACE/GOAT

Young speakers of CE realise FACE as a quite close [eː] or the standard form
[eɪ] and GOAT as [oː] or [oʊ]. The old speakers also have a diphthongal [eə]
for FACE. For Newcastle English, Watt (2000) describes [eː], [ɪə] and [eɪ] for
FACE and [oː], [ʊə], [oʊ] and [ɵː] for GOAT.
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The fronting of GOAT which is attested in quite a number of cities in the
north of England now (e.g. Manchester, Sheffield, Bradford), is not attested
in CE yet. On the other hand, in Newcastle English the fronting seems to be
a more traditional feature (Watt 2000) and not an innovation.
GOOSE

As in many varieties around the world, the GOOSE vowel is moving towards
the front of the vowel space and is realised as [ʉː] in CE for younger speakers (cf. Jansen 2012a, Jansen 2012b). There is also a tendency to diphthongise GOOSE. For traditional Newcastle English, Watt & Allen (2003: 269)
describe [u] as quite close to cardinal vowel 8 quality but for young, in particular female, speakers the quality [ʉ] is heard more and more often.
4.1.2 Consonants
Rhoticity
In their article about identity in border towns Watt et al. (2010) claim that
the process of derhotacisation is more or less complete in CE. Yet in the
recordings of the speakers from the 1887–1907 cohort in this sample rhoticity can still be observed. For the middle-aged speakers tokens of rhoticity are
very infrequent and the young speakers do not use this variant anymore. This
is in fact evidence for the diverging tendencies of CE from Scottish English.
Prevocalic (R)
In his description of CE, Wright (1977: 13) described the use of prevocalic
/r/ in CE:
Carlisle’s r is very frequently flapped and sometimes rolled. Like the Scottish
rolled r it greatly distorts words. […] also the nature of Carlisle’s r itself, with
the tongue moving so much that you tend to remember the r more than the
vowel it introduces.

Indeed, the oldest speakers use both [r] and [ɾ], with the latter variant being
used in the majority of cases. In intervocalic position such as very and carry,
the tap as traditional form is still quite common in CE, even for younger
speakers. The supraregional variant [ɹ] is most common among the middleaged and young speakers. In addition, the innovative form [ʋ] is attested for
the youngest speakers in the sample (cf. Jansen 2012a).
(T)
The use of [ʔ] instead of [t] in certain positions is observed in many varieties
of English in the British Isles these days (cf. Foulkes & Docherty 1999),
though in Newcastle English, [ʔ] is heard only very rarely. In the north east
the traditional form [ʔt] is quite common but it is not heard in CE at all. In
CE, glottal stops are attested in word final and intervocalic position, for
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young speakers in particular. However, the realisation of /t/ is more complex
in this variety. In addition to the glottal stop, an incomplete stop
with a
quality similar to Irish English ‘slit-t’ (cf. Hickey 1996) particularly in
prepausal position, can be heard in all age groups while /t/-to-/r/ only plays a
minor role (cf. Jansen 2012a).
Preaspiration in word-final and intervocalic positions such as in cat and
better is not uncommon. Though incomplete stops and preaspiration are both
found in Newcastle English as well, there are indications that these features
are not restricted to Carlisle and Newcastle English (cf. Jones & Llamas
2008).
(H)
Another feature which is discussed here is /h/ in word-initial position. The
word-initial deletion of /h/ is one of the most stigmatised features in English
English (Beal 2010), but /h/ is generally retained in Newcastle English (Watt
& Allen 2003).
Sullivan (1857: 77) describes the use of /h/ for Cumberland in the following manner:
Near Wigton, it has been observed, the initial vowel is invariably aspirated
when it should not, whilst the aspirate is rejected from words to which it
properly belongs; but the same assertion would hold true of a great part of
Cumberland and Westmorland. […] E. adder is C. hether, D. efter, after, C.
hefter, E. us, C. huz. Almost every hiatus is filled with the aspirate.

Hence, H-dropping was a very common variant found in combination with
hypercorrection in Cumberland and we can assume that it was also a common feature in CE. Ellis (1869: 542) confirms this description in On Early
English Pronunciation: “Though the aspirate has almost entirely vanished in
the dialects of the townfolk, it is yet employed with much uniformity by the
people in the country part.” Peter Wright’s description of the Carlisle dialect
(1977) contains various examples of the loss of /h/.
a’ve ’ad a sair derrick (I have had great difficulty)
Ther ’ingins are in t’bell-rayaps (Their hangings are in the bell-ropes)
’e rit til ’am (He wrote to him)
ya was lay yer lugs up for owt ya shouldn’t ’ear (You were listening to
something you shouldn’t hear)
(5) hill ’ealth (ill health)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Analysing this variable across the age groups it is apparent that (H) deletion
becomes more and more infrequent. This is a rather unusual change which
Jansen (2012c) discusses in more detail.
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4.2 Morphosyntax
In CE, the number of distinguishing morphosyntactic features is restricted,
while the north east of England is a rich area of distinguishing grammatical
features (cf. Beal 1993, Beal 2008b). Fairly common variable features which
are also found in CE are:







the use of personal pronouns as demonstratives: Everybody went on
holiday in them days.
singular verb forms in existentials with plural noun: There is some
places where you feel uneasy.
absence of plural marking for some nouns of measurement: My wife
earns 200 pound a week.
never as a simple past tense negative marker: You never seen your
father for five years.
use of narrative present: And I have me daughter and then six month
after that I went to work at the paper factory.
omission of relative pronoun as subject in restricted relative clauses:
There’s a local man wrote a book.

Two morphosyntactic features will be discussed in greater detail below,
namely singular us (section 4.2.1) and special uses of the indefinite article a
(section 4.2.2).
4.2.1 Singular us
Singular us is not restricted to Carlisle, but seems to be more common in CE
than in other varieties. Carter & McCarthy comment that “us is sometimes
used very informally to mean me” (2006: 382). Beal (2008: 376) states that
us is found as both direct and indirect object in the north east, while in Bolton and West Yorkshire us is only found as indirect object. As in the north
east in CE singular us is found as both indirect and direct object.
(6) She tells us off.
(7) I must admit I’ve not heard that [...] ahm [...] but it wouldn’t surprise
us.
(8) They didn’t fit us. They were too tight on our feet.
(9) When somebody said: Pass us the cowie.
Sentence (8) is very interesting. The speaker is talking about a pair of pants
which did not fit her. In the following sentence she also modifies the possessive pronoun so that we could talk about a ‘singular our’ in this case as well.
For working class speakers singular us is fairly common while middle
class speakers do not use it. Contrary to that, Hernández (2010: 61f) finds
only eleven tokens of singular us in the entire FRED corpus where she looks
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at pronoun variation in England. Nonetheless, most of the cases she finds are
from the north of England. She states that singular us is mainly used by
speakers for requests in order to sound more polite. Anderwald (2008: 444)
limits the use even further and claims that “this phenomenon seems to be
specific to the first person, and to imperatives.” For instance, examples (6)
and (9) resemble such a request / imperative. However, in my data, the use
of this feature is extended to occasions other than requests or imperatives. In
fact, the use of singular us occurs in declarative sentences as in sentences (7)
and (8) in the data.
4.2.2 Loss and hypercorrection of the indefinite article
Beal (2008: 390) reports that the indefinite article is used with one in the
north east of England as in (10):
(10) Would you like a drink? Aye, I’ll have a one.
A few examples of this phenomenon are also found in CE:
(11) It’s just a one of the […] everybody does it in all the bingos.
Besides this non-standard use of the indefinite article a, it is also inserted in
other positions:
(12) What do I do a here like.
(13) Yous floff was a dead.
(14) You had to make a drawing of that on paper and then to put onto this
it’s a put like a plastic stuff.
The unstressed a can be found in front of adverbs (in particular here (12)),
adjectives (13) and verbs (14). This is in fact a feature that is not reported by
Beal (2008b) for the north east or any other area in the north of England.
While a insertion does occur, there are also quite a few instances where
the indefinite article is omitted1 in CE, a feature which according to Beal
(2008b) is not found in Tyneside. On the other hand, Shorrocks confirms
that this feature is often found in Bolton. However, “there is no rule to predict any individual case” (1999: 47).
(15) You used to come home and used to go to football match afterwards.
(16) I had […] had brilliant time.
(17) I moved to different part.
(18) I mean […] I wasn’t Take That fan.
1

There are also instances in the data where a is reduced to a glottal stop. However, in the
examples given above a was clearly omitted.
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The combination of a insertion and a omission could well be a linked phenomenon. The a insertion could be interpreted as hypercorrection. CE
speakers are unsure where to place the indefinite article and leave it out before nouns but add it in other positions. However, further investigation is
needed to give a more detailed account of this phenomenon.

5 Language identity in Carlisle?
The description of a selection of CE features and the comparison with Newcastle English have shown that the dialects are quite similar in many respects
but also distinctive in others. In a recent newspaper article (Kinchen 2011), a
map by Kerswill predicts that the accent of the north east of Cumbria, including Carlisle, will become more similar to the Tyneside English dialect
by around 2030. As the present article has shown this is not the case as yet.
There are, however, observable tendencies of convergence of CE towards
Newcastle English. A detailed sociolinguistic study on word initial (H), for
example, shows that /h/ insertion has been increasing during the 20th century1 (cf. Jansen 2012c).
What seems to be missing, in particular for younger CE speakers, are perceptually distinct phonological and morphosyntactic markers which are restricted to this urban area and which stand in contrast to those found in other
urban areas, i.e. [aː] in THOUGHT words spelled with -al- in Newcastle, the
merger of NURSE and SQUARE in Liverpool English or [ɔɪ] for the PRICE
vowel in London English.
An important factor why there are not really any salient distinguishing
features in this dialect could be the lack of an immediate urban neighbour to
the city. The proximity to another urban centre could lead to the development of a linguistic profile with salient features which contrast with the linguistic identity markers of its neighbours. We find this situation in large
urban conurbations such as the north east of England with Newcastle, Gateshead, Sunderland and Middlesbrough as a large urbanised area, but also in
Germany where Düsseldorf, Cologne and the Ruhr area display sub-areas
with varying linguistic markers due to the proximity of large cities to each
other.
Since this rivalry pressure does not exist, it could well be the case that
Newcastle English features creep into the CE dialect without being noticed
as a threat to the local dialect by the population. In addition, Newcastle English (‘Geordie’) has become very popular recently so that The Guardian in
June 2011 could lead with a story entitled: “Cheryl Cole, Geordie Shore and
1

However, there is a drop of [h] between the youngest speakers and the speakers born at the
beginning of the 1970s, which could be interpreted as “a last gasp before final attrition”
(Britain 2009: 133f).
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Britain’s hippest street – Geordies are riding high!” This positive evaluation
could indeed facilitate the change of CE to Newcastle English, but this is just
hypothetical. The future will tell whether CE converges with Newcastle
English and to what extent.
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World Englishes

World Englishes, Globalisation, and Language
Worlds
KINGSLEY BOLTON

Abstract: This article surveys current approaches to world Englishes (WE), provides a review of recent critiques of the world Englishes paradigm, and considers the
ways in which the theorisation of world Englishes faces new challenges related to
the effects of globalisation, as well as possible responses to such changes. This it
does specifically by examining the sociolinguistic backgrounds and experiences of
two groups of young people in Hong Kong and Guangzhou, and the complicated
multilingual realities of their language worlds, in two cities geographically adjacent,
but separated by a political border. Following Blommaert’s (2010) discussion of the
sociolinguistics of globalisation, the article then moves on to speculate whether the
notion of ‘language world’ has the theoretical potential to extend the WE paradigm
to accommodate transnational perspectives on world Englishes.
Keywords: China, Hong Kong, language worlds, mobility, sociolinguistics, varieties of English, world Englishes

1 Introduction
Over the last three or four decades, the term ‘world Englishes’ (WE) has
been widely used to refer to localised forms of English found throughout the
world, particularly in the Caribbean, parts of Africa, and many societies in
Asia. Today, it is generally accepted that promotion and acceptance of the
world Englishes paradigm has fundamentally changed the study of English
linguistics, particularly from a sociolinguistic perspective. This article sets
out to review current approaches to world Englishes, and to discuss the ways
in which the world Englishes paradigm has recently begun to shift, in order
to accommodate the new realities of English in a globalising world, as well
as academic and intellectual responses to such changes.1 This it does specifically by examining the sociolinguistic backgrounds and experiences of two
groups of young people in South China, and the complicated multilingual
1

This article is presented to this volume in recognition of the contribution of Professor Philip Shaw to research on world Englishes through his important publications in
this field and through his careful and insightful teaching of this subject to several
generations of students in the Department of English at Stockholm University.
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realities of their language worlds. Following this, the article finally moves on
to speculate whether the notion of language world has the theoretical potential to extend the WE paradigm to accommodate transnational perspectives
on world Englishes.

2 Approaches to world Englishes
Prior to the 1980s, discussions of English worldwide typically employed a
normative lexicon that rested on the distinction between ‘native speaker’ and
‘non-native speaker’, resulting in such categories of description as English as
a Native Language (ENL), English as a Second Language (ESL), English as
a Foreign Language (EFL), and English as an International Language (EIL).
Current debates about the status, functions, and features of varieties of English around the world date back to the mid-nineteen sixties, and, most famously, to the work of Halliday, MacIntosh and Strevens, who at that time
were given to assert that “English is no longer the possession of the British,
or even the British and the Americans, but an international language which
increasing numbers of people adopt for at least some of their purposes […]
in an increasingly large number of different varieties” (Halliday, MacIntosh
& Strevens 1964: 293). Twelve years later, Larry Smith described English as
“an international auxiliary language”, and asserted that it was “time to stop
calling it a foreign language or second language”, suggesting instead the
term “EIAL” (English as an International Auxiliary Language), which, he
asserted, “more accurately reflects the present state of English language
usage around the globe” (Smith 1976: 39). From the early 1980s onwards,
the work of Braj Kachru, Larry Smith and others argued for the recognition
of ‘Englishes’ in the plural, as in ‘varieties of English’, ‘international Englishes’, ‘new Englishes’, ‘English languages’ and ‘world Englishes’. Following this, the last three decades have seen the rise of this area as a site for
scholarly research and publication, with three major academic journals—
English Today, English World-Wide, and World Englishes—specialising in
such studies, as well as numerous book-length studies dealing with research
in this area, including Melchers & Shaw (2003, 2011), entitled World Englishes.
The term ‘world Englishes’ may be understood as having both a narrower
and wider application. The narrow application of the term refers to schools
of thought closely associated with the approach to the study of English
worldwide pioneered by Professor Braj B. Kachru and a group of closelyrelated scholars. The wider application of the concept subsumes many different approaches to the study of English worldwide (including varietiesbased studies) ranging from the Celtic Englishes of Britain, through diverse
varieties in the USA, Australia, New Zealand, and Africa to English in Europe and Asia, as well as the study of discourse and genre in those contexts
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Table 1. Approaches to world Englishes
Approach

Focus

Timeline

English studies

The analysis of varieties of English from a
synchronic and historical perspective, against
a tradition of English Studies (Anglistik),
dating from the late 19th century.
The detailed linguistic description of world
Englishes from a features perspective, typically using corpus data to investigate
grammatical variation.
Research on English in relation to such
issues as language maintenance/shift, and
ethnolinguistic identity.
The description of English through dialectological and variationist methodologies.
Situated against the long tradition of British
and European dialectology.
The promotion of a pluricentric approach to
world Englishes, highlighting both the
‘sociolinguistic realities’ and ‘bilingual
creativity’ of Outer Circle (and Expanding
Circle) societies.
The description and analysis of ‘mixed’
languages and the dynamics of linguistic
hybridisation (beginning with the early work
of Hugo Schuchardt 1842–1927).
The exploration of the implications of world
Englishes for language learning and teaching.

1960s–
present

The codification of vocabularies of English
worldwide, linked to particular post-colonial
societies and issues of linguistic autonomy.
The publication of books on English worldwide aimed at a wider reading public.
The expression of resistance to the linguistic
imperialism and cultural hegemony of English, in tandem with resistance to AngloAmerican political power.
The discussion of future scenarios for the
spread of English and English language
teaching worldwide.
An approach to international English focusing on those contexts, e.g. universities and
international businesses, where English is
used as a common language by speakers of
many different nationalities.

1980s–
present

English corpus
linguistics
Sociology of
language
‘Features-based’
approaches

Kachruvian
studies

Pidgin and creole
studies

Applied
linguistics
Lexicography

Popularisers
Critical
linguistics
Linguistic
futurology
English as lingua
franca (ELF)

1990s–
present

1960s–
present
1980s–
present

1980s–
present

1930s–
present

1960s–
present

1980s–
present
1990s–
present

1997–
present
Late 1990s–
present
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where English is regarded as a second or foreign language. Elsewhere, I
have pointed out that research on world Englishes in the widest sense includes at least a dozen distinct approaches including those of English studies, corpus linguistics, the sociology of language, features-based and dialectological studies, pidgin and creole research, ‘Kachruvian’ linguistics, lexicographical approaches, popular accounts, critical linguistics, and futurological approaches (Bolton 2004, 2006). To this list, we might now add current
work on English as a Lingua Franca (ELF), a recently-emergent approach to
English as an international language, which is now proving particularly popular in Europe (Bolton 2011). These approaches are illustrated in Table 1
above.
Although Table 1 is somewhat reductive and simplified in its description
of various approaches, it is hoped that it at least shows the wide diversity of
approaches now associated with research, publications and teaching concerned with ‘world Englishes’ in its widest sense (see Bolton 2003, 2004 for
a more detailed discussion of such approaches).

3 Recent debates on world Englishes
Since the 1980s, a pluricentric and pluralistic approach to the Englishes or
English languages of the world has become so well-established that this now
constitutes something of an orthodoxy in contemporary English language
studies and sociolinguistics. To such an extent, perhaps, that various linguists have begun to question or at least problematise various aspects of the
world Englishes approach to English language studies and applied linguistics. One continuing source of debate in this area comes from scholars committed to the analysis of ‘linguistic imperialism’, an area of discussion of key
concern to many concerned with the continuing spread of English, and its
potential as a ‘killer language’ threatening cultural and linguistic diversity.
The founding document in this arena, Robert Phillipson’s (1992) Linguistic
Imperialism was a landmark publication, which subsequently politicised the
debate on world Englishes and related issues. At the centre of Phillipson’s
theoretical approach to “linguistic imperialism” are a series of arguments
about the political relations between the “core English-speaking countries”
(Britain, the USA, Canada, Australia and New Zealand) and the “peripheryEnglish countries” where English either has the status of a second language
(e.g. Nigeria, India, Singapore), or is a foreign and “international link language” (e.g. Scandinavia, Japan) (1992: 17). The nature of this relationship,
Phillipson argues, is one of structural and systemic inequality, in which the
political and economic hegemony of western Anglophone powers is established or maintained over scores of developing nations, particularly those
formerly colonies of European powers, contributing to “English linguistic
imperialism”, where “the dominance of English is asserted and maintained
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by the establishment and continuous reconstitution of structural and cultural
inequalities between English and other languages” (1992: 47, original emphasis).
Phillipson’s voice in the early 1990s was original and persuasive and influenced the work of many others, including, notably, Canagarajah (1999),
Pennycook (1994, 2001), as well as numerous others. However, while Phillipson’s perspective was uncritical of the world Englishes approach at first,
his attitude seems to have changed somewhat in recent years. By 2009, Phillipson was maintaining that “global English” was a “capitalist neoimperial
language that serves the interests of the corporate world and the governments
that it influences”, and was asserting that, in this context, “[t]here are serious
theoretical and empirical weaknesses in the way world Englishes are classified and analyzed” (Phillipson 2009: 132, 164–165). In the same year, in an
interview, Phillipson further commented that “[m]ost work on World Englishes in the Kachruvian sense is purely descriptive, and an oversimplification of the complexity of the sociolinguistics of English in multilingual settings” (Phillipson 2010). Comments in similar vein have also been
voiced by Pennycook (2001), charging that the world Englishes paradigm
has been politically naïve in its application (see also Bolton 2005). Other
criticisms of the WE approach have been penned by such linguists as Bruthiaux (2003) and Saraceni (2010). The criticisms of both these authors have
largely focused on the ‘circles of English’ model of the Kachruvian approach, with Bruthiaux describing this as “largely monolithic and standardized”, and also questioning the validity of the Expanding Circle concept, as
“it is not always clear whether the concept is meant to cover countries, country-based varieties, speakers, or non- (or barely-) speaking learners” (Bruthiaux 2003: 167).
In Saraceni’s recent 2010 book on Relocating English, a similar set of
criticisms is voiced, with the author arguing that the world Englishes approach inadvertently replicates “a theoretically flawed and ideologically
Eurocentric conceptualisation of language” not least through the use of the
term ‘Inner Circle’ to refer to societies such as the UK, US, etc. where English has historically been the dominant language (Saraceni 2010: 81). Saraceni notes pointedly that, attitudinally, the WE paradigm shift has largely
taken place within certain fields of academia, but that the move to decentralise the ‘English language’ has achieved only limited success outside the
narrow confines of universities. One major strand of his argument here is
that the WE-paradigm (both in the Kachruvian and other ‘features-based’
approaches) has been too heavily invested in the linguistic description of
geographically-distributed ‘varieties’ of English, associated with studies of
particular societies, where, for example, descriptions of ‘Ghanaian English’,
‘Kenyan English’, ‘Malaysian English’, or ‘Singapore English’ are neatly
packaged in terms of their distinctive lexis, phonology, or grammatical features. In many ‘Outer Circle’ societies such as India, Malaysia, the Philip231

pines, moreover, the move to describe and valorise such local varieties as
‘Indian English’, ‘Malaysian English’, etc., has met with only very limited
success. Instead, many people in such societies (including businessmen and
policy-makers) frequently associate local varieties of the language with a
‘sub-standard’ or ‘inferior’ command of English. It is therefore ironic, Saraceni notes, that a features-based approach to varieties of English often undermines a central aspiration of the WE approach to acknowledge and respect regional variations, and may instead facilitate the stigmatisation of
localised varieties of English, commenting that: “Non-Inner-Circle varieties
of English are described according to parameters that have been set in the
Inner Circle, for the Inner Circle and by the Inner Circle” (Saraceni 2010:
81).
Saraceni’s argument on the disjuncture between academic and lay discourses on world Englishes is directly relevant to a number of Asian societies, including most Asian settings, including Hong Kong, India, Malaysia,
Singapore, and the Philippines, the major Asian Outer-Circle societies. The
valorisation of regional varieties of English that now achieves prominence
through many academic studies of English worldwide is visibly at odds with
public debates on language in many Outer Circle societies, even in such
well-established contexts as India or Singapore, where it might be assumed
that there was by now a general acceptance of ‘Indian English’ or ‘Singaporean English’ in the community. Not untypically, the well-intentioned linguist (arriving from abroad) embarking on research in New Delhi may be
told by his hosts that the notion of Indian English is ill-conceived, and informed that educated Indians continue to strive for a command of the
‘Queen’s English’. Similarly, the sociolinguist arriving in Singapore soon
has to come to terms with the diverse issues attendant on the “Speak Good
English Movement”, and with the official or semi-official disavowal of
‘Singlish’ as ‘broken’ or ‘poor’ English (Goh 2011). At another level, across
Asia, Europe, and elsewhere, the traditional dichotomy between ESL and
EFL (or Outer versus Expanding Circle) contexts, is becoming somewhat
blurred, partly because of patterns of migration and mobility, associated with
globalisation. As a result, the somewhat traditional geographical (and dialectal) approach to international varieties of English, where each regional variety is associated with a distinct set of distinctive phonological, lexical and
grammatical features, may now need re-examination, and reconceptualisation.
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4 World Englishes and the sociolinguistics of
globalisation
The world Englishes paradigm in its initial and classic form arguably influenced English studies most powerfully in the 1980s and early 1990s. In its
challenges to traditional approaches to English linguistics (in, for example,
the Kachru-Quirk debate of 1990–91), it represented a fresh, new, innovative
and pluralistic vision of English studies, at a time when English was dramatically spreading through educational systems, the mass media, and public
life in many very different societies across the world. From the mid-1990s
onwards, this spread of the English language became increasingly associated
with the complex of forces associated with ‘globalisation’. While this is
itself a contentious term capable of multiple definitions, for many it is broadly understood, in the contemporary context, as that form of capitalism associated with ‘post-industrialism’ and ‘post-modernity’, associated with global
flows of capital, goods, and people across international borders (Beynon &
Dunkerley 2000).
As Mufwene (2010) has pointed out, however, despite the well-attested
spread of English globally, in both Outer and Expanding contexts, “multilingualism has been the norm” and “the fear that it will drive indigenous languages out to extinction remains an unsubstantiated myth” (2010: 48). Given
this one important challenge for WE research as it moves forward is to investigate the interaction between English and multilingual language ecologies in finer-grained detail than in the past, which may involve new frameworks accommodating code alternation, hybridisation and fresh perspectives
on linguistic contact. One important response to such a challenge, I would
suggest, is provided by the framework set out in Blommaert’s (2010) volume
on The Sociolinguistics of Globalization. Here, in considering the effects of
contemporary globalisation on language and linguistics, Blommaert stresses
the importance of mobility, at a number of levels, affirming that
globalization forces sociolinguistics to unthink its classic distinctions and biases and to rethink itself as a sociolinguistics of mobile resources, framed in
terms of trans-contextual networks, flows and movements. This unthinking
and rethinking is long overdue […] and sociolinguistics still bears many
marks of its own peculiar history, as it has focused on static variation, on local
distribution of varieties, on stratified language contact, and so on. (Blommaert
2010: 1)

Elsewhere Blommaert argues that the reconceptualisation of the object of
study involves a shift from “a language” as a static system to language as a
mobile resource, and a shift away from the traditional notion of a “speech
community”, to a perspective where “language exists in and for mobility
across space and time” (181). Mobility in Blommaert’s framework not only
refers to horizontal, geographical mobility, but also to social and economic
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mobility. Thus the deployment of a new language or code may reflect a shift
of physical location, or a change (or attempted change) in social identity,
orientation, or status. At the core of this theorisation is an appeal for a reimagining of research protocols, to fully accommodate the shifting boundaries of the world and its languages, involving a critique of traditional language studies:
It is a critique of the Saussurean synchrony – a view of sociolinguistic reality
in which language is undressed, so to speak, and robbed of the spatial and
temporal features that define its occurrence, meaning and function in real social life. […] We need to replace it with a view of language as something intrinsically and perpetually mobile, through space as well as time, and made
for mobility. The finality of language is mobility, not immobility. […] Now
that times have changed and we are looking at a world that can no longer be
neatly divided into clear and transparent categories, the theoretical paradigms
need to be revised as well. (Blommaert 2010: xiv).

Blommaert draws evidence to support his arguments from a diverse range of
multilingual and heteroglossic contexts, including a Tokyo department store,
London’s Chinatown, Swahili fiction, South African schools, golf advertisements from Belgium and China, and an asylum application submitted to
the UK government from a Rwandan refugee. Many of his insights may also
be applicable, however, to other settings, including the often multilinguallycomplex sites of world Englishes research.

5 Hong Kong, Guangzhou and the ‘language worlds’ of
young people
One highly complex sociolinguistic area which has been directly affected by
various waves of changes—economic, political and social—directly linked
to globalisation is the Pearl River Delta of Guangdong province in southern
China. This area has been at the heart of China’s industrial modernisation
and economic growth for the last thirty years, and is home to two of China’s
most important cities, Hong Kong and Guangzhou (historically known as
“Canton”), separated by some 119 kilometres.
Although both cities are now officially subject to Chinese rule, the sociopolitical and sociolinguistic realities of these two metropolises, separated by
a network of fortified borders, are very different. The city of Guangzhou
dates from 200 BC, while the urban development of Hong Kong dates from
its annexation by the British in 1842. Hong Kong remained a British crown
colony from that date until 1997. Its current population is around seven million, compared with Guangzhou’s approximate thirteen million. Guangzhou
is subject to the full force of Chinese law (and the rule of the Communist
Party), including its language law, while Hong Kong still enjoys a high de234

Figure 1. Hong Kong, Guangzhou, and the Pearl River Delta
gree of autonomy under the principle of ‘one country, two systems’, which
was formulated prior to the resumption of Chinese sovereignty. In Hong
Kong, the government’s official language policy is that of ‘trilingualism’
(spoken Cantonese, English, Putonghua), and ‘biliteracy’ (written Chinese
and English). China’s official national policy, as applied across the border,
centres on the promotion of spoken Putonghua and simplified characters,
and, very understandably, accords no special recognition to English.
Another important difference between the two societies from a linguistic
perspective is the simple fact that, in Hong Kong, a great deal more is known
about the languages of the community than in Guangzhou. Partly this is due
to the fact that a great deal of sociolinguistic research has been carried out in
Hong Kong, particularly over the last three decades or so. It is also an artifact of colonialism, however, as the colonial government first began to ask
questions about language in its household censuses as early as 1911. In
Guangzhou, official data concerning the linguistic ecology of the city is not
readily available, and instead sociolinguists largely rely on anecdotal observations of the situation. Today, such observations suggest that Cantonese is
now perceived as endangered in its traditional citadel, both as a result of the
promotion of Putonghua (Mandarin) in schools throughout the city, and
because of massive in-migration to Guangzhou from many other parts of
China. In Hong Kong, by contrast, the 2011 census indicated that around
90% of the population claim Cantonese as their ‘usual language’, compared
with 3.5% for English, 1.4% for Putonghua, and smaller percentages for
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minority Chinese dialects, such as Chiu Chau, Fukien, Hakka, Shanghainese,
and such minority languages as Filipino, Indonesian, and Japanese. In broad
terms, then, Hong Kong may be regarded as the Cantonese-speaking capital
of China, and, by extension, the world.

5.1 Interviews with Guangzhou and Hong Kong university
students
In order to investigate the shifting linguistic terrain in both Hong Kong (HK)
and Guangzhou (GZ), in November 2012 I interviewed two groups of young
university students; one from City University in Hong Kong, and the other
from Sun Yat-sen University in Guangzhou, both groups of students majoring in English. The ages of the HK students ranged from 20 to 23, while the
GZ students ranged from 19 to 22. Each group was composed of four students, although the gender balance differed, with two males and two females
in the Hong Kong group, and only one male student in the Guangzhou
group. The four HK students all claimed to be trilingual, with three of the
four reporting a working knowledge of Cantonese, English and Putonghua,
while the fourth (female) student claimed a knowledge of English, Cantonese, and French. Three GZ students were born in Guangdong province and
all claimed to know Cantonese, English and Putonghua, whereas the fourth
—from Henan province—reported a knowledge of English, Putonghua, and
Henan dialect. In addition, two of the four students claimed a working
knowledge of French, and one a knowledge of German.
One assumption underlying this research was that the linguistic experiences of these two groups of students would be markedly different, especially with regard to English. The Hong Kong students, after all, were based in a
society where English had official status, thus indicating an Outer Circle
situation, compared with Guangzhou, which clearly corresponded more
closely to an Expanding Circle context. It was thus anticipated that the Hong
Kong students would have had a greater exposure to English, both at home
and in the wider society. In addition, as noted, there were obvious differences in the balance of Chinese languages in the two cities, as in Hong Kong
it was clear that Cantonese still retained a great deal of prestige and was
much more widely used in such public domains as government, education,
and the mass media, whereas, across the border, in Guangzhou, use of the
regional language was now increasingly limited to the home domain and
vernacular settings.
To a large degree, such assumptions were generally confirmed by the results of the interviews, as the interviewees’ responses often recorded quite
different experiences and attitudes from the two groups. In the case of English, the Hong Kong students (John, Michael, June and Maria) all mentioned
varying degrees of use of the language within the home setting, and also
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exposure to international education from an early age, For example, one of
the male students had received his primary education in Hong Kong, while
the other had received elementary education in the US. One of female students also had a history of education in Canada, and had then completed her
education in international schools in Beijing and Hong Kong. The fourth HK
student came from a bi-racial background, with an English father and
Macanese (Macau) mother. The individual histories of all these students
attested to the language history of South China throughout recent history,
with patterns of mobility across Greater China, combined with extensive
overseas travel. In notable contrast, the Guangzhou students all reported
having learnt English primarily through education, and had had much less
opportunity to travel overseas.

5.2 The interviews transcribed
For the purposes of the interview, the two groups were given similar questions relating to the ‘most important languages’ in their communities, the
‘importance of English’, and the ‘language worlds’ of themselves and their
parents. The students were asked to discuss and debate these issues amongst
themselves. Both sets of interviews (conducted separately in Hong Kong and
Guangzhou) took place in a very relaxed setting, where a conscious attempt
was made to put students at ease, through the provision of refreshments and
casual conversation, before the recording took place. The discussions were
then video-recorded, and transcribed. In answer to the first question, on the
most important languages in their community, the GZ students reported,
predictably, that English had only a limited reach in Guangzhou society, as
the extracts in 5.2.1 below indicate.
5.2.1 Guangzhou students on the ‘most important languages’ of their city
Patricia: I think the language well, in Guangzhou is mainly the combination
of Putonghua and Cantonese, and if you know either language, you can live
really well in the city. But I think English, it’s not really necessary if you just
want to live in the city. Because most of the people […] they will not speak
English in their daily life. (GZ)
Peter: And actually as a English major, I feel very comfortable speaking English during the class but once I was out of the class, I feel a little bit awkward
and a little embarrassed to speak English, I always have this feeling like people will look at you and think you are being pretentious; you know how to
speak Mandarin and Cantonese, why you use English instead. So I don’t think
English is very necessary in Guangdong, also in Guangzhou. (GZ)
Mandy: I think in Guangzhou, even if you just speak Mandarin, it's totally
okay. Because Guangzhou now, it's a very. I don’t know how to put it, but,
publicly speaking Cantonese is but very rare, because there are too many im-
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migrants. But knowing how to speak Cantonese can give you a sense of belonging, makes you more effective for the city. […] Sense of belonging. But
English is not very useful. (GZ)
Peter: Yeah, […] English is not very necessary. (GZ)

As is clear from the above, in terms of everyday experience, in the minds of
these young Guangzhou students, English is only of limited utility in the
city, and as Mandy indicates, the most important language in the city for
many is now Mandarin (Putonghua). The extracts from the discussion of the
HK students, however, indicate a very different balance of languages in
Hong Kong.
5.2.2 Hong Kong students on the ‘most important languages’ of their city
Michael: Basically, I think that in Hong Kong, the most commonly spoken
language is Cantonese, which is a dialect of Chinese, the mother language.
But apart from that, English is also very common, when spoke, when used in
Hong Kong, especially in business context. (HK)
John: Well, I’ll agree with you that there’s in business context, English is
used a lot […] but we definitely we have to acknowledge that there is a trend
of increasing more and more Putonghua in the city because of the tourists and
because of the people who are actually coming and investing in Hong Kong
and they well, they sort of rely Hong Kong people to speak Putonghua to them
and not Cantonese or English. […] I don’t know how many of you experience
this, going into a shopping mall, and then the sales will be actually speaking
to you in Putonghua. And you’ll be thinking, I speak perfect Cantonese and
perfect English and you speak Putonghua to me. (HK)

In the above, Michael’s comments clearly attest to the importance of both
Cantonese and English, while John’s remarks reflect the recent impact of the
millions of mainland tourists recently permitted to visit Hong Kong (since
the SARS epidemic of 2003), and who spend a substantial amount of their
time shopping for clothes, food, milk powder, and other items.
5.2.3 Guangzhou students on the ‘importance of English’
The question about the importance of English drew a range of responses
from the Guangzhou (GZ) students. Interestingly, two of the female students
interpreted the question in intellectual and aesthetic terms, with Jennifer
referring to the ‘beauty’ of English literature:
Jennifer: I think if I don’t know English, I can’t feel the beauty of some English literature, even they are have been translated in Chinese, in different versions. For example, I am studying the Shakespeare […] And when I really did
plays, [and] studied the language of Shakespeare, I suddenly found his language is so beautiful. But when I’m reading the Chinese version, I cannot understand what he’s talking about. (GZ)
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Mandy saw the question in cultural terms, and argued that her world view
would be directly affected, and that the absence of a command of English
would change her perception of the world substantially:
Mandy: I think if I imagine I don’t know English at all, I almost couldn’t imagine it. Because language is not just about language, it’s about a culture and
your way of thing, it’s about all the things. […] Maybe if I don’t know English, my daily life will not change, I would eat, I would sleep, I would walk, I
would talk, just not in English but what I thought will be different and how I
perceive the world would be totally different. (GZ)

For Peter, the importance of English was directly related to his future career
plans, as well as his image of himself as a specialist in English studies.
Peter: Well I think English is very important to me […] I think English
makes who I am now cos I’m picturing myself as a people who are good at
English. So, without English, I don’t know how to distinguish me and other
people. […] Because maybe I still want to be an interpreter in the future so if I
don't know English, then I don't know, I may change my whole plan for my
life. (GZ)

The mention of career plans by Peter then prompted similar responses from
the other students, including Patricia who was planning a career as an English teacher, and Jennifer who had recently finished an internship, where she
had used her English skills. Mandy, in response, conceded the practical benefits of knowing English, but also noted that the importance of the language
went beyond career prospects.
Mandy: Yeah, I agree with Patricia, just for realistic reason, English is very
important and useful in our career. Even if you want to go into government
where you don’t need English at all, they still require you to be very proficient
in English. I think English, to me, the significance, is beyond career aspects.
It’s a new world that it brings me. (GZ)

5.2.4 Hong Kong students on the ‘importance of English’
In fairly dramatic contrast, the views of the Hong Kong students focused
almost exclusively on the utility of English for their intended future careers
in teaching, law, and public relations, in clear instrumental terms.
Maria: For me, I’m currently teaching English to children so of course English is really important. I haven’t thought of a dream career, but if I don’t
think of anything else, I’m thinking of becoming a primary school teacher in
English. So of course English would be really really important, especially because my Chinese isn’t that good. (HK)
Michael: Well, to me, [I’m] not trying to exaggerate. I think, if I didn’t know
English or English wasn’t available to me, that would be catastrophic cause
because […] I’m planning to take another two year law degree in Hong Kong,
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which […] they offer in English. If I didn’t know English, let alone my future
career, just my studies, I’ll probably have to end up somewhere in probably a
fast-food shop, serving MacDonalds. (HK)
June: I think in the industry I want to be in, English publishing, most of the
people I will communicate with probably speak in English. Without English,
how can it benefit or anything? My plan B would be PR, what Maria said, a
lot of PR would require both of English and Chinese. But there are some who
actually have two different people. (HK)

The fourth Hong Kong student, John, even asserted the dominance of English in his personal life, including his choice of friends.
John: Career wise, English is crucial. […] And in terms of my personal life, I
also can’t imagine without English what will my life looks like. 90% of media, or TV shows I actually watch nowadays are in English, songs are as well
in English, books I read, I only read English books nowadays. […] Anyway, I
like my friends to know good English […] cos I sometimes I can’t find
[friends who know good English]

Perhaps the most interesting comments of all, from both groups, came in
response to one question which asked them to compare the ‘language world’
that they inhabited with the language world(s) of their parents.
The notion of ‘language world’ itself was a notion that emerged, in pretheoretical and programmatic fashion, after I returned to Hong Kong in
2009, after a six-year hiatus from teaching in the territory. Previously, my
own experience of teaching Hong Kong university students had been largely
gained over two decades from the early 1980s until the very early 2000s.
During this period, the vast majority of students I came into contact with had
been born in Hong Kong, came from Cantonese-speaking homes, and had
overwhelmingly been educated in local schools. The educational world I
encountered on returning to Hong Kong in 2009 was noticeably different
from that of the 1990s or even early noughties. First, the Hong Kong undergraduate students that I encountered on my return came from noticeably
more diverse backgrounds than had earlier been the case, with a greater
number of internationally-educated and ‘returned’ students than earlier. Second, by 2009, there were many more mainland students now studying at
universities and colleges across the territory, which was certainly the case at
the institution to which I returned. These students were a now-visible and
enthusiastic minority at the undergraduate level, but were also present in
very large numbers in taught Master’s and PhD programmes. For many
teachers at the university, these newly-arrived students seemed noticeably
different from local students, and many of the faculty routinely commented
on the diligence, enthusiasm, and intelligence of these in-migrated students.
Personal contact with these young people also confirmed the impression that
they were highly motivated, and that they were determined to make the best
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use of the opportunity of studying outside mainland China. Conversations
with these students also revealed that they had come from many parts of
China, and were typically from backgrounds where their parents spoke no
English and spoke local dialects at home.
It soon became clear that, because of the educational opportunities offered
to them, the ‘language worlds’ of these students were typically very different
to those of their parents, as they often arrived in Hong Kong with good
Putonghua and at least a reasonable working knowledge of English. Their
motivation for mastering these two languages was usually linked to their
desire to gain educational qualifications and to embark on a career, but also,
in some cases, to somewhat less tangible aims of exploring the world, and
establishing an identity as an internationally-minded (i.e. English-knowing)
person. It was these encounters and exchanges with mainland students that
later prompted me to include questions related to ‘language worlds’ in the
interviews with both groups of students, and, in the interviews, all the students appeared to intuitively understand the notion of ‘language world’ with
little or no explanation, suggesting that the term actually corresponded to the
psychological reality of the students’ own perceptions in authentic and concrete fashion. More specifically, in the interviews, students were asked to
describe how their language worlds differed from those of their parents.
5.2.5 Hong Kong students on their ‘language worlds’
Michael: I grew up with my mum, and my mum is also bilingual which is
which she’s fluent in English and also Chinese with Putonghua and also Cantonese. So for me […] she may be let’s say more fluent in Putonghua, much
more fluent than I am in Putonghua, due to the context that she has worked in
China mainland China but I haven’t and I haven’t been there much. I guess
that’s the main difference between our language worlds.

In similar vein, John noted that his (and his brother’s) proficiency in English
was much greater than that of their parents.
John: So, my parents also are mostly using Cantonese and English. They
have a functional English, so they can get around with English without much
of a problem. But if you tell them to watch a movie, and ask them how much
they can hear from the content of the movie, they wouldn’t say too much […]
me and my brother are a bit different because both me and my brother learn
our English overseas, so our English proficiency will be higher than them […]
so we watch English movie, read English books, listen English songs, which
my parents don’t.

For her part, June’s account of her own family revealed highly complex
patterns of multilingualism (“it’s complicated”) that included Spanish, Portuguese, Cantonese, English, and Tagalog.
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June: My grandparents speak Portuguese and Spanish so my mum grew up in
a Portuguese slash Spanish slash English slash Cantonese household. […]
when it came to our generation, my grandparents told them demanded that
they teach us English and Cantonese and forget about Portuguese and Spanish. […] cos most of my family members including my mum […] were musicians slash singers, so a lot of people in […] their industry were Filipinos, so
they had to learn Tagalog, which is a dialect, so my mum knows how to speak
Tagalog, Cantonese, English and Portuguese. […] I’ll say my Mum’s generation, they’re more multilingual than I am, because [for me] it’s just English
and Cantonese.

June’s observation that the older generation were “more multilingual” than
theirs was echoed by a number of the others, including Michael who mentioned that his grandfather had been a Hakka dialect speaker, and Maria who
noted that her grandparents were fluent in the “Fujianese” (or Fukien) dialect. However, what was also noticeable here was that there was arguably a
degree of continuity across generations. In all four cases, these students
came from homes where Chinese-English bilingualism among parents was
common, and that this was also the case with the younger generation. June’s
own story however spoke even more strongly to the multilingual history of
South China, resonating historically with the very early interactions between
Portuguese, Chinese, and English speakers in southern China (Bolton 2003).
5.2.6 Guangzhou students on their ‘language worlds’
In counterpoint to the Hong Kong students, the discussion of the Guangzhou
students clearly indicated that their own fluency in English clearly set them
apart from their parents, and that, in addition, there were also some differences in the repertoires of varieties of Chinese between the two generations.
However, while the HK students had largely talked about the utility of English within Hong Kong, for some of the GZ students English also resonated
with access to ‘the world’ at large, as in the excerpt from Jennifer below:
Jennifer: I think education is very important reason, because we’ve got the
chance to get higher education so we need to learn English because we need
to get close to the world. But, back to the time when our parents had get education, I think at that time, the best condition of their language is somebody
who can speaks very standard Mandarin, that is their purpose but right now, I
think the purpose is to speak fluent English. (GZ)

In fact, students from Sun Yat-sen University in Guangzhou, like many other
students from China’s leading universities, often have the opportunity to
study overseas on completing their undergraduate programme, as witnessed
by Mandy in the following extract:
Mandy: Like right now, I am preparing to apply for grad school in France and
[…] my parents they kind of couldn’t catch up with my thoughts. I have to
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explain everything to them, about schools, etc. […] That’s one of the things
that I felt that my world is, my linguistic world, is different from theirs. Not
just the language but also some cultures, and some way of thinking. (GZ)

For Peter, however, contact with ‘the world’ did not simply mean overseas
travel or overseas study but also access to information from the world, via
the Internet:
Peter: I think you’re right on saying that because we know English and from
most of our parents’ generation, they do not know much about English. But do
you think it’s also because that we’re exposed in the times where the information can be easily exchanged whereas in our parents’ generation, the information is relatively not so convenient to be exchanged. Like cos back in
the days, the information are usually being blocked by the government or by
because the internet is not so common. (GZ)

At the same time, the four Guangzhou students were also aware that the
knowledge and use of Chinese dialects had also shifted between generations,
which was one point raised and commented on by Patricia:
Patricia: Do you really think that our linguistic world is more enriched or we
have more information in our linguistic world than our parents? Because […]
I think that if you you’re talking about dialects, for example […] I speak Cantonese, my father speaks Cantonese. I think he knows a lot of slang words or
other things and also he can talk with my grandparents in their dialects […]
where I really have a lot of things that [I] would miss out and mess up and
don’t understand. (GZ)

The stories of the Guangzhou students thus speak to a language ecology that
has been subject to rapid and profound change, over the last three decades in
particular. Indeed, since the end of the Cultural Revolution in the late 1970s,
the school system has been rebuilt and the government has promoted the
national language in all schools of the nation. In addition, English has also
been promoted very widely through the nation’s schools, on a scale that is
simply astonishing. Wei & Su (2012) recently reported on the national survey of languages held from 1999 to 2001, which interviewed 165,000 households. In this report, Wei and Su highlight that, in the national survey, an
estimated 49% (c. 416 million) of the population had studied one or more
foreign languages, and, of these, around 94% had studied English, although
of these only 7% reported that they ‘often’ used the language. From this, and
other accounts, it now appears that—despite the very widespread learning of
the language in schools—the actual use of English in China is restricted to a
small number of domains. The main domain of contemporary use is education, although with a role for English on a smaller scale in international
business and trade, hotels and tourism, and such communications as the
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English language media in China including the China Daily, Beijing Review,
China Central Television Station (CCTV) broadcasts, etc.
Although we now have a good deal of information about the spread of
English in education, we have very little about the role of English in the
everyday lives of Chinese people in China. Talking to students and other
young people in China, it now seems evident that the language worlds of
millions of young people are very different from those of their parents and
grandparents. On the one hand, there is the rapidly-changing multilingual
ecology of China itself, where regional languages and local dialects are giving way to the spread of Putonghua, while, on the other, young people are
now able to bilingually negotiate entertainment and information through
DVDs, the Internet, and all the electronic gadgetry of post-modern China. In
discussing their own language histories, a number of the Guangzhou students
mentioned the media, which they had consciously accessed when learning
the language. Mandy, for example, mentioned US television series, and the
popular singer Avril Lavigne.
Mandy: I think those electronic media really help me a lot. I remembered that
back in middle school, I started watching some American TV series like the
Orange County and some Desperate Housewives […] And I also remembered
that in middle school Grade 1, I was a huge fan of Avril Lavigne, I read every
lyrics of her songs, and I actually looked up the dictionary for the vocabulary
and these things. (GZ)

Patricia reported watching Disney cartoons at an early age, and consciously
using these to practise her English.
Patricia: I really think that how I started to really learn speaking English
when I’m I was watching the Disney cartoon. […] I know that when I was in
primary school and then I think when I was watching the English TV series
and [I] pay attention to those sound, I couldn’t help but I will pay attention
how they speak and how their pronunciation […] Maybe I really pay attention
to that and I think that helped a lot. (GZ)

Similarly, Peter and Jennifer also reported using English media for various
purposes, in the case of Peter for video gaming (“Yeah, it really helped me a
lot”), and with Jennifer in order to access fan sites for Harry Potter (“there
are many stories written by the audience and even some pictures and some
interviews that had no Chinese captions”). But at a more adult level, access
to the international English-language media was now also important for
other reasons, as, in the words of one of the interviewees, “if something
really big, some big event happen, say in China […] I will probably turn to
some foreign website to see what really happen in China because Chinese
media often give me this feeling of they are not telling the truth or they’re
not telling the whole truth, they’re just partly true”, explaining that “if I
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didn’t know English, I will be forced to believe what the Chinese media try
to tell us”.

6 Language worlds and world Englishes
6.1 The theoretical status of ‘language world’
Following Blommaert (2010), there can be little doubt the impact of contemporary globalisation with its transmission of capital, communications,
cultural products, and people across national borders presents a challenge for
sociolinguistics, and, by extension, perhaps, world Englishes, with its central
concern with the sociolinguistic realities of English-using societies worldwide. The notion of mobility is at the heart of this issue, in a variety of senses, including the physical movement of people, and there can be little doubt
that the late twentieth century and early twenty-first century has been an
important era of mass migration in a number of key localities in the world.
In the USA, for example, it was not until the mid-nineteen sixties that the
immigration laws were altered to allow Asians and others to apply for immigration to the United States on an equal basis with European migrants, a
reform that was also adopted around the same time in Australia and New
Zealand (Reimers 1983). In Europe, the ethnic balance of many societies
also began to shift substantially, as former colonial societies such as Belgium, France, Germany, Holland, the UK, Spain, and others accepted migrants from former colonies as well as other societies outside Europe. Today,
it is estimated that some 9.4% of citizens of the European Union are ‘foreign
born’, with the highest numbers of non-EU foreigners settling in France,
Germany, Italy, and the United Kingdom (Eurostat 2011). Today, mobility is
not only confined to various forms of economic or political migration (in the
case of refugees, for example), but it is also taking other forms as well, with
patterns of educational migration, with Asian students increasingly moving
to Europe or North America, or European students moving across borders,
for studies in higher education. In the group of OECD societies, which includes 34 of the richest countries in the world, it is now estimated that the
number of such educational migrants has reached three million (OECD
2012).
Sociolinguistic theory as it developed from the 1960s to the present has
arguably focused almost exclusively on language stratification and variation
within discrete speech communities. For example, Chambers’ (2003) survey
of sociolinguistic theory highlights such constructs as ‘age’, ‘class’, ‘gender’, and ‘network’ as major social variables, and the discussion of mobility
is confined mainly to research on the issue within societies. In the context of
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globalisation, however, Blommaert’s key argument is that there is now a
need to reconceptualise the field:
The established paradigm is the sociolinguistics of distribution as sketched
above, in which movement of language resources is seen as movement in a
horizontal and stable space and in chronological time; within such spaces, vertical stratification can occur along lines of class, gender, age, social status etc.
[…] The second paradigm can be called a sociolinguistics of mobility, and it
focuses not on language-in-place but on language-in-motion, with various
spatiotemporal frames interacting with one another. […] And while a sociolinguistics of distribution is by and large concerned with ‘language’ – linguistically defined objects – a sociolinguistics of mobility is concerned with concrete resources. Put more concisely, it is a sociolinguistics of ‘speech’, of actual language resources deployed in real sociocultural, historical and political
contexts. (Blommaert 2010: 5, original emphasis)

He then goes on to explain that, in the second paradigm, which may be seen,
metaphorically, “as a vertical space, as layered and stratified space”, so that
“[e]very horizontal space (e.g. a neighbourhood, a region, or a country) is
also a vertical space, in which all sorts of socially, culturally and politically
salient distinctions occur”, which in turn may serve as “indexical distinctions, which project minute linguistic differences onto stratified patterns of
social, cultural and political value-attribution” (ibid.). Space, then, is not
simply geographical in nature, as its vertical axis contributes to “orders of
indexicality” that signify the distinctions between “good” versus “bad”, or
“normal” versus “deviant”, language use, and ultimately to one’s identity
and role in the world (Blommaert 2010: 6).
In establishing this line of argument, Blommaert moves away from the
language system as the object of study to focus on the individual’s deployment of language resources in a given setting, or given ‘context of situation’,
to use the classic Firthian phrase. This argument also recalls Le Page and
Tabouret-Keller’s assertion (a sociolinguistic generation earlier) that linguistic behaviour is most accurately viewed “as a series of acts of identity in
which people reveal both their personal identity and their search for social
roles” (Le Page & Tabouret-Keller 1985: 14), where individuals project
themselves into multidimensional social and cultural space through their
speech:
Within this general theory we see speech acts as acts of projection: the speaker is projecting his inner universe, implicitly with the invitation to others to
share in it, at least insofar as they recognize his language as an accurate symbolization of the world, and to share his attitude towards it. By verbalizing as
he does, he is seeking to reinforce his models of the world, and hopes for acts
of solidarity from those with whom he wishes to identify. (Le Page & Tabouret-Keller 1985: 181)
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Thus for Le Page and Tabouret-Keller, the locus of all linguistic activity is
the individual language user, projecting themselves into social space through
their acquisition and use of language. As Le Page himself explained elsewhere:
The form of our general hypothesis now is that people create their linguistic
systems (and we all have more than one) so as to resemble those of the groups
with which from time to time they wish to identify. Both the groups, and their
linguistic attributes, exist solely in the mind of each individual. When we talk
we project the universe as we see it on to others as on to a cinema screen in
our own images, expressed in the language we consider appropriate at that
moment, and we invite others by these acts to share our universe. (Le Page
1986: 23)

Although Le Page’s arguments were initially framed some thirty years earlier, they share with Blommaert a focus not on a particular ‘language’, ‘dialect’, or ‘variety’, but on the linguistic behaviour of particular individuals,
often in negotiation with ‘diffuse’ forms of language.
Against this theoretical background, we might now attempt to conceptualise the notion of ‘language world’, as it applies to the two groups of students
from Guangzhou and Hong Kong, and as it may be generalisable to other
language learners/users worldwide. As we noted above, the linguistic experiences of the two groups were rather different. The students from Hong Kong
were from bilingual family backgrounds, all intended to use their bilingual
skills in careers in Hong Kong, and saw their knowledge of English as having a high instrumental value for such purposes. By contrast, the language
world of the Guangzhou students was dramatically different from that of
their parents. The fact that they had acquired English opened for them the
door to ‘the world’, for cultural enrichment, for information, for entertainment, and for study abroad. Indeed, over the last two decades, hundreds of
thousands of Chinese students have gone to the United States, Britain, and
Australia to study at university, with around 160,000 Chinese students in the
US, and 120,000 in the EU (Bolton & Graddol 2012). Such figures point to
the immense changes currently occurring in China in relation to English, and
also to the sudden and radical nature of such change, strikingly at odds with
the “uniformitarian principle” that has underpinned mainstream sociolinguistics (Labov 1994: 21–23). So, for our mainland Chinese students from
Guangzhou, what was involved in acquiring English was not simply acquiring another language, but also acquiring another world, into which they
might consider projecting themselves, both imaginatively through media and
communication, but also physically, through educational migration for further study abroad. Following this, the notion of language world thus connects to the ways in which the user of a language imagines their ‘inner universe’ in linguistic terms, which inextricably connects to their language behaviour in the social settings available to them, as they move through their
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lives. Indeed, mobility, physical or social, was a priority for both groups of
interviewees.

6.2 World Englishes and language worlds
As was noted in Section 2 of this article, current approaches to world Englishes in the widest sense now include a large range of diverse perspectives
and objectives, ranging from English studies to creolistics, and from corpora
to critical linguistics. As I have argued elsewhere, it is possible to see this
catholicism as dynamic and inclusive (Bolton 2005), although approaches to
the field that have focused on discrete geographical varieties, i.e. localized
‘varieties of English’ have been problematized in recent critiques from Bruthiaux (2003) and Saraceni (2010), as earlier discussed.
One essential reason for this may be linked to the descriptive framework
associated with a ‘varieties-based’ approach to language variation itself.
Although the term ‘variety’ is widely-used as a neutral, technical term for
language description in sociolinguistics, the label is somewhat indeterminately applied in practice. Hudson, for example, notes that, from a linguistic
perspective, non-technical labels such as ‘languages’, ‘dialects’ or ‘styles’
have little consistency, noting that this leaves us only with the label of variety to refer to “a set of linguistic items with similar social distribution” (Hudson 1996: 20–21). As a result, in many branches of variation study constructs such as dialects and varieties are often eschewed in favour of “itembased approaches”, where the object of study is defined as a particular linguistic item, or set of items, at the level of phonology and syntax (Chambers,
Trudgill & Schilling-Estes 2002). From another perspective, Harris (1998)
has argued that the notion of ‘dialect’ itself rests on an idealization (or
‘myth’) that crucially discounts or ignores individual variation, so that “[a]
dialect, whether it be of a region, or a locality, or a single village, represents,
as it were, the basic level at which, in practice, linguistic diversity is reduced
to zero” (Harris 1998: 92). At yet another level, Algeo (1991) has also argued that all language varieties are idealisations or “fictions”, but that such
idealizations are also useful:
The concepts of a language, dialect, and even idiolect are fictions, ordered abstractions from the unsuppressible flux of change that alone is real. And yet
fictions are useful, and linguistic fictions are especially useful to speakers […]
So we usefully talk about idiolects; about local, regional, social, and national
varieties; and about an English language. Fictions all, but useful ones. Without such fictions there can be no linguistics, nor any science. To describe, to
explain, and to predict requires that we suppose there are stable things behind
our discourse. (Algeo 1991: 4)

One possible argument here is that research on world Englishes, and its theorisation, is still at a relatively early stage. Transported Inner Circle varieties
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of English, including US, Australian, and New Zealand Englishes have often
been regarded (explicitly or implicitly) as branches of a ‘Greater British’
family of English dialects organically and naturalistically related to each
other and to the wider Germanic family. The ‘new’ Outer Circle Englishes of
Asia and Africa have fitted less easily into the family tree, as such varieties
are used by speakers of non-Germanic ethnicities in complex multilingual
settings and have often had contentious colonial histories. A major achievement of world Englishes in the last thirty years or so has been to accord an
important degree of recognition to such Outer Circle varieties of the language. Bruthiaux thus notes that the Kachruvian model “broke new ground
in raising the awareness of dynamic varieties of English with growing populations of speakers and increasingly vibrant media, literatures and popular
cultures”, adding that “the very act of pluralizing ‘English’ and encouraging
serious debate regarding the nature and role of ‘New Englishes’ denoted
both imagination and courage” (Bruthiaux 2003: 160).
Nevertheless, given the rapid sociolinguistic changes currently occurring
in many societies worldwide as a result of various forms and effects of globalisation, Blommaert’s advocacy of a reconceptualisation of the sociolinguistics of globalisation seems timely and well-founded. In this context, it would
be unfortunate if the world Englishes paradigm remained static, at a time
when new patterns of language contact and linguistic flow are emerging and
gaining recognition. One aspect of this is the way in which immigration is
affecting the balance of languages in the US as well as European societies,
which have become increasingly multilingual. This has also had its effects in
a number of smaller European societies including Sweden, where today the
school authorities in Stockholm recognise more than 150 home languages
(Bolton & Meierkord 2013). Around the world, the effects of globalisation
are being felt in other ways. In societies such as China, Hong Kong, India,
Malaysia, and Singapore increasing numbers of young people may now
receive part of their education in their country of birth, but then move overseas for high school and university education abroad, in such study destinations as Australia, the UK, and the US. Such young people are invariably
multilingual, and move routinely between western and Asian societies, typically sampling and mixing multiple worlds and cultures as they go. The most
visible representatives of such groups include the middle- and upper middleclass children of well-to-do Asian families who acquire an elite education in
the best European and US schools, but increasingly parents of modest means
now also struggle to give their children an overseas education. At the same
time, young people in many countries around the world not only acquire
English at school, but also, outside the classroom, through the Internet, pop
music and computer games. In many of these contexts such processes may
take unpredictable turns, given that each of these learners or users of the
language carry with them their own personal histories of language acquisition and use, and negotiate their own linguistic worlds, often in contexts of
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rapid change and increasing mobility. In this context, one might suggest that,
in order to fully understand the often rapidly-shifting linguistic ecologies of
societies like Hong Kong and Guangzhou—as well as other similar contexts
in an era of globalisation—our research needs to keep pace with the changing linguistic worlds of the societies and people around us, not least with the
often complex multilingual language worlds of our own students.
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The North Wind and the Sun: A classic text as
data for World Englishes
GUNNEL MELCHERS

Abstract. This paper assesses the use and usefulness of a well-known text recommended by the International Phonetic Association (IPA) for describing accents of
English. The text was recently put to the test in the compilation of the Handbook of
Varieties of English (Kortmann, Schneider et al. 2004, 2008), whose contributors
were instructed to record readings of it in ‘their’ variety. The readings, ranging from
traditional British dialects to pidgins and creoles, are available on a CD-ROM accompanying the Handbook. A close study of the recordings and the utilization of
them in the actual Handbook reveals certain shortcomings in the choice of text as
well as the references to this data in the phonology sections of the Handbook. The
phonetic output is considered as well as the variable rendering of the text, due to the
fact that many speakers as well as some interviewers found it necessary to make
certain changes, some of which were radical.
Keywords: IPA, phonetic reading text, lexical set, accent, World Englishes

1 Introduction
For almost exactly a century the following well-known text, adapted from
one of Aesop’s fables, has been recommended by the IPA as a test passage
for phonetic research into different varieties of language. The English version, as presented in the IPA handbook (1999: 44), runs:
The North Wind and the Sun were disputing which was the stronger, when a
traveller came along wrapped in a warm cloak. They agreed that the one who
first succeeded in making the traveller take his cloak off should be considered
stronger than the other. Then the North Wind blew as hard as he could, but the
more he blew the more closely did the traveller fold his cloak around him; and
at last the North Wind gave up the attempt. Then the Sun shone out warmly,
and immediately the traveller took his cloak off. And so the North Wind was
obliged to confess that the Sun was the stronger of the two.

As recently pointed out by Deterding (2006), there are a number of problems
with the text in providing adequate data even for standard varieties of English. Some phonemes as well as common allophones, for example, are very
poorly represented, if at all, and the text is characterized by substantial repetition of lexical items.
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The text was recently put to the test in the monumental Handbook of Varieties of English (Kortmann, Schneider et al. 2004, 2008), henceforth referred to as ‘the Handbook’, covering the phonology and morphosyntax of
well over 60 varieties around the globe. The many contributors to the Handbook were asked to record a reading of the text by an informant representing
‘their’ variety. These readings, as well as orthographic transcripts of them,
are documented in the CD-ROM accompanying the Handbook and constitute
the data for this paper.
The purpose of the paper is to assess the usefulness of the readings of this
text in describing worldwide English accents, ranging from standard varieties as well as traditional dialects in the U.K. and the U.S., and lesser-known
early varieties in the diaspora such as Newfoundland English, to Englishbased pidgins and creoles. The phonetic output is considered as well as the
variable rendering of the text, and the significance of these readings as manifested in the actual Handbook is evaluated.

2 A general presentation and critique of the text
‘The North Wind and the Sun’ (henceforth NWS) was first recommended by
the IPA in 1912, “for unexplained reasons” (Smith 2000: 291), as a suitable
text for assessing and comparing the pronunciation of language varieties and
still features in the most recent edition of the Handbook of the International
Phonetic Association (1999). It has been widely used, proving to be “an
exceptionally valuable resource” (Deterding 2006: 187), and a number of
transcriptions, published in the IPA handbook and journal (formerly Le Maître Phonétique) as well as in popular textbooks, have been provided by wellknown phoneticians for various accents of English. There are, however,
obvious shortcomings even with regard to ‘reference varieties’ of English
such as RP and General American with this relatively short, compact passage containing no more than 113 words and characterized by considerable
repetition of lexical items at that. On the segmental level certain phonemes,
judging by the orthographic representation, are conspicuous by their absence, notably /Z/ and the CHOICE and SQUARE diphthongs (cf. Wells
1982: 123), and others are not exemplified in all relevant positions, such as
syllable-initial /T/, medial and initial /z/, word-final /l/, and consonant clusters ending in /s/ or /z/. Realizations of all these features play an important
role in characterizing and distinguishing accents of English. In addition,
acoustic measurements have proved to be problematic in the case of some
vowels, the many repetitions of lexical items limit the phonetic inventory,
and the shortness of the text as well as its limitation in style has made it
difficult to investigate prosodic features. That said, it should be mentioned
that a recent acoustic description of vowels (Salbrina 2006, on Brunei Eng-
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lish) and a comparison of Singapore and American English speakers’ intonation patterns (Levis 2005) are based on readings of the NWS text.
It goes without saying that the versions used in other languages may be
even more problematic: why would translations of this particular text lend
themselves to phonemic inventories even if the English text does? Deterding
(2006: 188), pointing out that there are a number of problems with the text
for the description of varieties of English, continues: “and indeed some of
the issues carry over when the text is translated into other languages”. This
must be regarded as a gross understatement. A comparative investigation of
the translations and adaptations of the text into other languages would be an
interesting research topic in its own right but is obviously beyond the present
study. It is noteworthy, however, that considerable regional variation — not
only in the phonetic output but also in the actual wording of the text — can
be seen in accounts of several languages: Elert (1964: 18f), for example,
gives two Swedish versions, and four regional variants of Dutch are given in
the Aesop Language Bank.
It is worth mentioning that NWS is not the only English text recommended by phoneticians for the comparison of language varieties. Another classic,
for example, still used for teaching and testing pronunciation in English
courses at some European universities is ‘Arthur the Rat’, a considerably
longer text (361 words). According to Abercrombie (1964: 38) the original,
longer version of that text, in which the rat was called Grip, first appeared in
1890 in Henry Sweet’s A Primer of Spoken English. Its origin as well as its
first use in connection with phonetic investigations appears to be unknown
(see Awtrey 1939, which gives an amusing account of the story of ‘rodential
Arthur’ as a reading test). This text, which also exists in shorter versions, has
been widely used in testing EFL pronunciation and in collecting recordings
of accents and dialects of English, notably in the monumental DARE (Dictionary of American Regional English) corpus of American English. A very
narrow phonetic transcription of ‘Grip the Rat’ is provided in The Structure
of American English (Francis 1958: 116–18).
In an important paper, based on cross-linguistic analyses, including three
high-quality recordings of RP speakers, Deterding (2006: 192f), although
giving due credit to NWS as a test passage, suggests yet another text “for the
description and measurement of English”: ‘The Boy who Cried Wolf’, also
an adaptation of an Aesop fable but rather longer than NWS (216 words).
While admitting that the rewriting of that fable has made it rather contrived,
its creator points to its many advantages, such as the occurrence of five minimal pairs. It is not known to what extent this text has been put to use (Deterding, personal communication). I will come back briefly to alternative
phonetic reading texts in the concluding section of this paper.
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3 The recorded texts as part of the Handbook of
Varieties of English
The two-volume Mouton Handbook of Varieties of English (Kortmann,
Schneider et al.) was launched in 2004, followed by a four-volume edition
simply called Varieties of English in 2008. The individual contributions,
each covering the phonology or morphosyntax of a specific variety, are by
and large identical in the 2004 and 2008 versions, but the overall structure is
different: the more recent publication is organized according to region,
whereas the two 2004 volumes focused on worldwide phonology and morphosyntax respectively.
Another difference is the more learner-friendly character of the later publication, manifested in study questions and exercises, and signalled by its
inclusion in ‘Mouton textbooks’. The volumes can be purchased separately,
each including an interactive CD-ROM featuring recordings of virtually all
varieties described in the books as well as interactive maps, website links
and an extensive bibliography. This paper focuses on one element in the
recordings: the ‘obligatory’ reading of NWS, but utilizes other aspects of the
phonetic inventory for comparison and analysis, such as the reading of ‘lexical sets’ (Wells 1982), or an adaptation of these suited to the described variety, and free speech. In this paper, page references to ‘the Handbook’ refer to
the 2008 four-volume edition.
In total, the CD-ROM contains 288 graphic files, 2841 sound files and 24
interactive maps. 76 varieties are represented by native speakers, most of
whom produce lexical set key words and some free speech (usually in an
interview situation) and about 50% of whom read the NWS text, all of which
is also displayed in orthographic transcription. The quality of the recordings
varies, and inevitably quite a few mistakes can be spotted in the transcriptions, which were apparently not always made by the writers of the respective chapters. Disregarding the phonetic output, a general impression is that
NWS is not an ideal text due to its somewhat stilted language. According to
the editors of the Handbook, NWS was also adjusted or replaced by some
authors because it was felt to be “culturally inappropriate” (Kortmann,
Schneider et al. 2008: 5). Some pidgin and creole informants have, in fact,
been asked to read a translation into their own variety, and some other
speakers clearly find the text rather awkward and make a few spontaneous
changes. I made these observations when, in my capacity as a contributor to
the project, I recorded informants in Shetland and Orkney, and further when
reviewing the Mouton Handbook (Melchers 2010: 504f). This constitutes the
point of departure of the present paper, which also draws on responses to the
following inquiry I sent out to my fellow-contributors to the Handbook’s
articles on phonology:
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Like you, I was one of the contributors to the Mouton Handbook of Varieties
of English (2004; 2008). As you probably remember, one of our ‘tasks’ was to
record a reading of ‘The North Wind and the Sun’. I was not very happy with
that, nor were my informants. A Shetland lady, for example, spontaneously
said that the text made a stilted impression. After producing a faultless reading
in ‘Shetland English’, she spontaneously delivered a Shetland dialect version
with clear differences in vocabulary as well as morphosyntax.
I am now trying to write a little paper on ‘The North Wind and the Sun: A
classic text as data for World Englishes’, using my own experiences as well as
the recordings available on the CD-ROM as data. It would be of great interest
to me to learn what experiences you had in using this text and how useful you
found it in writing your chapter in the Handbook. If, for example, changes
were made in the text, did you suggest them or were they produced by your
informant(s)?

This message was sent out to all the authors of those chapters on phonology
that are represented on the CD-ROM. One author, sadly, had passed away,
and another appeared to be unreachable, but 31 messages should have
reached their destinations. It appeared, however, that some of the authors
had neither made the recording of NWS themselves nor seemed to take
much interest in it. In total, I received no more than 11 responses, some of
which were, however, helpful and thought-provoking.
Clive Upton, editor of the Handbook’s volume on the British Isles (vol. 1)
and author of the chapter on Received Pronunciation (RP) states that NWS
“of course works well for RP”. He also writes that none of the other authors
in ‘his’ volume reported problems, which is in line with the fact that no other
contributor representing the U.K. responded to my inquiry. Similarly, Erik
Thomas, responsible for the chapter on ‘Rural Southern White accents’ in
the U.S. (vol. 2), does not report problems and argues that the ‘schoolbooklike’ character of the style is not an obstacle, since his informants would
consider it odd to see vernacular forms in print. Naomi Nagy, reporting on
her New England recordings, describing her speakers as “perhaps too standard”, remembers that “they sounded quite stilted when reading that passage,
maybe even more so than in the word list reading”. The same general acceptance of the text is found with reference to other ‘near-standard’ varieties
except for the fact that some (but not all) contributors representing the
southern hemisphere report that they had changed ‘the North Wind’ to ‘the
Southerly’. Ulrike Gut, reporting on her recordings in Nigeria, felt no need
to change the text but points out that the usefulness of the text for the description of a phoneme inventory of a ‘new’ variety of English is somewhat
limited. Ian Malcolm, writing on Aboriginal English as well as Australian
creole, felt the need to use a modified version of the text for the firstmentioned variety but had to use a creole translation for the second.
I finally take the liberty of quoting the response by Jan Tent, responsible
for the Fiji recordings, in full:
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Dear Gunnel,
I'm glad someone is looking at this.
Using the NW&TS passage is yet another example of colonialist and Eurocentric attitudes.
The passage was totally inappropriate for Fiji. We pointed this out to the editors. I forget their reply. Nevertheless, we didn't change the passage for sake
of consistency. Even changing the North Wind to the South Wind wouldn't
make the passage any better. The word 'cloak' for example is also not appropriate in a South Pacific context. Besides, you don't get "cold" winds in Fiji,
only cyclones and lots of rain. When it rains, people don't wear coats, they
just let the clean water of the rain fall on them. Quite a refreshing attitude.
We pointed out to our readers the inappropriateness of the passage before they
read. Most just grinned and said "What else is new?" People in Fiji (and the
Pacific in general I suspect are used to having to deal with literature that is
Eurocentric. Most school texts are like this.

4 The data: a regionally based inventory and description
4.1 Listing and categorizing the recordings
The recordings of NWS featured on the CD-ROM include the varieties listed
below, here presented regionally in accordance with the four volumes of the
2008 Handbook. Considering that the articles in the Handbook, as announced in its general introduction (2008: 2), “cover all main standard varieties, distinctive regional, ethnic, and social varieties, major contact varieties
(pidgins and creoles), as well as major varieties of English as a ‘Second
Language’”, certain varieties are conspicuous by their absence among the
accompanying NWS recordings. There is, for example, no representation of
Irish English, nor of Australian English as a standard variety. In quite a few
cases, the reader is referred to recordings available on the publisher’s website but, for various reasons, this additional source of information unfortunately never materialized.
Vol. 1, The British Isles:
Orkney English; Shetland English; Standard Scottish English; Welsh English; Northern English; West Midland English; East Anglian English; Rural,
South-Eastern English; South-Western English; Channel Island English;
Received Pronunciation
Vol. 2, The Americas and the Caribbean:
New England English; New York, Philadelphia, The North (USA); Southern
American English; West and Midwest (USA); Canadian English; Newfoundland English; Gullah; Cajun English; Jamaican English; Bajan (Barbadian
Creole)
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Vol. 3, The Pacific and Australasia:
New Zealand English; Maori English; Aboriginal English (Australia); Australian Creoles; Bislama (Vanuatu); Fiji English
Vol. 4, Africa, South and Southeast Asia:
Nigerian English; Ghanaian English; Cameroon English; White South African
English; Black South African English; Indian South African English; Cape
Flats English; Singapore English

4.2 Observations on the recordings
Each recording is described in a few notes featuring a general presentation of
the informant(s), including gender, overall character of the accent, and reading fluency. Obvious misunderstandings, adaptations and total replacement
of the text are also mentioned. Information contained in the responses to the
inquiry mentioned above is sometimes included. From a phonological perspective, my perceptions are often collated with the lexical-set-based descriptions in the corresponding Handbook chapters. The term ‘standard-like’
as used in some assessments signifies approximation to the standard accent
in the country or area, for example RP or General American.
Orkney English: A clear, confident reading. A couple of minor, insignificant
changes in the text, e.g. “took off his cloak” instead of “took his cloak off”.
The speaker (male) does not have a marked Orkney accent featuring Orkney
intonation patterns and could probably have passed for an SSE (Standard
Scottish English) speaker.
Shetland (Scottish) English: A confident, flawless reading, with one or two
minor changes. This speaker (female), who was recorded by the writer of
this paper, spontaneously reacted to the text not being natural to her dialect,
whereupon she delivered a ‘Shetland dialect version’ on the spot. That version was also recorded (not included in the CD-ROM, however) and is further referred to in section 6 below.
Standard Scottish English: Another confident reading, but the accent of the
speaker (male) must be characterized as very atypical, having an American
ring about it. The vowels, especially, do not sound Scottish.
Welsh English: Two recordings (Caernarvon and Rhondda), both of 75-yearold men. There are minimal changes in the text. Both confident, standardlike recordings, without a trace of Welsh intonation, although the Rhondda
recording makes a slightly more Welsh impression. Both have a clear monophthong in cloak.
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Northern English: Three recordings (Barnsley, Northumberland, Warrington). There are minimal text changes. The youngish, female informant from
Barnsley reads quickly and confidently, not in a strong Yorkshire accent but
she has unsplit FOOT-STRUT (sun, other) (Wells 1982: 351) and ‘flat’
BATH (Wells 1982: 353), in last. GOAT as in cloak is a monophthong. The
unstressed vowel in confess is not reduced to schwa. The male speaker from
Northland is even less ‘Yorkshire-like’. He displays the features mentioned
for the previous speaker, but more weakly. The male speaker from Warrington displays a slightly stronger regional accent than the previous speaker.
West Midland English: Two readings, both fluent, representing Walsall (female) and Birmingham (male). Both standard-like, except for an unrounded
stressed vowel in along. The Birmingham speaker has a ‘flat a’ in last.
East Anglian English: Two readings, one traditional and one modern. Although
not announced on the CD-ROM, both readings are clearly produced by Peter
Trudgill. They make a very confident, but perhaps slightly enforced impression. There are minute changes in the text, such as strongest instead of
stronger. Some characteristics of Norfolk accents are manifested in both
readings, e.g. Yod Dropping in disputing, and [u;] in cloak. In the traditional
reading the definite article is reduced to [D] in the other, the attempt; first is
pronounced with a schwa-like vowel; there is NG Coalescence in making
and the characteristic Norfolk prosody is manifested in the pronunciation of
strongest, with its lengthened stressed vowel and reduction of the final syllable (see Wells 1982: 341).
South-Eastern English: No fewer than eight speakers, male and female, 13–
87 years old. One informant (male 45) pronounces shone with [a]. They are
all RP-like but signal some social variation, especially in the realization of
out (MOUTH lexical set) and obliged (PRICE). The following was also
observed: the 87-year-old man is slightly broader than the other informants
and occasionally rhotic, whereas the 13-year-old boy has a touch of Estuary
English about his speech.
South-Western English: Four speakers (three female, one male). One woman
(older), is quite RP-like and non-rhotic. She has a long monophthong in off,
a back rounded starting-point in cloak, and Yod Dropping in disputing. A
younger woman is also RP-like and non-rhotic, with cloak similar to the
older speaker. The male, old informant is a rather hesitant reader, with a
fairly marked West Country accent, rhotic throughout and a monophthong in
cloak, Yod Dropping, voiced /t/, NG Coalescence in disputing, and [æ;] in
last. The fourth informant (female) makes an upper-class impression. Her
accent is RP-like, but she pronounces the initial consonant in stronger as a
palato-alveolar fricative.
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Channel Island English: Two male speakers (18 and 53), both from Guernsey. RP-like accents, towards Estuary in the younger speaker, who is heard
to pronounce shone with a diphthong and confess with an unreduced prefix.
The older speaker’s initial consonant in stronger is a palato-alveolar fricative.
Received Pronunciation: One female speaker, who makes an upper-class
impression. She displays a lowered TRAP vowel [a] in traveller, wrapped.
Curiously, she of all people, changes shone to shined.
New England: One reader, female, oldish. A quick, staccato reading. She
changes the text to “considered the stronger than”. She is non-rhotic, but
otherwise not very characteristically New England.
New York, Philadelphia, The North (USA): There are five readers from four
different areas. NY Long Island: male, confident reading, nothing striking,
i.e. no characteristic NY features. Pronounces shone with a diphthong (the
normal American pronunciation). The Long Island female makes a similar
impression. NYC, female, not stereotypical. She is variably rhotic and pronounces shone with a short monophthong. PA (Philadelphia), male, a very
confident speaker, is rhotic, pronounces shone with a diphthong. The fifth
reader (female, from Illinois) reads very fast. She pronounces GOAT words
(e.g. cloak) with a diphthong.
Southern American English (rural): There are two female speakers, both
from North Carolina. The first speaker has a characteristic southern accent
with lengthening of stressed vowels as in confess, attempt and is basically
rhotic. The second, younger speaker, has more striking vowels, with monophthongization of PRICE as in obliged. Very close DRESS vowels (attempt, then). Variably rhotic.
West and Midwest: Six speakers (two men from different counties in California, two men and one woman from Minnesota, and one woman from
Colorado). Hardly any regional characteristics are exemplified, perhaps with
the exception of a male informant from Minnesota who pronounces cloak as
well as shone with [o;].
Canadian English: One speaker (a young woman). No marked regional characteristics, no instances of Canadian Raising.
Newfoundland English: One speaker, a young woman, not reading in anything like traditional dialect. CLOTH is [A].
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Gullah: One speaker, a lady in her sixties, from Mount Pleasant, South Carolina. She produces a very dramatic reading and clearly understands the text.
This recording is transcribed, commented on, and used in exercises (vol. 2,
p. 204f).
Cajun English: One informant, male. He uses the form shined, has final consonant reduction in north, ‘southern drawl’ in sun, and is non-rhotic. In prevocalic position /r/ is realized as [r].
Jamaican English: One informant, female, who produces a standard-like,
slightly staccato reading.
Bajan (Barbadian Creole): One informant, male, who produces a rather
standard-like, acrolectal reading, again a little staccato.
New Zealand English: One informant, female. ‘The North Wind’ has been
changed to ‘The Southerly Wind’ or simply ‘The Southerly’. The short front
vowel ‘chain shift’ is amply illustrated, e.g. in wind, then, attempt, confess,
wrapped, traveller. She displays a very close pronunciation of the NURSE
vowel in first.
Maori English: ‘Southerly’ as above. One informant, female, who “identifies
as Maori” (vol. 3, p. 83). Marked front [a;] in hard.
Aboriginal English (Australia): A very dramatic reading by a female informant, apparently including gestures (‘like this’). Like the Australian Creole
recording (see below) there is reference to the north wind rather than the
‘southerly’. Some changes in the text, such as ‘that’ north wind and ‘that’
sun, ‘blow’ instead of ‘blew’.
Australian Creoles: Creole translation, beginning “Dijan norj win en san
dupala bin krowalambat jelp hu bla strangwan…”. It would seem as if this
text has not changed ‘north’ into ‘south’. A dramatic reading.
Bislama (Vanuatu): Another translation into a local creole, beginning “Win
wetem san tufala i stap rao blong faenemaot se hu nao i mo strong…”.
Fiji English: Eight readers (four men, four women), ages ranging from 20 to
50. Most of them are confident readers. Some accents make a staccato-like
impression, a few are characterized by lack of vowel reduction, and shone
tends to be pronounced with a diphthong. Here and there lack of aspiration is
conspicuous. There is NG coalescence in stronger (some speakers).
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Nigerian English: Two speakers, one male, one female. There are no changes in the text. The female reader produces a faultless reading, obviously with
some general African characteristics, e.g. not much vowel reduction (syllable-timed). The male reader has roughly the same kind of accent but his
reading is more staccato-like, and clearly syllable-timed. There are occasional examples of TH stopping.
Ghanaian English: Six informants (26–56 years old), representing four different first languages: Hausa, Akan, Kasem, Ewe. Some are more ‘Africanlike’ than others, as to vowel reduction and syllable-timing, but the readings
are all clear and good.
Cameroon English: Six informants, all female, who produce characteristic
African English readings, all quite similar, often stressing function words,
syllable-timed, and a reduced vowel system.
White South African English: There are two informants, one female, one
male, both fairly general SAfE speakers (the male speaker slightly more
typical), with back /a/ in hard, last, little vowel reduction, and a special
voice quality. ‘North’ has not been changed to ‘South’.
Black South African English: Two informants, one female, one male. The
North Wind has not been replaced. Both produce competent readings, the
male slightly more African-like. There is NG coalescence.
Indian South African English: One female informant. The accent is very
standard-like (English English), just a tinge of something different as to
rhythm and vowel quality.
Cape Flats English: One female informant. The DRESS vowel is very close,
e.g. in confess. On the whole very standard-like but the reading is somewhat
staccato.
Singapore English: Two informants, both male. The first reader is more
fluent, a quick, staccato reading in a sharp, rather special voice quality. Syllable-timed with a characteristic rhythm. Not many striking features. The
second reader deviates more from a standard-like English accent with regard
to rhythm and voice quality. There is no vowel reduction.

5 The data as phonetic/phonological input
An obvious purpose of featuring the above recordings on the CD-ROM must
have been pedagogical, providing students and teachers of World Englishes
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with a representative selection of regional accents. As such, it is of course
very useful material, but perhaps less so than when first conceived, considering the wealth of material now available on the Internet. According to the
instructions for contributors to the Handbook, the NWS recordings were also
explicitly envisaged as a complementary part of the input for the Handbook’s chapters on phonology (Kortmann, Schneider et al. 2008: 5). This
section examines to what extent they served that purpose; first, whether the
recordings are referred to in the phonology sections of the Handbook and
second, whether the NWS text appears to have lent itself to descriptions of
the phonologies of World Englishes. The first part of the examination, for
obvious reasons, is restricted to those varieties that are represented on the
CD-ROM.
A close reading of the texts dealing with phonology shows that there is
very little reference to the CD-ROM recordings, let alone the readings of
NWS. If any at all, they are exclusively found in the study questions. A typical task is exemplified among the questions on Shetland and Orkney: “Listen
to the recordings on the CD-ROM and try to find vowel and consonant realizations not described in the text” (Kortmann, Schneider et al. 2008: 46 (vol.
1, The British Isles)). For Welsh English, most of the study questions relate
to the CD-ROM recordings, asking, among other things, for differences
between the speakers, and evidence of Welsh-language influence (p. 120).
There is, however, no specific reference to the reading passage. Beal, however, in her study questions on English dialects in the North of England, asks
whether there is any variation among her three speakers between the pronunciation of the ‘happY’ vowel in the word lists and the reading passage (p.
142). In the questions on the dialects in the South of England, ample reference is found to the reading passage with qualified tasks such as quantifying
the proportion of /r/-presence vs. absence and /h/-dropping vs. /h/-realisation.
A scrutiny of the references to the NWS recordings in vol. 2 (The Americas and the Caribbean) yields the following, all found in the study questions. Several penetrating tasks are given referring to the New England reading passage (p. 63): on low front vowel realizations, the quality of /t/, and
word-initial /h/. It seems, however, as if “reading passage” does not exclusively refer to NWS (which it does on the CD-ROM). With regard to rural
Southern white accents, there are questions on the “Southern drawl”, glide
weakening of PRICE/ PRIZE, and non-rhoticity, as produced by the speakers but not specifically referring to NWS. The questions on the urban South,
by contrast, are entirely devoted to the NWS readings, emphasizing that the
two speakers were born 30 years apart. Unfortunately, however, that recording is not available! In a question on the Newfoundland chapter (p. 179) the
task is to compare the degree of ‘localness’ in a male and a female speaker,
but it is only the latter who has been recorded reading the NWS passage.
Judging by the questions on Gullah, the readings of NWS appear to have
been really helpful in assessing fundamental features of the variety: conso264

nant cluster reduction, assimilation, TH stopping, and variable rhoticity (pp.
205–6).
A scrutiny of vol. 3 (The Pacific and Australasia) yields even fewer references to NWS. One reason for this must be the fact that there are comparatively few samples of the reading passage on the CD-ROM, but as mentioned in section 4 above, some contributors experienced the text as problematic both from a linguistic and cultural point of view and even exchanged
it for local varieties. A very interesting study question is asked with reference to Maori English, however (p. 87): “What is the typical realization of
intervocalic /t/ in the reading passage and the free passage? Does it vary
between the Maori English speakers, and does it vary with stylistic differences between the samples?”. The trouble is that only one reader of NWS is
featured on the CD-ROM.
In vol. 4 (Africa, South and Southeast Asia), in spite of a number of CDROM recordings, the only reference to NWS is found in the study questions
on Nigerian English (p. 52), where a number of interesting tasks are presented involving the reading passage, such as describing the variability of the
pronunciation of the NURSE vowel, comparing the lexical sets and the reading passage, evidence of spelling pronunciation, and describing consonant
cluster reduction processes. It should be noted that the study questions in this
volume are otherwise characterized as very limited, general, repetitive, and
extremely text-oriented.
The meagre results of the actual use of data from NWS in the Handbook
inevitably lead on to the question whether the NWS text actually lends itself
to descriptions of the phonologies of World Englishes. As mentioned in
section 2 of this paper, shortcomings such as absence of testable phonemes
as well as common allophones can be identified even with regard to reference varieties. Nevertheless, in response to my query (see section 3), Clive
Upton, editor of the Handbook’s volume on the British Isles as well as a
contributor himself, states that NWS “of course works well for RP”. Similarly, a response on rural Southern accents in the U.S., with ‘standard-like’
readings approximating to General American, claims that the text is adequate, among other things because “American English doesn’t have anywhere near as many forms that differ strongly from the standard as dialects
in the far reaches of Scotland do”. Considering the dramatic progress of the
Northern Cities Chain Shift affecting virtually the whole vowel system, this
may be hard to believe but since the shift is not particularly ‘positionsensitive’ NWS should be just about sufficient here. Likewise it should
probably be sufficient for roughly covering the drastic movements in short
front vowels taking place elsewhere, especially in Southern Hemisphere
varieties, as seen from the notes on the New Zealand recording in 4.2 above.
Yet even a cursory collation of the NWS text with the Handbook’s detailed accounts of phonologies, chiefly based on realizations of the lexical
sets for vowels and other targeted recordings, demonstrates the insufficiency
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of the reading passage as a truly useful tool for eliciting information on English worldwide. Some examples taken from each of the four regional volumes will suffice to demonstrate this inadequacy. Consider, for examples,
the shortage or non-existence of data for the following issues relating to the
British Isles (vol. 1):






Shetland/Orkney as well as Scottish (Standard) English: the effects
of the Scottish Vowel Length Rule, whereby, for example, quantity
as well as quality would be distinctive in word pairs such as
price/prize; realizations of initial <wh->.
Welsh English: the complex, historically based, variation in FACE
and GOAT, elicited for the lexical-set recording by adding the special sets STAY and SNOW.
Northern English: MOUTH variability; tokens of BATH.
East Anglia: the historically based complexity of GOAT, whereby
moan is distinguished from mown, nose from knows, etc.

As for vol. 2 (The Americas and the Caribbean), the following insufficiencies may be mentioned:




New England: tokens of BATH; tokens of FORCE (contrastive or
non-contrastive with NORTH).
Canada: data for ‘Canadian Raising’, i.e. tokens of PRICE and
MOUTH preceding voiceless as well as voiced consonants.
Newfoundland: data illustrating the LOT/CLOTH/THOUGHT merger
as well as that of MARY/MARRY/MERRY.

Vol. 3 (The Pacific and Australasia):



New Zealand: data illustrating the neutralization of FOOT, GOOSE
and KIT before /l/, and the NEAR/SQUARE merger (cf. insufficiencies mentioned in section 2).
Australia: data illustrating variation in the front-rising diphthongs
FACE and CHOICE (the latter set, in fact, is not represented at all as
noted in section 2 above).

Vol. 4 (Africa, South and Southeast Asia):
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South African English, of course, is a special case in the African
context and is not to be classified as a ‘new variety’. A shortcoming
in the NWS text for this variety is the lack of data for the characteristic KIT Split (Wells 1982: 612), depending on adjacency to velar
consonants.

Otherwise, with reference to the majority of the accents described in this
volume, consider the assessment by Ulrike Gut (in response to my query),
stating that NWS “does not contain all phonemes in different contexts so that
its use for the description of a phoneme variety of a ‘new’ variety of English
is somewhat limited”. Several contributors to this volume have neither made
use of the lexical sets nor the NWS text, notably—and not surprisingly—
when describing pidgins and creoles. Admittedly, some have used NWS in
local translations. For obvious reasons, these will not be considered in the
overall assessment of the reading test: for one thing, I am not conversant
with these varieties, but above all, they can be compared to translations into
foreign languages and are not ‘designed’ to elicit information on accents of
English.

6 Some notes on the text: its contents, style, and
structure
In their general introduction to the Handbook, Kortmann and Schneider (p. 5
in all four volumes) state that the reading passage was “adjusted by some
authors, for instance because it was felt to be culturally inappropriate”. As
seen from some of the responses to my query described in section 3, certain
changes were indeed made, notably the change of ‘the North Wind’ to ‘the
South Wind’ (or ‘the Southerly’). To me, the inappropriateness of this term
seems related to geographical position rather than culture, and the more
essential objections to the text surely have to do with its style, perceived as
stilted and non-colloquial. It might, for example, have improved through the
inclusion of some dialogue. Judging by the responses to my query, a general
feeling among the contributors recording NWS is that the informants went
into another, special ‘mode’ when faced with this ‘schoolbook-like’ passage,
even different from the word list reading of the lexical sets. Naomi Nagy, for
example, writes: “One of the two New Hampshire readers was a teacher, so
he had no problems with the idea of reading out a story in someone else’s
‘style’”. Erik Thomas, writing about the American South, points out that
most people would consider it odd to see vernacular forms in print.
As described in 4.2, for speakers of some creole varieties the text was
translated into the local language. In other cases, especially in recording
varieties that are not usually written such as Nigerian Pidgin, the informants
were asked to retell the story in their language, but “the retold Nigerian
Pidgin versions also sound rather unnatural” (Magnus Huber, response to
query). Ian Malcolm, reporting on his Aboriginal English speakers, writes
that they tended to modify the passage as they read it, e.g. into “That North
Wind and that Sun they were disputing …”.
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Even in the British Isles, and at a locality where the north wind is very
familiar indeed, the text can make an unnatural impression, as evidenced
from my own recording of it in Lerwick, Shetland. My informant, a lady in
her early seventies, first read the text flawlessly in a kind of Scottish Standard English with a Shetland accent, and then spontaneously made some
comments to the effect that quite a number of words and phrases would be
rather different in traditional Shetland dialect (which is actually the variety
described in the Handbook). It should be mentioned that Shetlanders, at least
the older generation, are bi-dialectal, which also implies that they are quite
conversant with two varieties in writing. Dialect writing is encouraged at
school and probably more familiar to readers than in other areas represented
in the Handbook. The Shetland version of NWS below was written for me
by Dr. Doreen Waugh, linguist and native speaker of the dialect. Like my
informant she found that “the text didn’t sit easily in the medium of Shetland
dialect”.
Da nort wind an da sun wiz traepin/arguin aboot kwich een wiz da stronger,
when a traiveller cam alang, wrappit in a waarm cot. Dey agreed at da ean at
first managed ta mak da traiveller tak his cot aff sood be tocht stronger az da
idder een. Dan da Nort Wind blew as haard as he cood, but da mair he blew da
closser da traiveller faalded his cot aboot/aroond him; an at last da Nort Wind
gae up tryin. Dan da Sun sheened doon as waarm as he cood, an straicht away
da traiveller took his cot aff. An so da Nort Wind wiz forced ta admit at da
Sun was stronger as he wiz/da stronger o da twa.

7 Conclusion
In this paper I have tried to assess the NWS reading passage as a tool for
describing and distinguishing accents of English worldwide, using data collected by experts on the respective accents for the monumental Handbook of
Varieties of English. The general picture, as should appear from my account,
is rather disappointing for various reasons. For one thing, a great number of
contributors never supplied a recording, and the envisaged plan to include
latecomers on the publisher’s website did not materialize. More importantly,
a close analysis of the recordings demonstrated that they contain very limited
information on accent variation in that speakers have, as it were, gone into a
standard-like, ‘elevated’ reading mode.
A collation with the Handbook’s chapters on phonology showed that the
NWS readings have hardly been utilized; not at all, in fact, except for a few
exercises/study questions. Instead, the phonological analyses rely heavily on
the recordings of lexical sets, often extended or adapted to do justice to particular accents, and/or earlier research on the accent in question. Several
contributors, notably on pidgin and creole varieties, did not make use of the
lexical sets at all and disregarded the NWS text or used a translated version
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of it. This is understandable, since these varieties are clearly ‘deviant’, with
respect to the representation of all levels of language as evidenced in the
Handbook’s synopses and the interactive maps on the CD-ROM. It could, in
fact, be argued that they should not have been integrated so tightly in the
publication (Melchers 2010: 505).
Furthermore, an investigation of the potential of the NWS text for supplying data for World Englishes gave at hand that there were major insufficiencies as to the representation of distinctive features (‘indexicals’) as well as
complete phonemic systems.
Is the choice of the actual text then to be exclusively blamed for the unsatisfactory contribution to the Handbook’s phonologies? In other words—
would things have improved if another test passage had been selected or
designed for the purpose? According to Deterding (2006: 190), it is inevitable that “some sounds will be missing or have restricted occurrence in any
short text that is used for the comparison of different languages”. Referring
back to section 2, some other texts used for the same purpose were briefly
presented. Yet even a quick perusal of the considerably longer ‘Arthur/Grip
the Rat’ shows that it would not have been likely to improve the data input
for the Handbook. The more recent text ‘The Boy who Cried Wolf’ (Deterding 2006: 193), on the other hand, appears to have a greater potential in its
richer illustration of phonemic distinctions and phonotactic considerations.
From a stylistic point of view, however, the text is hardly an improvement
on NWS. Consider, for example, its sentences beginning: “So, overcoming
its fear of being shot, it actually […]” and “Racing down to the village, the
boy […]”.
As I see it, based on my listening to the recordings and on my own experiences as a fieldworker and teacher of courses on varieties of English, it is
the very use of obligatory readings that is the problem. This is also apparent
in many of the quoted reports from contributors to the Handbook. As observed on the East Anglia recording for the Handbook, it will, in fact, take a
native speaker, good reader, and highly qualified dialectologist all rolled into
one, such as Peter Trudgill, to produce a useful reading.
In Sociolinguistic Patterns, Labov (1972: 211) refers to traditional reading tests, such as ‘Grip the Rat’ as “relatively artificial, designed to include
as many dialect-sensitive words a possible” and argues for the use of texts
that read well, “focusing on vernacular or adolescent themes”. The creation
of such texts may well be feasible for a well-defined target group but hardly
for speakers of diverse varieties of English around the world.
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Of Birds and the Human Species –
Communication in Migration Contexts:
English in the Cameroonian migrant
community in the Ruhr area
CHRISTIANE MEIERKORD & BRIDGET FONKEU

Abstract. The Ruhr Area is one that has a long history of immigration. Whilst most
early immigrant communities originated from various European countries, recently
the number of migrants from African and Asian countries has increased, particularly
since political instability has given rise to the numbers of refugees. Often, they belong to the middle classes in their home countries, are very well educated, and speak
English as their second language. As a result, the Ruhr Area is now home to what
can be labelled diasporic Englishes: varieties spoken by a clearly confined speech
community, composed of individuals who share a migration history, maintain close
contacts with their home countries and frequently aim to return. Our contribution
charts the various communities that originate from countries having English as (one
of) their official language(s). We then describe in which domains English is used by
first and second generation migrants, and provide a very preliminary description of
the effects that increasing contact with German has on the speakers’ English production.
Keywords: Variety contact, English as a lingua franca, migration

1 Introduction
Throughout the history of life on planet Earth, species have been on the
move. Striving to find the most suitable eco-system to find a mating partner
and raise their offspring, many species have been found to travel enormous
distances. Great migrations have been observed e.g. for the wildebeest in
Maasai Mara, for the sperm whales, the monarch butterfly, and jellyfish, but
also for birds and mankind. Constantly, during their migrations, birds,
mammals and other species take their communication systems into new
ecologies. They serve, amongst other things, to identify members of the
same species, as most communication in the animal world is intraspecific1,
or, in the case of human beings, members of the same ethnic, regional, or
1

However, interspecific communication has been observed among animals living in the same
habitat (Hurd 1996).
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social background. Speakers of English, for example, take their original
varieties of English into new ecologies when they migrate. In these new
environments, speakers of Geordie or of Krio can easily be identified as
originating from Newcastle or Sierra Leone.1
Following increased global migration, many speakers of the various
World Englishes have come to take their varieties into new ecologies. Whilst
today the majority of English-speaking individuals tend to migrate into areas
where English is also spoken, others settle in areas where English has not
traditionally been spoken. In this, they resemble migrant birds which, following climate change, settle in ever new regions, where their species and
their modes of communication are unfamiliar (cf. Lund University (2012) on
the increase of new species arriving in Sweden from the continent). One area
which has recently witnessed growing in-migration of World-Englishesspeaking individuals is the Ruhr area. We propose that the varieties of English which these individuals bring with them are subject to very specific
processes of language, dialect, and variety contact (cf. Meierkord 2012 on
the latter) in the new environment, both at the functional as well as at the
formal level. Following a description of recent migration trends from a sociolinguistic perspective, we explore the linguistic behaviour in one of these
emerging new communities, the Cameroonian migrants, both from a functional as well as from a formal perspective.

2 Diaspora and migration and language
Whilst migration, originating from Latin migratio, refers to the process of
‘wandering’, a practice originally found both with birds and humans, human
beings have come to be more settled, in general.2 Furthermore, the establishment of national boundaries constrains humans’ migration today. Their
main migration patterns now involve immigration and diaspora settlements.
Clifford (1994: 302) distinguishes between the two, as to him “diasporic
populations do not come from elsewhere in the same way as immigrants do”.
He holds that immigrants are “en route to a whole new home in a new
place”. Diasporas, by contrast, are “groups that maintain important allegiances and practical connections to a homeland or a dispersed community
located elsewhere”. However, today we cannot really tell these two groups
of individuals apart. As members of the community we study, i.e. the Cameroonians in the Ruhr area, explain, they frequently conceive of themselves as
1

As Lewis (2009) explains, however, Krio is also spoken in Gambia, Guinea, the Senegal,
and the United States.
2
There are, of course, a number of nomadic tribes, hunters and gatherers such as the San in
South Africa or, originally, the indigenous Australians, and pastoral peoples such as the Khoi
in South Africa, the Massai in East Africa, or the Mongols in Asia.
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a diaspora, wishing to eventually return, but may at some point change their
perspective. Furthermore, as Meinhof (2009) points out, “beyond the continuing link to the homeland, migrants also establish and maintain transnational
networks”. However, the above distinction is of relevance for any description of their linguistic behaviours. Whilst being connected in their new
homes as well as at a transnational level, diasporic migrants remain in contact with the languages and language uses of their original homelands. Migrations of second language (L2) speakers of English, thus, result in very
complex linguistic ecologies, both at a personal as well as at a communal
level. Since English has normally been an L2 in the immigrants’ country of
origin, many migrant communities also retain further languages. Cameroonians, for example, continue to use Cameroonian vernaculars, Cameroon
Pidgin English, Cameroon English, and Cameroon French, whilst at the
same time interacting in German with Germans and migrants of various
national backgrounds. At the same time, they share ties with fellow Cameroonians who live in other places of the world and with whom they interact
in the languages of Cameroon.
Obviously, these behaviours do not only characterize Cameroonian migrants. Previous studies of Oslo’s Filipino community reveal very similar
patterns. Lanza (2007) found that, on the one hand, the community maintains
the local Philippine languages Bicolano, Cebuano, and Ilocano as well as the
Philippine national language Tagalog (Filipino). At the same time, they also
acquire Norwegian and continue to use their L2s, English and Spanish,
which they acquired in the Philippines. Interestingly, particularly English
serves to “ensure a Filipino sense of belonging in the diaspora” (2007: 293).
It is the language chosen for the community’s Sunday evening Mass held by
the Filipino Catholic Church in the Oslo Cathedral and is considered a Philippine language. Immigrant parents even transfer English rather than any
other Philippine language to their children, whilst of course also using Norwegian with their offspring.
Besides L2 varieties, the immigrants’ Englishes may also be vernacularized creoles. This is frequently the case with refugees originating from West
African countries. Guido (2008) investigated how these creolized Englishes
influence communicative success in interactions with the local population, in
her studies with immigration officers in Italy. She reports that, if these creolized varieties are used in such administrative contexts, their grammars are
frequently misunderstood by the Italian interlocutors.
Finally, interactions with members of other immigrant communities may
not easily be conducted across L2 or foreign language (FL) Englishes, i.e. in
English as a lingua franca, simply since not all immigrants speak English.
Blommaert (2009: 8) points out, based on his observations in Brussels, that
of course not all immigrants speak English, and that as a result,
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[w]hen a Nigerian woman goes to buy bread in a Turkish-owned bakery, the
code for conducting the transaction will, for both, be a clearly non-native and
very limited variety of local vernacular Dutch, mixed with some English, or
German, words.

From a contact linguistics point of view, diverse varieties of English are in
contact with other languages and with one another in these ecologies. Following Mesthrie and Bhatt’s (2008) typology, the Englishes introduced in
the migrant communities of the Ruhr area are pidginized and creolized varieties (e.g. from West Africa), indigenized L2 varieties, at times indigenized
first language (L1) varieties (e.g. from Sierra Leone), and sometimes language-shift varieties. As regards their use and function, these Englishes are
similar to the ones spoken by the various Indian communities that exist
across the world, e.g. in South Africa, Fiji, Kenya, or the United Kingdom
and the United States (e.g. Mesthrie 1992), or to African American English
speakers in Canada (Poplack & Tagliamonte 2001). In each case, speakers of
regional and/or ethnic varieties find themselves in new environments that are
characterised by the presence of a small community of individuals who use
that variety and a majority population who do not speak it.
Different from the just mentioned communities, however, migrants to the
Ruhr area are immersed in a German-speaking ecology. As a result, forms of
language contact and dialect contact take place that are different from those
in other ecologies. Language contact includes German and the migrants’
L1s, and variety contact takes place between migrants’ Englishes, including
pidginized and creolized varieties, and the FL Englishes spoken by Germans
and individuals of various L1 backgrounds.

3 English-speaking migrants in the Ruhr area
The Ruhr area is part of the German federal state of North RhineWestphalia. The area has a rich history of migration, much of which is due
to its earlier success in mining and steel production. The main cities that
developed as a result of industrialization and urbanization are Bochum,
Dortmund, Duisburg, Essen, and Gelsenkirchen, and peripheral and smaller
cities are Bottrop, Hagen, Hamm, Herne, Mühlheim an der Ruhr, and Oberhausen.
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Figure 1. Immigrants by region of origin1
In total, 14,659 migrants whose main citizenship is in a country where
English is a (co)official language were registered in the above cities in
2011.1 Of these, only 4,018 (27.4%) originate from countries of Kachru’s
Inner Circle, in which English has traditionally been spoken as an L1: Australia, Canada, Great Britain, Ireland, the United States of America, New
Zealand, South Africa, and various states in the Caribbean. The vast majority
of the English-speaking migrants have English as their L2. Of these, 5,070
(34.6%) originate from the Indian subcontinent, 5,027 (34.3%) from the
African continent, and 544 (3.7%) from Asian countries.
However, all cities have very individual histories of in-migration. Figure
1 documents how the above groups are spread across the various cities. As is
evident, most migrants are attracted by the cities of Dortmund and Essen.
Within these, migrants from the Indian subcontinent and from African countries have almost equal shares, but Dortmund receives more migrants with
English as an L1. The two smaller cities of Hamm and Herne are interesting
in that they seem not to attract African immigrants as much as others, whilst
migrants originating from the Indian subcontinent are relatively overrepresented.
Of those migrants who have English as their L2, the majority from the Indian subcontinent have emigrated from Sri Lanka (2,631). Asians predominantly come from the Philippines (374). The most populous communities of
1

This figure, unfortunately, excludes the cities of Hagen, Gelsenkirchen, and Witten, for
which no data were made available.
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African migrants originate from Ghana and Nigeria, followed by Cameroon.
The Cameroonian community is, however, of special interest since it is a
more recent community which has continued to grow steadily since the early
1990s.

4 The Cameroonian community in the Ruhr area
For the most part, in-migration from Cameroon is motivated by socioeconomic factors: since the 1990s, when following the Operations Villes
Mortes1 the Franc CFE was devaluated and salaries drastically reduced, the
number of immigrants has risen from 1,553 in 1990 to 14,414 in 2006 (GTZ
2006: 5, based on figures from the German statistical office and the BAMF
central registry).
Security and economic benefit are at the heart of the decision to migrate,
which according to the latest research is not primarily taken by an individual
but by the extended family. The family decides in favour of persons who have
shown themselves to be reliable and purposeful and who have often already
completed studies in Cameroon. The family supports the migrant before and
shortly after migration. It pays the costs incurred and expects remittances in
return as a contribution to the improvement of the socio-economic situation of
the family as a whole. (GTZ 2006: 6)

Upon migration into Germany, the behaviour of Cameroonians is not too
dissimilar to the one observed with migrating species in general. Similar to
those birds which assemble in flocks of the same species at Lake Hornborga,
Cameroonians tend to form enclaves, often based on ethnicity, profession,
and language. Not only do the migrants feel a sense of security and attachment in the presence of their fellow countrymen, but there are socioeconomic gains to be achieved by living in close proximity with one another.
For instance members of the community circulate important information like
where and when to obtain employment. Furthermore, established pioneer
immigrants encourage and help the efforts of the newcomers who follow in
the footsteps of their forebearers.
The size of the Cameroonian community in Germany as a whole and also
in the Ruhr area is difficult to estimate. Data collection is complicated by the
fact that the migrants are highly mobile, often moving from one city to another in search of employment, resembling migrant birds in search of food.
Also, many immigrants from Cameroon have obtained German citizenship
and are no longer listed as Cameroonians (although some cities’ registries
1

Operations Villes Mortes (‘Operation Dead Cities’) refers to activities of the political opposition aiming to drive the then president out of office, using strikes to close down the Cameroonian economy during the week.
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list these if they retain their Cameroonian citizenship as a second citizenship). In addition, there are large numbers of undocumented Cameroonians
living in the area (GTZ 2006). Germany-wide, the number of officially registered Cameroonians was 14,414 in 2006 (GTZ 2006). Approximately 70%
of these live in the state of North Rhine Westphalia. Our own fieldwork in
2011 revealed that the registered Cameroonians (with Cameroonian main
citizenship) are spread across the individual independent cities of the Ruhr
area as follows.1 The majority live in Dortmund (504) and Essen (259); the
rest are spread across Mühlheim (153), Bochum (103), Duisburg (71), Oberhausen (43), Hamm (12), Herne (12), and Bottrop (5).
The Cameroonians’ settlement patterns in North Rhine Westphalia and
thus in the Ruhr area confirm what has been observed for African immigrants in France (Tabouret-Keller 2006) and various European and Asian
immigrant communities in North America (Mackey 2006)2. The migrants’
tendency to form enclaves, often based on ethnicity, as well as visits paid to
the original home country, lead to the development of new communities in
which their original languages can continue to thrive. A major sociolinguistic consequence is the maintenance of practices of the Cameroonian home
country, which includes singing, dancing, dressing in traditional styles and,
above all, the use of the original home languages, both L1 and L2 (cf. also
Anchimbe 2006: 469, GTZ 2006: 15).
The Cameroonian immigrants in the Ruhr area come from a traditionally
multilingual and pluricultural country. The linguistic ecology in Cameroon
includes the post-colonial languages English and French, Cameroon Pidgin
English, and a large number of indigenous vernaculars (at present, Lewis
2009 lists 276 living languages, apart from English and French). Unlike
birds, humans living in such multilingual contexts typically command more
than one language, albeit often at various levels of competence.3 This allows
every individual to perform ‘acts of identity’ (in the sense of Le Page &
Tabouret-Keller 1985) so that s/he “creates for himself the patterns of linguistic behavior so as to resemble those of the group with which from time
to time he wishes to be identified, or so as to be unlike those from whom he
wishes to be distinguished” (Le Page & Tabouret-Keller 1985: 181).
Although most migrants are highly motivated by socioeconomic gains
and experience pressure to learn the majority language, this does not in itself
lead to language shift in such environments (cf. Tabouret-Keller 2006,
1

We are grateful to the individual members of staff at the various city registries, from which
the figures were obtained.
2
In France, immigrants from sub-Saharan Africa tend to settle in the Paris region and along
the Seine valley, and in North America, Poles and Czechs have been found to concentrate in
Chicago and Detroit, Italians in Montreal and Toronto, and Chinese in San Francisco, Los
Angeles and Vancouver.
3
Individual species, such as the mockingbird, however, have been found capable of imitating
other species’ calls and songs.
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Mackey 2006). As Mackey (2006: 616) points out, even if domains of language use such as the work place, the education sector, and administration
are occupied by the majority language, institutions such as families, churches, community schools, and media provide domains in which migrants preserve their original language(s).

5 Language uses in selected domains1
A qualitative analysis of the individual language preferences in selected
Cameroonian associations as well as the linguistic choices reported by individual Cameroonian migrants allows for detailed insights into the complexity of the community’s linguistic ecology and behaviours. Data were obtained
from a total of 58 Cameroonian migrants (24 first generation and 34 second
generation), residing in the cities of Dortmund, Duisburg, Essen, Oberhausen
and Mühlheim a.d. Ruhr. They were collected through acquaintance interviews (Garton & Copland 2010) that followed a semi-structured approach.

5.1 Language use and Cameroonian associations
Upon arrival at their destination, migratory species strive to unite with other
members of their own species.2 Emperor penguins, for example, seek to reunite with their previous mating partner and use vocal calls to find her/him
amongst the thousands of other penguins at the mating grounds. The desire
to maintain cultural identity and to assure socio-economic survival in the
Ruhr area, has lead Cameroonian immigrants to form a considerable number
of cultural, tribal, socio-economic, ex-student, and religious associations.
While cultural associations serve the purpose of bringing people of the same
ethnic region together, tribal associations are more specific. For instance, the
Bamenda people of the Northwest province of Cameroon may organize in a
Bamenda cultural association, but at the same time, this group may comprise
several different tribes, who may also decide to have individual tribal meetings. In these cultural, and particularly in the tribal, associations, members
see themselves as tied by blood, which creates an even greater sense of belonging and attachment. At the sociolinguistic level, one major difference
between the two is that in a cultural group many indigenous languages are
represented, whereas members of a tribal association typically share the
same language. Associations covered by our research are the Bakossi Cultural Association, the Bali Nyonga Association, the Bakweri men/women
meetings, the Manyu men/women meetings, the Bamileke men/women meet1

The empirical analyses presented in this and the following section are based on Fonkeu
(2011).
2
Cameroonians are, of course, not seen as a particular species here.
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ings, the MBUCCA Association, the Bamenda meeting, the Nkwen Dance
Group, and the Eyum Anneh Association.
Socio-economic associations are founded for the purpose of organizing
social thrift and loan solidarity schemes, which are called njangis in CamE,
or tontines in French, respectively. Based on mutual trust, these schemes
take the form of micro-banking, in that members each contribute an agreed
amount of money every month, and this sum is then given to assist one of
the members. Although the only collateral that njangis provide to their
member is the trust that these have for each other, they offer the advantage
that unlike the traditional banking system there are no interest rates involved.
In the cities investigated, there are the KUDECA Association and the Kongni
Njangi Group. Ex-student associations serve to help newly arrived students
to better integrate and to succeed in university life (CAMSU, the Cameroon
Student Union Duisburg Essen, SESHA, and SOBAN the Sasse Old Boys
Association - Nordrhein Westfalen e.V.). Finally, the Cameroon Catholic
Community and the Cameroon Presbyterian Church were also covered in the
interviews.
Language use in these different associations is largely constrained by
formality. Formal matters such as writing or reading the minutes of the meeting are carried out in Cameroon English (CamE; in the case of the tribal
associations, official deliberations may also take place in the vernacular).
Off-record informal conversations, on the other hand, frequently take place
in Cameroon Pidgin English (CPE) or in the vernaculars, particularly in the
cultural and socio-economic associations. Slightly different, in the exstudent associations even informal conversations may be in CamE, as this is
associated with a higher level of education. Singing is part of the meetings of
all the various associations and takes place either in CamE, CPE or the vernacular. German is not used in the meetings of either of the associations for
any function. A reason for this may be the fact that most members attending
these meetings are first generation immigrants.
The diglossic split between the use of CamE for more formal speech
events and CPE or the vernacular for the more informal ones is also reflected
in the language use in the church communities. Whilst CamE is uniformly
employed for readings from the Gospel, preaching and reading homilies,
singing and conversations after the service take place in CamE, CPE and the
vernacular. Obviously, the Cameroonians transfer the diglossic situation
which characterizes the linguistic ecology in their original home country to
their communities in the Ruhr area.
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Figure 2. Language preferences in the shopping domain

Number of Informants

5.2 Language use in small enterprises / shops
Figure 2 (previous page) reveals that language use in shops depends on both
the interlocutor as well as on whether the speaker is a first generation migrant, a second generation migrant born in Cameroon, or a second generation
migrant born in Germany.
Whilst the preference for the German language in German supermarkets
is expected, interestingly, German is also chosen for interaction with Congolese shop owners or assistants, who may not be fluent in English. In case the
shop is run by a West African, however, English is the language employed
by most first generation Cameroonians, and except for interactions with
Ghanaians, a pidginized variety is preferred. Whilst second generation Cameroonians born in Germany, in our sample, conduct all their interactions in
German, those born in Cameroon draw on German, CamE and CPE. Interestingly, CPE is used more often when the shop owner is Nigerian. The reason for this is that the use of a standard variety is expected of their offspring
by the Cameroonian first generation.

5.3 Language use at the work place
Whilst the language uses reported so far mainly take place within the Cameroonian community, at the work place Cameroonians frequently find themselves as part of a heterogeneous labour force, comprising individuals from
e.g. Poland, Russia, Romania, Nigeria, and Congo. At the same time, it is
relatively common to find Cameroonians working together in the same comLanguage preferences in the work domain
(first generation only)
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pany, as they inform one another about job vacancies through their social
networks. Interactions between co-workers are in German unless the colleague is a Cameroonian or originates from any other African country, in
which case CamE and CPE are used. As is evident from Figure 3, language
use is not only determined by the addressee but also by the formality of the
speech event.
Whilst job applications are always written in German and instructions received in German as well, interactions between colleagues may be in various
languages. Also, there is a tendency among co-workers to use more German
during work, whilst interactions after work tend to be more in CamE and
CPE, presumably since these do not involve non-English speakers as much.
As these three domains indicate, multilingualism and, thus, language contact are pervasive in the Cameroonian migrant communities. The next section discusses initial results of our analyses of authentic interactions within
the Cameroonian communities, to describe the linguistic processes which
result in this ecology.

6 Evidence of language contact and language change
Migration has been shown to be a key factor in externally motivated contactinduced language change (Trudgill 1986, Thomason 2001, Mufwene 2001,
2008). With the exception of those rare cases which involve the movement
of a homogeneous people to a new isolated region, migration results in language, dialect, and variety contact (cf. Meierkord 2012 on the latter). Individuals speaking diverse dialects of e.g. English or Portuguese suddenly find
themselves living in previously unfamiliar proximity, and they furthermore
encounter peoples speaking entirely different languages. The results of these
contacts have long been discussed in linguistic research, and the ensuing
processes and products have been found to include borrowing, codeswitching, code-mixing and mixed codes (e.g. Auer 1999, Thomason 2001).
The latter is the case e.g. in South Africa (McCormick 2002) and Kenya
(Abdulaziz & Osinde 1997, Mazrui 1995, Meierkord 2009), and may be a
general trend in postcolonial societies (Schneider 2007). In Cameroon, long
term contact between the two ex-colonial languages English and French,
CPE and the local indigenous languages has shaped the lexicon of the nativized variety CamE (Simo Bobda 1994).
Contact with German in the Cameroonian migrant community has so far
been less intimate and shorter. This mostly results in borrowing at the level
of the lexicon. Sankoff (2001: 638) explains this process for migrant communities:
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When a common second language is learned and used by a group of people –
whether immigrants or by virtue of the introduction of a new language to a
resident population – they often find themselves introducing second-language
lexical items into conversation with fellow bilinguals in their original first
language. Such items … are clearly the route for the later adoption or integration of these lexical items as loan-words in the immigrant or minority language.

In fact, such integration of L2 vocabulary is documented by our data, as is
evident from the following examples, which were collected as part of a pilot
study into the linguistic behaviour of Cameroonians as it can be observed
during meetings of their associations, here at a KUDECA meeting. Borrowings are indicated by italics in the examples.
(1) Mr. and Mrs. X revealed to the house that the Grüne party house has
been accorded to us from the month of January. This has two big advantages: the Grüne party house is located near the Mülheim Bahnhof,
just a minute’s walk from the train station Bahnhof.
(2) Mr. X’s wife has given birth to a bouncing baby girl and so he has decided to celebrate on the xx of January 2011. The meeting of January
will therefore take place in Mr. X’s residence at Kaiserplatz. We will
have a brief meeting and then go straight into the pikin planti.
(3) Members who had not paid the 25 Euros for Mr. X’s cry die were called
up to do so. They were asked to meet the financial secretary to meet up
their obligation.
In example (1), the German words Grüne and Bahnhof have been borrowed
into the CamE passage, rather than having been translated into English as
‘the Green Party’ (as speakers of British English would have done) or ‘station’. Whilst this reveals the influence of language contact with German,
examples (2) and (3) are indicative of the migrants’ retention of practices
they also employ in Cameroon. Here, CEP words have been borrowed and
integrated into the CamE passages. Pikin planti in example (2) literally
means ‘the baby’s plantain’ and refers to the birth celebration. The expression connotes a delicious pot of plantain, spiced with a lot of palm oil1,
which is traditionally prepared as a highlight to the celebration. In example
(3), cry die literally means ‘crying the dead’. This refers to the funeral celebration, which in Cameroon consists of two phases: at first, a ritualistic

1

Palm oil is an important ingredient in pikin planti since it symbolizes fertility. That
is why during the celebration any woman who has difficulties getting a child may
come forward to be anointed. Palm oil from the pot of cooked plantain is smeared
around her feet to inspire fertility.
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mourning takes place with participants actually crying and singing a funeral
dirge. In a second phase, immediately after the dirge, life is celebrated
through dancing and singing, thereby acknowledging that the dead is gone
but the living have to go on with their lives.
Borrowing from German is also observed in those informal conversations
which are held in CPE, as examples (4) and (5) show.
(4) Leave me so ma sister na wahala for ma vermiete di man
(‘I bet you my sister it has been a very trying period, as our landlord’)
don worry wi soteh we don decide for commot leave eh house.
(‘gave us so much trouble so we decided to quit our apartment.’)
Na Turkei man weh e di check every move weh ee
(‘He is a Turkish landloard who checks on every move’)
ee locateur dem make.
(‘his tenants make.’)
In example (4), French (locateur) as well as German (vermiete, an approximation of Vermieter and Turkei, again an approximation, this time of Türkei)
are inserted in the CPE passage.
(5) A go cook foofoo and eru. A get some eru
(‘I intend to prepare fufu and eru. I still have some eru’)
for house weh dem bi send am from payé.
(‘at home, which they (my parents) sent from Cameroon.’)
Dis Christmas sef no go fine for me at all, a di bolo
(‘There is no celebration for me this Christmas as I have to work.’)
Na only Sylvester weh a deh free.
(‘Only New Year’s Eve is a day off.’)
Example (5) contains loans from French (payé), which would be expected in
CPE because of the francophone heritage in Cameroon. Food items are in the
vernaculars: fufu is made from Cassava dough, and eru is a green wild leaf
that has become a popular vegetable. It is normally cooked together with
spinach as a moisturizer because in spite of its high nutritive value eru is too
hard to be prepared on its own. Again, this is also the case in CPE spoken in
Cameroon.
In total, there is evidence of language contact visible both in CamE and
CPE, in the form of borrowings from German. At the same time, CamE
retains borrowings from French, CPE and the vernacular languages, and
CPE retains borrowings from French and the vernaculars. From our preliminary observations, nonce borrowing from German is very common in CPE,
but less into CamE, probably because the latter is used for more formal purposes and with an exonormative British model in mind. Loan words from
French, which are characteristic of English spoken in Cameroon are giving
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way to lexical loans from the German language, especially in CPE: of the
seven loan words found in the CPE passages which were recorded at a
KUDECA meeting, six are German and only one is French. Somewhat different, the CamE data reveal a different picture. Of the seven loans, just two
are from German with two more from French and three from CPE. Lexical
items referring to food items are still in the vernacular, e.g. fufu, eru, dodo,
and egusi.

7 Conclusion
Although the English-speaking migrant communities in the Ruhr area are
comparatively small in comparison with e.g. the Turkish communities, their
social systems create ecologies which provide space for their original L1s
and L2s. Most Anglophone Cameroonian migrants in Mühlheim speak
Standard CamE to each other in all official situations. CamE is regarded as
the language of prestige, as reflected in its use in the Cameroonian associations, despite the fact that German has become part of their linguistic repertoire as the language used at the workplace, in administration, and in formal
education. Even speakers who no longer feel comfortable in CamE are
obliged to use it to take part in official discussions at meetings. CPE on the
other hand, is the language of Anglophone Cameroonian identity and is used
in all informal situations. Both are changing during contact with German, as
is currently visible in the form of borrowings. The sociolinguistic situation in
the migrant ecology has affected the Cameroonian’s linguistic behaviour
through the presence of yet another language, German, and new processes of
selection from the pool of available language features (cf. Mufwene 2001)
have started to take place and warrant further investigation.
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The Emergence of a Standardizing Cameroon
Francophone English Pronunciation in
Cameroon
AUGUSTIN SIMO BOBDA

Abstract. Having been long denied status as a legitimate accent of English in Cameroon by scholars, Cameroon Francophone English (CamFE) pronunciation is fast
emerging onto the officially English-French bilingual linguistic landscape. The
phenomenon is hastened by the political, demographic and sociolinguistic dominance of the Francophone part of the country. CamFE pronunciation is introduced
into the classroom by the very teachers produced in highly rated teacher training
institutions. Its hallmarks include nasal vowels, h-deletion and corresponding hypercorrect /h/ insertion, occurrence of new vowels and consonants such as /y, /, patterns of substitution for both vowels and consonants new in the literature such as /ts,
dz/ for /, /. A large number of CamFE features derive from French reading rules.
There are also plenty of instances of generalisation of English reading rules, or of
spelling pronunciation altogether. French is shown to be the almost exclusive source
of interlingual interference, having taken over the interfering function of the speakers’ indigenous base languages. CamFE pronunciation is significantly influenced by
the pronunciation of mainstream CamE, although it often manifests its autonomy, as
in its word stress placement, or even shows its potential to exert a reverse influence
on CamE pronunciation.
Keywords: Cameroon, Cameroon English (CamE), Cameroon Francophone English
(CamFE), Francophone, Competing Constraints Approach (CCA), interference,
pronunciation, rule(s), word stress

1 Introduction
Cameroon Francophone English (henceforth CamFE) has hitherto been denied status within the circles of the legitimate varieties of English. For example, Simo Bobda (1994a: 30–31), echoing many current views at the time,
excludes it as a performance variety different from a supposedly more legitimate English of educated Anglophones. The denial of CamFE was based on
a number of criteria or claims which included the fact that it was not frequently used in state institutions, and as a language of instruction. In fact,
within the national borders, English functioned amongst Francophones as a
foreign language. However, the situation has changed dramatically today, as
will be seen below.
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This paper is therefore an echo of the current situation of this variety of
English. The aspect of CamFE chosen is pronunciation, already handled,
though in cursory manner, by Kouega (2008), Tagne Safotso (2012) and
Khan (2012). More emphasis is placed on exclusive francophone features.
The paper further discusses issues surrounding CamFE such as the linguistic
sources of differences, the stability of the features, CamFE as a satellite of
CamE, and the future of CamFE.
Seeds for the emergence of standard or standardising CamFE pronunciation can be traced to the early days of the formation of the state of Cameroon. 1961 saw the reunification of the formerly French part of the country
with the formerly southern part of British Cameroons. The French part is
about 90% of the total size of the country and the Anglophone part about
10%. The demographic ratio between the two federated states has remained
to date, since the results of the last (2004) census show the population of the
Francophone regions (see Figure 1, the eight eastern regions) to be about 16
million and that of the Anglophone regions (the two westernmost regions) to
be about 4 million. This is already a sign of possible domination of Francophones and hypothetically of their colonial language, French.
The history of the coexistence of Francophones and Anglophones in
Cameroon has indeed been marred by Anglophone claims of marginalisation, poor infrastructural distribution, poor political representation, and the
like. We shall focus on sociolinguistic and linguistic marginalisation, which
are more relevant to the present paper. The French language overwhelmingly
dominates the sociolinguistic landscape of Cameroon. Linguistic consequences, such as the Frenchification of the English of Cameroonians, especially at the lexical level, are abundantly illustrated in the literature (see for
example Simo Bobda 1983, 1994b, Kouega 1999). As one example out of a
multitude, go to the Faculty of Arts, Letters and Social Sciences of the University of Yaoundé 1 and ask for the “Admissions Office”; you may never
find it unless you ask for (the French equivalent) “scolarité”.
As further evidence of the effects of political domination and its consequent linguistic domination, we can mention the many cases of Francophone
civil servants who are posted to Anglophone regions and who run the administration in French. An even more frustrating illustration is the now common
practice of sending Francophone science teachers to teach in Anglophone
technical schools where Anglophone teachers are not available partly due to
the system, which does not always favour the training of Anglophone teachers of technical and science subjects.
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Figure 1. Map of Cameroon and its ten regions.
The language of instruction in this kind of situation, heavily influenced by
French, is not always intelligible to students and the consequences are easy
to guess. Examination situations are even more dramatic. Poor translations
carried out by poorly qualified translators, sometimes of Francophone origin,
lead to chaos.
A vivid example of this type of bastardisation comes from the translation
into English of papers for the entrance examination into the Higher Teacher
Training College of the University of Douala in the July 2011 session. Just a
few extracts of the translation followed by the original French version and
the intended meaning will tell the whole story:
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English translation: *Higher Teacher Training School of Technical Teaching
French version: École Normale Supérieure de l’Enseignement Technique
Intended meaning: ‘Higher Teacher Training College for Technical Education’
English translation: *Contest of Entrée in Premiere Year ENSET
French version: Concours d’Entrée en Première Année ENSET
Intended meaning: ‘Competitive Entrance Examination into First Year ENSET’
English translation: *Test of General Culture
French version: Épreuve de Culture Générale
Intended meaning: ‘General Knowledge Test’
English translation: *Directives: To see text ci-after and to answer all questions posees.
French version: Directives: Lire le texte ci-après et répondre à toutes les questions posées
Intended meaning: ‘Instructions: Read the text below and answer all the questions.’
English translation: *In interest to be leading if you don’t direct anybody?
French version: In Intérêt à être dirigeant si vous ne dirigez personne?
Intended meaning: ‘In Intérêt à être dirigeant si vous ne dirigez personne?’
[The text is an extract from the book entitled Intérêt à être dirigeant si vous ne
dirigez personne? ‘Is there any interest in being a leader if one is not managing/
leading anybody?’]

Let’s return to the demographic factor as an element leading to the emergence of Francophone English pronunciation in Cameroon. Even if the country had a fairer language policy, it would be difficult to totally do justice to a
portion of the country, i.e. the Anglophone part of the territory, submerged
by 80% of a Francophone population and occupying 10% of the surface area,
as seen above. And if a population is predominantly Francophone, one can
expect there to be more French spoken or some form of English, i.e., Francophone English, more spoken in the long run than mainstream English or
Anglophone French. In fact, though no reliable statistics are available, an
impressionistic assessment shows that, over the national territory, there are
more Francophone than Anglophone teachers of English.
Another factor related to language planning is the distribution of English
and French in areas where they are used. If we compare the territorial, social
or institutional distribution of official languages in Cameroon with that of
other multilingual nations in the world, we will see that Cameroon is unique,
not only in lacking a proper language policy, but in allowing a situation
whereby English and French share the same territory. Other countries such
as Canada and to a large extent Belgium do have some territorial linguistic
distribution. The case of Switzerland is even more illuminating: each of the
four languages (German, French, Italian, Romansch) is basically constrained
to one territory. This phenomenon has led Hoffmann (1991: 14) to declare
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that the language situation in Switzerland is that of “territorial monolingualism”.
There is a sharp contrast in Cameroon where participants at a staff meeting in a school or corporation unpredictably and inordinately use English and
French, where an official interacts with his/her interviewers using English
and French, etc. When languages live so intimately together, we can expect
them to influence each other more than if they were territorially more separated. The direction of influence in this kind of situation is mostly from the
dominant language to the less assertive language.
An educational factor that cannot be overlooked in a study of an emerging
CamFE in Cameroon has to do with standards. By this is meant the quality
of teachers, and consequently of teaching. In language teaching, and specifically in the teaching of English controlled by a large number of Francophones, falling standards suggest, inter alia, the transfer of French features
into English. Recent research among postgraduate Francophone teacher
trainees in a graduating year gives the picture vividly. Tables 1–3 show the
level of approximation to, or distance from, standard textbook English which
is supposed to be taught by these teachers.
Table 1. Frequency of approximation to some RP monophthongs (Khan 2012: 41)
and diphthongs (Khan 2012: 42) in some words by final year Francophone postgraduate ELT trainees at the Higher Teacher Training College, Yaoundé
Frequency of approximation to RP monophthongs
RP
Word
ReNo. of
%
sponses
respondents
[]
journal[]
4
11.11
ist
[]
4
11.11
[u]
12
33.33
[]
16
44.45
[ə]
worker
[ə]
7
19.44
[a]
10
27.78
[]
19
52.78
[]
suprem[]
4
11.11
acy
[a]
1
2.78
[i]
10
27.78
[e]
21
58.33
[]
caused
[]
8
22.22
[o]
28
77.78
[u]

supremacy

[ju]

reputation

[u]
[]
[y]
[y]

7
12
17
36

Frequency of approximation to RP diphthongs
RP
Word
ReNo. of
%
sponsrespondes
ents
[ə]
seri[ə]
2
5.56
ous
[i]
9
25
[e]
25
69.44
[a]

lousy

[ə]

plural

[jə]

curious

[au]
[u]
[o]
[u]
[y]

10
10
16
5
31

27.78
27.78
44.44
13.89
86.11

[jə]
[u]
[]
[y]

1
2
4
28

2.86
5.71
11.43
80

19.44
33.33
47.22
100%
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Table 2. Frequency of deletion of third person singular and plural marker by final
year Francophone postgraduate students at the Higher Teacher Training College,
Maroua (Tagne Safotso 2012: 217)
Deletion of third person singular
pronunciation

percentage

lak

80

likes

rf

84

roofs

laf

84

laughs

wip

88

whips

dame

80

damages

lt

80

lots

kari

80

carries

kek

80

cakes

poss

90

possesses

ok

80

jokes

92

classifies

klasifai
ren

100

word

Deletion of plural marker
pronunciation

percentage

word

rents

Table 3. Frequency of deletion of the past tense -ed form by final year francophone
postgraduate students at the Higher Teacher Training College, Maroua (Tagne
Safotso 2012: 217)

Deletion of the -ed form
pronunciation
percentage
word intended
prodys
100
produced
wlk
100
walked
ritn
100
returned
tn
100
turned
muf
100
moved
kfan
80
confined
folo
100
followed
inkris
100
increased

3 Some features of CamFE
Some of what previous authors (e.g. Kouega 2008 and Tagne Safotso 2012)
purport to be features of CamFE English are in fact features of a mother
CamE amply discussed by Simo Bobda (1994a). Many of them are even
features of a broader West African English of which CamFE can be regarded
as a grandchild; for example the realisation of the STRUT vowel in blood,
cut, tough as [] for East and Southern African [a]; the realisation of the
NURSE vowel with <er, ear, ir> as [] for East African [a] and Southern
African [].
The descriptive part of this work focuses on what can be considered, to a
large extent at least, exclusive features of CamFE.
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3.1 Some segmental features
The segments represented in Table 4 can be considered some of the hallmarks of CamFE phonology.
Table 4. Some hallmarks of CamFE
RP Sounds




d
t

a
ju
n

CamFE
realisations
[t]
[f]
[s]
[ts]
[d]
[v]
[z]
[dz]


[y]

[y]
()

Example words
bath
both
tooth
anything
those
mother
there
their
George
children
prejudice
town, council
cumulate
malignant,
stagnant

Transcriptions
ba[t]
bo[f]
too[s]
any[ts]ing
[d]ose
mo[v]er
[z]ere
[dz]eir
[]eorge
[]ildren
prej[y]dice
t[]n, c[]ncil
mali[]ant,
sta[]ant

Some innovations already stand out from this chart. For example the substitutes for [] and [] include respectively [ts] and [dz]; the traditional substitutes have been [t] and [d] e.g. in anything and their, [s] and [z] in tooth and
there and [f] and [v] in both and mother, respectively. Other peculiarities
include what we will call [h]-phenomena: the dropping of [h] as in abit,
orrible, the corresponding hypercorrect h-insertion in [h]as soon [h]as and
spelling-induced [h] in [h]onor.
The occurrence of nasal vowels is another major innovation reflecting the
phonology of the informants’ source language; see Table 5 below.
Table 5. Nasal vowels in CamFE
Nasal vowel
i

Grapheme
in-, im-, yn-


a


in-, im-, enan-, amon-, un-, oun-

Example word
incredible, print, impromptu,
lynch
inspect, important, entrance
ambulance
contact, uncle, pronounce
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3.2 Word stress features
Word stress in CamFE is extremely unstable both within the speech of an
individual and that of a community. In fact, there are as many stress probabilities within a word as there are syllables. This can be seen in Table 6,
where Khan (2012: 46–47) shows the even distribution of word stress per
syllable in the following common words: especially, supremacy, encourTable 6. Word stress realisations in CamFE
Stress

Responses

especially

especially
especially
especially

supremacy

supremacy
supremacy
supremacy

7
18
11

19.44
50
30.56

encouraged

encouraged
encouraged
encouraged

7
16
13

19.44
44.44
36.11

Canadian

Canadian
Canadian

19
17

52.78
47.22

difficulty

difficulty
difficulty
difficulty

10
14
12

27.78
38.89
33.33

relative

relative
relative

4
32

11.11
88.89

determine

determine
determine
determine

6
14
16

16.67
38.89
44.44

monitor

monitor
monitor

18
18

50
50

provision

provision
provision
reputation
reputation

21
15
16
20

58.33
41.67
44.45
55.55

reputation
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Number of
respondents
10
17
9

Percentage
27.78
47.22
25

aged, Canadian, difficulty, relative, determined, monitor, provision and
reputation.
As with segmental features discussed above, some stress features associated with CamFE are shared by the speakers of mainstream CamE and beyond. The discussion here might, therefore, not yield anything new. It may
be, however, relevant to look at the word stress strategies of CamFE speakers in the prism of the Competing Constraints Approach (CCA) discussed in
Simo Bobda (2010 and 2011)1. Limiting ourselves to the salient points, we
will examine the peculiarities induced by BWS, APS, NVA, and we will
look at the possibility of penultimate stress (PUS) as a default pattern of
stress in CamFE.
CamFEspeakers are conscious of the fact that English stress generally
falls at the beginning. This is responsible for BWS in CamFE in words like
arrival, communion, and university. APS, which yields data similar to
BWS, is responsible for the very common CamFE stress pattern in difficulty.
In the particular case of difficulty, Affix Stress Property, that is, the fact that
most long words ending in -y have antepenultimate stress, adds to the pressure for stress to fall on the second syllable. CamFE, like CamE, also changes the stress property of some affixes (e.g. -ism in CamFE tribalism, ca1

It will be recalled that the term “constraints”, not to be confused with its use in Optimality
Theory (OT), refers to the internalized parameters that suggest the placement of stress in a
word. The constraints associated with older Englishes include the following:
-Backward Stress (BWS): The tendency for English stress to fall somewhere at the beginning
of words.
-Antepenultimate Stress (APS): Tendency of English stress to fall on the third syllable from
the end.
-Noun-Verb Alternation (NVA): Tendency for stress, in words that can have a noun form and
a verb form, to be stressed on the first syllable for the noun form and on the final syllable for
the verb form.
-Affix Stress Property (ASP): Tendency for a given prefix or suffix to suggest stress placement.
-Heavy Syllable Stress (HSS): The tendency for stress to be placed on the syllable whose
rhyme has a tense vowel or a diphthong and/or a consonant cluster.
-Base Stress (BS): The fact that the stress of a word is conditioned by the base of a derivative.
-Donor Language Stress (DLS): The tendency for many recent loans to reflect the stress
pattern of the donor language.
It is shown in Simo Bobda (2010, 2011) that Cameroon and Nigerian Englishes, in addition to the above constraints, have developed in the course of their indigenization of English
the following autonomous constraints:
-Forward Stress (FWS): The tendency for stress to occur later than its position in older Englishes.
-New Affix Stress Property (NASP): The fact that some affixes have a different stress influence than in older Englishes.
-Final Obstruent Verbal Stress (FOVS): The tendency for stress to be moved to the final
syllable if it ends in an obstruent.
-I Stress (IS): The fact that [i] in the final rhyme tends to attract stress to the last syllable.
-N Stress (NS): The fact that [n] in the final rhyme tends to attract stress to the last syllable.
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pitalism) to achieve antepenultimate stress. NVA is responsible for initial
stress in a large population of words, including result, regard, exam, appeal, approach, defeat, control, regret, reply, report.
Penultimate stress (PUS) is very popular in CamFE. Although we are not
out to duplicate the existing literature on CamE, it seems useful to note that
CamFE already shares the stress property of most, if not all, penultimate
stressing affixes such -ive (CamE/CamFE punitive, quantitative); -al
(palatal, biblical); -ous (voluminous, prosperous). PUS is also found in
another large population of words including calendar, register, monitor,
consequent, Rossiter. In some cases, other constraints combine to reinforce
PUS e.g., heavy syllable stress (HSS) in calendar and register.
It may sound contradictory that CamFE shows so much predilection for
both BWS and PUS. But this is understandable. BWS may be seen as the
result of an effort to respect the Englishness of the English word stress,
while PUS is the pattern that the speakers feel more comfortable with. While
the British feel at home with antepenultimate stress (Allen 1965: 175), CamFE speakers are at ease with PUS which can indeed be regarded as a default
stress placement.
The above tables show some degree of predictability of certain features.
But in general CamFE lacks stability compared, for example, with mainstream CamE. In a large number of cases, it is easy to predict, with accuracy,
what the CamE segmental pronunciation or word stress will be. In other
words, while it is almost always possible to accept a form as CamE or rule it
out as non-CamE, CamFE lends itself less easily to this type of assessment.
What is meant here is that the notion of ‘standard’ with regard to CamFE is
still fuzzy and it is not always possible to identify what is, even tacitly, accepted or rejected. More concretely, the literature available (e.g. Kouega
(2008), Tagne Safotso (2012) lists features claimed to be those of CamE
which would arguably be seen as clear mistakes made by elementary learners of the language. For example, it is difficult to consider that [bys] for bus
(p. 115), [stil] for style (117), [wa] for choir (112), [kikt] for kicked ( 114),
[dut] for doubt (117) listed by Kouega, and [lue] for luggage (136),
[witsu] for without (149), [uan] for join (160), [arivt] for arrived, and
[sem] for seem (166) by Tagne Safotso are anything but gross mistakes, even
if they are found in the speech of students completing their training as (supposedly) highly qualified high-school teachers in Cameroon.
In fact, the criterion for determining who would be considered a standard
speaker of CamFE is difficult to pinpoint. For the same search for a standard
speaker of CamE, level of education might be a good suggestion, obviously
in addition to actual level of proficiency. As indicated earlier, by CamE is
implicitly meant the English of Anglophone Cameroonians. Since this portion of the population are taught in English throughout their educational
career and further learn the language as a class subject, we can assume that
the higher on the educational ladder they go, the better their English perfor298

mance. But the relationship of the Francophone to English is not the same,
since he/she can hold a PhD without ever learning English. Masanga (1983)
considered the end of secondary school to be the threshold for Cameroon
Standard English. Simo Bobda (1994) used informants at and above the First
Degree as informants for his own study. While standardness in CamE may
be assessed in terms of general academic achievement, standardness in English as a second official language (CamFE) must have as its correlate the
speaker’s level of proficiency only. And what would this level be? If the
level is too high, the informant’s interlanguage may no longer show most of
the Francophone features; if it is too low, it may contain too many mistakes
to prevent the pronunciation features elicited from qualifying as indices of
mainstream CamFE.

4 Language and linguistic sources
The informants used for the data analysed in the foregoing represent a wide
spectrum of local languages in Cameroon, the common element in their
profile being that their language of first education was French. Tagne
Safotso’s (2012) population includes 50% of Ghomala-speaking background
and 50% of Ewondo-speaking origin. The data show overwhelming interference of French and little or none from the other languages which make up
the landscape. Why this dominance of French? The answer seems simple.
First official languages are quickly emerging as the real mother tongues of
the informants to the detriment of the traditional mother tongues (Simo Bobda 2006). Chumbow (1984) showed how in Cameroon the European languages have taken over the functions of the traditional mother tongues and
dictate the direction of linguistic interference, being the major providers of
this interference. Still in connection with the coexistence of English and
French in Cameroon, Simo Bobda and Fasse Mbouya (2005) introduce the
notion of “mate languages”. This notion refers to languages like French and
English which share the same or parallel functions in a community, and are
more prone to mutual influence than other pairs of languages.
Regarding the linguistic sources of the features, we can see, on the side of
French, the predominance of spelling pronunciations with reading rules of
French applying to English words. In error analysis terms the data also show
on the side of English a large number of analogical features resulting for
example from the generalisation of some reading rules of English. It is interesting to see the gradation from Inner Circle forms, represented by RP (A) at
one end, to CamFE (C) at the other end, representing the learners’ forms,
with CamE (B) in the middle. The way A, B and C manage the reading rules
of English is very interesting as seen in the reading of <ea> and<iCe>.
<ea> in most English words is pronounced with an [i] e.g. beat, seat,
treason, measles. But RP and most Inner Circle Englishes have a large num299

ber of exceptions including bread, dread, head, instead, meadow, measure,
peasant, pheasant, pleasure, ready, steady, thread, tread, weapon. CamE has
fewer of these exceptions since peasant, meadow and occasionally weapon
are also pronounced with an [i]. CamFE has even fewer exceptions since
instead, steady and sometimes measure have an [i].
The sequence <iCe> has an initial PRICE vowel in the majority of words
including mine, site and reconcile. This reading rule has many exceptions
including feminine, masculine, Catherine, famine, favourite, laterite, definite, infinite, which have []. In CamE, many of these exceptions are regularised to [aC] thus yielding the PRICE vowel in definite, infinite, favourite,
feminine, laterite, masculine and very often, famine. CamFE at the extreme
end has a very limited number of exceptions since [ai] also turns up in
[ditmain] determine, [zamain] examine, [prmaiz] promise.
Sometimes there is a clash between a French source language reading rule
and the target language reading rule. Take the pronunciation of <guV>. In
French,<gu> is often pronounced [] as in mangue, Guilbert, guirlande,
gueule, and is only occasionally pronounced [w] as in linguiste. But in
English the distribution between [] and [w] is very clear. [] occurs before
a stressed vowel as in guard, guardian, guarantee while [w] occurs before
an unstressed vowel as in language, penguin, linguist, CamFE pronunciations like [wad], [wadn] result from the extension of the rule beyond its
normal scope.

5 Concluding remarks
Whether it is considered a satellite, a sub-variety, an outgrowth, a tributary,
an ethnolect of CamE, CamFE no longer passes unnoticed. It has attracted
attention in society, in the workplace and in the classroom. It is carving its
autonomous routes as seen, for example, in its reorganisation of word stress
(see the penultimate stress discussed above). What the future holds for CamFE is not easy to tell, but at least it seems predictable that an English accent
like CamFE regularly implanted by the English teachers themselves in the
classroom has come to stay. It seems safe to predict that CamE and CamFE
will go on influencing each other in both directions. The influence of CamE
on shaping CamFE is definitely a more certain direction but the influence of
CamFE is also to be expected. John Wells of University College London
speculates that the [s] of citi[s]en (citizen) in American English is due to the
influence of Hispanic English (p.c.); surely the relationship between Hispanic English and General American is comparable to that between CamFE and
CamE.
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Language and linguistics

Tolkien and Lewis on Language in their
Scholarly Work
MARIA KUTEEVA

Abstract. This article compares Tolkien’s and Lewis’s views on language as expressed in their scholarly work. I show that Tolkien’s approach to the study of language is, above all, that of a comparative philologist. In particular, he shares many
ideas with the initiators of the science of language, Bopp, Rask and Grimm, who
studied languages in close relation to their literature and history. Tolkien also continues the tradition of ‘imaginative scholarship’, but separates his scholarly investigations from his philological imagination. Lewis largely remains an amateur in the
area of language study. On the one hand, he appears to be influenced by Barfield and
Tolkien, but on the other, he holds on to his own views with regard to metaphor and
meaning. His interest in the study of language derives from the professional need of
a literary historian, and his inspiration to write about words arises from ‘moralistic
purposes’. In the context of the twentieth century, the two Inklings’ views appear to
be anti-positivist. The interest taken by Barfield, Tolkien, and, to a certain extent,
Lewis, in the beginnings of language and its association with poetry and myth allies
them with a number of nineteenth-century language scholars.
Keywords: Tolkien, Lewis, language, Inklings, Oxford

1 Introduction
… no language ever possessed but a small fraction of
human speech, and each language presents a different
vision of life… The curse of Babel is no less fundamental than that of Eden. Man’s brow must sweat over the
everlasting spade, and over the everlasting grammar too.
Without their pain there shall be neither food nor poetry.
(Tolkien 1927: 59–60)
… all our truth, or all but a few fragments, is won by
metaphor. And thence … it does follow that if our
thinking is true, then the metaphors by which we think
must have been good metaphors. (Lewis 1939: 158)

Philip Shaw was educated at Magdalen College, Oxford, where he read English and aspired to become a literary critic (personal communication). His
ensuing academic career took him in a different direction, and today Philip is
well-known for his work in applied English linguistics, in particular in English for Academic and Specific Purposes (EAP/ESP) and World Englishes.
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At a recent conference, John Swales referred to Philip as a “self-effacing”
colleague. Although this remark was dropped in a casual conversation, it
also hints that Philip’s impact on the field is larger by far than his humble
manners would suggest.
For anyone who knows Philip, it would be difficult to deny that Oxford
left its mark on him: his collegiality, his enquiring mind, his sense of humour, and not least his English. In this article, I will pay a tribute to the Oxford tradition of English studies, focussing particularly on the ideas of language held by two Oxford dons, J.R.R. Tolkien and C.S. Lewis. Although
neither of them was directly involved in Philip’s education, it is an interesting coincidence that these two professors formed a quintessential part of the
Inklings, a group of writers and academics who met at Oxford in Lewis’
rooms at Magdalen College and a local pub, ‘The Eagle and Child’ (Carpenter 1979). Despite being close friends, Lewis and Tolkien held very distinct
views with regard to language and how it should be studied.

2 J. R. R. Tolkien
2.1 The beginning of Tolkien’s philological career
In Surprised by Joy Lewis wrote that his friendship with Tolkien “marked
the breakdown of two old prejudices. At my first coming into the world I had
been (implicitly) warned never to trust a Papist, and at my first coming into
the English faculty never to trust a philologist. Tolkien was both” (Lewis
1955: 204–205). Philologist is indeed the most precise word to characterise
both Tolkien’s professional and, as will become clear later, private occupations. In his Valedictory Address to the University of Oxford Tolkien declared:
Philology was part of my job, and I enjoyed it. I have always found it amusing. But I have no strong views about it … I do not think that it should be
thrust down throats as a pill, because I think that if such a process seems
needed, the sufferers should not be here, at least not studying or teaching English letters. Philology is the foundation of humane letters; ‘misology’ is a disqualifying defect or disease. (Tolkien 1983: 225)

To anybody acquainted with Tolkien’s academic career his claim about not
having ‘strong views’ about his subject appears rather an ironic remark.1
Although it is not for his scholarly works that Tolkien is so famous today,

1

Tolkien’s views are discussed by Douglas Gray, J. R. R. Tolkien Professor of English Language and Literature, in his inaugural lecture (Gray 1982).
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his contribution to the development of philological studies in England was
significant.
Tolkien first became involved in the life of Oxford University in 1911 as
an undergraduate at Exeter College.1 The nineteenth-century tradition of
language study was very influential in English academia at that time, particularly at Oxford. Tolkien did his first degree in Classics, but his special
subject was Comparative Philology, in which he was tutored by Joseph
Wright. It was Wright who encouraged Tolkien’s interest in philology and
languages. He was awarded First Class Honours in 1915.
In 1918, after the end of World War I, Tolkien returned to Oxford and
joined the staff of the New English Dictionary, whose work involved the
practical application of the methods of comparative philology. Tolkien was
given the task of researching the etymology of warm, wasp, water, wick, and
winter.2 During those years he learned a great deal about words and philology. Apart from a personal interest, he regarded the work on the OED as the
central event in English philology: “In lexicography, and in English philology generally, the appearance of new sections of the Oxford English Dictionary remains the chief annual event” (Tolkien 1924: 20–21). In 1919 Tolkien
also started to work as a freelance tutor at Oxford, but next year he was appointed Reader in English Language at Leeds. Such was the beginning of
Tolkien’s life-long affair with language.

2.2 Tolkien’s fascination with words
In his Road to Middle-earth, Shippey (1992: 10) has shown that Tolkien
inherited much from nineteenth-century philologists, and yet “felt that he
had taken over (perhaps unfairly, but possibly not) a losing position in the
academic game from his predecessors.” By the beginning of the twentieth
century and especially by the end of World War I, there was a growing distrust towards comparative philology at Oxford. One of the reasons for this
was the ‘Germanic roots’ of the science of language,3 but there was more to
it than that: “Probably the short answer is that the essence of comparative
philology was slog” (Shippey 1992: 11). It is therefore notable that there was
no successor for the Chair of Comparative Philology after the retirement of
Joseph Wright in 1925.
Although he was a student of Wright’s, it is not only the methods adopted
by the neogrammarian school that Tolkien embraces in his practice of language study. Besides phonological and morphological investigations, he is
interested in the study of texts written in dead languages, in particular, those
1

For an account of Tolkien’s undergraduate life see Topliffe (1992).
A study of Tolkien’s contribution to the work on the OED was undertaken by Peter M.
Gulliver (1995).
3
See Kuteeva (1999), particularly Chapter I, section 12.
2
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of the Germanic group. This allies Tolkien with the initiators of comparative
mythology, Rask, Bopp and Grimm, who studied languages as a means to
shed more light on the Dark Ages (Kuteeva 1999: 24–34). In other words,
like his early nineteenth-century predecessors, Tolkien believes that philology should exist alongside the study of literature. And yet his primary concern
remains the study of words. Thus, in one of his earlier essays, ‘Secret Vice’,
Tolkien writes: “I am personally most interested perhaps in word-form in
itself, and in word-form in relation to meaning (so-called phonetic fitness)
than in any other department” (Tolkien 1983: 211). As Shippey (1992: 26)
puts it:
It might be said that for Tolkien a word was not like a brick, a single delimitable unit, but like the top of a stalactite, interesting in itself but more so as part
of something growing. It might also be said that he thought there was in this
process something super-human, certainly super-any-one-particular-human,
for no one knew how words would change, even if he knew how they had …
Poets and philologists, Tolkien felt, were the ones to appreciate that.

We can also draw a parallel between the interest of both Tolkien and Grimm
in the recorded and unrecorded uses of words. Again, like Grimm, Tolkien is
genuinely interested in the old manuscripts of his country, and how their
study can shed more light on national history.1

2.3 Words: forms and meanings
In the passage quoted above, Shippey (1992: 26) also calls our attention to
“something super-human” in the process of word change, something that can
only be appreciated by poets and philologists. In this connection, Barfield’s
theory of language and the evolution of consciousness2 had a certain impact
on Tolkien. For example, one of the references to Poetic Diction (Barfield
1928) can be found in a letter to his publishers, Allen & Unwin, in connection with editorial commentary on the jacket flap of The Hobbit.
The only philological remark (I think) in The Hobbit is on p. 221 (lines 6–7
from the end): an odd mythological way of referring to linguistic philosophy,
and a point that will (happily) be missed by any who have not read Barfield
(few have), and probably by those who have. (Carpenter & Tolkien 1981: 22)

The comment hidden in a children’s story was: “To say that Bilbo’s breath
was taken away is no description at all. There are no words to express his
staggerment, since Men changed the language that they learned of elves in
1

The question of the applicability of literary monuments for philological analysis was raised
by Humboldt (1988: 155).
2
As discussed in Section 3.1 below, Owen Barfield was a close friend of C.S. Lewis and
attended some Inklings meetings.
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the days when all the world was wonderful.” (emphasis added; Tolkien
1937, Chapter 12.) This seems to have been inspired by Barfield’s notion of
a ‘myth-making’ age when people spoke a language characterised by the
unity of meaning which has been lost in our time. Moreover, Tolkien makes
his remark concerning the change of meaning after mentioning Bilbo’s
“breath”. Breath, as we remember, is one of the original meanings of spiritus
analysed in Poetic Diction. This clearly shows that Tolkien was acquainted
with the book and took into consideration some of the theses proposed by
Barfield.1
In spite of his original insights into the evolution of language, Barfield’s
work remains rather amateurish from the philological standpoint. As a scientist of language, Tolkien could not but see the same matter from a different
angle. Yet it is notable that Tolkien only speculates about his views regarding the development of language outside his scholarly writings. An illustrative example is found in his letter to a good family friend, Rev. Robert Murray, S.J., the nephew of James Murray’s daughter, Rosfrith Murray. Murray
wrote to Tolkien asking him to express his views upon the original meaning
of, and relationship between, the various words for ‘holy’ in the IndoEuropean languages. Tolkien wrote in reply a long letter (the greater part of
which is published in the collection of letters). As Fr Robert Murray informed me in a personal communication, Tolkien wrote this letter “‘off the
top of his head’, without checking anything … I always supposed that he
often wrote several such letters, but Christopher told me that this was not the
case.”2
Tolkien emphasises that the whole matter of the relationship between
meanings and word-forms is of great interest to him, but his remarks should
be recognised as personal. He is generally sceptical regarding the use of
‘historical philology’ outside the area of its own enquiry. In Tolkien’s opinion, the science of language cannot be of any use with regard to the meaning
of ideas. He believes that meanings take possession of phonetic words, rather
than being closely related in their changes to the changes of word-forms. In
other words, when a change in the sense of a word takes place, it does not
mean that the new meaning was not present in the total living entity of a
language.
The word-form can go through a whole cycle of change … without any
change of meaning; and at any moment without any change in phonetics ‘the
meaning’ of a ‘word’ may change …
1

Verlyn Flieger (1983) claims that Barfield’s theory of the evolution of language and human
consciousness, as expounded in Poetic Diction (1928), was an important influence on Tolkien’s thought, but at times her conclusions appear to be overrated.
2
From a letter of Rev. Robert Murray, S.J., (27 January 1997) to the author. I am very grateful to Fr Robert Murray for providing me with a photocopy of the first (unpublished) part of
the letter, on which the following passage is based.
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We do not know the ‘original’ meaning of any word, still less the meaning
of its basic element (sc. the part it shares with or seems to share with other related words: once called its ‘root’): there is always a lost part. (Carpenter &
Tolkien 1981: 267–268)

Thus Tolkien remains rather sceptical about any inquiries into the origins of
meaning. He claims that, as an ‘old-fashioned philologist’, he would start by
tackling the history of form. The rules for tracing the etymological change
will help to identify probable relationships with other words. In the same
letter, Tolkien asserts, one should also always keep in mind the possibility of
word-invention. This brings us to the question of the origin of language.

2.4 That “shadowy ‘Indo-European’”
As any other philologist of the post-Schleicher epoch (Stam 1976), Tolkien
makes a wide use of the method of ‘reconstruction’ in his etymological investigations. On the other hand, unlike Schleicher, Tolkien is rather sceptical
about certain trends taken by philological studies in the nineteenth century,
including the overwhelming “Indo-European fashion”. Thus at an early stage
of his academic career he wrote:
interrelations of the surviving Indo-European languages … If our present linguistic conceptions are true, there is an endless chain of development between
that far-off shadowy ‘Indo-European’—that phantom which becomes more
and more elusive, and more alluring with the passage of years—and the language that we speak today. (Tolkien 1926: 27)

This passage shows that Tolkien is against hypothetical speculations concerning the origin of Indo-European languages, at any rate within the scope
of scientific enquiry. Since he was tutored by Wright, this could have been
due to the neogrammarian mistrust regarding the whole matter of origins.
Apart from the lack of scientific evidence, his doubts about pursuing the path
indicated by such nineteenth-century philologists as Schleicher (e.g. 1868) or
Müller (e.g. 1861 and 1864) may be explained by the inherent weaknesses of
theories dealing with such hypothetical concepts as the ‘Aryans’ or even
‘Indo-Europeans’. Besides the fact that the period of Tolkien’s education and
academic career coincided with the decline of interest in the origin of language, the question itself must have been of little importance for Tolkien.
His main occupation was the study of etymology and comparative philology.
However there is an interesting point to be noticed in the quoted passage.
Tolkien expresses his hesitancy concerning the possibility of discovering a
“shadowy ‘Indo-European’” but still talks about its increasing attractiveness.
There are times when Tolkien touches upon the origin of language in his
scholarly works, and his remarks indicate that he also does not believe in a
possibility of discovering the ultimate origin of language by means of an
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empirical science such as comparative philology. But does Tolkien nevertheless feel attracted to a ‘shadowy’ Proto-Language?

2.5 ‘The curse of Babel’ and our inherent ‘native’ tongue
Let us return to the question of human word-invention, mentioned by Tolkien in his letter to Fr Robert Murray. In ‘On Fairy-Stories’ Tolkien talks
about invention as the primary factor for the emergence of fairy-stories (Tolkien 1983: 121).1 In fact this essay sheds more light upon his understanding
of the evolution of language. Tolkien is largely sceptical about the question
of the origins: “To ask what is the origin of stories (however qualified) is to
ask what is the origin of language and of the mind” (Tolkien 1983: 119); or
“The incarnate mind, the tongue, and the tale are in our world coeval” (Tolkien 1983: 122). It appears that he regards any answer to the latter question
to be entirely hypothetical, but nevertheless draws links between story (or
myth), language and the mind.
Tolkien totally dismisses Max Müller’s account of mythology as a ‘disease of language’. Rather, he asserts, “[i]t would be more near the truth to
say that languages, especially modern European languages, are a disease of
mythology” (Tolkien 1983: 122). At the same time, he admits that language
“may like all human things become diseased” (Tolkien 1983: 121). Human
invention is a significant factor in the evolution of language, but not all human fantasies are beautiful. Tolkien associates ‘disease of language’ with the
Fall. The theme of the Fall occupied the mind of Tolkien as a believer and a
sub-creator of his imaginary worlds.
In one of his earlier contributions to The Year’s Work in English Studies,
Tolkien (1927: 59–60) expresses his concern about the possibility of English
becoming the world-wide spoken language:
And it should be possible to lift the eyes above the ‘language of Shakespeare’
… sufficiently to realise the magnitude of the loss to humanity that the worlddominance of any one language now spoken would entail: no language ever
possessed but a small fraction of human speech, and each language presents a
different vision of life … The curse of Babel is no less fundamental than that
of Eden. Man’s brow must sweat over the everlasting spade, and over the everlasting grammar too. Without their pain there shall be neither food nor poetry.

Thus Tolkien refers to the Biblical account of the Babylonian confusion and
the inevitability of its consequences, and therefore he objects to the dominance of one language in the world. As Flieger (1983: 87) suggests: “Tolkien
surely felt, with Augustine, the possibilities for beauty that derived from the
felix peccatum Adae, the fortunate sin of Adam. Given light and language, it
1

On Tolkien’s understanding of invention as ‘discovery’ see Shippey (1992: 22).
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is man’s right to make by that law wherein he is made, and through that
making to ‘assist in the effoliation and multiple enrichment of creation’.”
In his O’Donnell Lecture on ‘English and Welsh’ (1955) Tolkien argues
that “language …—and more so as expression than as communication—is a
natural product of our humanity. But it is therefore also a natural product of
our individuality” (Tolkien 1983: 190). Tolkien believes that every person
has a “native language”, different from a first-learned cradle-tongue:
Linguistically we all wear ready-made clothes, and our native language comes
seldom to expression, save perhaps by pulling at the ready-made till it sits easier. But though it may be buried, it is never wholly extinguished, and contact
with other languages may stir it deeply. (Tolkien 1983: 190)

In other words, Tolkien distinguishes between the ‘common’ first-learned
language and individual linguistic inclinations (which a person nevertheless
shares with the community). This idea brings us back to Tolkien’s assertion
that “no language ever possessed but a small fraction of human speech, and
each language presents a different vision of life”, quoted above. Thus Tolkien’s notion of each individual’s ‘native’ tongue, its dependence on the
individual’s linguistic background, and his account of the diversity of languages in the world bear strong similarities with the ideas of Humboldt
(1988). Humboldt also pays considerable attention to the idea of the relationship between the language of an individual and his/her nation, and discusses
the reasons for the diversity of human languages, finally concluding that “the
whole mankind has but one language, and that every man has one of his
own.”1
Thus, like Humboldt (e.g. 1988) and Grimm (1984), Tolkien believes in
the inherent human capacity for language-invention. This is the extent to
which he speculates about the origin of language within the scope of academia. Yet there is also evidence that Tolkien admits something ‘superhuman’ in the process of the evolution of language. His “inquiries into origins” bring him beyond the boundaries of scientific argumentation.

2.6 ‘Invention’ and ‘discovery’
As Shippey points out, “the essential point—it is a point which Tolkien’s
academic predecessors had signally failed to grasp …—lies in the immense
stretch of the philological imagination” (Shippey 1992: 16). Tolkien’s philological imagination exceeds the area of his scholarship. His intense contact
with numerous languages and their reconstruction led Tolkien to the inven-

1

For further discussion see Kuteeva (1999, Chapter I, section 3), and Humboldt (1988: 41–
53).
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tion of his own tongues. Several years after his retirement, he recollected the
origins of this life-long hobby in a letter dated 16 July 1964:
I began the construction of languages in early boyhood: I am primarily a scientific philologist. My interests were, and remain, largely scientific. But I was
also interested in traditional tales (especially those concerning dragons); and
writing (not reading) verse and metrical devices. These things began to flow
together when I was an undergraduate to the despair of my tutors and nearwrecking of my career. (Carpenter & Tolkien 1981: 345)

Tolkien’s invented languages have been discussed elsewhere.1 What we
should notice, however, is that the invention of languages laid foundations
for Tolkien’s creative work (Carpenter & Tolkien 1981: 219) which, in turn,
is directly linked with his scholarship: “‘Invention’ of course comes from
Latin invenire, ‘to find’; its older sense, as Tolkien knew perfectly well, was
‘discovery’. If one were to say of nineteenth-century philology that ‘the
discovery of language was its foundation’, one would be stating literal truth”
(Shippey 1992: 22). Thus Tolkien’s creative work can be seen as a continuation of his scholarly investigations.
In earlier sections, we have already noted that Tolkien is fascinated by the
question of the relationship between word-forms and meaning. As an inventor of languages, Tolkien must have his own opinion as to how the two can
be brought together. One incident is particularly notable in this connection.
In 1967 Tolkien was interviewed for the Daily Telegraph Magazine and the
authors sent him a draft of their article. It turned out that some of Tolkien’s
remarks were misinterpreted in the article, one of them concerning the invention of languages: “‘When you invent a language,’ he said, ‘you more or
less catch it out of the air. You say boo-hoo and that means something’”
(Carpenter & Tolkien 1981: 219). Tolkien strongly objected to such a misconception of his beliefs by the journalists:
… I think it unlikely that I should intentionally have said things contrary to
my considered opinions. I do not think that an inventor catches noises out of
the air … he utters an articulate sound-group at random (so far as he is
aware); but it comes of course out of his linguistic equipment and has innumerable threads of connexion with other similar-sounding ‘words’ in his own
language and any other that he may know. Even so, if he said boo-hoo it
would not mean anything. No vocal noises mean anything in themselves.
Meaning has to be attributed to them by a human mind. This may be done
casually, often by accidental (non-linguistic) associations; or because of a
feeling for ‘phonetic fitness’ and/or because of preferences in the individual
for certain phonetic elements or combinations. (Tolkien 1983: 375)

1

See, for example, Allan (1978) or Noel (1980).
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This statement is closely associated with Tolkien’s idea of an individual
‘native tongue’ or ‘native linguistic potential’, as he re-defines the concept
later in the passage. Such a notion also attacks the principle of onomatopoeia, described by Müller (1861) as the bow-wow theory. It also contradicts
Sweet’s suggestion of “the possibility of language having been evolved
through spontaneous associations of sounds with ideas” (Sweet 1990: 38).
Tolkien’s assertion that vocal noises (as such) never mean anything is indeed
reminiscent of Max Müller’s utterance: “Words without thought are dead
sounds; thoughts without words are nothing” (Müller 1861: 369). Yet it is
notable that Tolkien emphasises a high degree of predetermination deriving
from the inventor’s own linguistic background and taste.
Thus Tolkien’s interest in languages goes beyond the field of scientific
enquiry, and his private ‘invention’ of languages is closely linked with the
concept of philological ‘discovery’ by means of reconstruction. His ideas
concerning the association of meaning and word-form contradict the theory
of onomatopoeia, and are intimately linked with the notion of a ‘native
tongue’ and linguistic preferences of every individual. And, finally, there are
notable parallels between Tolkien and his nineteenth-century predecessors,
both with regard to the use of philology as a means of ‘discovery’ and ‘invention’ of languages.

2.7 Tolkien’s debt to nineteenth-century philology
Philology, the love of words, was the essence of Tolkien’s creativity as a
scholar and inventor of languages. His childhood fascination with languages
was encouraged by Joseph Wright, who taught Tolkien the basics of comparative philology and the essential methodology of phonological and morphological investigations. As a university professor, Tolkien worked chiefly
in the area of Old and Middle English, studying ancient texts in close connection with the language in which they were written.1 His conviction about
the necessity of the study of languages in relation to their literature can be
traced to the beginnings of comparative philology, namely to the works of
Bopp, Grimm and Rask. Besides, similar views were adopted by Sweet,
whose views on language study were largely anti-neogrammarian, and
whose Anglo-Saxon Reader was used by Tolkien as a text-book for his lectures.2

1

For more details on Tolkien’s work as Rawlinson and Bosworth Professor of Anglo-Saxon
and Merton Professor of English Literature at Oxford University see Shippey (1992: 1–25),
Bibire (1993) and Mitchell (1995).
2
Tolkien lectured on Anglo-Saxon Reader in 1925, Michaelmas Term (selected extracts);
1926, Hilary, Trinity, Michaelmas Terms (selected extracts); 1927, Hilary (Verse), Michaelmas (Prose); 1928, Hilary (Prose); 1941, Trinity; 1942, Trinity; 1943, Hilary. The information
is taken from the appropriate volumes of the Oxford University Gazette.
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In his philological investigations Tolkien adopts the method of ‘reconstruction’ introduced into the science of language by Schleicher. We can
place Tolkien’s ideas of language and its study in succession with his nineteenth-century predecessors in the following way. First, as a scientist of
language, Tolkien follows the sequence from Bopp-Grimm-Rask to Schleicher to the neogrammarians (Wright). To the first three he owes the notions
of studying language in connection with literature, and of using language as
a means of discovering history; from the second he adopts the method of
‘reconstruction’; and from the latter he takes up the laws of sound-change.
On the other hand, Tolkien also appears to be indebted to the GrimmSchleicher-Müller tradition of ‘imaginative scholarship’, the crucial difference being that Tolkien separates his scholarly investigations from his philological imagination. There is evidence that, despite his reservations from the
scientific standpoint, Tolkien nevertheless feels attracted by the possibility
of re-discovering earlier languages. The crucial difference between him and
his predecessors is that, having dismissed illusions about the possibility of
reconstructing true Indo-European, Tolkien separates linguistic invention
from the scholarly context and spends decades on inventing various languages of Middle-earth. Whereas Schleicher believes his reconstructed
forms to be true (although in fact he had reconstructed a ‘scientific fiction’)
(Stam 1976: 259), this is not the case with Tolkien whose invented languages belong to an imaginary historical period of our world.

3 C. S. Lewis
3.1 ‘The Great War’ and the beginning of the Inklings
In 1919 Lewis obtained a scholarship to University College, Oxford, and
started his course in Classical languages.1 World War I produced an entire
generation of young poets, but the kind of poetry which they wrote did not
attract Lewis, whose views on writing always remained traditional. On 25
May 1919 he wrote to his father: “Indeed, the current literary set is one I
could not afford anyway, and though many of them kindly bought copies of
[Spirits in Bondage],2 their tastes run rather to modernism, vers libre, and
that sort of thing. I have a holy terror of coteries” (Lewis 1988: 48). In spite
of this “terror”, this was the point when Lewis began thinking of his own
literary group.
1

In fact, Lewis’s first term in Oxford started in 1917. For further details see: Green & Hooper
(1974: 50-74) and Lewis’s own autobiography (1955, chapters XII–XIII).
2
Lewis’s own first cycle of poems, ‘Spirits in Bondage’, written under the pseudonym of
Clive Hamilton, Spirits in Bondage: A Cycle of Lyrics (London: Heinemann, 1919).
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Lewis was not alone in his dislike of modernism. In the same year, 1919,
he met Arthur Owen Barfield, an undergraduate of Wadham College, and
they developed a close friendship on the ground of this shared dislike. Yet
apart from similarities in outlook, their friendship was also based on intense
intellectual opposition. Later Lewis (1955: 186–187) recorded in his autobiography that for him Barfield personified what he calls the ‘Second Friend’:
The First is the alter ego, the man who first reveals to you that are not alone in
the world by turning out (beyond hope) to share all your most secret delights
… But the Second Friend is the man who disagrees with you about everything
… He had read all the right books but has got the wrong thing out of every
one. It is as if he spoke your language but mispronounced it.

If Barfield had been an influential figure for the Inklings, this was largely
through his ideas and published work rather than his actual presence at meetings. The only books published by Barfield before the decline of the Inklings
in the late 1940s were History in English Words (1926) and Poetic Diction
(1928). These works contain the main theses of Barfield’s ideas concerning
the nature and evolution of language.
As Lewis later confessed, in the course of the ‘Great War’, Barfield
“changed me a good deal more than I him. Much of the thought which he
afterwards put into Poetic Diction had already become mine before that
important little book appeared” (Lewis 1955: 189). Lewis’s first major academic work, The Allegory of Love: A Study in Medieval Tradition, published
in Oxford in 1936, was dedicated to “Owen Barfield, wisest and best of my
unofficial teachers”. It was probably under Barfield’s influence that Lewis
became genuinely interested in the life of words.

3.2 Studies in Words
From 1925, the year of his election to the post of Fellow and Tutor in English at Magdalen College, Lewis tutored and lectured in Medieval and Renaissance English Literature. In 1936 Lewis delivered to Manchester University an address entitled ‘Bluspels and Flalansferes’ (published in Lewis
1939: 133–158), in which he discussed the origins and nature of metaphorical language. Apart from this essay, during the Oxford period Lewis does
not really touch upon the matter of language in his scholarly writings. It is
known that he and Tolkien had a project of writing “a book in collaboration
on ‘Language’ (Nature, Origins, Functions)” (Carpenter & Tolkien 1981:
105). In 1948 Lewis told Chad Walsh that the book was to be published the
following year by the Student Christian Press under the title Language and
Human Nature. However, as was the case with the greatest part of Tolkien’s
writings, the idea was never accomplished. Two years later Lewis wrote to a
friend: “My book with Tolkien—any book in collaboration with that great,
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but dilatory and unmethodical man—is dated I fear to appear on the Greek
Calends’ (Lewis 1988: 222). We can only guess that the work was supposed
to bring together the philological and philosophical approaches to the subject
and that, among other things, Lewis and Tolkien shared an interest in the
nature and origin of language.
In 1954 Lewis was elected Professor of Medieval and Renaissance English at Cambridge.1 It was only there that he attempted a major work on language, possibly because the general approach to English studies at Cambridge was different from the philological traditions of Oxford, and “Life,
Literature and Thought” were given preference to Language (Palmer 1965:
152). It is therefore possible that Lewis felt more comfortable to speculate
about language in this new non-philological environment. On the other hand,
he might have been willing to give an acknowledgement to the tradition in
which he himself had been raised. In Experiment in Criticism, one of his
later works written in Cambridge, Lewis mentions the factors that helped
him to appreciate and understand literature:
When I inquire what helps I have had in this matter I seem to discover a
somewhat unexpected result. The evaluative critics come at the bottom of the
list.
At the top comes Dryasdust. Obviously I have owed, and must continue to
owe, far more to editors, textual critics, commentators, and lexicographers
than to anyone else. Find out what the author actually wrote and what the hard
words meant and what the allusions were to, and you have done far more for
me than a hundred new interpretations or assessments could ever do. (Lewis
1961: 123)

In other words, for Lewis the study of literature is closely connected with the
study of the language in which it is written. During his work at Cambridge
he gave a course entitled ‘Some Difficult Words’,2 and these lectures were
later published as a book, Studies in Words (1960). This work grew out of
Lewis’s initial need, later to become a hobby, of the study of words based on
the study of old texts. The habit of examining the history of words along
with semantic details became second nature to Lewis. As he explains in the
‘Introduction’ to the book:
Natural curiosity and mnemonic thrift drove us, as it drives others, to link
them up and to see, where possible, how they could have radiated out from a
central meaning … One saw increasingly that sixteenth- and even nineteenthcentury texts needed such elucidation not very much more rarely, and in a
1

Carpenter (1982: 230–1) writes that Lewis’ “admirers at Cambridge made it clear that they
wanted him … particularly in the hope that he would be a counterblast for the influence of F.
R. Leavis.” Lewis, however, did very little to set up the opposition.
2
Easter Terms of 1956–1958, information taken from The Cambridge University Reporter,
LXXXV–VIII (Cambridge, 1954–1959).
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more subtle way, than those of the eleventh or twelfth; for in the older books
one knows what one does not understand but in the later one discovers, often
after years of contented re-reading, that one has been interpolating senses later
than those the author intended. (Lewis 1960: 1)

Before starting his own analysis, Lewis acknowledges the significance of the
NED (the earlier name for the OED) for his work. And yet he notes: “So far
as possible our knowledge should be checked and supplemented, not derived, from the dictionary” (Lewis 1960: 2). The main difference in Lewis’s
work is that he offers “both less and more” than the dictionary:
Less, because I do not even attempt to be exhaustive … I offer more, first, because I drive works of different languages abreast. I depart from classical
English philology by having no concern with sounds, nor with derivations
simply as such. I am concerned solely with the semantic relations of, say,
natura and nature; the fact that one is ‘derived’ from the other is for my purpose unimportant … And secondly, I have been able to say more about the
history of thought and sentiment which underlies the semantic biography of a
word than would have been possible or proper in a dictionary. (Lewis 1960: 2)

Such an approach is very different from that practised by philologists such as
Tolkien. Yet there are also similarities in the views of the two Inklings on
the study of literature in connection with language. One of the chief aims of
Lewis’s work is to facilitate “a more accurate reading of old books” and
“encourage everyone to similar exploration of many other words” (Lewis
1960: 3). In Lewis’s opinion, the pure study of literature is impossible without close attention to words: “I am sometimes told that there are people who
want a study of literature wholly free from philology; that is from the love
and knowledge of words” (ibid.). This phrase is strongly reminiscent of Tolkien’s statements: “the boundary line between linguistic and literary history
is as imaginary as the equator” (Tolkien 1927: 59), or “the ‘pure philologist
who cannot do literature’ … is as rare as the unicorn” (Tolkien 1930: 782).
Likewise, Lewis claims that without the precise knowledge of words one
cannot fully understand an old author. Intelligence and sensibility are not
enough for the reading of old poetry: “If we reject as ‘mere philology’ every
attempt to restore for us his real poem, we are safeguarding the deceit”
(Lewis 1960: 3).
In the introductory chapter Lewis mentions seven essential postulates of
meaning change.1 First, “the effects of ramification”, which views the development of the meaning of a word as a tree “throwing out new branches,
which themselves throw out subordinate branches” (Lewis 1960: 8). Sometimes the old meanings are overshadowed or killed by the new ones, but they
can nevertheless flourish for centuries in their previous senses. Whereas the
philologist is interested in tracing every twig and branch to the trunk, a
1

Lewis’s principles of meaning change have been analysed by Covington (1991).
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common person is neither aware of, nor concerned about, the tree of meaning. Second, “the insulating power of the context” (Lewis 1960: 11), according to which the speaker or hearer interprets a word in a particular context.
Third, “the dangerous sense”, which is explained by Lewis as follows:
“When a word has several meanings historical circumstances often make one
of them dominant during a particular period” (Lewis 1960: 12).1 This phenomenon can often serve as the cause of deception: “In an old author the
word may mean something different. I call such senses dangerous senses
because they lure us into misreadings” (Lewis 1960: 13). Fourth, “the word’s
meaning and the speaker’s meaning” (Lewis 1960: 14), which draws a distinction between sense and reference. The former denotes the whole range of
various meanings and connotations, the latter refers to a particular object on
a particular occasion. Fifth, “tactical definitions” (Lewis 1960: 17), when an
author actually points out what is meant by a specific word. Sixth, “the
methodological idiom” (Lewis 1960: 19), which draws a distinction between
“Freud’s psychology” as a theory and the qualities of Freud’s own mind.
This principle is important since failure to recognise a methodological idiom
can cause confusion in the interpretation of such words as art or history.
And, finally, “the moralisation of status-words” (Lewis 1960: 21), when the
words denoting high status gradually change their meanings to the connotation ‘good’ (such as noble, chivalrous, gentle, liberal), and those meaning
lower status come to imply ‘bad’ (such as villain or vulgar). Additionally,
Covington (1991: 36) points out another principle which is implied in the
organisation of the book, “the parallel development of similar words in different languages”.
Lewis offers an interesting way of identifying the old meaning of a word
by using the bilingual dictionaries of the period. The reason is that their
purpose was usually merely practical: to find the closest English equivalent
of a foreign word. An entirely English dictionary, particularly that of a “prephilological period”, is more likely to be influenced by the lexicographer’s
ideas. The words which Lewis takes for a closer analysis are Nature (with
Phusis, Kind, Physical etc), Sad (with Gravis), Wit (with Ingenium), Free
(with Eleutherious, Liberal, Frank etc), Sense (with Sentence, Sensibility and
Sensible), Simple, Conscience and Conscious. Chapters on World, Life, and
the phrase I dare say were added before the last chapter in the second edition
published posthumously. It is noteworthy that for his semantic analysis Lewis chooses words dealing with nature, the human mind and sensibility.
In the concluding chapter ‘At the Fringe of Language’ Lewis looks at various social and emotional factors affecting meaning. Here parallels can be
drawn between Lewis’s ideas and those of English nineteenth-century phi1

E. g. the dangerous sense of philosophy is ‘metaphysics, epistemology, logic, etc. as distinct
from the natural sciences’ (Lewis 1960: 13), whereas in the past the word meant any kind of
science.
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lologists. As a means of communication, language is not always a perfect
device: “Some things it communicates so badly that we never attempt to
communicate them by words if any other medium is available” (Lewis 1960:
214). Henry Sweet also denied the notion that language is a perfect expression of thought (Sweet 1900: 10).
Lewis’s main idea is that poetic language brings about emotional effects
by creating certain mental images, and this also implies a cognitive process.
Poetic language can create a mental image and the reader’s further associations derive from that image rather than merely from words. Lewis mentions
that the emotional factor is very important in creating new meanings. For
example, social and political status-words can become used as words of
abuse or praise. The same phenomenon was demonstrated by Trench (1936;
first published in 1851) in his On the Study of Words, Lectures II and III.
The fact that the title of Lewis’s work echoes that of Trench’s is unlikely to
be accidental. Thus in February 1927 Lewis recorded in his diary:
By good luck … I caught sight of a new Everyman (Trench on Study of
Words) wh. I immediately bought and began to read at once. He is quite a pioneer, very ignorant of course as he couldn’t help being then, a little prosy:
but he has real enthusiasm and the feeling of life, and occasional eloquence in
spite of the over elaborated style. (Hooper 1991: 448)

Studies in Words has its own merits and weaknesses. In spite of Lewis’s
criticism of Trench’s amateurishness, his own book did not receive an entirely positive response from the reviewers. Whereas more popular periodicals
such as the Times, the Sunday Times, the Times Literary Supplement, and the
Times Educational Supplement gave a favourable assessment to Lewis’s
work, philological journals such as Romance Philology, Journal of English
and Germanic Philology or Philological Quarterly were less enthusiastic
and at times even harsh.1 Tolkien also categorically disliked the book, making some acute remarks after receiving a copy of the freshly published edition: “Alas! His ponderous silliness is becoming a fixed manner. I am deeply
relieved to find I am not mentioned” (Carpenter & Tolkien 1981: 302). What
was the reason for such irritation? As becomes obvious from the letter, Tolkien wrote “a long analysis of the semantics and formal history of *BHŪ
with special reference to ” (as printed in Tolkien’s letters (Carpenter &
Tolkien 1981: 302)). However, Lewis ignored the lengthy philological comment, leaving solely nine lines on pp. 33–34, with what Tolkien calls “the
characteristic Lewisian intrusion of ‘beards and cucumbers’.”2 In fact, Lewis
completely dismissed his friend’s analysis, declaring on p. 36 that “We are
1

For a complete list of reviews see Christopher & Ostling (1973).
Lewis pointed out two main branches of meaning, one of them being “to grow (transitively,
as one ‘grows’ cucumbers or a beard, and intransitively as beards and cucumbers grow), to
become” (Lewis 1960: 34).
2
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inventing, to explain one difficulty, a usage for which we have not a shred of
evidence.” At the same time, he himself declared in the ‘Introduction’ that
he had “no concern with sounds”. So Tolkien’s irritation is understandable.
He defines Lewis’s attitude to the study of language as that of “an Oxford
‘classical’ don.” A reviewer from Anglia also notes that “As always with C.
S. Lewis, this work too is strongly inspired by moralistic purposes.”1
The comments made by Tolkien and other professional scholars of language clearly show that Study in Words is rather amateurish. Lewis confesses that the work was brought about by his personal interest in words, “at first
my necessity and later my hobby” (SW, 1). Unlike any philologist or linguist,
he actually gives practical advice as to how to keep away from semantical
traps and, moreover, how the English language ought to be used. In this
regard, Lewis is very different from twentieth-century scholars of language
who claim not to express their value judgements with regard to the use of
language. Lewis’s work is that of somebody who looks at language from the
standpoint of an active user rather than that of a scientific analyst. It is also
notable that Lewis chooses the least clearly defined and developed area of
language study, semantics, which links language with the entire realm of
human thought.

3.3 Lewis’s view of language: some general points
Lewis’s work on language is sketchy and unsystematic. Although Lewis is a
literary historian, he does not believe in the study of literature without paying close attention to the language of a text. This allies him with Tolkien
and, to a certain extent, early nineteenth-century philologists. In spite of his
interest in the nature and life of language, he remained a ‘classical’ Oxford
don, dumb to the achievements of comparative philology and largely unaware of contemporary research in semantics. Lewis is genuinely interested in
language, particularly with regard to meaning and metaphor, but when dealing with the subject he appears largely an amateur inspired by ‘moralistic
purposes’. Second, throughout his academic writings, Lewis’s main purpose
is to equip his readers with appropriate mental images, and Studies in Words
carries through this task for obsolete words. However, unlike Barfield and
Tolkien, in his approach to the study of language Lewis does not rely on the
use of the imagination but accepts the conventional empirical methodology.

1

Covington’s translation of the quotation from von Lindheim’s review in Anglia 79: 62
(Covington 1991: 30fn).
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4 Concluding remarks
Comparing Tolkien’s and Lewis’s views on language, we can say that Tolkien’s approach to the study of language is, above all, that of a comparative
philologist. In particular, he shares many ideas with the initiators of the science of language, Bopp, Rask and Grimm, who studied languages in close
relation to their literature and history. It is also noteworthy that Tolkien does
not entirely rely on the rules elaborated by his neogrammarian predecessors.
Tolkien is genuinely interested in the meanings of words and their relationship to word-forms, but this matter is not discussed in his scholarly writings.
He admits that any inquiries into the origin and evolution of meaning should
remain outside the scope of the science of language. Tolkien expresses similar reservations with regard to the question of the origin of language, including the reconstruction of Proto-Indo-European. He generally believes language to be a natural product of humanity, and objects to the dominance of
any particular language in the world. Human invention appears to him as the
major factor in the development of language. Besides, following Grimm,
Schleicher and Müller, Tolkien continues the tradition of “imaginative scholarship”, but separates his scholarly investigations from his philological imagination and dedicates most of his time to the private invention of languages.
Lewis largely remains an amateur in the area of language study. On the
one hand, he appears to be influenced by Barfield and Tolkien, but on the
other, he holds on to his own views with regard to metaphor and meaning.
His interest in the study of language derives from the professional need of a
literary historian, and his inspiration to write about words arises from ‘moralistic purposes’. At the same time, Lewis believes that the study of words
should rely on empirical data.
In the context of the twentieth century, the Inklings’ views appear to be
anti-positivist, and this, for example, is manifested in their objection to such
theories of language as Oxford analytic philosophy (Palmer 1965). The interest taken by Barfield, Tolkien, and, to a certain extent, Lewis, in the beginnings of language and its association with poetry and myth allies them
with a number of nineteenth-century language scholars, such as Herder,
Schlegel, Humboldt and Grimm, who worked before the whole area of language study became totally ‘demythologised’.
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Goddamn: From curse to byname
MAGNUS LJUNG

Abstract. The aim of the present paper is to explore—and possibly explain—one of
the linguistic consequences of the Hundred Years’ War between England and
France, viz.the emergence in fourteenth- and fifteenth-century French of the NP les
goddem as a negative name for the English soldiers taking part in the War. The
similarity between goddem and the English curse Goddamn! suggests that we are
dealing with a simple case of borrowing from English into French. However, that
explanation is contradicted by the accounts of the first occurrences of these words in
the two languages. The paper considers these difficulties and ends with a suggestion
as to how they may be resolved.
Keywords: conversion, curse, foul language, goddamn, grammaticalization, Hundred Years’ War, interjection, Joan of Arc, les goddem, linguistic borrowing, nicknames, swearing

1 Background
In 1328, Charles IV of France died without leaving a male heir. He was
succeeded by Philip de Valois who assumed royal power and had himself
pronounced King of France. To support his claim to the throne, Philip demanded homage from the then English king Edward III who also had a claim
to the throne of France and who granted Philip’s request only very reluctantly. In 1336 Edward reneged on his acceptance of Philip’s claims and invaded
parts of France, starting a war between the two countries destined to go on
for more than a hundred years. Although The Hundred Years’ War was never officially brought to an end by means of a peace treaty, 1453 is commonly
regarded as the final year of the Hundred Years’ War.
As a consequence of the war there were English troops operating on
French soil for a period of almost 120 years. Given the length of the conflict
it is hard to determine with any exactitude how many English soldiers spent
part of their lives fighting the French on the other side of the Channel, but it
is clear that their number was large enough to make a lasting impact on the
population of the occupied areas. Apparently one of the characteristics of the
English soldiers engaged in the Hundred Years’ War that made a deep impression on the French was their swearing, in particular their liberal use of
the expression Goddamn.
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According to the historian Prosper de Barante, the foul language used by
the English attracted the attention and revulsion of no less a person than Joan
of Arc. If Barante is to be believed, Joan complained that the English soldiers used the expression Goddamn “a hundred thousand times”. Obviously,
her claim should not be taken at face value, but it is an indication of the popularity of the expression among the English soldiers (cf. Barante 1824–
1826).
Interestingly enough Joan of Arc also provides evidence of the French use
of les goddem—‘the goddamns’—as a disparaging term for the English soldiers in fifteenth-century spoken French. Thus, in 1431—only a short time
before she was burned at the stake in Rouen—Joan was interrogated several
times by her English captors who also kept records of the conversations. The
records show that, in addition to giving her opinion of the language used by
the English invaders, Joan also made a prophetic statement concerning the
development of the war and the fate of her country.1
In her prophecy regarding the future of France Joan predicted that no matter how many English soldiers there were in France, they would never become masters of France. What is interesting in the present context is not so
much what she said as how she said it, in particular how she referred to the
English soldiers. According to Barante, what she actually said was (1).
(1) Mais fussent-ils cent mille goddem de plus qu’à present, ils n’auront pas
ce royaume. ‘But even if they were one hundred thousand more Goddams than at present, they will never possess this kingdom.’

2 How was goddamn actually used by the English
soldiers?
Joan of Arc’s impression that Goddamn was used excessively often by the
English soldiers has been confirmed by latter-day scholars who have taken
an interest in the linguistic contacts between French-speakers and Englishspeakers in connection with the Hundred Years’ War. One of these scholars
is Geoffrey Hughes, according to whom the French population of the occupied areas began to refer to the English soldiers as les goddem on account of
their copious profanity and in particular their use of the word goddam
(Hughes 2006: 203). In fact, according to Hughes, goddam/goddem was not
only used about the English soldiers taking part in the Hundred Years’ War
but also served as a hostile term for the English in general.
1

The records of the interrogations may be found in the Bibliothèque Nationale de Paris (Collection Complète des Mémoires Vol. 8).
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Although there are several reports deploring the linguistic habits of the
English soldiers, none of them seem to have been very explicit concerning
the ways in which the English soldiers actually used Goddamn in their
speech. It is obvious that it started out as a curse, that is as an appeal to a
supernatural being to make something evil happen to somebody else. In its
full form such a construction involves both a higher being to whom the appeal is directed, a description of the nature of the evil involved, and a specification of the person to be affected. In the case of Goddamn the supernatural being who is addressed is of course God, but as Hughes (2006: 116)
points out, there are instances of curses in which the being addressed may
even be the Devil as in Macbeth’s curse “The devil damn thee black, thou
cream-faced loon” (V iii 11). Unlike what is the case in today’s usage the
use of Goddamn in fifteenth-century English appears to have been mainly
interjectional: apparently the use of goddamn as an intensifier came much
later.
Over the years, the curse Goddamn and the abbreviated expression Damn
seem to have undergone a process of grammaticalization in the sense of the
term found in Hopper & Traugott (1993), in the course of which both these
curses developed into interjections. Broadly speaking, the term grammaticalization as formulated in Hopper & Traugott (1993) is used about individual
content words that lose their meaning and develop into function words and
even to affixes. The process of grammaticalization is said to be irreversible
and to proceed along certain stages known as the ‘cline of categoriality’
originally containing the following way stations (Hopper & Traugott 1993:
6ff.):
Major category > Adjective or adverb > Minor category
In the original version of the grammaticalization theory, the major categories
were nouns and verbs and the minor categories function words or affixes. In
due time the analysis was extended, making it possible for multi-word clausal units to be included among the major categories; in fact, one of the bestknown examples of grammaticalization in the Hopper–Traugott sense is the
development of be going to to be gonna and finally to gonna. This type of
grammaticalization analysis has recently been used as a tool in the analysis
of Swedish in a study of the development of swearing in Swedish dramas in
the eighteenth, nineteenth and twentieth centuries by Stroh-Wollin (2008).
Stroh-Wollin (2008: 82) suggests that the ‘major categories’ in Hopper and
Traugott’s cline of categoriality should also be taken to include clausal structures like for example Gud ske lov ‘God be praised’, which is usually written as a single word gudskelov, and which—if we disregard the meaning—is
an interesting parallel to English God damn!.
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3 How did the French term les goddem arise?
At first sight, the word goddem bears all the marks of a direct loan from
English, a loan involving an English interjection Goddamn presumably borrowed to be used as a byname for the English soldiers active in France during the One Hundred Years’ War as in Joan of Arc’s defiant prediction in (1)
above.
As a rule, words that are borrowed from one language into another tend to
retain the word class membership that they originally had in the donor language. In the case of English Goddamn, and French (les) goddem that does
not seem to be the case: the French did not borrow the interjection Goddamn!; what seems to have happened is that the English interjection was
transformed into a noun denoting people using that interjection. This might
be taken as an indication that the adoption of goddem by the French was not
really an instance of borrowing, but an instance of word-formation, a type of
cross-linguistic word-formation involving a well-known word-formation
process known as conversion, which may be defined as “a change in form
class without any change of form” (Bauer 1989: 32, 226–236).
However, the type of conversion considered here is unusual in several respects. To begin with, conversion usually operates on open word-classes like
nouns, verbs and adjectives, as for instance when the noun a garage becomes a verb in the phrase to garage a car, etc. In the case of the conversion
suggested for goddem, the change would affect a word from a word class
usually considered to be closed, viz. the class of interjections. That in itself
is not a major problem, however: as Bauer (1989: 230) observes, “prepositions, conjunctions, adverbs and interjections can all act as bases for conversion”.
What makes the conversion solution described above even more controversial is the fact that it is cross-linguistic, taking the English interjection
Goddamn! as input and producing the French noun (les) goddem “people
who say Goddamn!” as output. Word-formation rules usually operate within
the confines of a single language.
We must also consider the time aspect involved in the conversion we are
considering, the points in time when goddamn was first recorded in English
(according to the OED) and when goddem was first observed in French: if
we wish to argue that the French noun phrase les goddem is the result of
changes brought to bear on the English form Goddamn, then it must be the
case that the English form antedates the French form, i. e. that it can be
shown that Goddamn existed at a time when les goddem did not. As it happens in this particular case, that is not so: in fact there is a spectacular time
difference between the first occurrences of these two expressions; according
to the OED the earliest recorded instance of Goddamn in English is found in
a text from 1640, which is more than 200 years after Joan of Arc’s use of the
French NP les goddem as attested in Barante’s book from 1431.
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What is even more disappointing is the fact that the OED contains no entry for Goddamn as an interjection. There is a total of three entries under
god-damn(-me), all of them nouns. The first of these entries is defined as
“The utterance of this phrase as a profane oath” (1640). Since it is highly
likely that utterances that are profane oaths are also interjections, this definition of goddamn is an indication that, at some point in time before 1640,
there were speakers of English who actually used Goddamn! as an interjection.
In fact there is evidence that this happened considerably earlier than 1640,
and that Goddamn! was the favourite oath of the English several hundred
years earlier, as indicated by the findings reported by Beatrice White in her
paper on the rise and fall of English interjections (White 1963: 365). According to White, “[b]y the time of Sir John Harington1 the customary oath was
God damn me. God damn had been the British Shibboleth long before the
time of Sir John Harington. It was so generally used in the fifteenth century
that it had become the common French term for an English soldier” (1963:
365).
In view of these indications of the popularity and widespread use of the
term, the lack of a separate entry for Goddamn as an interjection in the OED
is hard to explain. It stands to reason that if the English soldiers taking part
in the Hundred Years’ War became notorious among the French for their bad
language—in particular because of their frequent use of Goddamn—it was
not because they used the noun goddamn meaning “the utterance of this
phrase as a profane oath”—as the OED has it in its first entry for god-damn
—but because of their frequent use of the interjection Goddamn! as an expression of anger, surprise, fear and other feelings.
In the second entry under god-damn(-me) in the OED, the entry is also a
noun, this time with the meaning ‘one who is addicted to swearing’. Since
this is a meaning which is by and large identical with Joan of Arc’s use of
the word goddem in the NP les goddem—meaning presumably ‘those who
are addicted to using goddamn in their swearing’—we should now be able to
come up with a more convincing and less complicated explanation for the
presence of goddem in French than that involving cross-linguistic conversion
of the kind suggested in the previous paragraph.
The explanation can be formulated in the following manner: if White is
right in her claim that fifteenth-century English already possessed a noun
goddamn meaning ‘one who is addicted to swearing’, all we need to do to
explain the emergence of the French noun phrase les goddem ‘people who
swear excessively’ as a negative term for the English is to assume that
French borrowed that noun from English. The French noun goddem ‘one
who swears excessively’ would then be a direct loan from English and the
1

Sir John Harington was a courtier attached to the court of Queen Elizabeth I. He was born in
1561 and died in 1612.
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result of a fairly ordinary borrowing process in which a noun in one language begins to be used as a noun with the same meaning and presumably
more or less the same pronunciation/spelling in another language There is,
after all, not much of a formal difference between goddamn and goddem.
The suggestion that goddem is a loan from English is of course not new,
but may be found in the writings of other scholars taking an interest in this
matter. One of these scholars was Stephen (de) Ullmann who regarded goddem as an English loan that entered French during the Hundred Years’ War
and who referred to it as “part of the thin and intermittent trickle of Anglicisms prior to the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes” (Ullmann 1947: 1160).
However, Ullmann also related goddem to older French words, calling it
“a variant of Godon” (Ullmann 1947: 1147); similar suggestions regarding
the origin of goddem were made by other linguists active at roughly the same
time as Ullmann, for example Wartburg (1928: 214), according to whom
godon was a native French form ‘used as a nickname for the English’ (“un
surnom donné aux Anglais”).
Somewhat surprisingly, the reference to Old French godon mentioned
above also turns up in the third and final entry under god-damn(-me) in the
OED in the definition “After French goddam = Old French godon.” This
looks like a suggestion that the relations between the two languages in the
case of goddamn and goddem may have been more complex than we have
suspected and may have involved French linguistic influence on English as
well as English linguistic influence on French.

4 Conclusion
The aim of this short study has been to gain a better understanding of the use
and origin of the nickname les goddem in fourteenth- and fifteenth-century
French. Rather unsurprisingly we have found that there is reason to believe
that les goddem was in fact a loan from English involving the noun goddamn. What is surprising, though, is the lack in the OED of any mention of
goddamn (Goddamn) as an interjection and the insistence of the OED that
goddamn was first used in English in the 1640s despite the well-known evidence to the contrary from English historical scholars like Smith and many
others.
Despite its popularity as a nickname for the English, the term les goddem
seems to have been rather short-lived, but it must be acknowledged that it is
the only one of its kind to have lasted for a longer period of time. Attempts
have been made—apparently mostly by the French—to create other negative
terms for their English neighbours. The best-known of these may be the
apparently short-lived les fuckoffs reported in Mort (1986: 77), a term obviously based on the alleged tendency of the English to use the expression
Fuck off!.
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The lack of success of the attempts to create new nicknames for the English may have to do with the difficulty of finding powerful stereotypes linked
to what the people say. It is apparently much easier to find stereotypes related to what people eat, compare terms like frog eaters for the French, spaghetti eaters for Italians, kraut eaters/krauts for Germans etc.
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The Pragmatic Markers Look and Listen in a
Cross-linguistic Perspective
KARIN AIJMER & ANNA ELGEMARK

Abstract. Imperatives of verbs of seeing and hearing can undergo grammaticalization and be used as pragmatic markers drawing the hearer’s attention to what is said.
It has been claimed that this development takes place independently in many languages. The aim of this article is to study if grammaticalization applies in the same
way across languages. The focus will be on how an analysis of the translations of
look and listen into Swedish and some other languages can expand and refine the
description of the grammaticalization process.
Keywords: pragmatic marker, look, listen, English, Swedish, Norwegian, German

1 Background
Pragmatic markers are little words such as well, you know and I mean. They
are typically placed outside the proposition to which they belong and have
pragmatic or discourse functions as a result of a weakening of their literal
meaning. Recently we have witnessed a boom in the study of pragmatic
markers in English resulting in a large number of studies of pragmatic markers. However certain pragmatic markers have been neglected including the
interjections look and listen. Look and listen are unusual in having the imperatives of perception verbs as their sources. Look as a pragmatic marker is
illustrated in (1):
(1) “Look,” Andrew said, “there was an experimental drug, Lotromycin.”
(AH1)
In (1) look does not have the imperative function to get the hearer to look at
something but is primarily a pragmatic marker with the function to call attention to what is said (cf. Romero Trillo 1997 “attention-getter” or Keevallik 2003 “attention-shifter”). Similarly in (2) listen is used to draw attention
to something which is said.
(2) No, listen, this is really exciting. (PDJ1)
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The examples suggest that the pragmatic markers (look) and (listen) have
developed from imperatives. Against this background it is interesting to
compare imperatives corresponding to look and listen in as many different
languages as possible to see if the same developments have taken place.
The study of pragmatic markers such as look and listen across languages
seems to be “extremely relevant to the booming research on grammaticalization and pragmaticalization” (Lauwers et al. 2010: 133). Van Olmen (2010b:
233), for example, regards it as an “uncontroversial claim” that the pragmatic marker (argumentation marker) comes from the imperative look (directing
the hearer’s gaze to a visible object) on the basis of data from the languages
he compared.
Brinton (2001) has discussed the grammaticalization of look-forms from a
diachronic point of view. She argues that look as a pragmatic marker exhibits
“most, if not all, of the characteristic signs of grammaticalization” (Brinton
2001: 193). It has for instance undergone “decategorialization”, “semantic
depletion” and “an increase in pragmatic meaning” (Brinton, ibidem). Functionally look forms (as pragmatic markers) have a global meaning of the type
“‘pay attention’, ‘heed me’, ‘listen (up)’” (Brinton 2001, quoted from Fagard
210: 247). On a more local or ‘floor-taking’ level they can have discoursespecific functions associated with turn-taking and interruption (Van Olmen
2010a, Waltereit 2002).
A concern with cross-linguistic tendencies can support the theory of
grammaticalization as a universal, unidirectional process. Fleischman &
Yaguello (2004)1 in a pioneering article studied cross-linguistic similarites in
the development of pragmatic markers:
Specifically, if different languages independently develop pragmatic markers
with the same function, or more strikingly, the same set of functions, what are
the implications of this situation for cross-linguistic discourse analysis and/or
the possibility of positing putative discourse universals (Fleischman & Yaguello 2004: 129).

Fleischman & Yaguello were mainly interested in universal pathways and
similarities between pragmatic markers. If we find the same developments in
many different languages this suggests that there are universal ‘grammaticalization paths’.
However, empirical data may show that elements having a similar lexical
source do not develop the same functions or that the frequencies of the new
functions differ. Such differences may appear only if we make a fine-grained
comparison between languages.
The aim of this article is to study the correspondences of the pragmatic
markers look and listen in a cross-linguistic perspective. The focus will be on
1

Fleischman & Yaguello (2004) compared English like and French genre de.
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how a contrastive analysis can expand and refine the description of the
grammaticalization (or pragmaticalization) process. The following research
questions will be asked: Do the languages compared use the imperatives of
verbs of seeing and hearing as ‘attention-getters’? Are there differences in
frequency between pragmatic markers look and listen and between languages? What are the competing elements used for attention-getting in a
particular language? Are they distinguished functionally? The study deals
mainly with translations from English into Swedish. It also makes an excursion in order to study the translations of look and listen into German and
Norwegian.
The organization is as follows. In Section 2 we discuss previous work on
look and listen. Section 3 deals with the composition of the (EnglishSwedish) parallel corpus and how it can be used to make comparisons across
languages. In Sections 4 and 5 the Swedish correspondences of look and
listen are discussed and what they show about deeper lying differences between the languages. In Section 6 the comparison is extended to German and
Norwegian. Section 7 draws some conclusions on the basis of the crosslinguistic analysis.

2 Previous work
Correspondences of “the discourse imperatives” look and listen are found in
many different languages (Lauwers et al. 2010: 135). Previous work has
dealt mostly with look forms in the Romance languages where they are frequent. As a result we know quite a lot about the developments in these languages. Waltereit (2002) argues that the Italian guarda/guardi (look) has
changed into a discourse marker which can have a number of strategic functions in contexts of floor-seeking.
Waltereit did not discuss listen-forms with an attention-getting function.
However contrastive studies of the imperatives look and listen have been
carried out on the basis of comparable data in two or more languages. In a
corpus study of “pragmatic mechanisms to obtain the addressee’s attention
in English and Spanish conversation” Romero-Trillo (1997) compared attention-getters in English and Spanish. In Spanish both look and listen forms are
used to catch the hearer’s attention. Romero-Trillo found that the frequency
of the attention-getting elements was very high in Spanish compared with
English and that the use of mira (‘look’) as an attention-getter was more
frequent than the corresponding use of attention-getters with an auditory
verb such as oye (‘hear’). The wider repertoire of these elements in Spanish
than in English was explained by the fact that English also can use prosody
for attention-getting purposes. The conclusions for Spanish are supported by
Cuenca & Marín’s (2000) observation that escucha (‘listen’) and Catalan
escolta (‘listen’) are less grammaticalized at the formal as well as the func335

tional level, than their visual counterparts. It has also been claimed for Italian (quoted from Van Olmen (2010a: 86)) that “Italian ascolta [‘listen’] is
not conventionalized as a discourse marker to the same extent as guarda”.
On the other hand, French does not share the developments of verbs
meaning ‘look’ in other Romance languages (Spanish and Catalan mira,
Portuguese olha, Italian guarda, Romanian uite) (Fagard 2010). As shown
by Fagard, regarde has a more limited range of uses than its correspondence
in the other languages. It is for instance not used as an ‘attention-getter’.
This raises the question what elements are used in Modern (European)
French for functions which are missing for French regarde but displayed for
example by guarda or by mira. Fagard suggests that the following discourse
markers (pragmatic markers) could be replacements of regarde in French: tu
vois, bon, ben, beh, eh bien, alors. However, no systematic study of the correspondences (in different functions) is proposed.1
Van Olmen (2010a) used comparable data of English and Dutch to examine the frequency and use of the imperatival forms look, listen, kijken and
luisteren. He found that “the imperatives of intentional visual perception”
occurred more often than their auditory counterparts, in total and as pragmatic/vague2 markers (Van Olmen 2010a: 77). This was the case in both Dutch
and in English. In Van Olmen’s data, however, Dutch kijk ‘look’ occurred
considerably more often than English look and listen. These facts show that
languages may follow pathways of change ‘at different paces and to different
points’ (Van Olmen 2010a: 91). It is also suggested that “the relative success
of kijk is due to the absence of a real competitor” (ibid. p. 91).
In Van Olmen 2010b the findings on English and Dutch are further compared to those on Italian, Spanish and Canadian French. Van Olmen showed
that in all the five languages the look-marker can function as a pragmatic
marker (argumentation marker) although the counterpart of look was used in
slightly different ways depending on the language. To support this he pointed to cross-linguistic evidence for the frequency of such markers particularly
in the Romance languages. “[L]ook appears to be the cross-linguistically
most frequent, followed by say and finally hear” (Bergs 2003: 8, quoted
from Van Olmen 2010a: 86).
Kijk was shown to have some uses which were not found with the English
look. The Dutch pragmatic marker can for instance be used in final position
to express the speaker’s surprise at the information he/she has received (p.
231). Look was generally found to be more grammaticalized than other
markers.
1

Correspondences of the pragmatic marker look are also found in Estonian (vaata/
vat ‘look’) and Finnish (kato ‘look’, Hakulinen & Seppänen 1992).
2
A vague marker is ambiguous between the lexical meaning and the pragmatic
marker. In our material the translation usually indicates how the translator has interpreted the situation.
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3 The English-Swedish Parallel Corpus
For the study of the Swedish correspondences of the attention-getters look
and listen we have used the English-Swedish Parallel Corpus (Altenberg &
Aijmer 2001). The corpus consists of 2.8 million words of both fiction and
non-fiction. It contains original texts in English and Swedish and their translations into the other language. Only the fiction part has been used, reflecting
the fact that the attention-getters can be expected to be typical of dialogues
only. The corpus makes it possible to compare parallel forms in Swedish and
English original texts (and their translations). However, Swedish has not got
an attention-getter coming from the verb corresponding to look (although the
word for hear is used to get the hearer’s attention). We have therefore only
looked at the English forms and their translations into Swedish. The translations from one language into another are used to establish translation paradigms: “the set of forms in the target text which are found to correspond to
particular words or constructions in the source text, or the other way round:
the set of forms in the source text which are found to correspond to particular words or constructions in the target text” (Johansson 2007: 23). The
translation paradigms are based on the translations of look into Swedish
(Table 1, Section 4). Listen was found both in translations into English
(SOET) and as the target for lexical elements and constructions in Swedish (EOST) (see Table 2, Section 5).

4 The correspondences of look as a pragmatic marker in
the English-Swedish Parallel Corpus
Both look and listen forms occurred in the English originals but with different frequencies (28 examples of look and 11 examples of listen). It is obvious that the writers prefer look to listen which is in line with the findings of
the use of the counterparts of look and listen in other languages (see Section
2).
All examples of look as an imperative are not pragmatic markers. In 34
examples the imperative look was a directive asking the hearer to look at
something. When look was followed by a prepositional object it was for
instance always used in its literal meaning as a verb of perception.
(3) Look at it this way. (FW1)1
Men om ni ser saken på det här viset då? (FW1T)

1

FW1 stands for Fay Weldon, The heart of the country. FW1 indicates the original text and
FW1T the translation. See also Primary references.
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The translation in (4) illustrates that the meaning of look can shift to a mental verb (tänk på ‘think of’):
(4) Look how I cursed her when she splashed me, driving by like Lady
Muck: she with the debts and the runaway husband and not a true friend
to her name, only the kind of business acquaintance who 'd come to
dinner and gossip about her behind her back, and fuck her out of turn, or
try to. (FW1)
Tänk bara på hur jag förbannade henne när hon körde förbi mig som fin
fru i sin tjusiga bil och stänkte ner mig, hon som bara hade skulder, en
förrymd make och inte en vän som var värd namnet, bara den sortens
affärsbekanta som kom på middag och sedan förtalade henne i smyg
och i tur och ordning knullade henne, eller i alla fall försökte. (FW1T)
When look was translated as a form of höra it was always classified as an
attention-getter:
(5) “Look,” Andrew said, “there was an experimental drug, Lotromycin.”
(AH1)
”Hör på här”, sade Andrew, ”det var ett oprövat medel, Lotromycin.”
(AH1T)
Look is here a deictic particle pointing forward to a stretch of talk (hör på
här).1 According to Van Olmen (2010a: 88) the look-imperative makes “full
use of the ‘superior’ force of the (fake) reference to some object or event and
gets the addressee’s attention in an essentially indirect way, which makes it
such a useful tool in conversation and may partly explain its cross-linguistic
success.” In (5) Andrew chooses to start with look in order to appear as authoritative and knowledgeable.
The attention-getter can be identified both formally and functionally.
Both look and listen have clause-initial position (but occurred after other
markers). They can combine with other pragmatic markers (now look, hey
listen, no listen) or with vocatives (look John, now look Hugo, listen Shaw,
listen man, listen peasant, listen boy, listen you). Look (but not listen) cooccurred with a form of say in 11 examples (the quotation-initial use of the
‘look’).
The translations of the pragmatic marker look are shown in Table 1.

1

Cf. also English look here (with variants lookyhere, look-a-here) (Brinton 2001: 178)
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Table 1. The translations of look into Swedish as a pragmatic marker in the
ESPC: Swedish translations of English originals
Translation (EOST)
Ø
Hör på (‘listen up’), hör på här (‘listen up
here’), men hör du NAME (‘but listen up
you NAME’), hör här (‘hear here’), hörnu
(‘now listen’)
Säg NAME (‘say NAME)
Adding a vocative
Snälla ni (‘dear you’)
Ju (‘obviously’)
Joo (‘well’)
Alltså ( cf ‘now’, ‘well’ )
Väl (‘I suppose’)
Men ju (‘but obviously’)
Total

Number
12
7

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
28

The most frequent correspondence of look in translations is omission. However, in more than half of the examples the translator has attempted to find a
lexical correspondence of look. It is striking that none of the translations
contain a form of se ‘see’ or titta ‘look’ (although a form of hear was frequent). Many different correspondences are found although the alternatives
only occur once or twice. Even single translations are interesting because
they give some information about the uses to which look is put.
The translations suggest that look (like any other pragmatic marker) can
have a large number of meanings depending on the context. Look can be
used both in a confrontational and a polite way, as shown by the translations.
Snälla ni expresses the speaker’s appeal (= ‘please’) and marks the speaker’s
wish to be close to the hearer.
(6) “Look,” Macon said. “I 'm on my way to the airport, right this minute. I
've got a plane to catch.”
“I 'm only following orders,” the girl said. (AT1)
”Snälla ni”, sade Macon, ”jag är precis på väg till flyget. Jag ska med
ett plan.”
”Jag följer bara mina instruktioner”, sade flickan. (AT1T)
Säga (‘say’) and höra (‘hear’) but not se (‘see’) are drawn upon as translations of look. Säg (‘say’) followed by a vocative is used in (7). Look (repeated) marks the return to a previous topic (“and returning to an earlier point in
their conversation”).
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(7) “Look,” said Kate, ignoring this new angle, and returning to an earlier
point in their conversation, “look, do you want to see my morning’s
post?” (MD1)
”Säg, Hugo”, sade Kate, och återvände till ett tidigare samtalsämne utan
att låtsas höra denna nya utmaning, ”har du lust att se vad jag fick med
brevbäraren i morse?” (MD1T)
In (8) the translator has chosen alltså (‘now’) focusing on the function of
now look to draw attention to the opening of a new turn:
(8) “Anyway, I 'm too busy to go to a group. I have n't time.” She looked at
her watch, put on her busy expression, waved for the bill. “Now look,
Hugo, you promise you 'll help me out with Mujid?” (MD1)
”Dessutom har jag för mycket om mig för att gå med i en grupp. Jag har
inte tid.” Hon såg på klockan, anlade sin yrkesmin och höjde armen för
att få notan. ”Alltså, Hugo, du lovar att hjälpa mig med Mujid?”
(MD1T)
The translation joo (‘well’) in (9) is a polite marker signalling that look is
used to prepare the way for an offer (“you would n't like a spot of supper”):
(9) … and before I knew where I was I had half-turned my shoulder to
exclude the other chap and was saying, “Look, I know you 've only
more or less just arrived, but you would n't like a spot of supper would
you?” (JB1)
… och innan jag visste ordet av hade jag mer eller mindre avspisat karln
och ägnade mig helt åt Gillian. ”Joo, jag vet ju att ni knappt hunnit
innanför dörrn, men får jag ändå fråga? Har ni lust att gå ut och äta en
bit?” (JB1T)
Other translations suggest that look is argumentative and not only an attention-getter. In the translation hör occurs with a personal pronoun (du ‘you’):
(10) “And look,” he added, “you do n't have to bend over backwards, either,
and go asking her to dinner or something.” (AT1)
”Men hör du Rose, du behöver inte gå till överdrift åt andra hållet heller
och bjuda henne på middag eller nånting sådant.” (AT1T)
In (11) look is found in ‘but’-talk (cf. also example (10)). The translator has
used men ‘but’ as a translation to signal the argumentative character of upcoming talk. Men is used to disagree and to challenge the hearer:
(11) “Look, it was obviously suicide — you said yourself she was unhealthily obsessed with the damn thing.” (MW1)
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”Men det var ju uppenbarligen självmord — du sade själv att hon var
sjukligt fixerad vid den eländiga tingesten.” (MW1T)
According to Van Olmen (2010a: 80), “[t]he common co-occurrence [of
look] with vocatives… indicates that this label definitely covers part of the
function”. This could also explain the translation in (12). Look in the original
text has been rendered by the translator as a vocative (“Celia”):
(12) “Look,” Andrew said, “there 's something I want to say.” (AH1)
”Det är en sak jag skulle vilja säga, Celia”, sade han. (AH1T)
The translations can be regarded as ‘mirrors’ of the functions of look and
listen in another language. In Swedish we find correspondences such as hör
på (‘listen up’), säg (‘say’ followed by name), joo (‘well’), alltså (‘now’),
snälla (‘please’). The translations are associated with functions such as interrupting, returning to a previous topic, disagreeing, or calling attention to
something. Omission can be taken as evidence that there is no counterpart
with a verb of seeing in Swedish, where hör på is often a good translation.
Another reason may be that look has an interpersonal function and can easily
be omitted without any effect on the propositional content.
We can also conclude from the translations how look is related to other
lexical elements and constructions with the same function. For example, if
an element in Language A is translated by elements x, y, z in another Language B we can use the translation equivalents of x, y, z to define a paradigm of semantically related lexical items and constructions. In this way we
can establish that look (as a pragmatic marker) is paradigmatically related to
listen, to vocatives and to (other) pragmatic markers such as now, but, please
(cf. Dyvik 1998).

5 Translations of the pragmatic marker listen in the
English-Swedish Parallel Corpus
The literal meaning of listen is illustrated in (13):
(13) Lyssna nu till Kejsarvalsen så som Schönberg tolkar den. (MS1)
Now listen to the Emperor Waltz the way Schoenberg interpreted it.
(MS1T)
What is listened to is an auditory phenomenon, such as a piece of music.
When listen is a pragmatic marker the translations are conventionalized
forms such as hör (på) (lyssna ‘listen’, on the other hand, is not grammaticalized as a pragmatic marker in Swedish).
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There were fewer examples of (the pragmatic marker) listen than of look
although we counted examples of listen both as a translation from English
(EOST) and as the target of Swedish source items (SOET). Both translation directions are shown in Table 2.
Table 2. The pragmatic marker listen and its Swedish correspondences in the
ESPC.
Translation

EOST

SOET

Total

Ø

4

2

6

Hör nu på mig (min
pojke) (‘listen to me
my boy’), Nej nu
ska du höra på mig
(‘no now you will
listen to me’), Nu
ska ni få höra
(vocative), Hör du
NAME (‘you listen
NAME’), Hör på här
(‘listen up here’)
(och) du (‘and
you’)
Sakta i backarna
(‘take it easy’)
(<hey listen)
Nej vet ni vad (‘no
you know what’)
Va (‘don’t you
agree’)
Total

4

2

6

1

1

2

1

1

1
1
11

1
1

6

17

Listen always has a confrontational function as indicated by translations such
as (och) du, (hör) du Arthur, va. Du (‘you’) addresses the hearer directly and
contributes to illocutionary force:
(14) “Listen, I have some of the information you 're looking for and the rest
will have to wait. …” (SG1)
”Du, jag har en del av de upplysningar du bad om och det som fattas
måste vänta tills vidare. …” (SG1T)
The cases of omission in Table 2 include examples where listen + vocative
have been added by the translator in the English translation:
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(15) Vi ska tillsammans upprätta din auktoritet och återställa din hälsa.
(LH1)
Listen, Shaw, we shall restore your authority as well as your health —
you and I together.” (LH1T)
The appearance of listen, Shaw in the translation adds emphasis and authority to the statement.
To sum up, listen plays a less important role than look as an attentiongetter. It is less frequent and has fewer correspondences than look (all of the
correspondences can be interpreted literally as ‘listen up’). Listen is less
grammaticalized than look since the semantic meaning is still present.

6 Translations of look and listen into German and
Norwegian
We can extend the comparison to German and Norwegian translations from
English. In order to investigate how look and listen are rendered in German
and Norwegian translations we have used the Oslo-Multilingual Corpus
(OMC). The OMC is similar to the English-Swedish Parallel corpus in being
a bidirectional translation corpus. For the present study we have only used
translations in the direction from English into either German or Norwegian
(33 texts all representing fiction).
Against the background of previous research and the findings from Swedish it is interesting to study whether German uses a look-form as attentiongetter and what other elements are used to express the same functions. As
seen from Table 3, the translations contain both seeing and hearing forms. A
form of hören (‘hear’) was used in 7 examples to be compared with a ‘seeing’ verb in the same number of examples. Both siehen and schauen are used
but not gucken (‘look’). In addition the discourse markers nun, also, aber,
überhaupt are found as translations of look (although they occurred only
once). We also note the use of verstehst du (‘do you understand’) (with an
added vocative). Like in Swedish omission was frequent.
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Table 3. Translations of English look into German
Translation
Sehen Sie, sieh mal, schauen Sie,
schau, schau mal, schau her
Hören Sie, (jetzt) hört mal
Ø
Adding a vocative
Übrigens
Vocative + verstehst du
Nun (cf. ‘now’)
Also
Aber (‘but’)
Total

Number
7
7
5
1
1
1
1
1
1
25

A form of hören (‘hear’) in the translation is illustrated in (16):
(16) “Look,” Andrew said, “I know you mean well, Miss de Grey, and I 'm
sorry about the way I spoke when you came in here. …” (AH1)
«Hören Sie», sagte Andrew, «ich weiß, daß Sie es gut meinen, Miss de
Grey, und mein gestriges Benehmen tut mir leid. ...» (AH1TD)
The ‘literal’ translation with a verb of seeing is shown in (17):
(17) Look, you were one person among many whom she knew and talked to,
me included. (MW1)
Schau mal, du warst ein Mensch unter vielen, die sie kannte und mit
denen sie gesprochen hat, mich eingeschlossen. (MW1TD)
The ‘literal’ translation with a verb of seeing is shown in (17):
(18) Look, it 's only your signature we want (DL2)
«Mum, verstehst du, wir wollen nur deine Unterschrift. ...» (DL2TD)
The use of nun (‘now’) signals a topic change:
(19) “… I 've got to have them back.”
…
“True,” nodded the other.
“Look, as you may imagine, my people have some contacts in the world
of diamonds. …” (FF1)
«… Ich muß sie zurückhaben.»
…
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«Stimmt», nickte der andere.
«Nun, wie Sie sich denken können, haben meine Leute ihre Verbindungen
zur Diamantenbranche. …» (FF1TD)
In comparison, there were few examples of listen reflecting the fact that a
reference to hearing is less often used as a strategy to attract attention:
Table 4. Translations of English listen into German
English originalGerman translation
(Aber jetzt) hör zu
Hören Sie
Ø
Sehen Sie
Total

Number
4
1
1
1
7

In one example listen was rendered by a verb of seeing (sehen Sie):
(20) And listen, Harry Harris not coming home that evening was at least
something happening, was n't it! (FW1)
Und sehen Sie, als Harry Harris an diesem Abend nicht nach Hause
kam, da passierte doch jedenfalls etwas! (FW1TD)
Norwegian, on the other hand, is similar to Swedish. In Norwegian (like
Swedish) the imperative of høre ‘hear’ was used in the translation, as shown
in Table 5.
Table 5. Look in translations from English into Norwegian in the OMC
English originalNorwegian translation
Hør, hør nå, hør nå her, hør her, hør nå
Ø
Jada, jada (‘well’, lit. ‘yes then, yes then’)
Jeg skjønner godt at (‘I understand well
that’)
Jo (‘as you know’)
Total

Number
17
4
1
1
2
25

Listen only had translations with a ‘hear’ form:
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Table 6. Listen in translations from English into Norwegian in the OMC
English originalNorwegian translation
Hør her, hør nå her, nå skal du høre
Total

Number
7
7

7 Conclusion
All languages can be assumed to have verbs for seeing or hearing. Moreover
in many languages the imperative form of the verb develops into an attention
marker (with strategic functions such as introducing a quotation, argumentation, turn-taking and topic-change). The developments have been discussed
in a grammaticalization perspective in previous work.
Grammaticalization does not take place in a vacuum but the changes can
be motivated by cognitive and communicative factors. Look points to some
‘visually accessible information’ which the interlocutor may not be aware of
but may be so noteworthy that they need to be made aware of it straight-on.
It would therefore “be entirely natural for speakers to start using it in contexts in which there is nothing to look at and they just want to take the floor”
(Van Olmen 2010a: 87). Both verbs of seeing and of hearing fulfil important
functions in the conversation because of their capacity to draw attention to
what is said. However there are cognitive differences between ‘seeing’ and
‘hearing’. According to Romero-Trillo (1997: 220), visual actions are usually “better at securing attention than auditory activities” because of the more
fleeting nature of auditory stimuli in comparison with what you can actually
see. Listen would achieve the same purpose in a more direct and facethreatening way since it refers directly to what is said. However neither cognitive nor communicative factors can on their own trigger grammaticalization since there are ‘language gaps’ which need to be accounted for.
By using translations into another language we can test the grammaticalization hypothesis cross-linguistically. We would expect the imperative look
as an attention-getter to be translated congruously by a seeing verb in the
target language. Swedish provides a counter-example to the cross-linguistic
hypothesis about the grammaticalization of verbs of seeing since the lookforms have not been translated literally. In Swedish titta (‘look’) has not
moved beyond the sense as a verb of visual perception (although it can be
used as a verb of thinking). The reason may be that other alternatives are
available for attention-getting such as a vocative, or a form with hör (‘hör på
(här)’). Similarly, in Norwegian imperatives of see-forms do not develop
into attention-markers but verbs of hearing are used instead with this function. The translations can provide a rich picture of the alternatives available
to signal attention-getting. Other forms which can be used to attract the hear-
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er’s attention are modal particles (Swe. ju, No. jo) or discourse markers
(Swe. jo, No. jadå ‘yes’, ‘well’) which can be used initially with an attention-getting function. In German, on the other hand, imperatives of seeing
are beginning to grammaticalize and are in competition with hearing verbs as
translations of look.
The purpose of the present article has been to contribute to the growing
literature on look and listen as pragmatic markers. However, we need to
study look and listen across many more languages to find out more about the
extent of grammaticalization in different languages and the conditions under
which the process applies or not. The differences between languages suggest
that grammaticalization is a process which is never mandatory and that it
applies at a different rate in different languages and varieties of language.
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Opposites Attract
CHRISTINA ALM-ARVIUS

Abstract: Meaningful construal of experiences comes about by contrasting as well
as connecting them, and systematically meaningful oppositions are found between
language elements that both share certain more general characteristics and differ as
regards more specific ones. This is so at all analytical levels of language structures
and use, but this paper focuses on the interaction between contrastive lexical units in
standard English. Items with contrasting senses are often, indeed typically, combined in an inconspicuous and quite ordinary way, but in some constructions polysemous or antonymous relations are highlighted to achieve a particular stylistic,
rhetorical, mnemonic, or poetic effect. In this paper, a number of analytical categories of this kind are exemplified and described, and the communicative and creative
flexibility of lexical contents is emphasised, including the tendency for opposing
meanings to connect along scalar dimensions. Lexical senses interface in a dynamic
way with our experiences of the world and the cognitive and cultural domains we
construe to be able to function and make sense of our perceptual impressions, reactions, and interactivities. Opposites attract because they help us to deal with life’s
intricacies, fluctuations, differences, and recurrences, and also because they provide
us with means to formulate messages in a selective and cognitively striking way
which can be rhetorically efficient and perhaps even poetic.
Keywords: antithesis, antonyms, antonymy-synonymy continuum, chiasmus, hyponymy, irony, language system, meronymy, oxymoron, polysemy, punning, semantic opposition, synonyms, zeugma

1 Everything is what it is because of what it isn’t
The statement constituting the heading to this introductory section is arguably tautological, although it may also appear paradoxical, and this is presumably because it expresses an all-encompassing and undeniable truth at the
same time as it brings together two opposite perspectives on things. Still this
sweeping, two-sided generalisation no doubt captures how we make sense of
experiences and are able to communicate about them. It is indeed nothing
but a provocative way of presenting the basic insight of structuralism that
linguistics in general, as well as other academic disciplines, must recognise
also today: that the cognitive construal of experiences comes about by contrasting as well as connecting them. This is done by focusing on or selecting
certain aspects of the phenomena and situations we experience and combining them in sign structures that can be reacted to, thought about, and communicated for instance by means of verbal language (cf. Langacker 2000;
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Jakobson 1996: 17, 1990: 49–55; de Saussure 1966: 114, 122; Peirce 1894,
1874).
All differences between language elements are however not as significant
in shaping their functional potential in the kind of dynamic and partially
variable system we call a language. In order to be categorially and constructively important, oppositions between language entities need to be clearly
related in some way. More specifically, they should share some central defining characteristic/s as well as differ in an also obvious and structurally
coherent way. Such shared characteristics are regularly more general ones,
while the characteristics that create distinctions are more particular.
The lexeme language, used a number of times for instance in the preceding passage, seems in many ways the keyword in linguistic analyses and
descriptions, and it can be given a number of polysemously related interpretations (cf. Alm-Arvius & Ädel, 2012; Goddard 2010). Language users seem
however not to consider this much in their communicative practices, for
instance because the context of use, the language context itself or the extralinguistic communicative situation, ordinarily makes it clear how a given
instance of it can be understood. (When deciding e.g. what an instantiation
of language means, we can either focus on how the encoder has intended it
to be understood, more deliberately or just intuitively, or we can take a
broader communicative perspective and also include a decoder’s interpretative point of view.)
In the text above language is obviously intended to mean language system; that is, a verbal communication system shared by a speech community.
Such a system need not be codified and prescriptively limited to a set of
standardising usage norms. In other words, also uncodified dialects must be
considered language systems, as long as the term dialect is taken to stand for
a habitual, comprehensive, and structured verbal repertoire, shared by a
group of people, which has its own distinguishable characteristics on all
analytical levels of language use.
In addition, the concept of language system/s must not be over-idealised,
because it needs to connect to empirical observations concerning the prevalent occurrence of language contact situations and different types of influences between languages that result from them. Examples of these include
borrowings of individual lexical words and expressions as well as more pervasive code mixings, since languages can also influence each other as regards grammatical patterns, pronunciation, register conventions, and culturally connected communicative practices (cf. e.g. Trudgill’s distinction (2000:
146) between Abstand and Ausbau languages).
Obvious opposites in a linguistic repertoire tend to be related in terms of
hyponymy. They acquire their functional potential within hierarchical networks of sense categories representing types of experiential phenomena that
are distinguished in a language, for instance English. A superordinate in a
hyponymic hierarchy, e.g. the English noun finger, has a more general and
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unspecified sense, with a more extensive denotation, while its hyponyms
represent categories with more specified characteristics: index finger, middle
finger, ring finger, and little finger (in some varieties of English, e.g. American English, a thumb is also considered a type of finger).1 As hyponyms
differ as regards some characteristic/s, they have contrastive or antonymous
senses, but an interconnected reason for them being obvious opposites is that
they all incorporate and share the sense of the more unspecified superordinate: an index/middle/ring/little finger is (necessarily) a finger.
Meronymic relations can also be a factor in semantic opposition, but
usually not in such an obvious way. Such part-whole relations are quite
basic in the semantics of a language, but they are ordinarily only presupposed or prototypical, and need thus not be logically necessary and semantically transitive like factually oriented hyponymic inclusion relations. A finger is ordinarily a part of a hand, but there are also hands without one or
more, or indeed all, fingers2 (Alm-Arvius, work in progress).
Meronymy is commonly only considered a lexical sense relation, but this
is no doubt a too limited perspective that misses out on the basic experiential
and cognitive importance of such relations in different analytical levels of a
language. Phonological constructs, morphological composites, and syntagmatic strings of various kinds as well as whole texts or pieces of discourse
are also meronymic, because they consist of parts assembled into meaningful
wholes according to certain systematic combinatorial patterns and communicative principles. Contrastive elements function within such combinatorial
complexes. Opposites can occur together within them, but even if this is not
the case, the systematic contrastive relations between items are still at work
when we interpret them.
(1) Can you tell when a cat is sad or happy?
(2) A cat is happy when its tail is lifted up and erect.

1

Hyponymic networks can most obviously be analytically distinguished and described for
lexical items with logico-factual senses and denotative ranges as well as particular referential
links that are inter-subjectively verifiable in relation to our encyclopaedic experiences. Affective senses are more variably applied to denotative matters, as they are based on feelings or
attitudes to things we experience that are often not stable and hardly ever generally shared
among the speakers of a language. (Alm-Arvius 2011a: 24f, 1993: 24–36)
Moreover, taxonomy is a synonym of hyponymy, and this terminological alternative is
especially connected with scientific categorisation. In Cognitive Grammar the terms schematicity and specificity are used when dealing with hyponymic relations. See e.g. Langacker
(2009: 6). Ungerer and Schmid (2006: 64f) call them type-of relationships or type-of classifications.
2
Langacker describes a word meaning, e.g. that of knuckle, as a profile against a conceptual
base, in this case finger, and this is a meronymic perspective; see e.g. (2009: 7f, 2000: 7f). He
has used the term partonymy for meronymic inclusion, but this is not a common term in his
writing (2000: 6).
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The principles for semantic oppositions outlined above are thus at work
within all analytical levels of a language. We find them in its phonology and
its grammar—i.e. accidence and syntax—as well as in its lexical constructions, resulting from word formation processes and the entrenchment of
multi-word strings as idioms, and systematic opposition principles also connect and contrast meanings at the more global text or discourse level. This is
what is meant, from a linguistic point of view, by the claim that opposites
attract, and as we shall see this attraction can operate in various ways. Quite
generally speaking, relations between significant oppositions are revealed
through their shared but also contrast-inducing selection potentials in various
types of combination. In other words, significant oppositions constitute
meaning distinguishing alternatives in combinatorial constructions at various
levels of a language.
At the phonological level, such contrastive selection within otherwise
identical combinations of elements can be exemplified by the recognition of
minimal pairs and commutation lists of words that only differ through the
occurrence of one phoneme; e.g. pin, bin, tin, din, kin, chin, gin, fin, thin,
sin, shin, win (Gimson 1970: 45). The contrasting phonemes in these words
share the general quality of being consonants, and they also occur in the
same phonotactic position, in the onset of the one syllable constituting the
phonological expression sides of the citation forms of these lexical words.
The combined sound contrasts and sound repetition among such word sets
are exploited in end rhyme, a poetic and coherence creating device that is
especially connected with poetry, but which is also found in other genres or
text types, for instance in easily remembered advertising catchphrases, political slogans, and various other pat and poetic ways of summing up a standpoint. Also alliteration, initial consonant rhyme, works by combining and
contrasting phonemes within the words it involves, and like end rhyme and
other types of formal rhythmic repetition it can provide mnemonic support
and help to make a construction an entrenched and repeatedly used language
element (Alm-Arvius 2011b, 2010, 2003: 175–187). In the idiom through
thick and thin alliteration co-occurs and interacts with the coupling of two
antonyms, thick and thin, which also rhyme through assonance, as they share
the same vowel phoneme. When literally understood, these lexical opposites
share the general semantic quality of representing the volume and/or density
of something, and contrast in that one of them, thick, describes something as
large or dense, while thin instead says that something is narrow or lacks
density in some respect. But in this idiom thick and thin have been metaphorically extended and made to convey more abstract and generalised
meanings that also seem affectively coloured.
Grammatical oppositions work according to the same general principles,
and in many cases a more basic or default member can be identified within
such categories. The other, contrastive alternatives seem then to have particular distinctive features which set them apart from this focal form-meaning
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construct. With English adjectives the citation form is the default, typically
used for instance as the head word in dictionary entries, and this choice is
supported by the observation that only gradable adjective senses are used in
the comparative and superlative forms; e.g. big, bigger, the biggest or interesting, more interesting, the most interesting. It is presumably more debatable to treat declaratives as central in the category of clause types, but they
are often used as an analytical starting point. The forms and utterance functions of interrogative, imperative, and exclamative clause patterns are then
described in comparison and contrast with declarative clause forms and their
prototypical as well as more incidental speech act functions. These are just a
couple of examples of shared general qualities versus specifying contrastive
ones among the members of grammatical categories, but the same principles
are at work in other sets of morpho-syntactic forms or phrasal or clausal
oppositions. All phrase categories have heads, for instance, even if they also
differ in other respects, and we would not be able to distinguish, use, or interpret the voice categories active and passive unless they both existed and
could be contrasted and connected with each other.
In the following sections we shall focus on lexical opposites, and further
exemplify and discuss how they interact and contrast in various types of
English language use. We shall look at semantic contrasts in more local
word combinations, in compounds, phrases, and sentential constructions, and
also comment on the function of lexical oppositions in global text passages.
In fact, lexico-semantic oppositions can also work inter-textually. Variations
of well-known quotations from specific texts or discourse events can exemplify this. They are triggered by associations to something that was said or
written before, and form a comparative and enriching background for a message about something else.
(3) Paraphrasing Hamlet, the consumer says: “To buy or not to buy; that is
the question.”1 (North, ‘Is There a Right to Work?’)

2 Implicit oppositions
The overt choices made by language users when they formulate messages
either in speech or in writing also concern other elements that are semantically related to the selected ones; i.e. the words or constructions that some1

This is an example of the kind of idiom variation I have termed internal idiom breaking. It
is a type of punning as the exploited lexicalised idiom is still part of the interpretation for
proficient speakers of the language and interacts and contrasts with the partly new expression
with a partly new meaning, connecting to another experiential domain or domain complex
than the original version. Famous quotations like that from the Hamlet soliloquy used here
can be considered idioms (Alm-Arvius, work in progress, 2007: 20–22).
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how have contrasting as well as shared or overlapping meaning potentials
with the items and patterns that are actually used. In fact, also signs from
other, often integrated expressive modes such as body language in speech or
pictures in writing interact with the linguistic choices in the communicative
process (cf. Kress 2010; Enfield 2009). Language exchanges and understanding always involve much more than what is explicitly expressed
through the words and constructions used. What is actually said is the selectively foregrounded contents of an utterance or longer passage, the part of it
that is “put on-stage”, to use a Langackerian term1, but it interacts with many
implicit linguistic, cognitive, and socio-cultural associations as well as with
co-occurring situational factors.
The following declarative string could be used after a birth to inform
someone about the sex of the newborn baby.
(4) It’s a girl.
This statement would then also mean that the child is ‘not a boy’. To mention a girl in a context where a child is talked about2 necessarily includes an
antonymous contrast, and the prototypical opposite of girl is no doubt boy.
The latter sense potential is backgrounded but still an entailed opposite to
girl via their shared superordinate child.
This is just one example of how antonymous contrasts can function in a
language. There are very, very many of them in a language system, and such
regular and entrenched oppositions need not be binary. Instead a lexical
sense usually has several potential antonyms, but one can often be identified
as the default opposite, while others are only evoked in more special contexts. Lad and laddie are other possible antonyms of girl, even if they are
more straightforwardly contrasted with lass or lassie, since these four nouns
are stylistically informal and especially connected with the English used in
northern England and Scotland.
Some lexical contrasts seem basically factually descriptive, but there are
also interpersonal and affective distinctions. There are for instance a number
1

In Langacker’s Cognitive Grammar individuals and matters that are explicitly mentioned in
a language string are the focus of attention and within the on-stage region, and they are said
to be objectively construed. Other, merely implicitly understood meaning parts are backgrounded, off-stage, and subjectively construed (2000: 24f, 205f, 297f). The distinction
between objective and subjective construals corresponds in a number of respects with what
Talmy has termed windowing of attention vs. gapping (2000: 76f, 257–309), as the latter
analytical notions also concern linguistic foregrounding vs. backgrounding of distinguishable
parts of a described scene or event frame instantiation.
2
The sense of girl exemplified above can be said to be the prototypical one within the polysemous sense complex of this lexeme, but also grown women can be referred to as girls in
relation to certain experiential domains (Alm-Arvius 1998: 56f). There is a similar type of
variation in the use of boy, even if the sets of lexicalised uses of these two polysemes are not
comparable in all respects. See e.g. ALD (2005: 175, 654).
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of ways of thanking other people, and language users are guided by appropriacy norms when selecting among such alternatives. Thank you and thank
you very much are standard phrases for such occasions with a comparatively
broad application range, while both the informal British English ta and the
formal I’m much obliged (to you for this) are more restricted as to the kinds
of situations they should be used in. All the same, appearing to break the
norms for when they should be used may in certain situations be triggered by
a wish to convey a special attitude, such as an attempt to be friendly to a
stranger, or it could be ironic, or a light-hearted humorous choice that is felt
to be adequate, given the particular communicative circumstances.
Many style and register choices depend on social or emotive considerations, for instance the choice of a euphemism rather than a more bluntly
descriptive word or expression. Even if pass away in a way means the same
thing as die, there is a significant and conventionally recognised interpersonal and attitudinal distinction between them, as the metaphorical construction
of the former is typically felt to be more considerate and suitable for instance
when talking to someone recently bereaved (which is another basically figurative lexical use). Snuff it is another synonym within this lexical field with
an at least originally metaphorical meaning, and in addition to sharing the
descriptive content with e.g. pass away and die, it is also contrastively related to them because of its informal and seemingly humorously stand-offish
view of the fatal type of event it denotes. In other words, the meaning relations between these items exhibit both synonymous and antonymous qualities.
There are very many such semantic relations between vocabulary elements in English as well as in other languages, and their meanings can overlap and contrast in different ways. Taken together they all illustrate that
while i) synonyms are ordinarily different in some respects, ii) antonyms
must share some meaning qualities. This is what makes them associate to
each other at the same time as they constitute semantically distinct alternatives in linguistic communication.
A lexical field is made up of vocabulary elements that deal with a certain
kind of experience, for instance temperature sensations. These can for instance be described by a group of sense related adjectives, some of which
seem near or partial synonyms, while others, towards the opposite pole of
the following kind of transitional contrast chain, are instead antonyms:
scorching; hot; warm; lukewarm/tepid; cool; chilly; cold; icy. Such antonymy-synonymy continua are common in language, and they make it possible
to describe variable phenomena, or particular dimensions of them, in more
detail. The more specific choice of syntagmatically, or collocationally,
linked temperature items depends on the particular experiential domain they
are used to describe.
We can also note that an adjective sense that is associated with a certain
possible meronymic kind of circumstance in a domain with a rich experien355

tial range can selectively promote this factor in the interpretation of a noun
collocate through an unobtrusive kind of metonymic shortcut. The noun day
can be associated with a very large number of experiences, and only some
parts of this meaning potential will be relevant on a particular occasion of
use. A hot day is ‘a day with hot weather’, whereas a sad day is ‘a day when
someone is/some people are sad’, and a busy day is ‘a day when someone
is/some people are busy’.
Some semantic contrasts are thus more pronounced, while others rather
come close to being similarities. Certain lexical distinctions can be discussed
both from the point of view of partial synonymy and as partial antonyms, or
they could be to do with meronymic associations. Such analytical observations highlight the complexity of language meanings and the multifaceted
relational networks they operate within, and also show that analytical notions
used in linguistics, such as synonymy and antonymy, need not primarily be
considered as representing characteristics of individual words or other language elements. Instead it makes sense to see them as explanatory tools that
allow us to discern and discuss recurring kinds of semantic relations in a
language, or to compare different languages as regards the occurrence of
certain semantic distinctions and unifying factors and forces.

3 Polysemy connections and contrasts
Quite generally speaking, it is clear that similarities and contrasts often form
scalar complexes, in particular in the semantic potentials of the lexicon of a
language, since lexical words and the multiword constructions they can occur in interface with general cognition and encyclopaedic experiences in a
dynamic way, as evidenced in their contextually malleable or changeable
character. This can be seen for instance in different uses of day and its antonym night. Since these English nouns have contrastive senses, it would seem
that they cannot be used to describe the same time period. However, this is
not so, since they can be chosen to comment on different experiential qualities and stretches of time within the twenty-four hour cycle that we prototypically divide up into day and night respectively.1 Depending on the factors that are interpretatively foregrounded in a particular context, we could
cover the whole ‘round-the-clock’ cycle by meronymically or metonymically2 extending the time covered by an instantiation of either day or night.
1

Swedish has a noun for a whole twenty-four hour cycle: dygn. It is thus a holonym of its two
meronyms dag, ‘day’, and natt, ‘night’. E.g. Hon arbetade dygnet runt, dag och natt. ‘She
worked around the clock, day and night’.
2
It is not always possible to say whether a polysemous shift in the meaning of an element
along the part-whole dimension should be characterised as meronymic or metonymic. In
addition, many may prefer to use the more specific term synecdoche rather than the broader
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Days is no doubt a more common choice in the use of a string like that given
in (5), because we tend to focus on events during our waking time when we
are talking about a stay in a certain place. But if one is talking to the receptionist at a hotel, nights may well seem more appropriate, because spending
a number of nights (!) in the hotel room could then be in focus rather than
the daytime activities associated with the time for which it was booked.
(5) I’m staying three days/nights.
Prototypically we associate day with the hours when there is light, and people are active, and night with the dark part of a twenty-four-hour cycle,
stretching from late evening into early morning, i.e. through the time when
most people sleep. However, the rather drastically changing light conditions
over a year in northern Scandinavia make it possible to use the following
combination of day and night.
(6) In June it’s day all night in their hometown of Luleå.
Resorting to a descriptive metaphor we can say that there is something
amoebic about lexemes. Many have different conventional sense types, and
all can be incidentally varied. Sense potentials are constantly adjusted to
particular contextual factors, needs, and aims without losing their conventional core contents, which is what makes them such efficient means for
exchanging meanings, even partly novel ones which arise through creative
meaning extensions. Meaning variation in the use of a language element is
termed polysemy, and it occurs in many different forms. More specifically,
polysemous variation involves both some meaning contrast/s and an at least
prototypical sharing of some meaning part/s. Accordingly, the test for a polysemous relation between distinguishable meanings of a lexeme is that they
can both (or all) be included in the understanding of the same instance (AlmArvius 2012, 2011a, 2003: 356–359, 1993: 256–359).
(7) The birds were singing and so were we, till someone shouted “Shut up!”.
(8) We heard birds and crickets singing.
(9) A choir of frogs and crickets were singing in the night.
(10) My heart was singing with the birds.
(11) They fell asleep to the soft singing of the wind and waves.
(12) I could hear the kettle singing like a tin-whistle.
In fact, language users seem often not really to notice the occurrence of polysemy, presumably because the semantic connections between readings that
notion of metonymy when analysing and discussing the theoretical category adherence of
cases like the ones exemplified in the main text above. (Alm-Arvius 2003: 163–174)
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can be distinguished in a more deliberate analysis appear instead to be foregrounded. But contrasting uses of a polyseme can also be rhetorically exploited in some kind of pun. There are examples of this in section 5 below.

4 Unmarked co-occurrence of opposites
Very often there is no semantic tension or no impression of a descriptive
paradox in strings combining words with contrastive senses. Instead it can be
quite natural to use them together in order to convey a message that comments on some easily recognisable aspect of life.
(13) I’m not sure whether I want to remember or forget this.
(14) The thread should be sturdy and thick, not soft and thin.
(15) A revolution should liberate people, not enslave them.
(16) We could not tell whether he was asleep or awake.
(17) Do you want to sell or buy a car?
Many idiomatic expressions combine contrastive words and expressions, e.g.
agree to disagree; be cruel to be kind; come rain or shine; every cloud has a
silver lining; for better or worse; hither and thither; ladies and gentlemen;
neither here nor there; no rose without a thorn; one man’s meat is another
man’s poison; search high and low; smile through tears; the long and the
short of it; heaven and hell; throw/pour good money after bad; whether to
laugh or cry.
Some of these may be felt to rhetorically highlight an antonymous relation, but others will merely appear to be convenient expressions for conveying an attitude or summing up an argument. As always, paralinguistic or text
internal indicators can contribute to their more specific communicative
quality.
Most co-occurrences of antonymous words or expressions are stylistically
or rhetorically unmarked, but the italicised premodifier-head collocations in
the next example may appear to be a more deliberate or artful comparison of
semantic contrasts.
(18) There are feminine men as well as masculine women.

5 Marked rhetorical or poetic co-occurrence of
opposites
There are also combinations of contrastive lexical meanings that seem rhetorically designful and often also poetic. Such language constructions can
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attract attention and be easier to remember than other things that are said or
written. Their striking connections of contrastive word meanings are typically combined with rhythmic repetition of phonological elements, i.e. rhymes,
and phrasal and clausal constructions exemplifying different kinds of parallelism.
There are many examples of ingeniously constructed poetic passages in
Shakespeare. Their aesthetic appeal is connected with their affective colouring. The word play in (19) and (20) is humorous, and may appear to have
ironic qualities as well. The feelings expressed by the pairing of opposites in
(21) and (22) are instead seriously earnest, and in (22) even urgently violent.
(19) … they have a plentiful lack of wit … (Hamlet, Prince of Denmark, Act
2, Scene 2; Shakespeare 1951)
(20) Better a witty fool than a foolish wit. (Twelfth Night, Act 1, Scene 5)
(21) Parting is such sweet sorrow, … (Romeo and Juliet, Act 2, Scene 2)
(22) O serpent heart hid with a flowering face!
Did ever dragon keep so fair a cave?
Beautiful tyrant! Fiend angelical!
Dove-feathered raven, wolvish-ravening lamb!
Despised substance of divinest snow!
Just opposite to what thou justly seem’st –
A damned saint, an honourable villain!
O nature, what hadst thou to do in hell
When thou didst bower the spirit of a fiend
In moral paradise of such sweet flesh?
Was ever book containing such vile matter
So fairly bound? Oh, that deceit should dwell
In such a gorgeous palace! (Romeo and Juliet, Act 3, Scene 2)
There are a number of terminological groupings for stylistically marked
interaction of contrastive meanings. As usual, these analytical categories are
not discrete, but prototypical examples of them can be easily identified and
characterized.
The category of oxymora can be restricted to including examples of lexical words with antonymous senses that occur together in a kind of compound
or as collocates within a syntactic phrase. An oxymoron is used to describe
ambivalent feelings and reactions, or activities, experiences or other phenomena that exhibit seemingly conflicting characteristics; e.g. a love-hate
relationship; a stormy calm; (do something) accidentally on purpose; nonbank banks; pleasurable pain; realistic utopia; with hasteless speed; true
lies. Some oxymoric word combinations are also metaphorical: bitter-sweet
lyrics; icy-hot eyes. Moreover, an oxymoric collocation sometimes results in
value reversal. This occurs when a lexical word with an affective meaning
is given a reading that appears opposite to that of its ordinary use, e.g. a fine
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bad little boy1; wonderfully wicked (Alm-Arvius 2012: 318, 2011a: 15, 30).
There are several examples of oxymora in the Shakespeare quotations in (19)
to (22) above.
In parallelism there is repetition of the same or a similar kind of syntactic
structure within a clause, sentence, or set of textually closely connected
strings, and foregrounded word uses in parallelistic sequences tend to be
related in some way. In other words, occurrences of the rhetorical or poetic
device termed parallelism usually connect syntagms with shared grammatical qualities as well as semantically related words. When the focal words in
an example of parallelism are antonymous, it is antithetical.
(23) So you’re the little woman who wrote the book that started this great
war! (Lincoln on meeting Harriet Beecher Stowe; Wit and Wisdom of
the American Presidents 2009: 15)
(24) The world will little note nor long remember what we say here, but it
can never forget what they did here. (Lincoln, The Gettysburg Address
2010: 151)
(25) Every document of civilisation is also a document of barbarism. (Walter
Benjamin, quoted by A. Kennedy)
(26) I have had dreams, and I have had nightmares. I overcame the nightmares because of my dreams. (Jonas Salk, QuotationsBook)
Antithesis can involve metaphorical uses.
(27) In the midst of the winter, I discovered there was in me an invincible
summer. (Albert Camus)2
(28) Look at life through the windshield, not the rear-view mirror. (Byrd
Baggett)
Chiasmus is a particular kind of parallelism where a semantic contrast, often
with antithetical qualities, is achieved by changing the order of the words.
Also the quotation from Twelfth Night in (20) above contains an example of
chiasmus.
(29) For whosoever will save his life shall lose it: and whosoever will lose
his life for my sake shall find it. (Matthew 16: 25; KJV)
(30) … while we look to the dramatist to give romance to realism, we ask of
the actor to give realism to romance. (Oscar Wilde 1989: 60)

1

Theodore Roosevelt’s wife Edith used this phrase to describe their youngest son Quentin.
There are several somewhat different translations into English of this famous quotation,
which in French is given as “Au milieu de l'hiver, j'ai découvert en moi un invincible été”.
See e.g. the Internet sites given in the References.
2
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(31) A pessimist sees the difficulty in every opportunity; an optimist sees the
opportunity in every difficulty. (Winston Churchill)
(32) And so, my fellow Americans, ask not what your country can do for
you; ask what you can do for your country. (John F. Kennedy, Inaugural
Address 1961)
The term zeugma is used about parallelistic coordination of complements
that require different readings of a polysemous item, usually a verb, and this
gives it punning qualities.
(33) You are free to execute your laws, and your citizens, as you see fit.
(Star Trek: The Next Generation, quoted in The Real Writer)
(34) At noon Mrs. Turpin would get out of bed and humour, put on a kimono, airs, and the water to boil for coffee. (O. Henry, ‘Suite Homes and
Their Romance’, quoted in ‘Zeugma’, English Stylistics)
Instances of punning exploit contrasting interpretations of the same word
form, and as we have seen, zeugma can be considered a particular type of
this kind of word play. The first pun below, in (35), makes use of a polysemous distinction in the understanding of the noun life, while the next one, in
(36), plays on two homonymic meanings of left (Alm-Arvius 2003: 141–
151, 1998: 59–61).
(35) Many people’s lives have no life in them.
(36) What is left of the left today?
A central characteristic of the puns in (37) and (38) is that they all involve
proper names, more specifically surnames, of well-known men: the English
playwright and poet William Shakespeare, the U.S. car manufacturer Henry
Ford, and the U.S. Presidents Gerald Ford and Abraham Lincoln. In (37) the
straightforward proper name instantiation of Shakespeare in the subject slot
refers to the writer, while there is a metonymic shift in the use in the direct
object slot, as it concerns the plays and poems he produced.
(37) Shakespeare wrote Shakespeare.
(38) I’m a Ford, not a Lincoln. (Gerald Ford; Wit and Wisdom of the American Presidents 2009: 66)
The same type of producer-product metonymy is found in (38), and here the
association to the make of car seems foregrounded in relation to the facts
that the speaker’s surname is also Ford, that he is—when saying this—the
President of the U.S.A., just like Lincoln was roughly a hundred years before, and that a Lincoln is also an American car. The point of the pun centres
on the interlaced comparison between these two Presidents and these two
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makes of car, since a Lincoln is a more prestigious car than an ordinary
Ford, and since President Ford’s fame and prestige could not be compared to
that of Abraham Lincoln.
Idiom breaking, as in (40) and (41) below, is also a kind of punning, as
proficient users of the language in question, here English, can be expected to
include also the canonical form and meaning of the idiom as a comparative
reference in the reading of such a partly changed version of the idiom.
(39) All’s well that ends well. (Canonical form)
(40) Not all’s bad that starts bad.
(41) All that ends well need not start well.
(40) and (41) are more specifically examples of internal idiom breaking, as
certain words in the generally shared idiom, in (39), have been changed, and
with them the meaning, but in each case the deviations contrast with the
original in such a way that they invite association to the lexicalised form
(Alm-Arvius 2011a: 15, 30, 2011b: 9, 23–25, 2007: 20–22; cf. note 1, p. 353
above).
At the beginning of section 2 above, we briefly touched on the observation that the use of language is ordinarily part of a multi-modal communicative complex that also comprises paralinguistic indicators and environmental
circumstances. In speech ironically intended formulations tend to be signalled by comparatively subtle non-appreciative voice qualities, facial expressions, and other kinds of body language, and in writing they also have to
rely on circumstantial factors in the surrounding language or pictorial context or on some relevant, shared aspect of the encyclopaedic knowledge of
the writer/s and reader/s.
(42) That’s good, really brilliant.
Irony is interpretatively bi-dimensional like other tropes (Alm-Arvius 2008:
7), and it involves value reversal, because if an actual use of the string above
was ironically intended, these instantiations of good and brilliant should be
understood to convey negative meanings that are antonymously related to
their positive default senses.

6 Conclusion
The title of this paper has been borrowed from the lyrics of a song, and it
thus exemplifies an intertextual influence, even if my approach to attraction
between opposites is not the same as in the song text.
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(43) Baby seems we never ever agree
You like the movies
And I like T.V.
I take things serious
And you take ’em light
I go to bed early
And I party all night
Our friends are sayin’
We ain’t gonna last
Cuz I move slowly
And baby I’m fast
I like it quiet
And I love to shout
But when we get together
It just all work out
I take–2 steps forward
I take–2 steps back
We come together
Cuz opposites attract
And you know–it ain’t fiction
Just a natural fact
We come together
Cuz opposites attract
(Paula Abdul)
The situations and things that we experience through our perceptual capacities and interact with have part-whole structures. These experiential wholes
are not always neatly delimited, and the parts we can distinguish within them
can be of many different kinds, as they are not only individuals, objects, and
substances, but also the processes and activities that these are involved in
and the qualities they are perceived to have. The internal relations between
the distinguishable parts of recurring sorts of situations, e.g. having dinner,
watching TV, or playing football, and more particular phenomena that we
repeatedly encounter, e.g. dolls, bikes, books, or instances of water or laughing, can be described by meronymically related words and expressions in
meronymically composed utterances and pieces of discourse or whole texts.
However, type-of sense categories in hyponymic networks are also important in the semantics of a language. They are constructed through the
repeated identification of experiential phenomena that are somehow clearly
similar even if they occur in different times and places. Importantly enough,
significant oppositions between sense categories within hyponymic hierarchies are not just due to contrasting characteristics but also result from the
sharing of superordinate meaning aspects. Moreover, it is important to realise that there is commonly a continuum between synonymous and antony363

mous sense relations. This can be connected with the observation that our
selection of synonyms on specific occasions of language use tends to depend
on how such lexical items differ from each other, whereas obvious antonyms
share certain more general semantic qualities and can typically be used to
characterise members of the same categories.
The lexical items used in language strings can be connected with a usually quite extensive web of other vocabulary units. It includes not just the
sense potentials of actual collocates, but also other sense related words that
do not appear in a certain language context. The reason for this is that they
interact with and can highlight various aspects of the same experiential domains or encyclopaedic circumstances that we have stored in our body and
brain.
Furthermore and finally, some combinations of lexical words and expressions with contrastive senses can be felt to be communicatively striking,
memorable, and perhaps even poetic. They can, in short, be rhetorically and
aesthetically attractive, or a result of the observation that opposites attract, in
language as well as in life. The passage below would seem to support this
conclusion.
(44) Observers have long noticed how Lincoln combined sets of opposing
qualities. Harriet Beecher Stowe wrote that he was unsteady but strong,
like a wire cable that shakes in storms but tenaciously moves towards its
end. Carl Sandburg described Lincoln as “steel and velvet … hard as
rock and soft as drifting fog.” As these metaphors indicate, Lincoln not
only embraced contrasts — self-doubt and confidence, hope and despair
— but somehow reconciled them to produce something new and valuable. (Schenk 2005: 159)
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Non-correlative Commas between Subjects
and Verbs in Nineteenth-century Newspaper
English
ERIK SMITTERBERG

Abstract. The present study, which is based on a corpus of nineteenth-century
newspaper texts, examines the distribution of non-correlative commas between
subjects and verbs in main clauses. A survey of views presented in Late Modern
English normative sources indicates that such commas were not universally proscribed, while the empirical results show that they became an increasingly rare option during the nineteenth century. The results also indicate that the proportion of
non-correlative commas between subjects and verbs is dependent on the length and
structure of the subject and on the voice of the verb phrase: commas are more likely
to occur after long and complex subjects and before active verb phrases. The results
are linked to discussions in previous research of whether Late Modern English punctuation was motivated mainly by rhetorical or grammatical concerns. It is suggested
that the function of non-correlative commas between subjects and verbs may have
shifted from being primarily grammatical in Early Modern English to being primarily rhetorical in the nineteenth century.
Keywords: Late Modern English, newspaper English, punctuation, noun phrase,
voice

1 Introduction
1.1 Aim and scope
According to Quirk et al. (1985: 1606), punctuation between the subject and
the predicate of a clause has been proscribed in institutionalized usage
“[s]ince the early nineteenth century”. The main exception to this rule concerns correlative punctuation, which “indicates the beginning and end of an
included unit, a unit which is inserted within some larger unit” (Quirk et al.
1985: 1610). Frequent types of such units include non-restrictive relative
clauses and non-restrictive appositions (Quirk et al. 1985: 1628). Thus the
comma between parish and has in example (1) would be grammatical in
Present-day Standard English according to Quirk et al. (1985), because it
indicates the end of the appositive the energetic and esteemed vicar of the
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parish. In contrast, the comma between London and was in example (2)
would be incorrect in Standard English.
(1) The Rev. S. E. Pennefather, the energetic and esteemed vicar of the
parish, has organised a scheme of relief, and to add to the sources of income, has had the Abbey Field flooded, and makes a small charge for
the admission of skaters on the frozen surface. (BDP0003)
(2) The Favourite coach from Maidstone to London, was obliged to stop at
Farningham, on Saturday afternoon, and remained all night, it being
impossible to come up, and the passengers declining to come on
through fear of accident. (LL0004)
In this article, I will refer to commas such as that in (2), which separates the
subject from a following finite verb form and does not mark the end of an
included unit, as non-correlative S|V commas. The main aim of the present
study is to analyse the distribution of non-correlative S|V commas in nineteenth-century newsprint and to link the results to previous research on punctuation in Modern English.
In spite of the rule that proscribes non-correlative S|V commas, Quirk et
al. (1985: 1606) note that “users of English are still strongly motivated to put
a comma between a long noun-phrase subject and the verb”, as such noncorrelative S|V commas mirror a spoken prosodic break, which typically
consists of the end of a tone unit, frequently accompanied by a pause. While
manuscript writing may thus contain such commas, the rule is claimed to be
“strictly observed in print” (Quirk et al. 1985: 1619).
The disappearance of non-correlative S|V commas from printed English
appears to be a case of relatively recent language change. As Salmon’s (1998
[1962]) analysis of one handwritten and one printed text shows, commas
seem to have been used frequently to separate grammatical units within sentences in early seventeenth-century English; one of the units thus marked off
is the subject, when it consists of more than one word (Salmon 1998 [1962]:
53). Salmon (1998 [1962]: 60) suggests that the use of non-correlative S|V
commas was part of a set of “recognized, though not always consistently
applied, grammatical principles”. If we accept Salmon’s (1998 [1962]) and
Quirk et al.’s (1985) claims, this would mean that non-correlative S|V commas after multi-word subjects went from being established, though not obligatory, practice to being proscribed in the space of roughly 200 years.
However, even if Quirk et al.’s statement regarding when the proscription
of non-correlative S|V commas began is correct (and as I show in section
1.2, this is debatable), actual usage is likely to have been less clear-cut; for
instance, in the nineteenth century we might expect traces of the earlier system to co-exist with adherence to the more recent norm. Indeed, examples
such as (2) suggest that the final stages of the change are more recent and in
need of further exploration.
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In this pilot study of non-correlative S|V commas, I focus on main clauses
in press language. Texts belonging to this genre were typically published
under clear time constraints in that a limited amount of time was available
for proof-reading and editing, which may have facilitated the survival of
features that were current in manuscripts but proscribed in print. I shall consider the extralinguistic parameter of time as well as three linguistic parameters: the length of the subject, the structure of the subject, and the voice of
the verb phrase.
The remainder of the article is structured as follows. In section 1.2, I consider the treatment of non-correlative S|V commas in Late Modern English
normative sources. Section 2 is devoted to the selection of material and data
for the empirical study, the results of which are presented in section 3. Section 4 provides a concluding discussion where I link the findings of the study
to discussions of rhetorical vs. grammatical punctuation.

1.2 Normative views on non-correlative S|V commas
In this section, I provide a selective survey of how non-correlative S|V
commas were treated in normative works on English grammar and punctuation from the late eighteenth, nineteenth, and early twentieth centuries; the
findings of the survey will inform the discussion in sections 3 and 4. Owing
to limitations of space, my account focuses on linguistic contexts where
there seems to be disagreement between sources as regards the propriety of a
non-correlative S|V comma. Late Modern English authorities on language
frequently do not use the same terminology that would appear in a presentday publication on punctuation; in the interest of brevity, I have attempted to
express their opinions using modern terminology where possible.
Like many writers in the Late Modern English period, Lowth (1762: 155)
admits that it is often impossible to state rules for punctuation that do not
have exceptions. However, his general rule for simple sentences is that they
do not allow internal punctuation (Lowth 1762: 161), which would rule out
non-correlative S|V commas. Robertson (1785: 72) also argues that noncorrelative S|V commas are incorrect, “unless the LENGTH of the sentence
should require a pause”. In addition, Robertson (1785: 73) states that a long
simple sentence whose subject “is accompanied with inseparable adjuncts”
may allow a non-correlative S|V comma, as in The navigation of the ancient
Romans, was chiefly confined to the Mediterranean sea. Murray (1798: 220)
appears to have copied Robertson’s qualification about inseparable adjuncts
verbatim. As Murray’s (1798: 224) example A man who is of a detracting
spirit, will misconstrue the most innocent words that can be put together
implies, he seems to consider restrictive relative clauses as such inseparable
adjuncts.
However, Steel (1786: 23) takes issue with Robertson (1785), claiming
that no simple sentence consisting of a subject, a verb, and a direct object
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“can be so long as to justify the insertion of a comma”. While Steel admits
that some such sentences may allow a pause in speech, he argues that the
pause would not be “of such length as the comma indicates”. Stackhouse
(1800: 19) also claims that the subject and the verb may not be separated by
punctuation. However, a non-correlative comma may be placed before the
verb when the subject contains several coordinated units (Stackhouse 1800:
19, 31–32).1 Similarly, Lennie (1864: 159) argues that simple sentences
normally do not require commas. However, three or more conjoins should be
separated by commas (Lennie 1864: 160), and as shown by his example The
sun, the moon, and the stars, are the glory of nature, this also appears to
include inserting a non-correlative S|V comma when the conjoins are in
subject position. Another exception concerns the verb to be, which, Lennie
(1864: 160) claims, “is generally preceded by a comma” when it is followed
by an adjective (e.g. To be diligently employed in the performance of real
duty, is honourable) or an infinitive “with adjuncts” (e.g. One of the noblest
of the Christian virtues, is to love our enemies).
Brown (1869: 774) prescribes non-correlative S|V commas when the subject of a long simple sentence contains “inseparable adjuncts”; like Murray
(1798), Brown (1869: 775) seems to count restrictive relative clauses as
inseparable adjuncts. Brown (1869: 774) also advocates non-correlative S|V
commas “when several words together are used in stead of a nominative”
(judging by Brown’s example, this criterion appears to concern clausal subjects) and after subjects that contain more than two conjoins in syndetic or
asyndetic coordination, although he admits that usage is divided in the latter
case (Brown 1869: 775). Nichol (1879: 10–12) presents a similar picture:
non-correlative S|V commas are prescribed after subjects consisting of pairs
of words (e.g. Old and young, rich and poor, wise and foolish, were involved
in the ruin of the Glasgow bank) and after subjects that end in restrictive
relative clauses, and are claimed to be frequent following clausal subjects.
Mason (1883: 207, 209) advocates commas after subjects with long modifiers and after clausal subjects.
As regards twentieth-century sources, Fowler (1926: 566) admits that
space constraints preclude his addressing punctuation in detail; however, he
does supply a number of sentences that contain what he considers to be
1

Stackhouse’s (1800: 19, 32) rules appear to be that the non-correlative S|V comma is obligatory if there is no and before the last conjoin or if the last conjoin does not in itself agree with
the verb, whereas is it optional otherwise. It is perhaps possible to regard such S|V commas as
correlative in that commas then mark the beginning and end of the last conjoin. However,
Quirk et al. (1985: 1619) appear to distinguish serial commas, which are inserted before each
coordinated item, from correlative commas, and one of their examples—Dogs, cats(,) and
other animals can recognize friends by smell alone—indicates that they do not consider an
S|V comma an option in such contexts. I have therefore counted such commas as noncorrelative in this study, but I will comment on their incidence when I present the results of
the empirical investigation in section 3.
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punctuation errors together with his corrections. One such error concerns
“[s]eparating inseparables”, a category that includes the separation of “a verb
from its subject or object or complement” (Fowler 1926: 567), as in The
charm in Nelson’s history, is, the unselfish greatness. It is noteworthy that
Fowler (1926: 566) included only punctuation errors “that experience shows
to be prevalent”; the inclusion of the sentence with a non-correlative S|V
comma thus implies that this usage still occurred with some frequency.
Moreover, not all non-correlative S|V commas were proscribed even in the
twentieth century; for instance, Skelton (1949: 17) prescribes non-correlative
S|V commas after enumerations as subjects, e.g. Industry, honesty, and temperance, are essential to happiness. Skelton (1949: 49) also considers a noncorrelative S|V comma “entirely appropriate” after an “exceptionally long or
elaborate” subject.
In sum, it is difficult to discern a clear trend towards reduced acceptance
of non-correlative S|V commas during the Late Modern English period. As
several nineteenth-century sources allow or prescribe non-correlative S|V
commas in certain contexts, Quirk et al.’s (1985: 1606) claim that such
commas have been proscribed since the early 1800s seems somewhat strong.
Moreover, Fowler’s (1926) inclusion of non-correlative S|V commas as an
error indicates that they occurred with some frequency in early twentiethcentury English, which makes it a relevant undertaking to investigate their
incidence in actual usage during the preceding century.

2 Method
2.1 Material
The present study is based on a working version of the Corpus of Nineteenth-century Newspaper English (henceforth “CNNE”). The texts in
CNNE have been selected from three digital newspaper archives: 19th Century British Library Newspapers, ProQuest Historical Newspapers, and The
Times Digital Archive 1785–1985. The texts were downloaded as PDF files
and converted to text files with the aid of Optical Character Recognition
software (ABBYY FineReader), complemented by manual proofreading.
The subgenres included in CNNE are editorials and reportage; the regional coverage is restricted to England. The corpus currently contains a total of
200 texts, evenly divided between the two periods 1830–1850 (period 1) and
1875–1895 (period 2). Information on what newspapers were sampled for
each period is given in Table 1, which also provides the abbreviations for
each paper that will be used in corpus examples. Ten texts were included in
each paper/period subsample. The total word count of the current version of
CNNE is c. 320,000 words.
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Table 1. Newspapers included in CNNE as of November 2011
Paper
Birmingham Daily Post (BDP)
Daily News (DN)
Examiner (EX)
Leeds Mercury (LM)
Liverpool Mercury (LIM)
Lloyd’s Weekly London Newspaper (LL)
Manchester Guardian (MG)
Morning Chronicle (MC)
Northern Echo (NE)
Northern Star and Leeds General Advertiser (NS)
Pall Mall Gazette (PMG)
Poor Man’s Guardian (PG)
Reynolds’s Weekly Newspaper (RW)
The Times (TT)

Period
2
1+2
1
1+2
2
1+2
1+2
1
2
1
2
1
1+2
1+2

In order to limit the scope of the study while preserving the full range of
variation in CNNE, stratified random sampling was used to select a subcorpus on which the present study is based: I used the RAND function in Microsoft Excel to select two texts from each paper/period subsample in CNNE
for inclusion in the study. The quantitative investigation is thus based on a
total of 40 texts. As it was deemed unlikely that the distribution of S|V
commas would be dependent on which subgenre a given text belonged to, no
attempt was made to separate editorials from reportage texts in this pilot
study.

2.2 Data
The texts examined were investigated manually to identify all main clauses
that contained a subject. The investigation was restricted to main clauses, as
it is possible that different constraints influenced the occurrence of noncorrelative S|V commas in main and subordinate clauses.
The initial selection process yielded a total of 2,542 clauses. However, a
large number of these clauses were excluded from the counts because they
did not contain a choice between inserting and omitting a non-correlative
comma between the end of the subject and the finite verb form. To begin
with, I excluded all cases where there was inversion between the subject and
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the finite verb form, as in (3), or where part of the subject followed the finite
verb form, as in (4):
(3) Hence arise perpetual miscalculations. (DN0006)
(4) In another hole a quantity of copper money was found, which has not
been counted, but which weighed 37 lb., […] (RW0001)
Clauses where the subject and the finite verb form were not adjacent, as in
(5) and (6), were also excluded, as the intervening material may influence
punctuation.
(5) […] and some Ministers loudly congratulated themselves that they
would in future receive regularly a goodly sum of ready money for their
respective departments. (TT0019)
(6) The police authorities, however, thought it necessary to send a larger
force to the district. (TT0014)
In addition, there were a large number of cases where a comma between the
subject and the verb could be interpreted as correlative, as in (7) and (8).
These were also excluded from the counts.
(7) Here the café, which is generally a better building than the other houses, is labelled “Comce. de Vins Traiteur.” (PMG0009)
(8) The position of Lucerne, as one of the three alternate directing cantons,
has naturally excited further alarm among the radical party, who saw
that […] (MG0010)
The main basis for excluding such instances was the presence of a preceding
comma that made it possible to interpret the S|V comma as marking the end
of an included unit. Cases like (8), where neither comma would be required
in Present-day English, were thus also excluded from the counts. Nor were
cases where parentheses or dashes were used instead of commas included.
Finally, once the data had been classified, it became clear that two types
of subject were never separated from the finite verb form by commas in the
texts examined, presumably because the unstressed pronunciation of these
subjects would have made a prosodic break in speech after them unlikely.
The two types are existential there, as in (9), and ‘empty’ it in, for instance,
cleft sentences, as in (10).
(9) There is not a member of the Council of bridges and highroads who has
travelled on the English railways. (DN0006)
(10) It is because they design chasing the “money-changers from the Temple” that every base art is employed to compass their downfall.
(EX0004)
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In order to focus on the linguistic contexts where a non-correlative S|V
comma was possible, I excluded clauses with these types of subject from the
counts.1 After these exclusions, a total of 1,780 clauses remained in the dataset.

3 Results
The presentation of my results is structured according to the independent
variables included in the analysis: time, length of subject, type of subject,
and voice. The first variable to be treated is time. The distribution of noncorrelative S|V commas according to period is given in Table 2.
Table 2. Presence and absence of non-correlative S|V commas by period
Period
1
2
Total

Comma
#
25
5
30

%
3.1
0.5
1.7

No comma
#
%
784
96.9
966
99.5
1,750
98.3

Total
809
971
1,780

As Table 2 shows, the proportion of clauses with S|V commas decreases by
2.6 percentage points between periods 1 and 2. According to the chi-square
test, this decrease is statistically significant at the 0.05 significance level,
which will be used throughout section 3.2 Even though non-correlative S|V
commas clearly constitute a marked option even in the early nineteenth century, there is thus a significant decrease in the use of this type of punctuation
in newspaper English during the 1800s.
The next independent variable to be tested is the length of the subject. As
Skelton (1949) indicates that non-correlative S|V commas are possible after
very long subjects even in twentieth-century English, it is of interest to see
whether this factor influences the distribution in the texts examined. The
subjects of the clauses analysed were classified according to their length in
1

A larger dataset may of course show that non-correlative S|V commas were in fact possible
in, for instance, existential clauses. Conversely, non-correlative S|V commas are likely to
have been extremely rare in some linguistic contexts that were included in the study; for
instance, as shown in section 3, no non-correlative S|V commas in fact occur in the texts
examined after subjects that are shorter than six words in length. However, considering the
exploratory nature of the present study, the absence of native speakers who could supply
acceptability judgements, and the fact that non-correlative S|V commas have been attested
after short subjects (see note 1 on p. 376), it seemed safest not to exclude any further types of
subject from the counts.
2
d.f. = 1; χ2 = 17.7; p < 0.001.
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number of words. (In this classification, each orthographic unit in the subject
separated by spaces from the other units was considered a separate word;
initials, for instance, were thus counted as words.) The subjects were then
categorized as Simple (1 word), Short (2–5 words), Long (6–10 words), or
Very long (> 10 words) depending on this numerical value. The results of
the classification are given in Table 3.
Table 3. Presence and absence of non-correlative S|V commas by subject
length
Subject
Simple
Short
Long
Very long
Total

Comma
#
0
0
12
18
30

%
0.0
0.0
6.3
27.3
1.7

No comma
#
%
637
100.0
885
100.0
180
93.8
48
72.7
1,750
98.3

Total
637
885
192
66
1,780

Owing to low expected frequencies, the differences in Table 3 cannot be
tested for statistical significance. Nevertheless, the results indicate that the
length of the subject may influence the distribution of non-correlative S|V
commas: if only the Long and Very long categories are included, the results
can be tested, and this difference is statistically significant.1 A closer look at
the figures shows that the shortest subject followed by a non-correlative S|V
comma is six words in length. After subjects that are 17 words in length or
longer, non-correlative S|V commas in fact occur in a majority of cases (8
vs. 3), which tallies with Skelton’s (1949: 49) claim that they are “entirely
appropriate” after “exceptionally long” subjects.
In addition to the length of the subject, I also considered its structure.
Several of the authors considered in section 1.2 mention that a noncorrelative S|V comma is possible if the subject includes “inseparable adjuncts” (see, for instance, Robertson 1785: 73); judging by their examples,
these adjuncts appear chiefly to comprise postmodifiers. I therefore classified the relevant noun-phrase subjects according to whether or not they included at least one postmodifier.2 In addition to these two categories, I also
recognize composite noun-phrase subjects (which comprise two or more
complete coordinated noun phrases) and clausal subjects, as non-correlative
S|V commas were allowed or prescribed after these types of subject by, for
instance, Skelton (1949) and Nichol (1879), respectively. The distribution of
non-correlative S|V commas across these categories is given in Table 4; the
1

d.f. = 1; χ2 = 21.1; p < 0.001.
In this classification, all phrases that were headed by nouns, pronouns, adjectives, or numerals were counted as noun phrases.
2
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slightly lower total number of instances in Table 4 compared with Tables 2
and 3 is due to 18 subjects resisting classification on this parameter and consequently being excluded from the counts.
Table 4. Presence and absence of non-correlative S|V commas by subject
type
Subject type
–Postmodification
+Postmodification
Composite
Clausal
Total

Comma
#
0
18
8
4
30

%
0.0
5.0
15.7
21.1
1.7

No comma
#
%
1,334
100.0
340
95.0
43
84.3
15
78.9
1,732
98.3

Total
1,334
358
51
19
1,762

Table 4 demonstrates that, in the texts examined, non-correlative S|V commas only follow postmodified, composite, and clausal subjects.1 However,
the expected frequencies of several cells in Table 4 are too low to bear testing for statistical significance.
Subject length and subject type are to some extent interdependent variables: the types of subject after which S|V commas are attested are longer on
average than are subjects in the non-postmodified category. The average
length in words is 1.8 for subjects without postmodification, 7.2 for subjects
with postmodification, 7.4 for composite subjects, and 11.0 for clausal subjects. A multi-factorial analysis, which is beyond the scope of this pilot
study, would be necessary to determine whether subject length and subject
type have independent effects on the proportion of non-correlative S|V
commas.
A closer, qualitative look at some of the 30 subjects followed by noncorrelative S|V commas may help to shed light on what subject-related factors favour their occurrence. As there are only four relevant clausal subjects
(one that-clause, one whether-clause, and two gerund clauses), it is impossible to discern any patterns within this category. However, it is noteworthy
that all four are from period 1 (two of them come from the same text).
As regards the composite subjects, all except one contain at least three
conjoins, the highest number being eight, in (11):
1

However, as shown by the corpus example Colonel Brereton, harangued the multitude,
begged them to repair to their homes, and cautioned them of the dreadful consequences of
their conduct (from the text EX0007, which was not selected for the present study), noncorrelative S|V commas appear possible even after subjects without postmodification. I analyse title + proper noun sequences such as Colonel Brereton as complex proper nouns in the
present study (cf. Keizer 2007: 58). The same example also demonstrates that non-correlative
S|V commas may occur after subjects of less than six words in length.
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(11) Birmingham, Manchester, Sheffield, Leeds, Newcastle, Edinburgh,
Glasgow, and Paisley, form the watch towers; […] (NS0003)
Moreover, in the only composite subject with only two conjoins that is followed by a non-correlative S|V comma, given in (12), the second conjoin
ends in a restrictive relative clause.
(12) This obesity and the wholesome lesson which his brother had received
from the Dutch, indisposed Umpanda to an aggressive policy, […]
(DN0011)
As Nichol (1879) prescribes commas after such subjects even when they are
not composite, the non-correlative S|V comma in (12) may be due to the
relative clause rather than the subject type.
Of the 18 relevant non-composite noun-phrase subjects with postmodification, the postmodifiers are restrictive relative clauses or prepositional
phrases in all examples except one, viz. (13), whose postmodifier is an infinitive clause:
(13) The best way to teach this “great gentleman” the inferiority of his
Court, would be for Parliament to reduce his salary a few thousands:
[…] (PG0002)
Overall, there is a good match between the types of subjects that precede
non-correlative S|V commas in the texts examined and the subject types after
which some contemporary sources accepted or prescribed such commas:
clausal subjects, composite subjects, and subjects with postmodifiers.
The last independent variable included in the present exploratory survey
is voice. Passive clauses tend to have subjects which represent given information and which are not agentive; in addition, the subject is followed by an
auxiliary that is typically unstressed. I hypothesize that such clauses are less
likely than active clauses to have a prosodic break between the subject and
the finite verb form in speech, to which an S|V comma would presumably
correspond in writing. I therefore classified the verb phrases of all clauses
included in the study according to voice. The two main categories were active verb phrases, as in (14), and passive verb phrases, as in (15). Quirk et
al.’s (1985: 167–171) passive gradient was used to determine whether or not
be + past participle constructions should be considered passive verb phrases.
I excluded constructions that met Quirk et al.’s criteria for semi-passives, as
in (16), where the verb be could, for instance, be replaced with the copular
verb seem (The police seemed completely overpowered), from the counts.
Likewise, clauses that were ambiguous between an active and a passive
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reading, as in (17), where the past participle hoisted could be seen either as a
subject complement or as part of a passive verb phrase, were excluded.
(14) We published a day or two ago some electoral statistics the full significance of which has by no means been yet exhausted. (PMG0001)
(15) The armies sent to Abyssinia and to the Equatorial regions were overthrown by the local forces they encountered, while the one which appeared in the Danubian provinces scarcely struck so much as a single
blow; […] (BDP0009)
(16) The police were completely overpowered, […] (RW0008)
(17) It was not generally made known until the middle of the day that the
Queen and Prince Albert intended to pay a visit to the Thames Tunnel,
and in an incredibly short space of time Wapping High-street presented
a very gay appearance, and flags were hoisted from nearly every house,
[…] (LL0010)
The distribution of the clauses included in the study across the voice parameter is given in Table 5.
Table 5. Presence and absence of non-correlative S|V commas by verbphrase voice
Voice
Active
Passive
Total

Comma
#
%
26
2.0
2
0.5
28
1.6

No comma
#
%
1,287
98.0
394
99.5
1,681
98.4

Total
1,313
396
1,709

The results indicate a significant difference between the active and passive
categories.1 Subjects of passive verb phrases are thus less likely to be followed by non-correlative S|V commas than are subjects of active verb
phrases.

4 Discussion
The results of the present study indicate that parts of the final stage of a linguistic change have been charted: the proportion of non-correlative S|V
commas is low and decreasing in the material, and their occurrence appears
to be restricted to a fairly narrow range of linguistic contexts. However, in
order to gain a deeper understanding of the possible reasons behind the
1

d.f. = 1; χ2 = 4.11; p = 0.043.
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change, it is necessary to consider the function of non-correlative S|V commas as well as the perceived function of punctuation as a whole.
The two main functions that punctuation has been argued to fill can be
called rhetorical and grammatical.1 The function of rhetorical punctuation
is to connect writing to speech, while grammatical punctuation marks syntactic relationships in a written text (Baron 2001: 22–23; Schou 2007: 195).
There is considerable disagreement among scholars regarding the relative
importance of these functions in both synchrony and diachrony, but a frequent view appears to be that punctuation has come to be regarded as more
grammatical and less rhetorical since the Early Modern English period (see,
for instance, Ronberg 1995: 55 and Schou 2007: 198; but cf. Salmon 1988:
295, who argues that the rhetorical function was considered increasingly
important during the 1700s).
Interestingly, there is some indication in previous research that the function of non-correlative S|V commas may have shifted over time, which may
help to explain their gradual disappearance from printed English. Salmon
(1998 [1962]: 60) argues that, in the early seventeenth century, such commas
were used “to mark off the units of the sentence”, which implies that their
occurrence was motivated chiefly by grammatical concerns. In contrast,
Baron (2001: 23) uses the non-correlative S|V comma to exemplify differences between rhetorical and grammatical punctuation: a sentence in a rhetorically punctuated text would have a non-correlative S|V comma if the end
of the subject represented the end of “a major breath group”, whereas grammatical punctuation would not allow a non-correlative comma in this position.
It may be possible to combine these two interpretations in a way that
helps to account for developments during the Modern English period. It has
been claimed that one reason why grammatical punctuation occurred between clause elements in Early Modern English was that it was used as a
non-obligatory device to clarify sentence structure, which would have been
done by inflections in a model language like Latin (see, for instance, Schou
2007: 213). At this time, grammatical punctuation such as non-correlative
S|V commas was, according to Schou (2007: 213), “embedded in a larger
system of classical rhetorical marking of stretches of discourse”. However,
as written communication in English became more widespread during the
Modern English period, the need for such signals is likely to have decreased,
as readers became increasingly familiar with processing written texts. For
instance, Schou (2007: 205–206) argues that grammars like Lowth (1762)
made it possible to identify relations within a simple sentence without the
1

As Baron (2001: 23) notes, grammatical punctuation has also been called syntactic and
logical; Honan (1960) uses the terms elocutionary and syntactical rather than rhetorical and
grammatical. In the interest of brevity, I use the terms grammatical and rhetorical throughout
this article.
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help of punctuation. There is some evidence from other areas that the grammar of writing became a more firmly established system during this time; for
instance, Culpeper & Kytö (2010: 167–168) link a decrease in the frequency
of and as a clause-level connector between Early Modern and Present-day
English to the establishment of the syntactic basis of the written sentence
during the seventeenth century. Perhaps partly as a result of such developments, normative sources began to proscribe non-correlative S|V commas in
simple sentences with uncomplicated syntax, where it was now felt that “the
syntactic relations were too close to be interrupted” by non-correlative punctuation (Schou 2007: 213).
However, the main function of non-correlative S|V commas may then
have been reinterpreted as rhetorical rather than grammatical. They would
then have been allowed or prescribed in syntactic contexts where a prosodic
break would have been likely in speech—indeed, contemporary sources such
as Robertson (1785) explicitly link such commas to pauses—but not where
such a break would have been unlikely.1 However, this shift would then have
coincided with the overall shift in the other direction as regards punctuation
in general, viz. from a rhetorical to a grammatical orientation, noted by
Schou (2007). If so, the decrease in the frequency of non-correlative S|V
commas during the period covered by the present study can be understood as
part of a process by which rhetorical punctuation became rarer.
More research is needed in order to ascertain whether the possible development sketched above is what actually took place. Most importantly, we
need more corpus-based studies in order to clarify the relation between normative statements and actual usage. For instance, it would be of interest to
see to what extent the practice outlined in works such as Lowth (1762)
helped to cause or speed up the change away from the use of non-correlative
S|V commas and to what extent these works largely recorded current usage
in this regard. As nineteenth-century usage in newspapers actually appears to
be more advanced than the picture outlined in contemporary sources with
regard to the disappearance of non-correlative S|V commas, this is of some
importance. Furthermore, additional genres should of course be considered.
Baron (2001: 54) notes that a general change from “heavy” to “light” punctuation took place in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, and
claims that this change was partly driven by the popular press. If so, it is
1

This reinterpretation is likely to have been a gradual process, as non-correlative S|V commas
inserted for grammatical reasons would already have had a potentially rhetorical function
wherever their use in writing corresponded to a prosodic break in speech. Moreover, not all
uses of non-correlative S|V commas listed in eighteenth-century and nineteenth-century
sources were necessarily rhetorically motivated (provided that the distribution of prosodic
breaks in Late Modern English was the same as it is today); for instance, there need not be a
prosodic break between a subject that ends in a restrictive relative clause and a following
verb. Nevertheless, a partial functional shift from grammatical to rhetorical arguably took
place.
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possible that not all printed genres abandoned the non-correlative S|V comma as quickly as newspaper English did. In addition, as Quirk et al. (1985:
1619) imply that non-correlative S|V commas may still occur in manuscript
in Present-day English, an investigation of Late Modern English manuscript
sources such as diaries and collections of private letters would be a valuable
addition to existing research.
It is also possible that the occurrence of non-correlative S|V commas is
influenced by contextual factors not included in the present exploratory survey. For instance, commas are occasionally placed between the verb and an
object or complement in the texts examined, as in (18):
(18) […] the Americans sent a large quantity of flour when our ports were
open, in 1830 and 1831, and the consequence was, immense orders for
British cottons, woollens, &c.; […] (LM0011)
As a clause may be less likely to have commas both before and after the
verb, these two aspects of Late Modern English punctuation need to be studied together in order to obtain a complete picture of the conditioning factors
involved. Furthermore, even if all potential factors have been identified, a
multi-factorial analysis would be necessary in order to demonstrate which of
them remain influential when they are considered together; for instance, as
mentioned in section 3, there appears to be a correlation between subject
length and subject type.
In conclusion, the present study has focused on two aspects of the history
of English that remain relatively understudied, viz. punctuation and Late
Modern English. The results reached point to the importance of considering
developments in Late Modern English as a bridge between Early Modern
and Present-day English; they also show that the apparent stability of Late
Modern English may hide significant quantitative shifts in usage. It is hoped
that future studies will continue to add to our knowledge of the English of
the Late Modern period and of the links between precept and usage that were
operative during this time.
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